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Summary

This dissertation studies examples of social and cultural memory and identity manifested in
the art of the southwest, present-day Sichuan province, during the Eastern Han dynasty. Through the
study of the southwest’s material culture, considered special for its distinct artistic style and content
by scholars in the field of Chinese art, combined with analysis of early textual sources, it highlights
a number of important findings associated with the region’s social make-up, economic activities,
burial practices, education and governance, all of which contributed to the formation of a distinct
regional identity. The southwest’s geographical isolation and its great distance from the Central
Plains; the difficulties and dangers of road and river transport from all directions; its multi-ethnic
make-up and the engrained cultural prejudice from the north, especially from the capital’s
governing elite and literati, were all factors that contributed to a sense of regional separation that
manifested itself in a distinct material culture and is hinted at in early textual sources.
The main sources of material culture examined in the dissertation are pictorial brick tiles and
stone reliefs discovered in stone and brick chamber tombs; decorated stone sarcophagi placed in the
region’s cliff tombs; and commemorative and ancestral stelae erected for the governors of Shu and
Ba commanderies. In its methodology, the dissertation employs Western theories on social and
cultural memory and identity. It also bridges two fields of study, cultural and art history, which are
often pursued separately due to their distinct specialisations. The dissertation’s findings aim to
contribute to our knowledge of the southwest and to the study of regional identity in early imperial
China.
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Introduction
The ‘Treaties on Geography (Dilizhi 地理志)’ section of the Book of Sui (Suishu 隋
書),1 compiled in the 7th century C.E., provides a general introduction on the governing elite,
peoples and customs of the southwest, much of which forms present-day Sichuan province, as
follows:2

其⼈敏慧輕急, 貌多蕞陋, 頗慕⽂學, 時有斐然, 多溺于逸樂, 少從宦之⼠,
或至耆年⽩⾸, 不離鄉⾢. ⼈多⼯巧, 綾錦雕鏤之妙, 殆侔于上國. 貧家不
務儲蓄, 富室專於趨利, 其處家室, 則女勤作業, ⽽⼠多⾃閑, 聚會宴飲, 尤
⾜意錢之戲. ⼩⼈薄于情禮, ⽗⼦率多異居, 其邊野富⼈, 多規固山澤, 以
財物雄役夷, 獠, 故輕為奸藏, 權傾州縣. 此亦其舊俗乎?
People [of the southwest] are clever and intelligent, and disparage being rash.
In appearance many [of them] are small and ugly. [They are] inclined to
admire literary studies and at times [there are those who] excel [amongst
them]. There are many who indulge in pleasure-seeking, and few who follow
[the path] of government officials. There are those who reach an old age and
have white hair [but have] never left [their] villages and towns. [Amongst its]
people there are many who are skilled labourers, and are clever at [making]
damask silk and carved and engraved [goods] that are only comparable to
[that made in the] upper states. Poor households do not concern [themselves]
with saving, and wealthy clans are experts at making quick profit. In their
residence and households, women usually conduct business industriously and
men mostly stay idle, get together and banquet. Furthermore, [they] have
ample intention for costly amusement. The petty person is light in his
feelings towards rites, fathers and sons often command moving residence.
[Amongst the] wealthy who [live in the] frontier fields, many have secured
control over the mountains and marshes. By means of their wealth and power
they exact [labour] services from the Yi and Liao [natives]. Therefore, [they
act with complete] impunity in harbouring [natives in their homes]. Their
authority subverts that of the prefectural and county [officials]. [But] isn’t
this also the age-old custom [of the regions]?3
The Suishu was commissioned by the Tang emperor, Taizong 唐太宗 (r. 626-649 C.E.), in 629 C.E. and compiled by a number of
prominent Tang scholars, including Wei Zheng 魏徵 (580-643 C.E.). It was completed in 636 C.E. and covers a time frame between
581-618 C.E. See Chennault, Knapp, Berkowitz and Dien (1995), 330-334.
1

The name Sichuan refers to the four major waterways of the Jialing 嘉陵, Jinsha ⾦沙, Min 岷 and Tuo 沱 rivers, which flow
through the region and dominate its landscape. The rivers, as the region’s important waterways, are referenced in the Northern Song
(976-983 C.E.) text, the Taiping guangji, 148.1069 (“Cui yuan” 崔圓), which names present-day Sichuan as the ‘Western Rivers
(Xichuan 西川)’. ‘Sichuan’ has become a common designator for the southwest in current scholarly works on early imperial China,
and thus is used in this dissertation. See the two maps of Sichuan on p. iv. Furthermore, unless specified, all translations are my own.
Citations from primary Chinese texts are referenced as follows: title, chapter number.page number.
2

Suishu, 29A.830 (“Dili zhi” 地理志); tr. Smith (1991), 80. See also Von Glahn (1987), 40, for a slightly different translation of this
passage.
3
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This passage is revealing for its conviction on the physical and behavioural characteristics of the
southwest’s population, who are described as clever and intelligent, yet in appearance are typically
small and ugly. They may be cultured and have an admiration for learning, with some even
excelling in it, yet the majority favour leisurely pursuits and entertainment and are contemptuous of
government service. We are also told that there are those who reach an old age and have never left
their villages and towns, suggesting that there was little mobility to other regions and a contentment
with life in their own locality. The region is described as endowed with a large number of skilled
artisans who excel in crafts such as weaving and carving, and women are mentioned as key
contributors to their household economy while their men folk tend to remain idle. Many enjoy
costly amusements, and there is an inclination to pursue a lifestyle where saving is not a concern
even amongst the poor and the wealthy are keen to make a quick profit. There is a general disregard
for established rites and code of behaviour. We are alerted to those who have gained much wealth
from the region’s mountains and waters, a reference to the great clans (haozu 豪族) who engage in
the business of mining iron ore and producing valuable commodities such as salt, and of their
exploitation of the region’s ethnic population that provides an indispensable labour force.4 The
power of the region’s haozu are such that they habitually undermine the authority of officials
appointed by the central government. The final section of the passage raises the rhetorical question,
‘[But] isn’t this also the age-old custom [of the southwest]?
Much of what we read in the Suishu reiterates earlier accounts of the southwest and its
indigenous peoples, and confirms how information transmitted through established historiographies
influenced later historians’ narrations and their knowledge of the past.5 However, this type of
The Shiji, 129.3277, mentions the Zhuo 卓 clan who moved to Linqiong in Shu commandery and developed iron manufacturing in
the region. Local mountains were rich in iron ore and the Zhuo clan employed a work force numbering in the thousands to run the
mines and smelteries. They came to control the region’s mountains and had their own fields, ponds and hunting reserves. On the
Zhuo see also Sage (1992), 178. On the haozu, and their position in society during the Han dynasty see Cui (2012a).
4

Early literary tradition took the four directions of the universe and linked them with four categories of peoples that came to
represent the four types of foreigners in the Chinese cosmic world view: the Di 狄, Man 蠻, Yi 夷 and Rong 戎. As a group they were
5

the barbarians (Yi 夷), although, as explained by Fiskesjö (2012), 65, the Rong and Di were written with dog classifiers and
described as wolves, while the Man, written with the bug element, was the chief barbarian ethnonym under which southern frontier
peoples were subsumed. Yi lumped everyone together who were different from the Chinese norms for their natural properties, hair,
skin colour, facial features and their habits, culture, language, religion etc. The Chinese and barbarian dichotomy, Hua-Yi 華夷,
represented concepts of ethnicity as an acquired marker of distinction among the two different groups of peoples, and embodied those
who shared the habitats of the exotic bestiaries in the periphery of the Chinese cultural epicentre. Southerners were also given
fantastical names which are classifiers and represent Chinese perceptions of the unfamiliar, animal-like ‘other’, combined with
notions rooted in their mythological beliefs. For example, on the Southern Man peoples the Hou Hanshu, 86.2834, gives the
following description,‘The Liji says, “[The people] of the South are called Man. They tattoo their foreheads and [their men and
women] interact [with each other].” It is the custom for men and women to bathe in the same river, hence [the region] is called
Jaozhi. To the west there is the Kingdom of the Dan people. [Upon] giving birth to the first son, without delay he is cut and eaten.
This is called to “sacrifice the younger brother”. [If] it has a good flavour, then they present it as a gift to their ruler, who, [if]
delighted, rewards the father. [When] he marries a beautiful wife, [he] then lets his brother have her. Nowadays, the people of Wuhu
are like this [as well]’ (禮記稱 “南⽅曰蠻，雕題交阯”. 其俗男女同川⽽浴, 故曰交阯. 其西有噉⼈國, ⽣⾸⼦輒解⽽食之, 謂之
宜弟. 味旨, 則以遺其君, 君喜⽽賞其⽗. 取妻美, 則讓其兄. 今烏滸⼈是也).
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history is not an objective account of the past but a selective reconstruction based on perceptions
and codes formed by the authors at the time of writing. Nevertheless, what appears to be an
established rhetoric on the southwest is that it is a region universally known for its distinct custom
that has persisted over time.
Through the examination of local material culture from the Eastern Han dynasty 東漢 (25 220 C.E.) and early textual sources, this dissertation aims to shed light on some of the socioeconomic, political and cultural factors that contributed to the development of what is described in
the Suishu as the ‘age-old custom’ of the southwest. It explores how the southwest’s geographical
landscape, multi-cultural inhabitants and economic and social conditions facilitated the
development of a distinct regional consciousness that persisted over time and which may be called
as its identity. The southwest region examined in this dissertation covers the geographical areas
occupied by the former ancient cultures of the Shu 蜀 and the Ba 巴 peoples, and incorporates the
three administrative commanderies of Shu, Ba and Guanghan 廣漢 in the Eastern Han period.
The region’s material culture showcases a unique artistic development that reflects a society
with distinct traditions. The dissertation examines three types of material culture: pictorial brick
tiles and stone reliefs unearthed from chamber tombs, decorated stone sarcophagi discovered in the
region’s many cliff tombs, and inscriptions carved on local commemorative and ancestral stelae.
Eastern Han art from the southwest is noted for its original content and naturalistic style not seen
elsewhere in contemporaneous tomb art in China. It is said to represent the ‘ancient art of Sichuan’
and as such is considered special to this region.6 In addition to information obtained from the three
types of material culture mentioned above, the dissertation also draws on established
historiographies and literary and geographical compilations in support of its findings. 7
For methodology, the dissertation uses a theoretical framework built on Western social
constructionism which describes how identity is formed, and how it is linked to memory, landscape
and culture. Vere Gordon Childe (1892 - 1957) in his examination of cultural conceptions in
prehistoric Europe noted how we find certain types of archaeological remains such as pots,

6

See Rudolph (1951).

Some of the important textual sources examined include geographical treatises (dili zhi 地理志) found in the Hanshu 漢書 and the
Hou Hanshu 後漢書. See Tan (2001), for a collection of annotations on the treatises on administrative geography in the standard
histories. Additionally, the dissertation examines biographies and literary sources, such as the mock contract between a slave and his
master titled Tongyue 僮約 (Slave Contract) by Wang Bao 王褒(fl. 58 B.C.E.), poems including the Sandu fu 三都賦 (Rhapsodies on
the Three Capitals) by Zuo Si 左思 (c. 250 – 305 C.E.), and local geographical treatises such as the Huayang guo zhi 華陽國志
7

(Records of the Kingdoms South of Mount Hua) compiled by Chang Qu 常璩 (c. 291 – 361 C.E.) and the Shuijing zhu ⽔經注
(Commentary on the Classic of Waterways) compiled by Li Daoyuan 李道原 (d. 527 C.E.).
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implements, ornaments, burial rites and house forms constantly recurring together and how these
material cultural assemblages represent distinct social groups in the past. He coined the term
‘cultural group’ in archaeology denoting such regularly associated traits.8 Ian Hodder linked
material culture with identity as a result of his ethnographical studies of the Baringo culture in
Kenya in the 1970s.9 For Hodder, objects were not merely tools and possessions or symbols of rank
and status belonging to a group, but were meaningful and important in their representation of the
group’s identity. Hodder argues that there is a mutual connection between artefacts and identity - the
meaning of artefacts may be read from their context, while the context is defined by the artefacts’
surroundings and producers that give it its meaning.10 Thus we can say that the southwest’s material
culture served as an intrinsic component of people’s existence, and while artefacts were produced
by a particular group and thus reflect that groups’s identity, it also defined the group and its relation
with its culture and locality.
The southwest’s material culture carries social memories that represent its distinct identity.
While social memory theory has been used in the study of the notions of afterlife in Western
classical antiquity, it is rarely applied to China or Chinese art.11 By deciphering codes and symbols
from the southwest’s material culture, the dissertation sheds light on questions such as how people
documented and shared their memories and experiences, what aspects of memory were kept, why
representations of memory were placed in tombs and sites of ritual importance and how they were
preserved and protected over time. Another angle examined is how people in the southwest
interacted with the natural world, with an emphasis on the active role nature and landscape played
in their cultural, economic and social affairs. Through the study of natural elements and landscapes
seen recorded in tomb art, the dissertation shows how compositions display a particular connection
between people of the southwest and their environment.
Analysis of local material culture and early textual sources bridges two fields of study, art
history and cultural history, which have often been pursued separately because of their distinct
specialisations. The dissertation seeks to highlight the effectiveness of using comparative analysis
and theories derived from different fields of studies. It aims to advance research on China’s past by
looking at regions, rather than following established scholarship which primarily explains events
8

Childe (1929), vi.

9

See Hodder (1977).

10

See Hodder (1977) and Hides (1998).

For use of social memory theory applied to the examination of the afterlife in Western antiquity see Aby Warburg’s work, first
introduced to English readers in Gombrich (1970) and more fully in Forster (1999). See also Latsis (2015) and Wedepohl (2014a,
2014b). For China, Kenneth Brashier’s examination of Eastern Han stelae to explain ancestral and public memory in early China has
been seminal but remains an isolated example of this approach. See Brashier (2011, 2014).
11
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through linear time or dynastic cycles. It also challenges generally accepted theories that emphasise
political, sociocultural and economic developments as singularly emanating from the Central Plains
in early China.

1

Theoretical Framework

The theoretical framework for this dissertation advances the hypothesis that memory and
identity are formed through observation of landscape and customs, all of which help construct a
distinct regional identity as expressed in both textual sources and material culture, which, when
studied together, complement each other. The framework, explained in detail below, is as follows:

Customs (su 俗)

Landscape

Memory

Identity

Material Culture and Textual Sources

My definition of ‘memory’ adheres to Allan Megill’s notion of memory as an image of the
past that has been constructed with a subjectivity in the present.12 On collective memory, Jan
Assman asserts that it is generally local in nature, egocentric and specific to a group and its values,
and is also knowledge with an identity that may belong to the individual, family member, a
generation, a community, a nation or a cultural and religious tradition. Assman bases much of his
theory on collective memory on Maurice Halbwachs’ (1877 - 1945) study of the social construction
of memory.13 Halbwachs was amongst the pioneering theorists in the field who stimulated interest
not only in the subject of memory but also in the connections between memory and the formation of

12

Megill (1998), 56.

13 Assman

(2008), 113-4.
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identity. He believed that memory is determined by a collective consciousness and that historical
interpretations in particular are subordinate to the consciousness of the groups producing those
interpretations. Furthermore, he saw memory determined by identity, whether collective or
individual, that already exists and is well established. In the Halbwachsian model, identities form
memories. Memory reconstructs an image of the past which is in accord with the predominant
discourses of society, and its various social groups, who are capable of reconstructing their past.
Thus, social identities already exist and are determined before collective memories, which have
been constructed or are in the process of being constructed. Over time, identity is in turn reshaped
by collective memories that it has constructed.14
Another aspect of memory, examined by Emile Durkheim and Halbwachs, is the importance
of ritual to social cohesion. Rituals and ceremonies capture shared experiences and with their many
symbols and activities they validate the collective identity of the participants. Rituals also provide
us with a picture or representation that is key to our sense of identity.15 Assman, responding to
Halbwachs’ theory on rituals, coined the term ‘cultural memory’ to distinguish memory that is
maintained by material culture, images, texts, rites, monuments and even landscapes.16
Janelle Wilson alerts us to more recent interest amongst scholars in theories of collective
memory and identity.17 She draws on the work of French historian Pierre Nora who questions
whether memory and identity transmission, which he coined as lieu de mémoire (place of memory),
operate simultaneously and competitively with history.18 Wilson takes the social constructionist
view that memory is both social and historic.19 If we accept that memory is selective, then the
question arises as to which memories are kept and which are abandoned, on what bases and why? If
collective memory resides within a social group, then we can say that the memory retained is one
formed by the group at a specific time or period. Communication determines what is remembered
and what comes to represent memory, and material culture and textual sources become a primary
means and tools of that communication.20 People’s engagement and interaction with their material
Halbwachs (1980 [1950]), 84. Some of Halbwachs’ major publications include Les Cadres Sociaux de la Mémoire (1994 [1925]),
La Topographie Légendaire des Évangiles en Terre Sainte (2008 [1941]) and the posthumously published La Mémoire Collective
(1980 [1950]). See also Megill (1998), 43-44, who provides a summary of Halbwach’s theory on collective memory.
14

15

Durkheim (1995 [1912]) and Halbwachs (1980 [1950]).

16 Assman

(1995), 125-133.

17

Wilson (2005), 39.

18

Nora (1996-98).

19

Wilson (2005), 40.

Material culture and textual sources are not the only means and tools, since there are also for example, oral history and songs.
However, for early imperial China material culture and early textual sources are of primary importance.
20
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world is therefore key to our understanding of memory.21 Thus, artefacts are products of collective
memory and material culture and objects placed in tombs or erected outside, such as tomb stones,
plaques, stelae and flags etc. are made to help people remember. In addition to evoking our
memories, artefacts can sustain myths and ideologies, thus they maintain people’s collective
memory of the past.22 Susan Hagan explains how an artefact is ‘first and foremost the fragile
residue of memory crafted into a mental representation by an individual. Artefacts of the mind live
only as long as individuals can hold them, and like the objects found on a dig, can be left
untouched, until one day they become a persuasive act, one which might or might not reach further
than that single mind.’23 Material culture examined in this dissertation can be seen as tools of
recollection that link a community or group and demonstrate collective memory. They are also
transmitters of information from which a society derives awareness of its distinctiveness and unity.
Another important term to our research is ‘social memory’, a term defined by art historian
Aby Warburg in his study of the ‘afterlife’ in the classical antiquity of the West. Warburg suggests
that history itself is a form of memory and that objects and artefacts are symbols and carriers of it.
The role of external symbols becomes important for groups because initially they do not have a
group memory but construct one by means of objects and artefacts that become reminders of their
memories.24 From this perspective pictorial brick tiles, stone reliefs, decorations on stone
sarcophagi and inscriptions on stelae are all symbols that represent the memories of those who
created them and placed them in tombs or public arenas to be preserved as ‘social memories’.

2

Memory and Landscape

Edward Said, in his examination of the territorial conflict in the Middle East, notes how over
the past decade there has been a burgeoning interest in two overlapping areas of the humanities and
social sciences, memory and geography, or more specifically, the study of human space.25 My
examination of the southwest and its early history is, on the one hand, an exercise in establishing
facts, but it is also an effort to construct a viable understanding of people’s perceptions of their
space, locality or region as distinct and a genius loci.

21

Wilson (2005), 50.

22

Radley (1990), 46-59.

23

Hagan (2007), 23-25.

24

Warburg (2009). See also Assman (2008) and Wedepohl (2014a, 2014b).

25

Said (2000), 175-6.
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Geography and landscape, which may be seen as a socially constructed and maintained
space, play a key role in my study. In Landscape and Memory, Simon Schama records the
connection between human imagination and geographical locations. For Schama, woods, waters and
rivers, rocks and mountains stimulate memory and become visual prompts that link nature and
culture. He examines how culture, convention and cognition create designs and retinal impressions
with qualities we experience as beautiful.26 Viewed in this light, the southwest’s veneration of
nature and landscape is reflected in its material culture. Society’s respect for its surroundings is
apparent in its art, where mountains are not merely representations of the sacred mountains but are
expressions of an environment that provided a vital livelihood and as such are key to the
construction of the region’s identity. Landscape is part of collective memory, and as noted by Said,
it is not an inert and passive thing, but a field of activity in which past events are selected,
reconstructed, maintained and endowed with meanings.27 Thus, representations of landscapes
become ‘places’ or ‘repositories’ of shared memories, signs and symbols and as such take on values
associated with a region’s identity, cultural practices and interpretations of those inhabiting it.28

3

Identity

Identities are formed through a process of self-categorisation or identification. In this
process, the person, or self, gains a social identity through the knowledge that he or she belongs to a
social group. A social group is described by Jan Stets and Peter Burke as a ‘set of individuals who
hold a common social identification or view themselves as members of the same social category.
Thus, persons who are similar to the self are categorised with the self and are labelled the ‘ingroup’, while persons who differ from the self are categorised as the ‘out-group’.29 Members of the
‘in-group' identify or perceive themselves to have similar behavioural attitudes, beliefs, values,
styles, speech and norms. They also tend to judge themselves positively while seeing those in the
out-group negatively. Thus, individuals place themselves in social categories that become part of a
structured society. However, categories only exist in relation to each other, and between the
contrasting categories there is a hierarchy of power and status.
Early Chinese texts paint a picture of a distinct divide between the Han, many of whom
26
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were immigrants from the north and the Central Plains sent by governments to populate the region
from as early as the Qin Dynasty 秦 (221 - 206 B.C.E.), and the indigenous non-Han population.
The separation between the two groups was based on apparently impregnable political and social
factors. However, the Han settlers did not come to a region with a primitive society. Despite its
diverse indigenous population, inhabitants of the southwest had a history of high culture and a
thriving economy based on active commerce and trade relations with other regions. Its fields,
forests, mountains and rivers provided valuable economic resources that formed the basis of this
economic prosperity. Therefore, it is questionable whether the divide between the Han and non-Han
population in the southwest was as distinct as texts sometimes suggest, as immigrants to a region
may have taken on a local group identity, especially when economic conditions were favourable.
Mühler and Opp have demonstrated that the primary socialisation and the birth within a region is
perhaps less significant for the development of regional identification than other factors such as a
thriving economy.30 Economic development has been proved to be a key factor in identity-building
as has also been shown by the findings of Karl Deutsch, Ernest Gellner and Stein Rokkan in their
studies of identity.31
Another question worth examining is whether individuals identify themselves as individuals
or as members of a group. My research on decorated stone sarcophagi highlights instances when the
‘personal’ overrides the ‘group’ and when the individual acts in terms of his or her own goals and
desires rather than working within the framework of his social group. ‘The level of identity that is
activated (the personal or social) depends on factors in the situation, such as social comparison or
normative fit, which make a group identity operative and override the personal identity.’32 The
question that arises, and one that I wish to explore in this dissertation, is how and when do identities
become activated. My study of cliff tombs and the use of decorated stone sarcophagi provides an
insight to this question.
In summary, identity is formed through dynamic interaction between the ‘self’ and the
surrounding social environment. Regional identity denotes a certain territorial base where
individuals and groups share an identity that is specific to their location and to the social group to
which they belong. In addition, regional identity is dependent on the existence of a number of
factors such as culture, memory and symbols, all of which are represented in the region’s material
culture. According to Gellner, culture reinforces structures, which assign roles that determine
30
31
32
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individuals’ activities and their relationship within society.33 In fact, cultural assimilation between
Han immigrants and indigenous peoples, which is what happened in the southwest over time, is
possibly one of the most powerful factors in uniting people and strengthening their identity.34

4

Ancestral and Public Memory

One important type of material culture examined in this dissertation are stele inscriptions,
which, to date, have been somewhat overlooked or neglected by scholars with only a small number
of studies published. In the West, Kenneth Brashier has examined Chinese stele inscriptions as
representations of memories in two recent publications, Ancestral Memory in Early China and
Public Memory in Early China, thus greatly contributing to our current understanding of how the
deceased were preserved in living memory.35 In the former, Brashier analyses funerary customs and
rites, both of which, according to the author, have the capacity to provide participants with
memories and identity. Through participation in ancestral worship and rituals, individuals show
their belonging to a group and their commitment to a common identity. In his latter work, Brashier
follows up on the theme by turning his attention to the mechanics of public memory in early China.
He examines commemorative stelae as tools in the construction of collective and public memories.
Commemorations, according to sociologists such as Elifcan Karacan, are acts of collective
remembering which in turn fill the gaps in individuals’ recollections, emphasise some of the names,
places and events (i.e. ideas, notions and values) - positively or negatively - and underestimate or
exclude ‘others’. Furthermore, commemorations are also initiated to make sense of one’s history
and to construct an agreed past. This does not mean that commemorations impose an agenda on the
participants, but rather, they are there to serve the participants in their need of remembering
collectively and in doing so are selective in subject, emphasis and omission. Therefore,
commemoration helps imprint and form memories for participants, and the commemorating
individual becomes less of an active agent in the practice of remembering, and to some degree,
more of a passive subject in the collective memory ritual.36
While both of Brashier’s works provide us with an essential investigation and account of
how early society created, maintained and shared memories, there is a scope to further examine the
33
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significance of early China’s memorial culture, especially in regards to the southwest region which
is not included in his studies. Brashier framed his research in terms of performance theory through
which he demonstrates how the living interacted with the dead and how those performing ritual
ceremonies were able to manipulate those around them. For Brashier, name, age and kinship helped
position people in Han memorial culture, while ancestral shrines, stelae, calling cards left at
funerals, artefacts, bronze vessels, food and alcohol offerings, music, entertainment, portraits and
others were tangible tools that functioned to give presence to the deceased and to remould the dead
in terms of their communal value.37 While the term ancestral memory is self-evident, the meaning
of public memory remains ambiguous. If we regard ‘ancestral’ as private or personal to the
deceased and limited to the sphere of his or her family or clan, we can describe public memory as
commemorations carried out not only for a public figure but conducted in a public sphere accessible
to everyone. I wish to argue that there can be a degree of overlapping between the two and that stele
inscriptions may represent both public and private memories at the same time. Material culture
examined in this dissertation embodies codes, symbolism and signs that are recognised to contain
meanings. They are connotations that are endorsed by society as a whole and go beyond the
individual, group or generation that created them. Thus commemorations and rituals represent
shared memories and experiences of communities in a region and can be seen as collective
remembrances and recollections, no longer specific to an individual or family but shared by society.
Both ancestral memory and public memory deal with individuals who are deceased. Interestingly, at
some point in time the deceased will be forgotten, and the remembrance of him or her will become
decontextualised. However, while the deceased may become remote in the collective consciousness,
the social role and reasons for remembrance may remain concrete and present.

5

Perceptions of the Southwest in Early Historiography

Mark Lewis, in his examination of regional distinctiveness, notes that early historiography
regarded border territories and regions in general with suspicion primarily due to its textual focus
on the pan-imperial elite and its culture, and the organisation of the major histories around the court.
In fact, regions were often deliberately excluded from the historical records.38 Indeed, the south in
general was a place where officials were banished or sent in exile as punishment, as we see from the
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case of Lü Buwei 呂不韋 (ca. 290 - 235 B.C.), chancellor to the Qin court and compiler of the
Lüshi chunqiu 呂氏春秋 (The Spring and Autumn [Annals] of Mr Lü), whose illustrious career at
court ended when he lost the favour of the emperor and was ordered to move his family and retinue
to Shu in exile. Rather than suffer humiliation and increasing insult, as well as fearing the death
penalty, he chose to commit suicide.39
Many writings attribute regional distinctions to the concept of custom or su 俗. Lewis notes
how the rhetoric developed in early historiography used su as its main target of criticism. He
suggests that custom, as defined by Ying Shao 應劭 (d. ca. 203 C.E.) in the Fengsu tongyi 風俗通
義, was that which opposed the work of the sages and clashed with the universal norm.40 The
rhetoric that people’s environment and custom were the shapers of their character became an
established discourse on regions in general in early China. For example, Lewis sees Han use of the
term custom as an explanation for the severity and demise of the Qin due to their position in a
frontier state that was located in a region inhabited by non-Han people and whose savage customs
were identified with those of its neighbouring alien peoples.41 However, Michael Nylan in a recent
article suggests that apparently derogatory terms found in early histories on the population outside
the boundary of the Central Plains need not invariably signify disdain or inferiority, and that
condemnations of the ‘others’ (as opposed to ‘us’) tend to accompany policy justifications by
members of the governing elite in the early empires for expansionist moves or tactical retreats. She
further notes that groups labelled as the ‘barbarians’ may not have been seen as fundamentally
different in kind, and while geography is considered an important factor in the formation of people’s
character in early texts, both the Shiji 史記 and the Hanshu 漢書 suggest that it is a trait capable of
change.42
Chang Qu’s 常璩 (ca. 291 - 361 C.E.) eulogy on the Ba people in the Huayang guo zhi 華陽

Shiji, 85.2513 (其與家屬徙處蜀. 呂不韋⾃度稍侵, 恐誅, 乃飲酖⽽死). In 221 B.C.E., Lü Buwei (ca. 290 - 235 B.C.), prime
minister of the state of Qin 秦, together with a group pf scholars, compiled the Lüshi chunqiu, a philosophical work made with the
purpose of providing a complete account of all things between Heaven and Earth. On the Lüshi chunqiu see Cook (2002).
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國志 suggests a more balanced tolerance rather than the general negative rhetoric.43 He links Ba
society to the ancient lineage of the Yellow Emperor and Shen Nong 神農 (The Divine
Husbandman), and places them in the household of the Zhou 周 royalty, suggesting that they are no
different from the Huaxia 華夏 who were the inhabitants of the Yellow River Basin and inheritors
of the Zhou civilization. He suggests that the Ba, although influenced by the qi 氣 of their region,
are of honourable character, capable of producing prominent leaders and that their custom is based
on the commendable trait of honesty. Furthermore, the eulogy also tells the story of Li Xiong 李雄,
a Qiong 邛 tribal chief, who rose from the ranks of foot soldier to become a powerful ruler of his
people and the learned gentry (shi ⼠).44 The mention of the shi is significant, indicating that the
region was not a cultural backwater as some readings of official histories might suggest, but
possessed the literary culture associated with this class at the time. It is not a coincidence that the
Qiong are mentioned in the Hanshu in relation to the region’s great educator, Wen Weng ⽂翁, who
taught them reading, writing, laws and regulations as governor of Shu commandery and founder of
the region’s famous educational institution, the Shu Commandery Academy (Shujun junxue 蜀郡郡
學) in Chengdu.45
While Chang Qu affirms the environmental origins of local customs, he assures his readers
of the southwest’s prominence and aims to move it from the ‘outer’ uncivilised world into the
‘inner’ normative sphere.46 Interestingly, Li Daoyuan’s 郦道元 (d. 527 C.E.) Shuijing zhu ⽔經注
also sought to encompass the entire empire by looking at it as a single spacial structure that placed
the different smaller sections, i.e. the regions, into the meaningful greater whole. Jonathan Felt
notes how Li’s goal was not a regional geography, but to write a geography that was simultaneously

The Huayang guo zhi was compiled over a twenty year period, from around 332 to 350 C.E. by Chang Qu, a native of Jiangyuan
county 江原縣 (present day Chongqing 重慶) in the Shu commandery. It is a comprehensive geographical, historical, political and
biographical account of the southwest region of China, centred around present-day Sichuan, formerly the territories of the Ba 巴, Shu
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global and regional.47 In his preface, Li emphasises the passing of everything, including people who
are subject to change. In a poetic manner he writes,
但緜古芒昧, 華戎代襲, 郭⾢空傾, 川流戕改, 殊名異⽬, 世乃不同.
The distant past is dark and obscure, the Hua and the Rong successively carry
on for generations. The outer city walls have collapsed and towns are empty,
the flow of the river ways has changed [its course]. They have different
names and different designations. Each generation is not the same as that
from before.48
Li’s acceptance of the inevitable process of transformation is refreshing, as is his belief that people
inherit from each other without discrimination whether they are Hua (also referred to as Xia 夏,
meaning Han) or Rong. Furthermore, his wish to include only that which he knew in his accounts
suggests a level of pragmatism and a historical regard for verifiable fact. He concludes, ‘[I am] only
able to contribute my personal thoughts, that which I have directly observed, and provide an
explanation on the discourses on maps. I have left out that which I do not know’(正可⾃獻徑⾒之
⼼, 備陳輿圖之說, 其所不知, 蓋闕如也).49
In his study of the development of early writings that recorded and described local
geographical areas Andrew Chittick reminds us how compilations, such as the Huayang guo zhi,
reflect the conception of a community, and how the defining feature of a local community is fengsu
風俗 that represented environmentally and culturally derived local customs.50 Bearing this in mind,
in the case of the southwest, perhaps we need to look at the concept of regionalism and the
formation of a distinct regional identity from two opposing poles. One was ideologically
constructed and divided the empire into the inner and outer realms, the former represented by the
civilised Central Plains and the latter by the peripheral barbarians. The second was based on a more
dialectic relationship between groups of different origins who came to cohabit a region, and as a
result of sharing a space together, their thoughts and actions were synthesised and formed
simultaneously. Amongst these different peoples, Han or non-Han, there may have been a lesser
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sense of separation or difference, especially in a society driven by strong mercantile interests, as
reflected in the region’s material culture examined in this dissertation.

6

Established Scholarship on the Southwest

Recent scholarship has begun to study China’s past by looking at differences between
regions and by delineating geographical territories that represent particular cultural traditions and
groups. This approach contrasts with earlier studies which generally have understood events
through linear time or dynastic cycles that emphasise political, sociocultural and economic
developments emanating from a central seat. Recent archaeological discoveries have highlighted
variations in culture between regions; furthermore, the rise of institutions dedicated to the study and
publishing of local history, culture, archaeology and heritage have encouraged the move away from
conventional dynastic scholarship. For example, Xin Lixiang, in his work on pictorial tomb
carvings divides Han period China into five geographical areas based on the style of their artistic
tradition and as centres of great economic wealth and political power.51 In the west, Martin Powers
has also sought to explain differences between major regional traditions and styles.52 His study
divides China into two great regions, one represented by the style developed in Shandong province,
where the taste of the court, officials and scholars dominated, and the other, covering the rest of the
Han Empire catering to the taste of merchants and the landed gentry. Powers’ study is also confined
to the same geographic and political scope of Xin’s work. While these scholars adopt a ‘regional’
approach, they continue to accept the thesis that cultural, socio-political and economic
developments in early imperial China emanated from the seat of the court, i.e. the hub of the empire
in the north where the Sino-centric Chinese world order was based. Additionally, they make limited
reference to regions that cover the southwest and southern-most territories.
A problem posed by current scholarship on the border lands and their peoples lies in its
predominant focus on the northern frontier territories. Yuri Pines and Nicola di Cosmo argue that
the contentious relations between the Han government and the nomadic steppe tribes, united under
the Xiongnu 匈奴 and occupying much of the territory north of the empire’s borders, had a decisive
influence on the political, economic and military life of the empire.53 The role played by these
northern tribes in China’s history may explain the continuing scholarly interest in Sino-nomadic
51
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relations from the Han dynasty onward to the present. In fact, we already see this trend starting as
early as the accounts of China’s most important early historians, Sima Qian 司⾺遷 (ca.145 - 90
B.C.E.) and Ban Gu 班固 (32 - 92 C.E.), whose writings on the northern border territories are far
more extensive than those on the south and south-west regions.
Studies of Sichuan’s early history in the West are limited to a small group of archaeologists
and historians which include Cheng Te-k’un, Rowan Flad, Luisa Mengoni, Robert Bagley, Susan
Erickson and Lucy Lim.54 Stephen Sage has provided a historical account of ancient Sichuan and its
unification under the Qin and Han empires55, while Michael Farmer and Michael Nylan have
researched the intellectual world of early and medieval Sichuan.56 Amongst Chinese scholars, the
work of Gao Wen, Gu Jiegang, Li Fuhua, Liu Zhiyuan, Tang Changshou, Wang Zijin, Yu Dezhang
and Zhao Dianzeng provides information on the history and cultures of the Shu and Ba peoples, as
well as on the economic, political and social history of early Sichuan.57 The discovery in 1987 of
the site of Sanxingdui 三星堆 in Guanghan county, generated considerable interest in the region,
resulting in an increase in both archaeological excavations and specialised study of regional history.
Perhaps as a result of this discovery, there is amongst Chinese scholars a tendency to trace much of
Sichuan’s local identity to the influence of the Ba and Shu cultures.58

7

Scholarship on the Southwest’s Material Culture

The material culture examined in this dissertation is generally considered special for its
distinct artistic style by scholars in the field of Chinese art.59 This has prompted a host of
explanations as to why and how it was developed. Jessica Rawson believes that the Sichuan tombs
were remote from the Central Plains and even more remote on the social scale, but that the
precedents of design and conception set by the Han royal tombs are constantly echoed in them.60
Her thesis supports Shih Hsia-Yen’s suggestion that the pictorial carving style of Sichuan developed
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at a relatively later stage, after the influence from the dominating traditions of the Central Plains.61
Powers, on the other hand, proposes that a distinct regional style developed in Sichuan which had
much to do with local patronage during the Eastern Han period.62 Nylan echoes his arguments and
notes that the ‘celebration of the Chengdu Plain’s sinicization – implying a preoccupation with
developments to the north and east of the present Sichuan province – has gradually given way to an
appreciation of the Plain’s local identity and distinctive style.’63 Another perspective sees the
economic wealth of Sichuan as a major contributor to the development of a distinct artistic style and
tradition.64 During the Eastern Han period, Chengdu was the region’s largest and most prosperous
city, rivalling the capital Luoyang 洛陽 and other political and economic centres in the empire, such
as the former Western Han 西漢 (206 B.C.E. - 9 C.E.) capital of Chang’an 長安.65 The influence of
the local Shu and Ba cultures on the iconography and style of tomb decoration is raised as another
contributing factor.66 In addition to local cultural stimuli, more recently, scholars such as He Zhiguo
and Anthony Barbieri-Low have identified foreign influences, from as far as India and Rome, on the
arts of Sichuan.67
Chinese and Japanese scholars have used pictorial materials of the region to examine
China’s agricultural society during the Han dynasty.68 To them, their value lies in their ‘classical
realism (gudian xianshi zhuyi 古典現實主義)’ that represents China’s rural society and agricultural
production.69 I argue that we need to go beyond these matter of fact analysis of the visual images,
and as Peter Burke suggests, attempt to uncover alternative or additional meanings in a wider social
context.70 Burke also alerts us to the power of representation in all its variety - visual, material and
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literary – as a political and social force in any society.71 Following Burke’s argument, Sichuan’s
geographical boundaries and distinctive landscape would have created a zone of resistance to
cultural trends from outside and a resilience in its own cultural identity that is expressed in its arts.

8

Dissertation Structure

Chapter one examines two important contributors to the economic, social and cultural
wealth of the southwest - salt and alcohol. Early salt production in the southwest is documented in
textual sources, and is depicted on the pictorial brick-tile referred to as the ‘Picture of Salt Mining
(Yanjing tu 鹽井圖)’ (Fig. 1). This scene is generally explained as a reflection of the wealth of the
deceased, the sophistication of local salt mining technology, or as an expression of the wish for the

Fig. 1

Rubbing of ‘Picture of Salt Mining’ Yangzishan, Chengdu, Sichuan
(Lim 1987)
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revenue obtained from salt to continue for the tomb owner in his after-life.72 It is further suggested
that the tomb owner may have been engaged in the salt industry during his lifetime.73 However, in
addition, I suggest that this image has a particular significance in a region whose history was
closely linked with the Salt Goddess and the mining of brine and production of salt. The Yi peoples,
as the southwest’s indigenous people were labelled in early writings, were the original caretakers of
local natural brines, salt wells and springs, and as such must have played a key role in the sourcing
of brine and supply of seasonal labour for the manufacture of salt, an essential economic
commodity as well as a highly valued tribute item to the Han court. Another aspect examined in this
section is the link between the southwest’s landscape and society as reflected in its art and in textual
sources.
The second half of chapter one examines a stone relief known by the title ‘ Picture of
Heaven’s Storehouse and Plenty (Tianfu yinshi tu 天府殷實圖)’ (Fig. 2) and the pictorial brick tile
‘Picture of Alcohol Making (Niangjiu tu 釀酒圖)’ (Fig. 3), both of which depict alcohol production
in the southwest.

Fig. 2
Rubbing of ‘Picture of
Heaven’s Storehouse and
Plenty’ Zengjiabao, Sichuan
(Zhang 2010)
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Fig. 3 Pictorial Brick Tile with ‘Picture of Alcohol Making’ Xindu, Sichuan
(Bagley 2001)

These artistic representations show women engaged in making alcohol on the estate and in a
workshop setting. Scholarship on the study of the Tianfu yinshi tu suggests that the chamber with
this decoration may have belonged to the deceased’s wife as the stone relief depicts women engaged
in the manufacture of textiles which was typically a woman’s occupation.74 However, in the
composition, alcohol production is as prominent as the depiction of the women at their looms. The
portrayal of women making alcohol in such a context suggests that, alongside cloth making, it was
an indispensable part of their daily activity and should be considered an essential female
undertaking. The other image examined, the Niangjiu tu, highlights the role women played in the
production and selling of alcohol for public consumption as it shows them in a market workshop
setting. This is the only pictorial brick tile known with this theme and, similar to the salt mining
scene, is special to the southwest. While both the Tianfu yinshi tu and the Niangjiu tu illustrate
important contributions women made to their household and to the region’s economy, and as such
are records of the southwest’s collective memories, they also reflect an identity that is gender
specific and worth examining. The Suishu, mentioned earlier, presents women in the southwest as
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industrious in conducting business, attributing to them a distinct identity. In this chapter, I seek to
establish what that identity may have been and how it is represented in the material culture
examined.
Chapter two surveys another type of material culture, Eastern Han period decorated stone
sarcophagi that are special to the southwest and found in large numbers in the region’s cliff tombs.
To date tens of thousands of cliff tombs have been discovered, confirming their importance to local
funerary customs during the Eastern Han period. Sichuan’s stone sarcophagi are impressive for their
size and workmanship. Decoration found on them provides a wealth of images on themes particular
to the southwest, and give us information associated with the after-life, local topography,
architecture, the animal world, people’s daily pursuits and society’s favoured form of entertainments
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 4

Stone Sarcophagi Decorated with Figures and Buildings, Pi County, Sichuan

(Gao 2011)

The appearance and proliferation of cliff tombs in the southwest coincide with a period in
the region’s history when it experienced relative social and political stability and great economic
prosperity. There was a drive, on the part of some, for moderation and frugality in a society that
came to be criticised by its own people for unnecessary extravagance. Textual sources document
calls for a more frugal and simple lifestyle. This came to be reflected in cliff tomb burial that was
less showy and more personal, yet had all the elements required of a proper funeral. Far from being
!21

a more cost-effective or ‘ordinary’ version of entombment as suggested by some, the making of cliff
tombs was labour intensive, costly, and highly specialised.75 However, in its more modest
presentation, cliff tomb burial may have been a reaction to the increasingly lavish funerary customs
that came to prevail in the wider empire, especially in the Central Plains. Furthermore, its sudden
rise in the Eastern Han period and decline by the 3rd century C.E. suggest that it was a trend that
answered a particular call at a specific period. Although it may have borrowed from established
regional customs of stone coffin burial, it was a development with a limited lifespan. In this chapter
I examine the iconography of stone sarcophagi in cliff tombs and suggest that there was a change in
the decorative scheme employed and a distinct shift in burial custom from chamber tombs to cliff
tombs. Thus, chapter two explores the nature of this shift in early funerary practices that are distinct
to the southwest and as such reflect the region’s religious and cultural identity.
Chapter three is a study of the recordings of public and private memories inscribed on stelae
discovered in the southwest (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5

75

Fan Min’s Stele (Under 20th Century Protective Pavilion) and Rubbing,
Lushan, Sichuan
(Photo by Elias) (Rubbing in Gao and Gao 1990)

See Luo (2002a, 2002b), Xuan (2014, 2015) and Xie (2000).
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Stelae form an integral part of the physical make-up of the region’s landscape and as such provide
valuable information, as well as being transmitters of memories. The Han etymological dictionary,
the Shiming 釋名, advises how stelae emerged as a primary symbolic form with a funerary or
commemorative function from the early Eastern Han period.76 They served as locators, but more
importantly, they were monuments made for public scrutiny and were thus placed in strategic
positions where they were visible for all to see.77 The function of stele as transmitters of memory
and identity is apparent in the three examples annotated and translated in this chapter. Erected to
commemorate the former governors of Shu and Ba commanderies, they have a wealth of content
that highlights a number of issues in relation to the region’s topography, politics, education and
culture. In addition, they provide a local perspective on the relations between Han officials and the
local indigenous peoples. As well as approaching stelae as carriers of memories, the dissertation
also aims to help advance the general study of stelae as valuable source material for scholars in the
field of early imperial China, a period when few texts of local or regional provenance or perspective
are available. Stelae were beautifully produced and are reflections of a region-specific artistic
tradition that, on one hand, may have been borrowed from established models, yet in their style and
production display a degree of independence and aesthetic quality that are apparent in
contemporaneous local stone sarcophagi.
9

Summary

This dissertation is a study of the material culture of a social group intimately tied to their
locality which inspired them to form their own stories and create distinct artefacts. The rich cultural,
social and economic tapestry of the southwest provided people with a concomitant sense of place,
memory and identity. An examination of local material culture, in the form of pictorial brick tiles,
decorated stone sarcophagi and memorial and ancestral stelae, helps to shed light on people’s daily
activities, their ritual and burial practices and on some of the political, military, economic and social
issues that affected their lives and shaped their thinking. Our study also shows how society was
influenced by the teachings of established philosophies, and how the southwest’s geographical,
social and cultural isolation, its multi-ethnic population and the rise of the Wudoumi Dao

The Shiming, compiled at the end of the Eastern Han dynasty by Kong Xi 孔熙, is an etymological dictionary written with the
Confucian concept of rectifying names and terms and providing the correct designation of all things. See Loewe (1993), 424-428.
76

77

Shiming, 6.5 (“Shidian yi” 釋典藝).
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movement, stimulated the development of a distinct burial and memorial practice that came to be a
particular expression of the region’s identity.
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Chapter One : Pictorial Brick Tiles and Stone Reliefs

1.1

Introduction

This chapter examines pictorial brick tiles and stone reliefs unearthed from chamber tombs
in the southwest, many of which depict scenes of people’s daily activities such as harvesting,
hunting, fishing, salt mining, lotus picking, weeding, planting, sowing and rafting.1 They show
pursuits that recognisably relate to the region in a landscape setting that is also identifiably local.
While they at one level represent quotidian pursuits, as generally noted by scholars, I argue that
they also mirror the region’s social memories and thus reflect a distinct identity.
Firstly, I will introduce established scholarship on pictorial brick tiles and stone reliefs of the
southwest which are frequently compared to contemporaneous art from the Central Plains, in
particular that unearthed from tombs in present-day Shandong province. I examine how and why
the southwest’s material culture is considered to be special for both its content and style and the
possible reasons for its unique development. The chapter then focuses on two different pictorial
depictions of salt production, referred to as the Yanjing tu in current scholarship, one discovered in
an Eastern Han tomb at Yangzishan 揚⼦山, in the outskirts of Chengdu city, and the other at
Qionglai 邛崃, located in the western edge of the Sichuan Basin. Although the Yanjing tu is
generally considered to be a reflection of the region’s wealth and the tomb owner’s possible
engagement in salt mining and his ownership of salt wells, in this chapter I offer an additional
explanation to established theories. I suggest that it may also represent a ‘story’ particular to this
border territory and its people, many of whom were of indigenous origin, identified as the
minorities today, although in fact they were the region’s principal inhabitants during the Eastern
Han dynasty. These ‘barbarians (Yi 夷)’, generally treated with suspicion and prejudice in early
historiography, played a key role in the sourcing and production of one of the most highly valued
and much coveted products in the empire. I will show that the southwest’s regional identity was
shaped by its indigenous population, many of whom were involved in the production of salt, and
whose contribution to the region’s economic and social welfare warrants our examination.
In addition, the Yanjing tu records another important aspect in the formation of the region’s
distinct identity - its natural environment and landscape. The mountainous setting is an essential
See Bagley (2001) for the most recent exhibition of ancient art from Sichuan which includes a wide range of pictorial brickworks.
See also Lim (1987); Chongqing Museum (1957); Feng (1961); Gao (1987); Hayashi (1974, 1992); He (1969); Jiang (2001); Liu, Yu
and Liu (1983); Nagahiro (1965); Rudolph (1951); Shun (1959); Sichuan Provincial Museum (1961, 1981, 1983); Tang Changshou
(2005); Wen (1955); Xu (1992); Yu (2000); Zhongguo (2000, 2006, 2011).
1
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aspect of the salt production scene and reflects how nature played a prominent role in the miners’
lives. The composition displays a particular connection between the salt workers and their
environment, suggesting that the southwest’s regional identity was also shaped by its landscape. I
will examine the importance of landscape in the art of the southwest and how in style it differs
considerably from its counterparts in other parts of the empire. I will also discuss the importance of
the hunt on the Yanjing tu and explain how it differs from hunting scenes depicted on
contemporaneous pictorial reliefs from other regions of the empire as well as how they are recorded
in early texts. References to the region’s mythologies and the significance of the tiger as the symbol
of the southwest’s indigenous population will also be discussed in the light of how they reflect
society’s cultural memories of its ancient past. Finally, I will look at how salt became a product of
pride for the region and how that is recorded in early textual sources. There are abundant symbols
and codes in the tiles showing how society of the time constructed its identity and documented and
shared its memories and experiences in these images.
The second part of chapter one is a study of another important economic activity in the
southwest - the production of alcohol. Pictorial brick tiles, such as the Niangjiu tu, and mural stone
reliefs, such as the Tianfu yinshi tu, from the region show women engaged in the making of alcohol
on the estate and in a workshop setting. Their contribution to the state and the local economy, in
both the private and public spheres, is discussed, and I will show how these pictorial depictions
reflect a gender specific aspect of their identity and thus illustrate a social construction of a gender
role. I will also examine early textual sources that confirm and enrich this understanding of
women’s role in their dealings with alcohol, its brewing, drinking and sale in shops and on the
market. My discussion also examines what constituted ‘women’s work (nüshi 女事)’ in early China,
as well as why early writers identified cloth making as the idealised form of female occupation
which gave women an economic role and supplied them with a moralising identity, while their
contribution to the production of alcohol, an equally important economic and social commodity, is
little elaborated on. The chapter further introduces brews that are recorded as special to the region,
thus taking pride of place amongst its products.

1.2

Scholarship on Pictorial Brick Tiles and Stone Reliefs of the Southwest
In his speech addressed to the Chinese Art Society of America in 1945, the French sinologist

and explorer, Paul Pelliot (1878 - 1945), drew the attention of his audience to the art of Sichuan
when he said, ‘All of us who have studied the ancient history of China have been struck by
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the fact that while Szechwan [sic.] was already in Han times part of the Chinese confederation, it
had a culture of its own. Han sculpture in Szechwan has quite a different character from what it has
in Shantung; it is more spontaneous and more alive’.2 Pelliot was referring to the stone reliefs and
pictorial brick tiles unearthed from the chamber tombs located in the fertile Chengdu Plain and
Sichuan Basin.3 At the time, he compared the Sichuan finds with the contemporaneous stone reliefs,
first documented in 1786 by the archaeologist HuangYi ⿈易 (1744 - 1802), from the former site of
the Wu family shrines (Wu Liang ci 武梁祠) in Jiaxiang county 嘉祥縣, Shandong province.4
Wilma Fairbank’s pioneering reconstruction of the Wu Liang shrine had been published in 19415 ,
and Pelliot hailed it as among the most interesting research of the time (Fig. 6).6

Fig. 6

Reconstruction of Interior Walls of the Front Shrine, Wu Liang Shrine, Jiaxiang Shandong
(Fairbank 1941)

The Shandong and the Sichuan reliefs could not be more different in terms of iconographic
programme, style and workmanship. They represent two very different approaches to tomb art and
to the genre of pictorial narratives. Jean James, in her study of the Wu Liang shrine carvings, lists
three main themes that recur systematically: ‘scenes referring to the Three Bonds of filial piety, the
2

Rudolph (1951), v.

3

Rudolph (1951), 6.

4

See Wu (1989); Fairbank (1941); James (1983, 1988, 1996); Liu, Nylan and Barbieri-low (2005).

5

Fairbank (1941).

6

Wu (1989), 12.
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chief social and political values in Han society; the good omens that appeared as signs of Heaven’s
response to virtuous conduct; and the post mortem journey of the hun 魂 soul of the deceased and
its safe arrival in its new celestial home’.7 For Wu Hung, art from Wu Liang represents a Chinese
tradition in which religious structures, such as temples or shrines were transformed into a
microcosm of the universe, with heaven symbolised by concrete signs or omens on the ceiling, a
decorative position denoting the physical existence of Heaven in space, and the Earth below.8 He
suggests that the depiction of human history on the walls follow the basic lines of Han
historiography, revealing a pattern of evolution and prescribing standards of human behaviour. They
make concrete a model of history, morality and political standards.9 For Martin Powers the Wu
Liang finds stand for the new self-image of exemplary men who ‘derived their authority, not from
mystical power, not from the exercise of wealth, and not from brute force, but from merits
demonstrated and recorded in history.’10 Indeed, the Wu Liang shrine reliefs are imbued with
classical allusions and moral teachings associated with contemporaneous Confucian values. These
principles are revealed through an integrated pictorial program which allows the viewer to
conceptualise the ideas implied in visual forms (Figs 7 and 8).11

Fig. 7

Rubbing of ‘Picture of Raising the Tripod’ East Wall, Chamber 2, Wu Liang Shrine, Jiaxiang, Shandong
(Liu 2005)

7

James (1988), 39.

8

Wu (1989), 218.

9

Wu (1989), 219.

10

Powers (1991), 157. See also Lim (1987), 52; Soper (1987), 39-40.

11

Wu (1989), 219.
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Fig. 8

Rubbing of ‘Picture of Jing Ke’s Assassination Attempt of the Qin King’ South Wall, Chamber 2, Wu
Liang Shrine, Jiaxiang, Shandong

(Liu 2005)

The Sichuan materials, by contrast, depict themes and subject matter that could be described as
more ordinary.12 The near-absence of historiographical scenes on Sichuan reliefs has been
noted by scholars.13 Apart from scenes of everyday life agricultural work (Fig. 9) and market scenes
(Fig. 10), there are also images associated with the lifestyle of the wealthy showing lavish carriage
processions, banquets and entertainers (Fig. 11); but these take their theme from society’s
contemporaneous interests rather than harking back to any historical precept. Xiwangmu 西王母,
the Queen Mother of the West, considered a local deity, features prominently on themes inspired by
mythologies, promising eternity to her followers (Fig. 12).14 One also finds depictions of intimacy
and pleasure-taking that appear to be almost unique in tomb art to the southwest (Fig. 13).15

Nylan (2006), 375. Pictorial brick tiles and stone carvings with images of entertainment and quotidian scenes have also been found
in tombs in other parts of China, on brick tiles primarily from Henan province, and on relief carvings from Shandong, Henan,
Jiangsu, Jiangxi and Shanxi provinces; however, stylistically and in their composition they differ significantly from the Sichuan
material which is immediately recognisable for its use of fine lines and detailed execution. Although it is not in the scope of this
dissertation, which is focussed on the southwest, a comparative study between the different traditions is needed. For a compilation of
Eastern Han period brick tiles and stone reliefs see Yang (2014) and Li (2014).
12

Nylan (2006), 388-390, explains that to date she has only been able to identify three historical scenes with any certainty in the art
of the Chengdu Plain region, and even these may not carry the expected cultural meaning in Sichuan.
13

14

See Cahill (1993) for an in-depth study of Xiwangmu.

Tang (2004), 49-65; Nylan (2006), 387; Lim (1987), 127-131. See also Goldin (2001) who suggests that the image of a woman
standing in an open or half-open doorway in funerary art is a manifestation of sexual significance; however, explicit images of
couples embraced or in a sexual communion remain rare outside of Sichuan.
15
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Fig. 9

Rubbing of ‘Picture of Harvesting’ Guanghan, Sichuan

Fig. 10 Rubbing of ‘Picture of Market Gathering’ Qionglai, Sichuan
!30

(Gao 2016)

(Gao 2016)

Fig. 11

Rubbing of ‘Picture of Banqueting’, Chengdu, Sichuan

(Gao 2002)

Fig. 12 Rubbing of ‘Picture of Xiwangmu’ Xindu County, Sichuan
!31

(Gao 2002)

Fig. 13 Pictorial Brick Tile with ‘Picture of Intimacy in the Wild’ Xindu, Sichuan

(Gao 2002)

The use of vignettes or self-contained scenes, that depict a cohesive pictorial unit, often of
groups of people engaged in an activity, is also a distinct feature of Sichuan tomb art. An example is
the decorative technique used on the left and right walls in the front-chamber (Fig. 14) and in the
middle-chamber at Yangzishan tomb number 1 (Fig. 15). Considering the layout and shape of the
three chambers of this tomb (the front, middle and rear-chambers) (Figs. 16 and 17), each pictorial
motif is independent from the one next to it, thus they convey a singular meaning that is
straightforward and immediately comprehensible to the viewer. This type of decorative technique
appears to emphasise simplicity that values visuality over complicated story telling. It does not fit
the model first advocated by Fairbank and later by Wu Hung and Patricia Berger, in their discussion
of Shandong pictorial reliefs, who believe that individual motifs derived from various sources
composed a single pictorial complex and only by comprehending the structure of a whole pictorial
programme or the larger pictorial composition, rather than individual motifs, can the meaning and
message be understood.16

Berger (1980) and Wu (1987), 98. Wilma Fairbank (1942) expressed the idea that the interrelationships and positional significance
of the engraved stones is lost when they are studied as scattered slabs or rubbings.
16
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Fig. 14 Left and Right Walls of Tomb No. 1 Front-Chamber, Yangzishan, Chengdu, Sichuan

Fig. 15

Right Wall of Tomb No. 1 Middle-Chamber, Yangzishan, Chengdu, Sichuan
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(Yu 1955)

(Yu 1955)

Fig. 16 Reconstructed Model of Tomb No. 1, Yangzishan, Chengdu, Sichuan

(Yu 1955)

Fig. 17 Cross-Section Drawing of Tomb No. 1, Yangzishan, Chengdu, Sichuan (Bagley 2001)
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Apart from their content, the Shandong and the Sichuan reliefs show noticeable differences
in their engraving technique and drawing style. The Sichuan carvings use delicate, fine lines that are
drawn in a continuous and precise manner. There is a strong sense of movement and energy
reminiscent of the painting style developed slightly later by the artist Gu Kaizhi 顧愷之 (ca. 344 406 C.E.) who became famous for his depictions of figures in a natural landscape setting executed
in a fine, linear style (Figs. 18 and 19).17

Fig. 18
Gu Kaizhi, ‘Nymph
of the Luo River’
(section)
(Meng 2016)

Fig. 19
Rubbing of ‘Picture of Drumming
on Horseback’, Dayi county,
Sichuan
(Gao 2016)

Nylan (2001b), 321, suggests that Sichuan’s convergence of several artistic traditions makes the case that paintings which depict
human activities within a natural landscape may owe a debt to the Chengdu Plain.
17
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The use of earthenware brick tiles, whereby the composition was first carved out on a wood mould
which was then impressed on wet clay and subsequently fired, allowed the artisan to create a
powerful three dimensional finish to his work. The compositions also use lines and intersecting
forms to show recession in space
and to create atmospheric
perspectives (Fig. 20)

Fig. 20
Pictorial Brick Tile with
‘Picture of a Chariot Outing’
Chengdu, Sichuan
(Bagley 2001)

In sharp contrast, the carving technique and drawing lines adopted by the Shandong artisans
are generally rigid and heavily stylised. They contain few elaborations, detail or subtlety. The
compositions are often crowded with little space left in between scenes or figures (Fig. 21). They
lack three-dimensionality and as Lucy Lim notes, ‘the aesthetic approach is basically conceptual:
the “idea,” or concept of the scene, rather than its reality, is represented.’ 18 Powers describes the
Shandong style as flat and archaic, with a sense of immobility which can be interpreted as the visual
counterpart to a more rigid class system and an approach to form that appealed to Confucian
scholars who shared a common taste and made up the large market for funerary engravings in the
North China Plain.19 For Powers, the Sichuan reliefs belong to the ‘descriptive’ tradition as opposed
to the ‘classical’ tradition of the Wu Liang carvings which reflect an aesthetic that sought to mimic
sumptuous funerary complexes but was restrained by finances, hence reverting to the use of cut-

18

Lim (1987), 51.

19

Powers (1991), 116-123.
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outs pasted on the picture plane, and contemporaneous notions of the need for frugality and less
ostentatious display of wealth.20

Fig. 21 Rubbing of ‘Picture of Battle on the Bridge’, Wu Liang Shrine, Jiaxiang, Shandong

(Liu 2005)

Many scholars see the economic wealth of the southwest as a major contributor to the
development of its distinct artistic style.21 The great economic wealth enjoyed in the Chengdu Plain
is described in the Hou Hanshu as follows:
蜀地沃野千⾥，⼟壤膏腴，果實所⽣，無穀⽽飽。女⼯之業，覆衣天下。
名材⽵幹，器械之饒，不可勝⽤。又有⿂鹽銅銀之利，浮⽔轉漕之便.
The land of Shu is fertile for a thousand li, its soil fat and rich, [and is a place]
where fruit and cereals grow. [Even if] there is no grain, nevertheless, [people]
are full [in their stomach]. The industry of women labourers covers all under
Heaven with [their] clothing. Amongst its renowned resources are bamboo
pipes, tools and machinery are plentiful, and [all] are abundant. [The region
also] has the advantage [of having] fish, salt, iron and silver, and the benefit [of
having] transport by boats floating on the waterways.22
He Haotian sees the region’s economic prosperity giving rise to increasingly elaborate funeral
ceremonies and the use of skilled artists to design and carve tomb chambers. He notes that ‘relief

20

Powers (1991), 138.

21

See Liu, Yu and Liu (1983).

Hou Hanshu,13.535. See also Nylan (2001b), 311, who notes that according to the census of 2 C.E., Chengdu had 76,256
registered households, while Chang’an, had 80,800 households. She further explains (p. 310-1) how the Chengdu Plain stood out in
all narrative for its wealth, diverse population, favourable position and advanced industrial capacity. Chengdu City during the Han
dynasty was a centre of international and domestic trade that was augmented by industrial production and processing.
22
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tablets are a direct consequence of the social conditions of the time’.23 The influence of the local
Shu and Ba cultures on the iconography and style of tomb decoration is frequently cited as another
contributing factor24 , especially since the discovery in 1987 of the site of Sanxingdui in Guanghan
county. The discovery of a developed proto-civilization in the southwest has generated considerable
interest, resulting in the trend to trace much of the region’s identity to the influence of these
cultures.25
In addition to local indigenous stimuli, more recently, scholars such as He Zhiguo and
Anthony Barbieri-Low, have identified foreign influences, from as far as India and Rome, on the
arts of Sichuan.26 The Chengdu Plain’s favourable geographic location combined with its developed
trade passages and riverine routes meant that there was a constant flow of trade with the Central
Plains and the southern regions of China, as well as India, Vietnam and Central Asia. The trading
skills of the Shu and Ba peoples are documented by Sima Qian who wrote how they often crossed
the frontier on trading expeditions and brought great wealth to the region.27
In summary, scholars generally agree that the art of the southwest is distinct and special for
its style and content. It differs greatly in its subject matter, aesthetics and technique from
contemporaneous tomb art discovered in other parts of the Han empire, especially from Shandong
province that represented the material culture of the Central Plains. Furthermore, it is believed that
the southwest’s economic prosperity and the influence of its population with its diverse cultures,
derived from the ancient Shu and Ba civilisations, were key contributing factors to its distinct
development.

1.3

Salt Production Portrayed in the Yangzishan and Qionglai Yanjing Tu

Two themes that represent essential economic activities may be seen on pictorial brick tiles
from the southwest - salt making and alcohol production. In China, there is evidence of salt
production from as early as the neolithic period (third millennium B.C.E. until ca. 1750 B.C.E.)
with a substantial increase in its use by the Bronze Age (mid-second millennium B.C.E. to second
23

He (1969), 15. See also Nylan (2001b), 309-325; Sage (1992).

See Liu, Yu and Liu (1983); Cui (1996); Gong, Gong and Dai (1998); Gu (1981); Li and Xu (1991); Liu (2005); Tong (1979); Xu
(1982, 1987); Yuan (1988); Zhao (1989, 1992).
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See Bagley (2001); Chen (1988); Cui (1989); Song (1991); Zhao (1989, 1992).

26

He (1994), 118-125, He (2000), 28-33, and Barbieri-Low (2001), 52-58.

Shiji, 116.2993; tr. Watson (1993a), II: 254. The Huayang guo zhi lists the Pu, Cong, Ju, Gong, Nu, Rang, Yi and Dan as the socalled Man peoples who belonged to the Ba culture (其屬有濮, 賨, 苴, 共, 奴, 獽, 夷, 蜑之蠻). See Huayang guo zhi,1.5.
27
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century B.C.E.).28 From the Qin (221 - 206 B.C.E.) to the Han dynasties a close relationship
developed between the state and the salt industry, primarily for taxation purposes. Discussions held
in 81 B.C.E. between advocates for a state monopoly on salt revenues and those who argued for the
abolition of government monopolies are reconstructed in the Yantie lun 鹽鐵論 (Salt and Iron
Debates) compiled by the Western Han philosopher Huan Kuan 桓寬.29 Throughout history, China’s
rulers endeavoured to monopolise salt production and trade, and according to Hans Ulrich Vogel, by
the 14th century, the Yuan government raised as much as 80 percent of its revenue through taxes on
the salt industry. Ming rulers relied on salt taxes for approximately 40 percent of their income.30
Thus from early imperial times up to the establishment of the People’s Republic of China in 1949,
salt tax played a key role in government statecraft.
Historically, Sichuan was one of the four main regions of salt production in China, with the
other three being the coast of Bohai 渤海 in present day Shandong and Hebei provinces, the
seacoast south of the Yangtze river in modern day Jiangsu province and the salt lakes of the
northwest, in particular the An’i county 安義 salt lake in modern Shanxi province.31 Han legal texts
excavated from Zhangjiashan 張家山 in Jiangling, Hubei province, record salt being transported by
coerced state labour from the counties of the Ba commandery, confirming Qin and early Han
government involvement in this important resource from the southwest.32
Early salt production in the southwest is documented in the Yanjing tu, first discovered in
tomb number 1 at the Yangzishan tomb complex, located about 4 km north of Chengdu city (Fig.
22). Made from an earthenware mould and then fired, the tile is 40 cm high and 49.5 cm wide.
Amongst decorative tomb tiles it is impressive for its large size and fine pictorial rendition. The
Yanjing tu was one amongst a row of tiles that lined the walls of the three-chamber tomb built of
local sandstone slabs and rectangular fired bricks.33 Other pictorial brick tiles decorating the walls
included depictions of the region’s gate towers (que 闕) (Fig. 23); a covered carriage drawn by a
28

Flad (2011), 3.

See Loewe (2013) in which the author dates the writing of the Yantie lun three decades after the debates held in 81 B.C.E., and
suggests that it was written to give weight to those arguing for the abolition of the government monopolies under the reign of
Emperor Yuan (r. 48 - 33 B.C.E.) of the Han dynasty.
29

30

Vogel (1993), 117.

31 Adshead

(1992), 39.

See Barbieri-Low and Yates (2015), 1381, recorded as, “[For cases of acting] scornfully and or like a scold: leave [the criminal]
intact and make [him or her] a wall-builder or grain-pounder. Hobble the feet with iron and make [him or her] transport salt from the
counties of Ba [Commandery].” See also Li and Luo (2006) on recent studies of salt production in the southwest, in particular
Sichuan, and its wide distribution by trade from early times.
32

33

Yu (1955), 77.
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single horse (Fig. 24); four guards of honour on horseback (Fig. 25); mounted military musicians
(Fig. 26); a single carriage drawn by three-horses (Fig. 27); and a scene of hunting and harvesting
known by the title Yishe shouhuo tu ⼷射收穫圖 (Fig. 28).34 The main chamber of the tomb, that
served as the reception or sacrificial hall, where mortuary ceremonies were conducted and offerings
were placed before the sealing of the tomb, was also decorated with a continuous pictorial stone
relief showing a panoramic view of a procession of carriages, horses and attendants and a scene of
banqueting, entertainment and food preparation in a kitchen setting.35 The tomb, when discovered in
1955, had four looting entrances; hence most of its contents have been stolen over time with only
the wall reliefs left more or less intact. There were also a few pottery and metal objects left, but
nothing to suggest the identity or status of the deceased buried in the tomb.36

Fig. 22

Pictorial Brick Tile with ‘Picture of Salt Mining’ Yangzishan, Chengdu,Sichuan

34

Yu (1955); Lim (1987), Bagley (2001).

35

Yu (1987b), 183.

36

Yu (1955), 76-7.
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(Lim 1987)

Fig. 23
Rubbing of ‘Picture of a Single Gate Tower’
Yangzishan, Chengdu, Sichuan
(Gao 1987)

Fig. 24
Rubbing of ‘Picture of a Covered Wagon’
Yangzishan, Chengdu, Sichuan
(Gao 1987)

Fig. 25
Rubbing of ‘Picture of ‘Four Guards of
Honour on Horseback’
Yangzishan, Chengdu, Sichuan
(Chongqing Museum 1957)
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Fig. 26
Rubbing of ‘Picture of Mounted
Musicians’
Yangzishan, Chengdu, Sichuan
(Chongqing Museum 1957)

Fig. 27
Rubbing of ‘Picture of Carriage
Drawn by Three Horses’
Yangzishan, Chengdu, Sichuan
(Chongqing Museum 1957)

Fig. 28
Rubbing of ‘Picture of Hunting and
Harvesting’
Yangzishan, Chengdu, Sichuan
(Lim 1987)
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The Yishe shouhuo tu warrants our attention for its depiction of two hunters crouched with
their bows drawn aiming at a school of geese in flight (Fig. 29).

Fig. 29
Detail of Rubbing of
‘Picture of Hunting and Harvesting’
(Lim 1987)

They are shooting a retrievable arrow that is tied to a cord wrapped around a spindle and placed on
a stand at their foot. The Western Han poet, Sima Xiangru 司⾺相如 (179 - 117 B.C.E.), who was a
native of Chengdu, describes in his Rhapsody of Sir Vacuous (Zixu fu ⼦虛賦) a similar scene in
which the hunter uses his corded arrow to hunt geese, suggesting that what we see on the brick tile
must have been a familiar sight to people in the southwest.37 Although we read in the Lunyu 論語,
how Confucius used a line for fishing but never a net, and used corded arrows to shoot birds but
never those that were roosting, confirming that retrievable arrows have been used since antiquity in
hunts.38 Nevertheless, actual depictions of corded arrows remain rare with one other pictorial brick
tile, unearthed from Shifang city 什邡市 in Deyang county 德陽縣, Sichuan, solely portraying two
huntsmen aiming at the sky with their corded arrows (Fig. 30).
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Knechtges (1987), 65.

38

Lunyu, 14.489 (“Shu’er ” 述⽽) (⼦釣⽽不綱 ,⼷不射宿).
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Fig. 30
Rubbing of ‘Picture of
Shooting Retrievable
Arrows’ Shifang, Deyang,
Sichuan (Gao 2002)

Brick tiles decorated with images of the region’s
gate towers are also noteworthy. Eastern Han period
que are a familiar sight in the southwest, with the
majority extant today found in Sichuan and a small
number in Henan and Shandong provinces. Feng
Yixia in his examination of all extant Han que in
China notes that the majority may be found in
Sichuan, with the earliest, known as the Li Ye que
李業闕, discovered in Zitong county 梓潼, north
Sichuan and dated to 36 C.E. (Fig. 31).39
Feng suggests that during the Eastern Han
period, manufacture of luxury and ornate goods
were especially developed in the region, thus the
carving and production of que, which required a
high level of artistic skill and stone carving knowhow was amongst architectural structures produced
in greater quantity.40
Fig. 31 Li Ye’s Gate Tower, Zitong, Sichuan

(Xu 1992)

See Xie (1992), 35, where it is mentioned that amongst 28 que preserved to date, 23 are from Sichuan province. The author
suggests that que are distinct to the southwest.
39

40

Feng (1984), 58.
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According to Ann Paludan, the overwhelming distribution of que may be explained by the fact that
they were greater in number in Sichuan in the first place, due to the ready availability of stone and
the tradition of stone-working craft; in addition, the region’s remoteness may have aided their
survival.41 Lilian Tseng notes how the Han used the que to mark the gateway to a city, palace,
official building, a temple or a shrine.42 In the funerary context, que represented the passage to
Heaven, the afterlife and the realm of the spirit world.43 The Yangzishan que are noticeably more
complex in their arrangement compared to those found elsewhere, with four guards depicted at the
gateway suggesting a strong security and protection.44 The multi-storey towers are also grand with
prominent roof-eaves, similar to that found on the region’s stelae and also depicted on stone
sarcophagi which will be discussed in the next two chapters. Both the hunting scene and the
prominent que are images that
appear to depict local engagements
and scenery that are recognisably
distinct to the southwest and thus
reflect aspects of its identity (Fig.
32).

Fig. 32
Gao Yi’s Gate Tower,
Ya’an, Sichuan
(Xu 1992)
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Paludan (1991), 38.
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Tseng (2011), 210.
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Zhao and Yuan (1990), 3.

See Liu, Yu and Liu (1983), 5-6, for reliefs from Deyang 徳陽 and Peng county 彭 in Sichuan where a single guard is depicted
between two que; and Xing (2000), 327, for a relief from Zhengzhou 鄭州in Henan province showing two guards protecting a single
que.
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Returning to the Yanjing tu, to date, pictorial brick tiles depicting salt production have only
been found in Sichuan and as such are unique to this region. In its context as part of a tomb, the
Yanjing tu is generally explained as a reflection of the wealth of the deceased, the sophistication of
local salt mining technology and as an expression of the wish for the revenue obtained from salt to
continue for the tomb owner in his after-life.45 It is suggested that the tomb owner may have been
engaged in the salt industry and perhaps even owned the salt mines during his lifetime.46 Since its
discovery in 1955, it has been well studied and documented, especially in relation to its function in
the tomb. However, the relevance of the scene to the region’s special role in salt production has not
been thoroughly examined.
The Yanjing tu shows how salt brine is extracted from a well by four labourers who are
removing it by means of animal-hide or wooden buckets attached to pulleys.47 The brine is then
poured into a hopper and conducted by long bamboo pipes supported on struts that snake across the
mountainous landscape to the evaporating pans seated on top of a long rectangular oven that is
fuelled by wood or bamboo (Fig. 33).

Fig. 33

Detail of Rubbing of ‘Picture of Salt Mining’ Yangzishan, Chengdu, Sichuan
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Bagley (2001), 288.
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Lim (1987), 99; Rudolph (1952).

(Lim 1987)

Yoshida (1993), 14. For reference to the use of wooden buckets see Shuijing zhu, 33. 2804 where it is mentioned how
‘By means of wooden buckets, which have a diameter of five chi, [workers] load [brine] to the brim and endlessly boil it’ (以⽊為桶,
徑五尺, 脩煮不絶).
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Between the roofed two-storey structure in the left corner and the evaporating pans shown on the
bottom right, there are two men making their way through the mountain-side on foot carrying a
large basket on their backs. They are either labourers at the mine returning from gathering wood for
fuel or may be salt merchants loaded with salt cakes on their way to the market. In the background,
scattered amongst the mountains are four hunters, two pulling at their crossbows and aiming at the
nearby deer. The richness of the terrain is evident from the wild-life and luscious fauna depicted in
the scene. We can see deer amongst the hills, some grazing while others on the move avoiding the
arrows of the hunters. Birds are shown
in flight or perched on trees, and a bearlike beast is being chased by a tiger (Fig.
34). A vivid sense of movement and
animation in the composition brings the
scene to life.

Fig. 34
Detail of ‘Picture of Salt Mining’
Yangzishan, Chengdu, Sichuan
(Lim 1987)

We can also see the same set of iconographical elements of salt production in another pictorial brick
tile, excavated at Qionglai city, located about 60 km southwest of Chengdu, in the western edge of
the Sichuan Basin, at the
foothills of the Qionglai
mountain range (Fig. 35).

Fig. 35
Rubbing of ‘Picture of Salt
Mining’ Qionglai County,
Sichuan
(Gao 2002)
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Qionglai is the ancient Linqiong county 臨邛, which is recorded in the Huayang guo zhi. Chang Qu
mentions the existence of twenty salt inspection bureaux established in Linqiong by 67 B.C.E.48
According to Xie Zhongqiong, between the Han and Jin dynasties (265 - 420 C.E.), there were
fourteen counties in the region recorded to have salt wells, salt springs or salt inspection bureaux.49
Amongst them the counties of Linqiong and Nan’an 南安 had both salt and iron inspection offices,
suggesting that they were the two most important counties for salt production in the southwest.
Linqiong was primarily occupied by the Qiong people who are recorded in the Huayang guo zhi as
the original local inhabitants.50 Since the salt industry in Linqiong was established there due to the
physical geography of the locality, it is reasonable to assume that the Qiong had been involved in
extracting brine and producing salt for centuries prior to the arrival and settlement of tens of
thousands of Han households to occupy this region for its much coveted mineral resources.
The Qionglai Yanjing tu differs considerably from the Yangzishan tile in its use of space. It
places more emphasis on the production of
salt by allocating more space to this activity
and less to the mountain landscape, although
it still shows hunters in the background. It is
significant that both mountains and hunters
appear in both tiles indicating that these are
regular iconographic elements of the salt
mining scene. This tile is also interesting
because of its depiction of the miners, a
number of whom are shown wearing their
hair in a top-knot fashion, perhaps also
wrapped in a cloth or headscarf (Fig. 36).

Fig. 36
Detail of ‘Picture of Salt Mining’,
Qionglai County, Sichuan
(Gao 2002)
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Huayang guo zhi, 3.142.
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Liao (1985), 65-66.
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Huayang guo zhi, 3.157.
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This is one of the few Han dynasty pictorial depictions where the men shown may be the
indigenous inhabitants of the region who wore their hair this manner. Could they be the Qiang 羌 or
Zangke 牂柯 people who are described in the Huayang guo zhi as the ones who:

其⼈椎髻, 耕⽥, 有⾢聚. 俗多游蕩, ⽽喜謳歌, 略與牂柯相類.
Their people wear their hair in a top-knot, cultivate the fields and gather in
villages. By custom, they frequently wander around and like singing their
folk songs. They mutually resemble the Zangke [people].51
A pictorial brick tile unearthed at Xindu county known by the title ‘Weeding and Tilling (Yunnou
qujue tu 蕓耨驅爵圖), depicts four farmers tilling and sowing the fields, three of whom have their
hair tied up in a very similar fashion, while the fourth on the upper left appears to wear a different
type of head-dress (Fig. 37). We may assume, although cannot prove, that the group is made up of
two different types of ethnic peoples or there is a differentiation in the depiction of their social
position or gender.

Fig. 37 Rubbing of
‘Picture of Weeding and
Planting’ Xindu, Sichuan
(Gao 2002)
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Huayang guo zhi, 3.204.
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Apart from the hair, there appears to be little distinction made between the local indigenous
population and the Han settlers in early art, as noted by Xing Yitian, who demonstrates that the
presence of ‘barbarians’ is often either not highlighted or merely indicated, for example, by a
pointed soft cap, as is the case of the Hu people (Hu ren 胡⼈) from the northwest who all appear to
wear Han style clothing.52

1.4

Landscape in the Art of the Southwest

There are three iconographical elements found in the salt production brick tiles - the
mountain landscape, the hunting scene and the tiger - all of which feature prominently in the history
of the indigenous population of the southwest. The mountain landscape on the Yanjing tu has been
compared to that observable on Han period gilt-bronze hill censers known as Boshan lu 博山爐53
(Fig. 38) unearthed from tombs in Sichuan and other parts of the Han empire, on which the
contours of the sacred Boshan, one of the three fabled
mountains on the islands of the immortals, frame animals
and people in a similar fashion.54

Fig. 38
Hill Censer
Tomb of Dou Wan,
Mancheng, Hebei
(Bagley 2001)
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See Xing (2011), 197-314.
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See Rawson (2006) and Erickson (1992) on hill censers.

During the Han dynasty, the three mythological islands where immortals resided were Penglai 蓬萊, Boshan and Yingzhou 瀛洲.
Boshan lu, in the form of a mountain, came to be associated with the image of the Daoist paradise. When fragrant wood incense is
burnt in the censer, its smoke rises through the holes simulating cloud formations above the sacred mountain.
54
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This interpretation suggests that the mountains shown on the brick tile are the main theme, with the
salt production, strategically placed on the bottom of the composition, of secondary importance in
the overall arrangement.55 It proposes that the mountains we are looking at are akin to the
mountains of worship depicted on stone reliefs from the Central Plains, such as those seen on a
pictorial brick tile unearthed from a tomb in Xinye 新野 in Henan province, showing Xiwangmu 西
王母 holding court at Mount Kunlun 崑崙山 (Fig. 39).56

Fig. 39
Rubbing of ‘Picture of Xiwangmu’ Xinye,
Henan
(Li 2014)

While this interpretation alludes to the etherial and sacred nature of the mountains, the mountains
on the Yanjing tu should also be seen as an indispensable part of the overall depiction of salt
production, and as such play a key role in the story presented on the tile. They are not there merely
as a background setting, nor are they only a symbolic or abstract reference to the sacred mountains,
but should be considered essential components of the depiction of salt production. Furthermore,
they faithfully represent the region’s mountainous geographical landscape that is rugged and
difficult to traverse as described in the well known poem by Li Bai 李⽩ (701 - 762 C.E.) titled Shu
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Bagley (2001), 288.

56

See Wu (1989); Fairbank (1941); James (1983, 1988, 1996); Liu, Nylan and Barbieri-low (2005); Li (2014).
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dao nan 蜀道難 (The Road to Shu is Steep).57 Travelling from the Central Plains and the capital of
Luoyang, one had to first traverse numerous mountain ranges and narrow passes, often on plank
roads,58 to finally reach the flat plains of the Sichuan Basin. Arial views of Sichuan today show
large portions of the territory covered in lush green low lands and basins enclosed by rugged high
mountains with the Yangtze river, like a wide ribbon, finding its way across the region.
Mountains were also important for being the source of the region’s precious raw material,
iron ore. In the Guanzi 管⼦, Master Guan (Guan Zhong 管仲) explains to Duke Huan 桓公 the
significance of iron ore to people’s livelihood and their economic wellbeing,59
出銅之山四百六⼗七山, 出鐵之山三千六百九山, 此之所以分壤樹穀也,
⼽⽭之所發,⼑幣之所起也. 能者有餘, 拙者不⾜. 封於泰山, 禪於梁⽗. 封
禪之王七⼗⼆家, 得失之數, 皆在此內, 是謂國⽤.
[Mountains] that produce copper number 467, while those that produce iron
ore number 3,690. This is the way Heaven and Earth have divided up the land
for planting grain and provided sources for weapons and money. Capable
rulers will have more than enough while those who are stupid will suffer
shortages. Some seventy-two kings performed the Feng sacrifice on Mount
Tai and the Shan sacrifice on Liangfu. Their methods for achieving success
entirely depended upon having these things, and they may be called the
essential needs of the state.60
Master Guan names salt from the sea and iron ore from the mountains as the two essential needs of
the state, without which rulers cannot succeed in their governance. He alerts Duke Huan to the
benefits of introducing salt and iron monopoly, as increasing the price of salt and iron just by a
little, the ruler is able to increase the total amount of revenue greatly. Allyn Rickett believes that this
part of the Guanzi text was written somewhat later in date than the other chapters, possibly after the
middle of the second century B.C.E., before the institution of Emperor Wu’s 漢武帝 (r. 141 B.C.E. 57

Peng (1986), 383. See also Cooper (1973), 129.

Qin expansion into the southern regions resulted in the construction of impressive hydraulic works, such as the Dujiangyan 都江
堰, and the construction of the ‘Shu Plank Roads’, referred to by Sima Qian as the ‘five-foot-wide road’ (wuchi dao五尺道), that
linked the Wei River valley with Chang’an in the north and the Sichuan plain with the ancient capital of Shu, Chengdu, in the south.
See Shiji, 116.2993. The Shuijing zhu, 33.2774, mentions the construction of a plank roadway across the mountains in Jiangning
commandery 江寧郡 reaching over 2000 li.
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The Guanzi (Master Guan), attributed to Guan Zhong 管仲 (d. 645 B.C.E.), councillor to Duke Huang of the State of Qi 齊 and
others during the Spring and Autumn period (770 - 5th century B.C.E.), was later compiled and arranged by Liu Xiang 劉向 around
26 B.C.E. in the Western Han period. It is a collection of philosophical and political treatises on statecraft. See Rickett (1985, 1998.
2001) for translation and analysis of the Guanzi.
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Guanzi, 77. 576 (“Di shu” 地數); tr. Rickett (1998), 422.
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87 B.C.E.) salt and iron monopoly to control these two lucrative and growing industries which were
previously under private control.61
For the southwest, the Huayang guo zhi records how Gushi mountain 古⽯山 has iron ore as
big as a bulb of garlic. When it is smelted it coalesces to form flowing iron which is extremely firm.
For this reason the government established an iron inspection bureau in the county and erected a
temple for worshiping the ‘iron ancestor’.62 We are also told of the story of Deng Tong 鄧通, who
rose to the position of Senior Councellor (Shang dafu 上⼤夫) at the court of Emperor Wen 漢⽂帝
(r. 180 - 157 B.C.E.), and was granted the revenue earned from iron and copper mines in Sichuan.63
Interestingly, Deng Tong lent his rights over his mines to a commoner called Zhuo Wangsun 卓王孫
for which he annually received 1,000 bolts of cloth. Zhuo’s earnings from iron ore production
reached a trillion, while Deng also minted coins which, we read in the records, were used
throughout the empire.64 Mountains were also farmed, as is recorded in the Shuijing zhu. The text
describes how on the top of Qingcheng Mountain 青城山65 the quality of grain grown was
especially good, while at the bottom of the mountain one could find a special type of taro root
called the ‘crouching sparrow hawk (dunchi 蹲鴟)’.66 Food grows so abundantly here that people,
even reaching their old age, do not starve. Because of this, Zhuo Wangsun delighted in having
moved to the southwest from far away.67
We can see from these references that mountains were presented in texts as important
natural sources of livelihood for people in this region. This contrasts with their depictions as the
abode of the immortals whose formulaic, triadic or mushroom-shaped peaks deliberately violated
observable mountain forms.68 Nor are they the home of the spirits and exotic animals as seen on
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Rickett (1985), 372.

Huayang guo zhi, 3.157 (有古⽯山, 有⽯礦, ⼤如蒜⼦. ⽕燒合之, 成流⽀鐵, 甚剛. 因置鐵官, 有鐵祖廟祠). Gushi mountain is
located in present-day Pujiang county 浦江 near Chengdu.
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Loewe (2000), 59.
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Huayang guo zhi, 3.157 (漢⽂帝時, 以鐵銅賜侍郎鄧通. 通假民卓王孫, 歲取千匹. 故王孫貨, 累巨萬億, 鄧通錢亦盡 天下).

Qingcheng mountain in Dujiangyan 都江堰, located about 60 km southwest from Chengdu, has historically been and to this day
remains one of the most important centres of the Daoist movement in the southwest. Qingcheng Daoists have made the claim that
Zhang Daoling 張道陵 (ca. 34 - 156 C.E.), founder of the Wudoumi Dao movement in the region, was originally located at
Qingcheng mountain where there is an ancient grotto known as Tianshi dong 天⼠洞 (Celestial Master Grotto). See Komjathy
(2013), 268.
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Shuijing zhu, 33. 2765 (山上有嘉穀, 山下有蹲鴟, 即芋也. 所謂下有蹲鴟).
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Shuijing zhu, 33. 2765 (至⽼不饑, 卓氏之所以樂遠徙也).
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Wu (1997), 30.
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stone reliefs from the Central Plains.69 One of the most revealing passages on people’s perception of
their natural environment in the region comes from the Huayang guo zhi:
山原肥沃, 有澤漁之利. ⼠女貞孝. 望山樂⽔, ⼟地易為⽣事.
The mountains and plains are rich and fertile, and there are gains [earned] from
fishing the ponds. Gentlemen and women [of this region] are chaste and filial.
Gazing at the mountains and finding pleasure in the waters, soil and land easily
lend themselves to produce a living. 70
This passage is significant for its reference to the beauty of nature and to the pleasures to be had
from the region’s mountains and waters. It also stresses how the region’s natural environment was
integral to people’s livelihood.71 Representations of landscapes, as argued by Alexandra Walsham,
become ‘places’ or ‘repositories’ of shared memories, signs and symbols and as such take on values
associated with a region’s identity, cultural practices and interpretations of those inhabiting it.72
Landscape in the southwest was an essential part of its inhabitants’ lives, and for the artisans who

created tomb art and their patrons who commissioned such works, depictions of landscape reflected
an important relationship between man and his environment. If we consider scenes of landscape as
representations of memories, the placing of such scenes in the final resting place of the deceased
suggest their significance as records of recollections and identity. As argued by Said, memories
construct a desirable loyalty to the insiders’ understanding of one’s country, tradition and faith.
Memories of the past are shaped in accordance with a certain notion of what ‘we’ or ‘they’ really
are.73

1.5

Hunters and the Hunt

Prominent in both the Yangzishan and the Qionglai Yangjing tu tiles is the scene of hunting,
suggesting this may have been a common iconographical element in depictions of salt mining. The
inclusion of hunters is not accidental or merely decorative. They have significance in the context of
the story of salt production. They may be labourers hunting to gather food for their fellow workers
69

Tseng (2011), 217.
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Huayang guo zhi, 3.166.
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Huayang guo zhi, 3.166 (⼟地易為⽣事).
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Walsham (2011), 564. See also Leach (1988); Leach (1974); Said (2000), 175-192.
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Said (2000), 176-7.
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at the well site. The men seen throughout the picture may be the Yi or ‘barbarian’ peoples
mentioned in the Huayang guo zhi who, seeking refuge from the cold, enter Shu to become hired
labourers in the winter months and return to their villages in the summer to avoid the heat.74
Alternatively, they might have been conscripts, convicts or slaves brought on site till the brine dried
up as mentioned in the Han legal texts excavated from Zhangjiashan that record coerced state
labour used by the government to transport salt.75 In a secluded and rugged mountainous terrain,
these men relied on food obtained from hunting. Rowan Flad in his study of salt production in
Sichuan mentions that the time and effort saved by depending on hunting was redirected toward salt
production and perhaps the wild meat may have been salted as well.76 Hence, the Yanjing tu not
only documents the various stages of salt production, but also gives us a glimpse of how labourers
may have subsisted through hunting in the mountains for months on end. One can also speculate on
the seasonal nature of salt production, it being an autumnal or winter activity, as seen from the
depiction of bare trees on the composition, and from what we know about hunting primarily
associated with the winter season, as described by Derk Bodde in his work on annual observances
in the Han dynasty.77 Furthermore, seasonal hired labour would have been more likely available in
the winter months when agricultural work was less intensive.
It is worth noting that the hunt portrayed on brick tiles such as the Yanjing tu and the Yishe
shouhuo tu is not the social or leisure activity undertaken by the wealthy as seen on pictorial brick
tiles from Henan showing a hunter on horseback (Fig. 40).

Fig. 40 Rubbing of ‘Picture of a Hunt’ Zhengzhou, Henan
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(Li 2014)

Huayang guo zhi, 3.184-5 (夷⼈冬则避寒入蜀, 傭賃⾃食夏則避暑反落).

See Barbieri-Low and Yates (2015), 1381. We know very little, if anything, about where such labour came from and what its terms
were. This is only a guess and a suggestion for further research.
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Flad (2011), 199.
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See Bodde (1975) for activities related to autumn and winter rituals and observances.
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Nor is it the hunt described by Sima Qian in the Shiji where we read about Zhuo Wangsun, who
made his fortune by smelting iron as mentioned earlier, and enjoyed pursuing games on his vast
lands.78 Nor is it the royal hunt recounted in the Rhapsody on the Imperial Park (Shanglin fu上林
賦) by Sima Xiangru,79 or the ‘pleasure hunt (youlie 遊獵)’ narrated by Ying Shao, in the Fengsu
tongyi, when he writes how,

⽂帝代服衣罽, 襲氈帽, 騎駿⾺, 從侍中, 近臣, 常侍, 期⾨武騎獵漸臺下, 馳射狐
兔, 果雉刺彘.
Emperor Wen would change into his woven wool cloak and felt cap, mount his fine
horse and hunt below the Terrace Bathed by Water with Attendants of the Palace,
trusted officials, regular Attendants, Guardians of the Gate and military cavalry.
They would shoot from horseback foxes and rabbits, long-tailed apes, pheasants and
porcupines.80
The depiction of the hunt on the Sichuan tile is that of the ordinary huntsman on foot seeking his
next meal and in this context reflects an essential economic component of the salt mining industry
in the southwest and highlights the natural wealth of the region.

1.6

The Tiger, Mythologies and the Southwest’s Indigenous Peoples

Returning to the Yangzishan tile, the inclusion of the tiger, seen on the upper left corner of
the composition, warrants discussion (Fig. 41). The tiger
here is not the hunted, but the hunter of beasts; nor is it the
white tiger closely associated with the four cardinal
directions as seen on stone carvings from tombs from the
Central Plains. Its significance lies in the tiger’s ancient
connotations with the Shu and Ba people for whom it was a
tribal symbol.
Fig. 41 Detail of ‘Picture of Salt Mining’ Yangzishan, Chengdu,
Sichuan (Lim 1987)
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Shiji, 129.3277; tr. Watson (1993a), II.450.
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Compiled in Xiao Tong’s 蕭統 (ca. 501 - 531 C.E.) Wen xuan ⽂選. See Knechtges (1987), 73-114.
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Fengsu tongyi, 2.74 (“Zheng shi” 正失); tr. Nylan (1982), 388.
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The chapter on the Southern Man and Southwestern Yi peoples in the Hou Hanshu tells the story of
the birth of the ancient Ba and Shu peoples and the mythological tale of the Salt River Goddess who
played a key role in enticing Linjun 廩君, their leader, to stay and make the southwest territories his
people’s homeland.81 According to the records, Linjun stayed in the southwest because it was ‘A
place that is large and expansive, and from where fish and salt come’ (此地廣⼤, ⿂鹽所出).82
When Linjun died, his hun 魂 and po 魄 continued on for generations as a white tiger. Because
tigers drink human blood, those of the Ba clan conducted human sacrifices to them.83
In the introduction we noted, from our reviews of theories on cultural and social memory
and its link to identity by Halbwachs, Assman, Nora and Warburg, how artefacts can be seen as
products of collective memory and that material culture placed in tombs were made to help people
remember not only certain happenings in their lives but also legends and myths that evoke
memories of who they are and where they came from. Seen in this way, the image of a tiger placed
in the composition of the Yanjing tu is a mnemonic tool connected to the region’s social memory
and represents an element of the region’s identity.
Another folk mythology, important to the region’s identity as referenced in these scenes, is
the story held by the Naxi 納西 or Nakhi people in Sichuan that sees them settled by a salt spring,
the residence of the Salt Goddess, who helps them discover brine and eventually leads them to
construct brine wells.84 The Huayang guo zhi describes the Zuo 笮 as one of the earliest
communities to have produced salt from brine flowing from the local springs:
定筰縣筰, 笮夷也. 汶山曰夷, 南中曰昆明, 漢嘉, 越嶲曰筰, 蜀曰邛, 皆夷
種也. 縣在郡西. 渡瀘⽔, 賓剛徼, 曰摩沙夷. 有鹽池, 積薪, 以齊⽔灌⽽後
焚之, 成鹽. 漢末, 夷皆錮之, 張嶷往爭, 夷帥狼岑, 槃⽊王舅, 不肯服, 嶷
禽, 撻殺之. 厚賞賜, 餘類皆安, 官迄今有之.
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Hou Hanshu, 86.2840; tr. Flad (2011), 249-50.
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Hou Hanshu, 86.2840; tr. Flad (2011).

Hou Hanshu, 86.2840 (廩君死, 魂魄世為⽩虎. 巴氏以虎飲⼈⾎, 遂以⼈祠焉). See Flad (2011), 249-50, and also Alberts (2006)
for detailed discussion in chapter 3 on the myth of Linjun, the Man inhabitants of Ba and the Li family. Although I question
Alberts’ (p.79-80) translation of this passage and his suggestion that sacrifice was conducted to Linjun himself rather than to white
tigers, and that ci 祠 does not necessarily denote a sacrifice but can be a shrine dedicated to Linjun, his examination of the origins of
the Lin lineage is important for our study. For a discussion of the hun and po see Yü (1965, 1987). It is also examined in chapter two
of the dissertation.
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Flad (2011), 52-3 See also Liao (1985), 112-9.
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Dingzuo county [is inhabited by the] Zuo, [who are the] Zuo Yi [people].85 In
Wenshan [they are] called the Yi and in Nanzhong [they are] called Kunming.
In Hanjia and Yuexi [they are] called Zuo, and in Ba [they are] called Qiong.
They all belong to the Yi type. [Dingzuo] county is located in the west of the
[Yuexi] commandery. The Lu river passes through [the county] and just at
their borders are those called the Mosha Yi. [This region] has salt springs.
[People] gather firewood and spread brine to irrigate [the land], [which] they
then burn to create salt. At the end of the Han, the Yi exercised sole control
over all of it, [therefore] Zhang Ni86 was sent to go and fight them. The Yi
chieftains, Lang Ceng and Wang Xi of Panmu, did not consent to
surrendering. [Thus] Zhang Ni captured, flogged and killed them. [For this]
he was generously bestowed with rewards. The remaining [different] kinds
[of Yi peoples] were all pacified, and an official is located there to this day.87
This passage reveals information on the ownership and control of salt production, which appear to
have been in the hands of the local indigenous population. It was not until the latter part of the
Eastern Han, with the attack of the Shu-Han 蜀漢 army led by Zhang Ni, that the Zuo were pacified
and submitted to the tax regulations of the government. Only then was control over the much
coveted land and salt production transferred to the state in Dingzuo county.
Elsewhere, we read in the Hou Hanshu how the Ailao 哀牢 gave one dou of salt (yan
yi dou 鹽⼀斛)88 as tribute item to the Eastern Han court on yearly basis.89 It is reasonable to
assume that the Ailao produced salt from their land for tribute privately rather than under official
control. The text further reveals how peace between the Ailao and the local Han governor did not
last, and describes the rebellion led by the Ailao chief, Leilao 類牢, against the Han army that
resulted in his capture and beheading. While the reasons for the rebellion are not specified, except
that the Ailao became discontent, general issues over the ownership of land and mineral resources
appear to have been raised at the time.90 We see Wang Chong 王充 (27 - 97 C.E.) deliberating on
the issue of ownership over salt wells in the southwest, which suggests that it was a matter of
contention in his day. He wrote,
85

Dingzuo county is today’s Yanyuan county 鹽源 located in the west of Sichuan province.

Zhang Ni (194 - 254 C.E.), whose courtesy name was Boqi 伯崎, was a military general of the Shu-Han State of the Three
Kingdoms period. He played an instrumental role in pacifying the various indigenous peoples residing in the southwest border
regions of the Shu. See Wrest (2005).
86
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Huayang guo zhi, 3.210.

See Barbieri-Low and Yates (2015), section 1.4, where the measurement of one dou is listed as equivalent to approximately two
litres or 2.11 quarts today. The mention of ‘one dou’ in early texts for tribute appears to be a standard phrase suggesting that it may
not refer to a precise quantity of salt but merely used as a standard amount presented as tribute to the court.
88

89

Hou Hanshu, 86.2851.

90

Hou Hanshu, 86.2851.
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潤下作鹹, ⽔之滋味也. 東海⽔鹹, 流廣⼤也; 西州鹽井, 源泉深也. ⼈或
無井⽽食, 或穿井不得泉, 有鹽井之利乎? … 難哉!
Moisture trickles down and makes salt. It is the flavour produced by water.
The water of the eastern sea is briny and its flow is extensive. The source of
the spring of the salt wells in the western district is deep. Among people
there are some who do not have wells but consume salt and some others
who have wells but cannot find the spring, can they have the benefit of the
salt wells?… How difficult it is!91
The Shuijing zhu mentions a salt administration bureau located in the county of Yanjiang 鹽江
where households operate salt wells.92 This is the region described in the Huayang guo zhi famous
for its local fermented ale, lingshou trees 靈壽, tangerine gardens, ling turtles 靈龜, thermal springs
and salt wells that produce salt crystals as large as one square cun ⼨.93 However, more importantly,
it is the land of the Yi who are noted for their bravery and for bringing peace to the region from the
menace of the white tigers.94 The households engaged in salt mining recorded in the Shuijing zhu
were likely of Yi origin who, as we see from early texts, historically occupied much of this territory.

1.7

Product of Pride

Salt from the southwest used as a tribute item suggests that it was both a sought after
commodity and of a quality worthy of presentation to the court. From contemporaneous and later
records we know that salt from the southwest ranked amongst the best in the empire. Mark
Kurlansky quotes Sir Richard Henry Dane, an expert on salt who was formerly inspector general of
the Salt Excise in India and later appointed chief foreign inspector to the Chinese government in
1913, saying that ‘the best salt in China is that produced from the salt wells of Sichuan.’95 The
superior quality of salt from the region is mentioned in a number of early texts, including the
Shuijing zhu which notes,
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Lunheng, 38.592 (“Bie tong” 別通). For an alternative translation see Forke (1962), II, 98.

92

Shuijing zhu, 33.2801 (有鹽井營⼾).

Huayang guo zhi, 1.36 (有巴鄉名酒, 靈壽⽊, 橘圃, 鹽井, 靈龜. 湯溪鹽井, 粒⼤者⽅⼨). One cun was 2.31 cm in the Western
Han. See Loewe (2016), 166.
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Huayang guo zhi, 1.14.
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Kurlansky (2002), 374.
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左則湯溪⽔注之, ⽔源出縣北六百餘⾥上庸界, 南流歷縣, 翼帶鹽井⼀百
所, 巴川資以⾃給. 粒⼤者, ⽅⼨, 中央隆起, 形如張傘, 故因名之曰傘⼦
鹽. 有不成者, 形亦必⽅, 異于常鹽矣. 王隱《晉書地道記》曰：入湯⼜
四⼗三⾥, 有⽯, 煮以為鹽. ⽯⼤者如升, ⼩者如拳, 煮之, ⽔竭鹽成, 蓋蜀
⽕井之倫, ⽔⽕相得乃佳矣.
Then on the left, the Tang rivulet merges into [the Yangtze river]. The river
source comes out north of the county 600 some li from the borders of
Shangyong [commandery].96 It flows south passing through the county where
one-hundred salt wells flank the region. The wealth of the Ba and Chuan
[regions], by means of these [salt mines] is self-sufficient. Larger salt
granules are one square cun in length, and in the centre they bulge up. Their
form is like an open umbrella and for this reason it is called the ‘umbrella son
salt’. Some do not achieve [this shape], but their form is also definitely
square. It is different from ordinary salt. ‘Wang Yin97 in the Jin shu, Di dao ji
says, ‘Entering the mouth of the Tang river forty-three li there is a boulder,
which when boiled becomes salt. The big boulders are as if they have the
capacity of one sheng,98 and the small ones are like a fist [in size]. When
boiling it, water evaporates and salt is achieved. This ought to be comparable
with the fire wells of Shu. Water and fire are mutually obtained and thereby
fine [salt is achieved].99

The Huayang guo zhi similarly mentions that ‘Those large granules of salt from the Tangxi salt
mines are one square cun in size.’(湯溪鹽井, 粒⼤者⽅⼨).100 Liao Pinlong notes how the
description of the salt granule being of an umbrella form in early texts suggests that the salt had
perfectly crystallised and the purity of its ammonium chloride is extremely high, making it of
superior quality.101 Pride in a product from one’s locality implies a sense of regional identity that is
distinguishable from the rest of the empire.
In summary, we have seen the importance of salt to the southwest’s social and cultural
identity which is reflected in the Yanjing tu. It was not made solely to indicate wealth or as a
showcase of the tomb owner’s engagement in the manufacture of salt during his lifetime, but
conveys a more complex story of the region and its people. Natural elements and landscapes also
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Shangyong commandery was established in the Eastern Han and was located in present-day Hubei province.

Wang Yin (284 - 354 C.E.) was a Jin dynasty historian and compiler of the Jin shu. For a study of Wang and the Jin shu see Song
(2002), 4-15.
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One sheng was 199.687 ml during the Western Han. See Loewe (2016), 166.
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Shuijing zhu, 33.2808-9.
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Huayang guo zhi, 1.36. Tangxi river flows through Ba commandery as described in the Shuijing zhu, 33.2808.
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Liao (1985), 82.
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intimate a particular connection between humans and their environment. The mountain-scape and
hunting scenes in the images represent an essential food source for people’s livelihood. The image
of the tiger recalls social memories of mythological tales and historical stories as references to the
ancient past of the region. Such memories constructed a desirable bond and loyalty amongst people
who shared a common understanding, tradition and culture.
My examination of the Yanjing tu also shows that despite the pan-imperial culture expressed
in early historiographies and the use of custom or fengsu 風俗 as a target of suspicion and criticism
of peoples outside the Central Plains, the southwest was a region that was far from being an
uncultured backwater of the empire. To be sure, Han occupation introduced a degree of influence
from the Central Plains, however, the strength of local cultures and traditions suggests that the
process may not have been as all-encompassing as generally thought.

1.8

Alcohol Production: The Tianfu yinshi tu

In the following section, we will examine material culture depicting alcohol production
carried out by women, and look at textual references to women and alcohol production in order to
explore issues of gender roles in relation to their identity. The pictorial scene examined in this
section is from an Eastern Han tomb of stone and brick construction, comprising of an antechamber, a main chamber and two rear-chambers, unearthed in 1975 at Zengjiabao 曾家包, located
in the outskirts of Chengdu (Fig. 42).

Fig. 42
Cross Section Drawing of Zengjiabao
Tomb, Zengjiabao, Sichuan (Weng 1990)
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Labelled as the ‘east and west rooms’, the two rear-chambers housed a sarcophagus each, and were
decorated with two large mural carvings, one known by the title, ‘Nourishing the Old (Yanglao tu
養⽼圖)’(Fig. 43) and the other
‘Picture of Heaven’s Storehouse
and Plenty (Tianfu yinshi tu 天
府殷實圖)’ (See Fig. 2).102

Fig. 43
Rubbing of ‘Picture of Nourishing the
Old’ Zengjiabao, Sichuan (Zhang
2010)

Of special interest to my research is the latter which is divided into three distinct compositions: a
hunting scene in the top register, a scene of two women weaving in the middle, and three women
engaged in making alcohol on the lower panel.103 That the relief portrays women engaged in the
activities of cloth and alcohol production is apparent at first glance. The only male figures included
are the hunter, who is shown drawing his arrow in aim at a fleeing deer on the top register and a
farmer leading an ox-drawn cart loaded with sacks of grain in the middle. The hunt takes place in a
mountainous landscape setting, similar to that depicted on the Yanjing tu. We see a deer chased by a
102 A full

excavation report on the Zengjiabao tombs is included in Chengdu shi wenwu kaogu yanjiu suo (1981). See further research
on Zengjiabao published in Weng (1990), Zhang (1998) and Zhang Tongbiao (2003). The land of ‘Heavenly Plenty’ is an epithet for
the southwest region of present day Sichuan province, especially the area around Chengdu that ranked amongst the top five most
prosperous cities in the Han empire. The Huayang guo zhi, 3.133, describes the southwest as follows, ‘Flood and drought comply
with man, [this region] does not know times of famine or crop failure. In seasons there are no lean years [therefore] those under
heaven call it the heaven’s storehouse.’(⽔旱從⼈, 不知飢饑饉. 時無荒年, 天下謂之天府也).
jiu 酒 is typically translated as ‘wine’ in current scholarship, in this paper we will use the term ‘alcohol’ for jiu. In early
China jiu designated a type of fermented brew, primarily made from millet initially and then rice, and not the wine made from grapes
familiar in the West. See Bray (1984), 477, who mentions that alcohol fermented from millet was an important feature of Shang
ceremonial. For a detailed explanation of the brewing process see Huang (2000), 153-5 and Sterckx (2015), 29. Grapes (putao 蒲陶)
are first mentioned in Sima Xiangru’s poem Shanglin fu 上林賦, see Shiji, 123.3173-4, where it is noted that Central Asian grapes
were planted and nurtured as a treasured rarity in the imperial palace’s estate and that in the Shanglin Park there was a residence
named Grape Lodge. As far as we know, grapes were not grown in general, thus we cannot include it in the process of making
alcoholic beverages at this point in history. See Knechtges (1987), 92-3.
103 Although
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hunter who is drawing his arrow and aiming at the fleeing animal. There is also a large bird in flight
and a pond is depicted containing plump fish (Fig. 44).

Fig. 44 Detail of ‘Picture of Heaven’s Storehouse and Plenty’ Zengjiabao, Sichuan

(Zhang 2010)

The hunt portrayed here is again not the leisurely pursuit of the wealthy but an important economic
activity of the estate. As we have noted before, it is an iconographical element specifically
associated with a local practice and thus reflects the region’s identity. The scene is replete with
references to abundance and wealth, with the deer alluding to longevity and the fish included as a
symbol of plenty and abundance.104 It reflects the rich landscape of the southwest, which is
naturally abundant in food sources.
The middle register of the picture is carved with a large weapon-rack to the right, stacked
with a fork spear, a halbert, a lance, a ring-handle sword, a bow and arrow and a shield. Left of the
rack there is a monkey hanging from a pole mischievously holding out its left arm and playing with
a horse standing in front of it. The horse is animated as if ready to bite the monkey’s stretched out
fingers. The weapon-rack, showing unused weapons, may represent strength, safety and peace,
while the monkey symbolises the wish to protect horses on the estate from harm and disease.105 A
two-wheeled covered wagon can be seen behind the horse, perhaps waiting to transport the large
guan 罐 form vessels, used for containing alcoholic beverages, to the market. The scene also shows
two women seated at weaving looms, one positioned to the right of the weapon-rack and the other
in front of the horse to the left. The looms are of treadle construction, also known as brocade or
104

See Bartholomew (2006), 108 and 43-4. See also Inoi (1975), 34-47, on the symbolism of fish in Shijing 詩經.

The Qimin yaoshu, 56.406, mentions how, ‘[People] often tie a macaque monkey [on a pole] for guarding the horse. [This] causes
the horse not to be frightened, [and helps it] to avoid harm and to dispel many kinds of diseases’ (常繫獼猴於⾺坊, 令⾺不畏, 辟惡,
105

消百病也). The proverb ‘bi ma wen 弼⾺溫’ which may be translated as ‘to help the horse ward off plague’ refers to this ancient
custom. See Zhang (2003), 61. See also the story of the Shu mythical ape that is also called ‘⾺化’ or the ape that ‘transforms or
revives horses’ in the Soushenji, 12.93. Wu (1987), 86-112, examines early pictorial depictions of the ape tale from Sichuan.
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pattern looms, that were widely used in the southwest to make the region’s famous ‘Shujin 蜀錦’ or
silk brocade mentioned in a number of early texts (Fig. 45).106

Fig. 45 Detail of Mural Carving of ‘Picture of Heaven’s Storehouse and Plenty’ Zengjiabao, Sichuan
(Photo by Elias)

A Western Han period chamber tomb discovered in 2013 at Laoguanshan ⽼官山, in the outskirts of
Chengdu, provided the earliest known evidence of pattern loom technology employed for weaving
the Shujin brocade. The tomb contained four lacquered wooden miniature models of looms,
together with figurines of women weavers and other artefacts, all of which are now housed in the
Chengdu Museum. The models are similar to those depicted on the Zengjiabao relief, suggesting
that the stone carver was familiar with the looms and most probably based his work on actual
examples (Fig. 46).107

Fig. 46 Tomb Site Showing Models of Looms with Figurines, Laoguanshan, Chengdu, Sichuan

(Zhao 2017)

The Huayang guo zhi, 3.153, mentions the government office in charge of silk production, known as the ‘Brocade
Office’ (Jinguan 錦官), located south of Chengdu, with its site determined by the river flowing next to the city wall. It explains as
follows: ‘其道西城, 故錦官也. 錦江織錦濯其中則鮮明, 濯他江則不好. 故命曰錦⾥也.’‘Its road is to the west of the city wall,
which in ancient times was the ‘Brocade Office’. [If] the Jin brocade is washed in the Jin River, then it will become bright [in
colouration]. [But] if washed in other rivers, then it won’t be good. In ancient times [this place] was assigned the name “the native
place of brocade”.’ The Shuijing zhu, 33.2754, similarly describes how brocade rinsed in the Jin River becomes especially beautiful,
and no other river is suitable for producing Sichuan’s special cloth.’
106
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For information on the Laoguanshan excavation of the model looms see Zhao (2017).
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The bottom register of the Tianfu yinshi tu depicts various tasks connected with alcohol making
(Fig. 47). On the left, a man is shown leading an ox-drawn two-wheeled cart. He is approaching
five large earthenware guan jars, three strung up with ropes ready for lifting and transporting. His
cart is laden with heavy sacks that possibly contain grains such as rice, millet, barley or sorghum for
the making of the brew. The jars are set in a row, partially embedded in the ground which was a
method used for holding the containers in place and to regulate their temperature. A woman holding
a stick in her left hand and a ladle in her right appears to be stirring and ladling the fermenting
alcohol in one of the large vessels which is open with its cover placed hanging on the side. Four out
of five jars are open while one is sealed with a lid. To the left of the jars a dog is shown with its
front paw stretched out above a pan. Perhaps the pan contains discarded dregs or zao 糟 that has
been filtered out during the fermentation process and was used for feeding animals. On the bottom
left corner of the composition a woman is drawing water from a well and to her right another female
figure is attending to the stove. The yard is populated by farm animals such as geese, ducks,
chicken, pigs, rooster and even what may possibly be a domestic cat, continuing the theme of
plenty.108

Fig. 47 Details of Mural Carving of ‘Picture of Heaven’s Storehouse and Plenty’ Zengjiabao, Sichuan
(Photos by Elias)

There is mention of wild cats in early writings, for example the Liji records people making offerings to the spirit of wild cats who
devoured rats and field mice (迎貓, 為其食⽥鼠也). See Liji, 11.185 (“Jiao te sheng” 郊特牲).
108
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The mural carving highlights a number of stages in the production of alcohol. Water from the well
is used for the making of the qu 麴, a starter of molded grain, and for topping-up the fermenting
brew. The making of alcohol required mixing qu with steamed rice and water which was then left to
ferment over a day or for a longer period according to the type and strength required.109 The woman
by the stove is preparing the fire for steaming rice, cooking the qu or keeping the fermentor warm.
When it was necessary to cool the brew down the jar covers were removed which also caused the
fermentation to slow down.110 The woman with the ladle is either stirring the ferment, adding more
qu or filtering the liquid from its dregs. No sources prior to the Qimin yaoshu 齊民要術 provide
detailed information on the different stages of fermentation process and on the various types of
ferments prepared.111 Although the Liji 禮記 lists the six essential ingredients and tools for making
alcohol for ritual ceremonies, the fermentation process and the various types of ferments
prepared,112 Wang Chong’s brief description in the Lunheng comes closest to describing the process
of how alcohol was made. He wrote:
蒸穀為飯, 釀飯為酒. 酒之成也, ⽢苦異味; 飯之熟也, 剛柔殊和. 非庖廚
酒⼈有意異也, ⼿指之調有偶適也. 調飯也殊筐⽽居, ⽢酒也異器⽽處,
蟲墯⼀器, 酒棄不飲; 鼠涉⼀筐, 飯捐不食.

[When] grain is steamed it becomes edible [food], [when] edible [food]
is fermented it becomes alcohol. [When] alcohol becomes ripe [it may
have] the differing taste [of being] sweet or bitter. When food is cooked
[it may have] the differing blending of being broken or bound together.
This is not because the cook and the alcohol maker have different
intentions, but because the rhythm of their hands and fingers have a
chance fit. Seasoned food is placed in different baskets, sweet alcohol is
also placed in different vessels. [When] an insect falls into a vessel the
alcohol [in it] is discarded and not drunk; [when] a mouse plods through
109

Huang (2000), 153-5.
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Huang (2000), 177-8.

Written by Jia Sixie 賈思勰 (fl. 6th century C.E.), the Qimin yaoshu 齊民要術 (Essential Ways for Living of the Common People)
is the most comprehensive extant classical nongshu 農書 or agricultural treatise. Written in the early 6th century C.E., most probably
in the years 533 to 544, it contains 92 chapters divided into 10 fascicules, providing a practical guide on general aspects of farming
knowledge and for the improvement of rural life in general. For a detailed introduction and analysis see Shih (1962). The Qimin
yaoshu describes in detail the making of nine varieties of ferments and records the brewing of thirty-seven kinds of alcohol plus a
further two ‘medicated’ alcohol made by soaking herbs in ready made alcohol. See Huang (2000), 169.
111

See Liji, 6.125 (“Yue ling” ⽉令); tr. Legge (1885), I. 303, which records as follows: ‘Orders are given to the Grand
superintendent of the preparation of liquors to see that the rice and other glutinous grains are all complete; that the leaven-cakes are
in season; that the soaking and heating are cleanly conducted; that the water be fragrant; that the vessels of pottery be good; and that
the regulation of the fire be right. These six things have all to be attended to, and the Grand superintendent has the inspection of
them, to secure that there be no error or mistake’(乃命⼤酋, 秫稻必齊, 麴蘗必時, 湛熾必潔, ⽔泉必⾹, 陶器必良, ⽕齊必得, 兼⽤
六物. ⼤酋監之, 毋有差貸).
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a basket, the food [in it] is thrown away and not eaten. 113
Hence, the Zengjiabao mural carving is a valuable source for understanding the different operations
involved and how alcohol was produced on the estate to support the needs of the household during
the Eastern Han dynasty.114
The seasonality of this mural carving is evident from the activities recorded. We know that
the practice of killing animals for ritual sacrifices and hunting were strictly regulated to be
conducted in the autumn and winter months.115 Cloth making was also organised during the winter
when women were not busy with fieldwork. The Hanshu records how in the winter people stayed
indoors and women who dwelled in the same alley-way did their spinning together at nights,
thereby economising on the expense of light and heat.116 For brewing, considerable care was taken
to ensure that the temperature of the fermenting liquid was kept even, and as noted by Huang
Hsing-Tsung, alcohol was primarily produced from late autumn to the early spring in the south and
southwest regions.117 This mural setting in autumn or winter, contrasts with its counterpart carved
on the wall of the east rear-chamber of the Zengjiabao tomb which depicts the theme of ‘Nourishing
the Old’ with an emphasis on filial piety and charity in a lush landscape setting indicative of spring
and summer.

1.9

Alcohol Production in a Workshop: The Niangjiu Tu
Complementing the depiction of alcohol production on the estate in the Tianfu yinshi tu

mural carving, a pictorial brick tile, known by the title Niangjiu tu (Picture of Alcohol Making) and
discovered at Xinlong village 新龍村 in Xindu county 新都縣, shows women making alcohol in a
workshop setting (See Fig. 3).118 This brick tile may be the earliest depiction of alcohol distillation
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Lunheng, 5.42 (“Xing ou” 幸偶).

While we do not have any information on the deceased as the tomb was looted with no inscription or material culture left to
identify the owner, the exceptional quality of the stone reliefs on the two rear walls, and the size and layout of the tomb suggest that it
probably belonged to a family with considerable wealth.
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See Sterckx (2002), 77, 144, for examples on how hunting regulations were observed during the Han dynasty, and how ritual
codes stipulated that animals killed out of season were not to be sold on the markets. See also Pu (2014), 102-4, for official
restrictions on killing animals in early China.
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Hanshu, 24.1121 (冬, 民既入, 婦⼈同巷, 相從夜績). See also the story of Xuwu 徐吾 in the Lienü zhuan, 6.121, who is too poor
and cannot afford any candles, and so pleads with a group of women in her village to join their weaving group so she can share their
light.
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See Huang (2000), 176.
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See Gao (2002), 20; Lim (1987), 103; Bagley (2001), 286-7.
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in China.119 Until recently it was thought to represent only the process of alcohol fermentation.
However, since the discovery of an Eastern Han period bronze boiler and a steamer with a drain
tube attached to its side, in a tomb at Chuzhou 除州 in Anhui province, scholars are now divided in
their opinion, with some suggesting that the image on the Xindu brick tile is of alcohol distillation
rather than fermentation (Fig. 48).120

Fig. 48 Bronze Boiler and Steamer, Chuzhou, Anhui (Huang 2000)

Huang suggests that the discovery of the bronze boiler and steamer, now housed in the Shanghai
Museum, confirms that the technology for making distilled spirits from either clear alcohol or
fermented mash has existed in China since the Eastern Han period (Fig. 49).121

Fig. 49
Reconstruction of the Distillation Process as seen on the
‘Picture of Alcohol Making’
(Bagley 2001)
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See Huang (2000), 217-21; Bagley (2001), 286-7; Yu (1987), 27-30.

See Huang (2000), 209, and 211-2, for an illustration of a line drawing of the distillation process. The Chuzhou bronze steamer
was filled with water in the bottom, fermented mash on the grating in the middle, and cold running water on the top. As the steam
from the boiler rises, it heats the mash and carries alcohol vapour with it to the cooled, domed ceiling. The steam and alcohol vapour
condense, the liquid runs down the sides of the dome to the annular gutter where it is carried by the side tube to a collecting bottle.
For a full explanation of the process of distillation see Huang (2000), 208.
120
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Huang (2000), 214.
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The Xindu county brick tile depicts two female figures, with their hair pulled up in top-knots, seated
under the extended roof of an open workshop (Fig. 50).122

Fig. 50
Detail of ‘Picture of Alcohol
Making’ Xindu, Sichuan
(Bagley 2001)

The woman on the left, holding a round ladle in her right hand, appears to be either stirring or
ladling the contents of a large open pan, while she steadies herself by grasping the edge of the
vessel with her left hand. Her sleeves are tied up to facilitate her work and perhaps to keep her cool
from the heat rising from the stove in front. Her right shoulder is raised slightly higher than her left
which indicates that she is in motion, leaning into the pan while dipping the ladle. The woman
seated next to her on the left appears to be supervising her. She has an arm extended towards the
pan in a gesture of giving instructions. The artist has made her appear slightly taller and in a more
prominent pose than her companion, a technique used by artists when they intend to emphasise
elevated status. Above the heads of the two women are two alcohol jugs and four erbei ⽿杯
drinking cups hanging from the eaves. To the left of the vessels is a rectangular structure used for
storing distiller’s grain.123 In front of the two women is a large oven with three circular openings in
the top. In the lower part of the scene a third woman stands next to the oven attending to its fire
(Fig. 51).

See Rawson (1996), 199-200, where the two figures seated under the extended roof of the workshop are misidentified by the
author as men. Their hairstyles and clothing suggest that we are looking at two female figures and not men. Rawson suggests that the
man shown on the top left is transporting a wine chest on a wheelbarrow. The square form of the container indicates that it was more
likely used for transporting solid material such as qu or the starter cake, rather than liquid. Furthermore, Rawson (p. 201) identifies a
very similar container as ‘a heavy box’ rather than a ‘wine chest’ suggesting that it is not clear what this type of container was used
for.
122
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Zhang (2003), 64.
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Fig. 51 Detail of ‘Picture of Alcohol Making’ Xindu, Sichuan

(Bagley 2001)

Below the oven there are three pipes shown leading to three jars aligned in a row. If the scene is
indeed that of a distillation process, then the pipes are used to conduct and convey the distilled spirit
into jars. On the left bottom of the picture there is a man carrying two jars on a pole over his
shoulder. He appears to be transporting the beverage to the market where it is sold in shops or stalls
as seen depicted on a number of contemporaneous pictorial brick tiles from Sichuan, such as
another tile from a different tomb in Xindu county.124 On the top left corner of the alcohol
production scene, a man is pushing a wheelbarrow loaded with a large square covered box that
possibly contains the ready-made qu or starter (Fig. 52).

Fig. 52
Detail of ‘Picture of Alcohol Making’
Xindu, Sichuan
(Bagley 2001)

Gao (2002), 23. On this pictorial brick tile we see the alcohol seller, who may be a man or a woman, attending to a customer
standing in front of the counter. Behind the customer, whose clothing suggests that he is an official of means, a figure of a young
worker or servant is shown pulling a wheelbarrow loaded with a square covered box. Another male figure dressed in a simple
clothing of short trousers, appears to be carrying a single jar attached to a pole on his shoulder. He is approaching the shop perhaps
on the instructions of his master to purchase alcohol as we read in Wang Bao’s humorous slave contract. The contract tells the story
of Wang Ziquan 王⼦泉, from Shu 蜀, who instructs a slave called Bian Liao 便了to purchase alcohol for him from the market. Bian
Liao refuses on the grounds that when his master purchased him he was only contracted to guard his tomb and not to buy alcohol for
his clan members and guests. See Tongyue,75.
124
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Similar boxes are also depicted on images of alcohol sellers on the Chengdu market suggesting that
qu may have been sold in shops for home brewing (Fig. 53 and 54).

Fig. 53
Pictorial Brick Tile with
‘Picture of Alcohol Seller’
Xindu, Sichuan
(Photo by Elias)

Fig. 54 Pictorial Brick Tile with ‘Picture of Alcohol Seller’, Pengzhou, Sichuan

(Photo by Elias)

In summary, the Xindu tile represents three vital areas of work involved with alcohol
production: its making, its transportation and the supply of ingredients. Regarding the jars under the
stove, Huang observes that they are simply too small for holding fermented alcohol and are
therefore more probably containers for distilled spirits.125 Indeed, the guan depicted on the
125

Huang (2000), 219.
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Zengjiabao mural carving are much larger in size in proportion to the women standing next to them,
suggesting that they are probably too heavy to carry on one’s shoulders. It is worth noting that the
process of distillation would more likely have been conducted in a commercial workshop rather
than in a domestic setting because of the specialised equipment and expertise it required.

1.10

Textual Sources on Women and Alcohol

As seen from the southwest’s material culture, women feature prominently in the production
of alcoholic beverages. They are depicted in the various stages of its making on the estate and in the
workshop. The placement of these images in the tomb is evidence that alcohol production was an
integral part of women’s daily activities and that brewing was amongst the household work
commonly expected from them at the time. Early textual sources, examined below, also provide
insight into women’s dealings with alcohol, its brewing, drinking and sale in shops and on the
market.
The Liji lists the serving of alcohol and food at ritual ceremonies as one of a number of
female responsibilities.

女⼦⼗年不出, 姆教婉娩聽從, 執麻枲, 治絲繭, 織紝組紃, 學女事以共衣
服, 觀於祭祀, 納酒漿籩⾖菹醢, 禮相助奠.
A girl ten years [of age] does not go out. [Her] governess teaches [her how to
be] graceful, bear a child, listen and obey. [She is also instructed how to] take
care of flax and hemp, manage silk and cocoons, weave and spin cords and
ribbons. [She is to] learn women’s work and thereby supply clothes and
garments. [She is to] observe at ritual sacrifices, supply [it with] alcohol and
sauces, [and with offerings of dried food] on bamboo tazzas, beans, pickled
vegetables and pickled meats. [She also] assists and helps lay out the
offerings [of food and alcohol for sacrifices] at ritual ceremonies.126

Women’s role in the preparation of alcoholic beverages is also mentioned in the Lienü zhuan 列女
傳,127 which tells the story of Mencius’s mother who describes a wife’s responsibilities as follows,

126

Liji, 12.209 (“Nei ze” 內則).

The Lienü zhuan 列女傳, also known as Gu lienü zhuan 古列女傳 (Ancient Traditions of Illustrious Women), is a collection of
biographies of exemplary women in ancient China. Compiled by Liu Xiang 劉向 (79 - 8 B.C.E.), the original work consisted of
seven sections with fifteen biographies per section, in total 105 biographies. See Kinney (2014), VI, who notes that it is the earliest
extant Chinese literature we know that is solely devoted to the moral education of women.
127
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夫婦⼈之禮, 精五飯, 審酒漿, 養舅姑, 縫衣裳⽽已矣. 故有閨內之修, ⽽
無境外之志.《易》曰: “在中饋，無攸128遂.”《詩》曰: “無非無儀, 惟酒
食是議.” 以⾔婦⼈無擅制之義, ⽽有三從之道也.
The rites of a wife [require her to] purify the five grains, examine alcohol
and sauce, nourish [her] husband’s parents, sew clothing and lower
garments, and that is all. Thus she should devote herself to the inner quarters
and should not have the intention of [cultivating that which is] outside the
boundary. The Book of Changes says, “Inside [she] presents food and does
not pursue [that which is] distant. The Book of Odes says, “[She has] no
transgressions and no principles [to follow], [she is] to concentrate on
satisfying [the making and preparation of] alcohol and food. By means of
these [we can] talk [about] the righteousness of the regulations of women
not usurping [authority] and [why] they have the Way of the Three
Obediences.129

A further reference may be found in Ban Zhao’s 班昭 (45 - 116 C.E.) Admonitions to Women
(Nüjie 女誡), in which she wrote, ‘[Women are to] spin and weave with wholehearted devotion.
[They should] not love [engaging in useless] play and laughter. [They should make
and prepare] pure millet cakes, alcohol and food, [and] thereby serve guests. This is called womanly
work’ (專⼼紡織, 不好戲笑, 潔齊130 酒食, 以奉賓客, 是謂婦功).131
We are given an insight into the importance of making alcohol, especially li 醴, a sweet
drink that was left to ferment overnight or for a very short period and used primarily for ritual
purposes, in the chapter on the worthy and enlightened wife of Bao Su 鮑蘇 in the Lienü zhuan.132
In this tale Bao Su’s wife continues taking care of her mother-in-law despite knowing that her
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You 攸 here is a variant for you 悠, meaning ‘to be distant’. See Jinshi wenzi bianyi, 5.11 (“Xia pingsheng. You” 下平聲.尤).

129

Lienü zhuan, 1.17.

Zheng Xuan’s 鄭玄 (127 - 200 C.E.) annotation of the Liji, 25.378 (“Ji tong” 祭統) suggests that qi 齊 is a variant of zi 粢 which
refers to a type of cake made of millet offered at ritual ceremonies.
130

131 A complete

citation of the Nüjie is included in the biography of Ban Zhao in the Hou Hanshu, 84.2789. Ban Zhao in the Nüjie
urged girls to master the seven virtues appropriate to women: humility, resignation, subservience, self-abasement, obedience,
cleanliness, and industry. She includes ‘womanly work (nügong 女功’ amongst the four attributes expected from women of all
classes, along with womanly virtue, womanly speech and womanly conduct. See Bray (1997), Swann (1932) and Wing (2003).
132

The Liji, 37.465 (“Jian zhuan” 間傳) mentions li 醴 as the beverage served to mourners at the final sacrifice. When mourners

commence to drink alcohol they take li first and when they commence to eat meat they consume dried meat first (始飲酒者先飲醴
酒. 始食⾁者先食乾⾁). See also Poo (1999), 132.
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husband had a mistress whom he showered with many valuable gifts.133 When asked by her sisterin-law why she does not leave her husband, she says,
婦⼈⼀醮不改, 夫死不嫁, 執麻枲, 治絲蠒, 織紝組紃, 以供衣服, 以事夫
室, 澈漠134酒醴, 羞饋食以事舅姑.
Once a woman offers a cup of alcohol at her husband’s wedding, [she is] not
to change [her mind]. [Even when her] husband dies [she is] not to remarry.
[She is to] carry out [weaving] hemp fibres, managing [the making of] silk,
weaving silk fibres and forming silk cords and thereby supplying [her
husband with] clothing and attending to [her] husband’s household. [She is
to] purify alcohol and li and to present delicacies and food and thereby serve
her in-laws.’135
The above passages have been translated and analysed, most recently by Anne Kinney, with a focus
on women’s responsibility over the preparation and serving up of food and alcohol.136 However,
women were not only responsible for serving alcohol as is generally understood but, as reiterated in
the story of Bao Su’s wife, they were expected to be proficient in the know-how of its making.
Women’s responsibility for the preparation and serving of alcohol and food was fundamental to the
proper execution of rituals and ceremonies.137 However, their role was recorded selectively and
although never completely excluded from descriptions of ritual practices, their participation was
carefully defined.138

On the offering of li 醴, the Liji, 37.465 (“Jian zhuan” 間傳); tr. Legge (1885), II. 387, records, ’In the mourning rites for a parent,
when the sacrifice of repose has been presented, and the wailing is at an end, [the mourners] eat coarse rice and drink water, but do
not take vegetables or fruits. At the end of a year, when the smaller felicitous sacrifice has been offered, they eat vegetables and
fruits. After another year, when the greater sacrifice has been offered, they take pickles and sauces. In the month after, the final
mourning sacrifice is offered, after which they drink the must and spirits. When they begin to drink these, they first use the must;
when they begin to eat flesh, they first take that which has been dried’ (⽗母之喪, 既虞卒哭, 疏食⽔飲, 不食菜果; 期⽽⼩祥, 食菜
133

果; 又期⽽⼤祥, 有醯醬; 中⽉⽽禫, 禫⽽飲醴酒. 始飲酒者, 先飲醴酒. 始食⾁者, 先食乾⾁).
134

The term chemo 澈漠 appears only in this passage and suggests the process of the purification of alcohol from zao 糟 or dregs.
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Lienü zhuan, 2.29-30.
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For example, the phrase ‘shen jiujiang 审酒漿’ is interpreted by Kinney (2014), 19, as to ‘strain the wine’, and the phrase ‘che mo

jiu li 澈漠酒醴’ simply as to ‘purify wine’ (p. 33).
See Raphals (1998), 227, who notes that women performed sacrifice directly or supervised it, usually, but not always, within the
home. There were women experts in sorcery, divination, medicine, and teaching. For more information on women’s participation in
ritual sacrifices see Hinsch (2002), 135-7.
137
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Hinsch (2002), 137.
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1.11

Women’s Work (nüshi 女事) and Gendered Roles

An examination of what constituted ‘women’s work (nüshi 女事)’, as mentioned in the Liji,
is useful. Early writers identified textile manufacture as an idealised form of female occupation and
saw it as a virtuous undertaking that not only assigned women an economic role but also supplied
them with a moralising identity. The biography of Gongsun Shu 公孫述 in the Hou Hanshu records
how the business of women’s work is to provide clothing for those under heaven.139 Women’s
labour at the loom is also directly linked to the state’s prosperity, as recorded in the Huainanzi 淮南
⼦, which warns that when the farm labour is abandoned and women’s work is harmed, it becomes
the root of hunger and the source of cold.140 Cloth making was elevated into a symbolic activity that
imbued a woman’s life with moral meaning, while in the economic domain its importance to the
state’s coffers was recognised as a necessity.141 Yet, women’s mastery of alcohol production, an
equally important contribution to the household economy and one that also required specialised
knowledge and skills, is not used as a trope for female virtue and identity in the same way as
weaving.
An aspect worth addressing here is the notion of gendered work in early China. The term
‘men till and women weave (nan geng nü zhi 男耕女織)’ emerges as an established social and
political doctrine advocated from as early as the 5th century B.C.E. when it was formulated by
philosophers and institutionalised in the tax system.142 Angela Sheng notes how the division of
labour was understood as necessary to sustain a subsistence living for commoners and for them to
pay taxes to the state in an agricultural economy.143 Thus men tilling and women weaving
represented an idealised construct in which the general population was assigned with responsibility
and was provided with moral purpose.144 Early China’s tax system imposed on society a gendered
division of labour, men working the fields while women produced cloth, and at the same time
assumed a productive female labour force that contributed to both the household and the state. The
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Hou Hanshu, 13.535 (女⼯之業, 覆衣天下).

Huainan hongjie jijie, 11.376 (“Qi su” 齊俗), (農事廢, 女⼯傷, 即饑之本⽽寒之原也). For the translation of this passage see
Major (2010), 427.
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See Hinsch (2003), 174.
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See Sheng (2012). See also Bray (1997), 183.
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Sheng (2012), 10-11.
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See also Hinsch (2003), 170-202.
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Yantie lun records how the ancients judged people according to what they produced; hence, farmers
paid taxes with what they obtained from the land and women contributed with their work from the
production of textiles.145 However, despite the frequent reference of texts to women being restricted
to the ‘inner (nei 內)’ sphere, they did engage in business activities such as managing their own
market stalls and workshops in the ‘outer (wai 外)’ domain in early China, as is also evident from
the pictorial brick tiles examined earlier. A number of examples can be cited of texts which refer to
women’s role in brewing and selling alcohol in the public sphere. One story specific to the
southwest occurs in the Shiji where we read about Sima Xiangru and his wife, Wenjun ⽂君, who,
after eloping together, opened an alcohol shop in Chengdu. The story is recorded as follows,
⽂君久之不樂, 曰:「長卿第俱如臨邛, 從昆弟假貸猶⾜為⽣, 何至⾃苦如
此!」相如與俱之臨邛, 盡賣其⾞騎, 買⼀酒舍酤酒, ⽽令⽂君當鑪. 相如
身⾃著犢⿐褌, 與保庸雜作, 滌器於市中.

After a while Wenjun grew unhappy with her new life and said to her
husband, “The only thing for us to do is to go to Linqiong together. There
we can borrow some money from my relatives and find a way to make a
living. Why should we force ourselves to live in misery like this?” She
and Xiangru accordingly went to Linqiong, where they sold their carriage
and all their riding equipment and bought a wine-shop. Xiangru left
Wenjun to mind the counter while he himself, dressed in a workman’s
loincloth, went off on errands with the other hired men or washed the
wine vessels at the well in the market place.146

From this passage it is evident that the sale of alcohol was a profitable business and one that
was taken up by women. Wenjun is presented as the main caretaker of the shop, while her
husband did manual work along with other labourers.
Although not specific to the southwest, other references to women selling alcohol in the
public sphere can be found mentioned in the Eastern Han poem ‘Gentleman of the Palace
Guard (Yulin lang ⽻林郎) by Xin Yannian ⾟延年 (fl. 2nd century C.E.). It narrates the story
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Yantie lun,1.4 (“Ben yi” 本議) (古者之賦稅於民也, 因其所⼯, 不求所拙. 農⼈納其穫, 女⼯效其功).
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Shiji, 117.3000; tr. Watson (1993a), II.261.
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of a beautiful young maiden of Hu ethnicity who sells alcohol on the market.147 One day, while
keeping shop by herself, a young slave, using his master’s powerful position, approaches and
starts flirting with her. She rebuffs his advances expressing her love for her husband and tells
him how ‘selfish love is just a bore!’148 What is worth noting here is that the maiden is not
only selling alcohol on the market, but is also managing the shop without any help. Both the
Shiji and the Hanshu document the story of Dames Wang 王 and Wu 武 whose alcohol shop
was regularly frequented by the emperor, Gaozu, himself. The Shiji describes events as
follows:
好酒及⾊. 常從王媼, 武負貰酒, 醉臥, 武負, 王媼⾒其上常有龍, 怪之.
⾼祖每酤留飲, 酒讎數倍. 及⾒怪, 歲竟, 此兩家常折券棄責.
[Gaozu] was fond of wine and women and often used to go to Dame
Wang’s or old lady Wu’s and drink on credit. When he got drunk and lay
down to sleep, the old women, to their great wonder, would always see
something like a dragon over the place where he was sleeping. Also,
whenever he would drink and stay at their shops, they would sell several
times as much wine as usual. Because of these strange happenings, when
the end of the year came around the old women would always destroy
Gaozu’s credit slips and clear his account.149

The Liexian zhuan 列仙傳, a Daoist hagiography of Han and pre-Han immortals, traditionally
attributed to Liu Xiang 劉向 (ca.79 - ca. 8 B.C.E.), mentions Du Zi 犢⼦ who frequently passed by
the alcohol shop of Yang Du 陽都. The story narrates how Yang’s daughter sold alcohol on the
market, had eyebrows that met in the middle and long and delicate ears. Her physical properties
were remarked on as being extraordinary and belonging to a celestial being.150 Another tale in the
Liexian zhuan tells the story of Woman Ji 女⼏ who sold alcohol on the market at Chen 陳. Her
liquor is described as consistently beautiful. An immortal who happens to pass by her house, drinks

The poem is included in the Yutai xinyong, 1.13-4. See also Birrell (1982), 42; and Knechtges and Chang (2014), 1662. Birrell (p.
354) notes that the guard officer in the poem refers to the cavalry brigade patrolling the imperial palace called the yulin ⽻林 but the
man featured in the poem is a slave.
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Birrell (1982), 42.
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Shiji, 8.343; tr.Watson (1993a), I. 51-2. See also Hanshu, 1A.2.
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Liexian zhuan, 44.142 (陽都女者, 市中酤酒家女, 眉⽣⽽連, ⽿細⽽長, 眾以為異, 皆⾔此天⼈也).
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her fine brew and as collateral leaves five scrolls of silk books for payment.151 This passage is
revealing in its reference to Woman Ji’s exceptional skills in making alcohol as well as the value of
the collateral left for her product.
In the Hou Hanshu we read the story of Mother Lü 母呂 (fl. ca. 14 C.E.) from Haiqu 海曲,
in present-day Shandong, who was a wealthy woman with property amounting to several million
cash and in the business of brewing and selling alcohol. Mother Lü gathers a large network of
supporters around her by generously giving local young men alcohol on credit when they come to
drink her fine liquor, and even clothes the needy amongst them.152 Moved by her generosity, they
promise to help her revenge the death of her son who was executed by the district magistrate for a
petty crime. Declaring herself commander-in-chief of several thousand local peasants and young
men, she forms and leads an army to Haiqu to capture and behead the magistrate. After her death,
her followers join the Red Eyebrow movement that was largely responsible for defeating Wang
Mang 王莽 (r. 9 - 23 C.E.) in 23 C.E.153 Mother Lü’s story reveals a woman with a talent for
creating wealth through the production and sale of alcohol, in considerable quantities that allowed
her to gather such a large troop of followers. Ironically, although she becomes an outlaw, she is
recorded in history as a remarkable woman for her leadership in attracting support by appealing to
traditional kinship values. However, her ability to produce wealth through her brewing or her
ingenious yet cunning plan to provide liquor on credit to gain support is glossed over by early
commentators who perhaps took a judgemental, moral view on a woman producing alcohol. Thus,
her story gives an interesting insight into the significance of alcohol as a source of wealth and is an
example of women’s active involvement of its production and sale. In summary, from these stories
we can see that women were active participants in the public sphere acting as sellers and buyers,
and thus taking up a significant economic role in society.

1.12

Special Brews of the Southwest

From textual sources it is evident that women in the southwest made brews that were region
specific and which were considered worth recording. For example, the Shuijing zhu mentions a type
of brew made in the Ba villages where people were especially skilled:
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Liexian zhuan, 66.180 (作酒常美, 遇仙⼈過其家飲酒, 以素書五卷為質).

Hou Hanshu, 11.477 (母家素豐, 貲產數百萬, 乃益釀醇酒...少年來酤者, 皆賒與之, 視其乏者, 輒假衣裳). See also Lee and
Stefanowska (2007), 178-9.
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Hou Hanshu, 11.477
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江之左岸有巴鄉村, 村⼈善釀, 故俗稱巴鄉清, 郡出名酒.
On the left bank of the Yangtze river there are Ba villages where the village
people are good at fermenting [alcohol]. It is therefore customarily called
the Ba village clear [brew], and [thus] the commandery produces [its]
famous alcohol.154
The Qimin yaoshu describes a fermentation process, attributed to the Ba people, that was also
particular to the region.
蜀⼈作酴酒法: ⼗⼆⽉朝, 取流⽔五⽃, 漬⼩⿆麴⼆⽄, 密泥封. 至正⽉, ⼆
⽉凍释, 發, 漉去滓, 但取汁三⽃, 殺⽶三⽃. 炊作飯, 調强軟. 合和, 復密
封. 数⼗⽇便熟. 合滓餐之, ⽢, ⾟, 滑如甜酒味, 不能醉⼈. 多啖, 温温⼩暖
⽽⾯熱也.
Ba people’s method of making ‘tu’ [fermented] alcohol155 : In the morning of
the first day of the twelfth lunar month, take 5 dou of flowing [sweet] water,
[in which] soak two jin of wheat starter and seal [the mouth of the
earthenware jar] with thick mud. By the first and second months of the lunar
year [when] ice has dissolved, [the ferment is] released. Open up [the sealed]
jar and filter to get rid of the dregs. Without delay take three dou of liquid
and three dou of reduced grain.156 Cook the prepared meal and adjust its
strength and weakness. Mix and harmonise, and [then] again seal tightly.
[After] several tens of days, [the tumi] is already [conveniently] ripe. The
gathered dreg is to be eaten. [It is] sweet, bitter and oily, as if it has the taste
of sweet alcohol. It cannot make people drunk. [When] much devoured, [one
feels] warm, slightly laxed and [one’s] complexion [becomes] hot.157
The Huayang guo zhi also mentions a famous alcohol produced by the Ba village at the old seat of
administration in the former Ling commandery 陵郡.158 Overall, these references suggest that the
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Shuijing zhu, 33.2811.

Here tu 酴 refers to tumi 酴醾 which is the name of a fine alcohol used on special occasions. It is also known as chongniang jiu 重
釀酒, a double-fermented brew that has been through an extensive process of fermentation. Another word for a double-fermented
155

beverage is zhou 酎. Zhou is obtained by fermenting three successive batches of cooked grain in the same medium, and has high
alcohol content. Yunjiu 醞酒 is also a type of ale that has been fermented with multiple batches of substance. See Shih (1962), 166.
156 Another

passage in the Qimin yaoshu, 7.66.505; tr. Huang (2000), 173, notes, ‘One dou of this type of qu will digest seven dou of
grain [after it is cooked]’ (此麴⼀⽃, 殺⽶七⽃). Material found at Juyan 居延, possibly dating to the Western Han period, lists the
storing of two dou ⽃ of alcohol as an appropriate amount for festivals; and alcohol to be delivered to official personnels at the
county level. See strip nos. 10 and 11 included in Loewe (1967), I.114 and II.241, respectively.
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Qimin yaoshu, 7.66.511. For today’s equivalent measurement see Loewe (2016), 166.
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Huayang guo zhi, 1.36 (故陵郡舊治, 有巴鄉名酒).
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southwest produced alcoholic beverages that were distinct to the region and which required special
skill and know-how.

1.13

Government and Alcohol

The sale of alcohol was clearly lucrative and early governments were keen to establish
monopoly over it. In 98 B.C.E. the Western Han court introduced a monopoly on the production and
distribution of alcoholic beverages which proved to be difficult to implement and was abandoned by
81 B.C.E. In 10 C.E., during Wang Mang’s reign, a memorial was submitted by the Superintendent
of Agriculture (Xihe 羲和), Lu Kuang 魯匡, urging the emperor to set up a government monopoly
on salt and iron, as well as on the production and distribution of alcohol.159 Interestingly, while Lu’s
intention was primarily an economic one, in his memorial he used ritual and moral conduct as a
reason for alcohol monopoly. He wrote,
酒者, 天之美祿, 帝王所以頤養天下, 享祀祈福, 扶衰養疾. 百禮之會, 非酒
不⾏. 故詩曰『無酒酤我』, ⽽論語曰『酤酒不食』, ⼆者非相反也. 夫詩
據承平之世, 酒酤在官, 和旨便⼈, 可以相御也. 論語孔⼦當周衰亂, 酒酤
在民, 薄惡不誠, 是以疑⽽弗食.
Alcohol is the beautiful gift of Heaven. It is the means by which [past] rulers
have fostered and nourished [all] under Heaven, and have [conducted]
sacrificial offerings and prayers for good fortune and [by means of which]
they supported the physically weak and nourished the sick. Gatherings of the
hundred rites will not be conducted [if there is] no alcohol. Although the
Odes says, “[When there is] no alcohol we buy some” and the Analect says,
“[Confucius] did not partake of alcohol bought [on the market]”, these two
[sayings] do not contradict each other. The Odes takes the era of inherited
peace as its evidence, [when] the [rights of the] sale of alcohol was
[controlled by] officials, when alcohol was mild and excellent, convenient for
all and [when it could be] presented before one another. Confucius of the
Analects [was active when] the [House of] Zhou [experienced] disorder and
decline, [and when] the [rights of the] sale of alcohol was [controlled in the
interest of the family or household by the] people. Alcohol was poor,
deficient and adulterated, and for this reason [he] mistrusted it and did not
drink it.160
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For a brief biography of Lu Kuang see Loewe (2000), 416.
Hanshu, 24B.1182.
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Lu Kuang’s proposal not only invoked the past as a moral justification for a proposed policy, but
also raised the issue of the different grading and quality of alcohol produced. As noted by Roel
Sterckx, ‘at work here is the moral arbiter seeking to conciliate the ingestion of alcohol as a ruleguided and ritualised activity on the one hand, with drinking for pleasure on the other.’161
However, home brewing was problematic to control as was its sale on the market, and the
monopoly was swiftly abandoned.162 It appears that Han governments applied a ‘carrot and stick’
policy towards the sale and consumption of alcohol by introducing prohibitions and then
moderating any hardship caused by allowing a five day amnesty in the form of a celebration of
feasting and drinking known as the pu 酺. The Shiji records such an event as follows,
於是夜下詔書曰: 閒者諸呂⽤事擅權, 謀為⼤逆, 欲以危劉氏宗廟, 賴將
相列侯宗室⼤臣誅之, 皆伏其辜. 朕初即位, 其赦天下, 賜民爵⼀級, 女⼦
百⼾⽜酒, 酺五⽇.
On the same evening, [Emperor Wen] issued an edict saying, Recently, the
members of the Lü clan, seizing control of the government and arbitrarily
exercising power, plotted an act of major treason and sought to endanger the
ancestral temples of the Liu family. But, through the efforts of the generals
and ministers, the nobles, the members of the imperial family, and the high
officials, they have been overthrown and the guilty have been brought to
punishment. I, your ruler have newly ascended the throne. Let there be a
general amnesty throughout the empire and let there be granted to the
people one step in social grading [jue] and to women of 100 households
oxen and wine163. Let there be five days of drinking and feasting.164
Twenty-two pu celebrations are recorded during the Han dynasty, with the earliest conducted in 180
B.C.E.165 It is worth noting that while men were given a promotion of a grade in social ranking, one
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Sterckx (2015), 5.

See Hanshu, 6.204, which records that in the third year of Han Wudi’s tianhan 天漢 reign period (98 B.C.E.) the government first
introduced a monopoly on alcohol sales (初榷酒酤).
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Watson translates jiu as wine, although it should read alcohol.

Shiji, 10.417; tr. Watson (1993a), I.289. Pu 酺 was an imperially authorised period of empire-wide celebration, generally
connected with imperial amnesty, that allowed the population to indulge in food and drink, for five days. Order of social grading or
orders of honour, for men carried with them allocation of land of varying sizes and dwelling houses. See Nylan and Loewe (2010),
297-8, for an explanation of the orders of honour (jue 爵).
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See Yu (1999), 38.
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hundred female heads of households received alcohol and oxen as a gift.166 The Shiji documents the
bestowal of one ox and ten shi ⽯ of alcohol (roughly equivalent of about 200 litres) to one-hundred
households.167 Yu Kunqi in his examination of this custom suggests that while we do not know how
the gift of oxen and alcohol was bestowed, its value was substantial and, in the case of alcohol,
perhaps it was intended for women to re-sell on the market in exchange for cash. The value of an ox
may have also been given as a lump sum in coins.168 According to the records, pu celebrations were
primarily conducted in winter and spring, coinciding with the period when alcohol was typically
produced. The pu celebrations also reinforce our understanding of alcohol, its production and
distribution, being within the sphere of women’s duties and control.
It is evident that alcohol was a staple commodity for use in ritual ceremonies, banquets and
for daily consumption. Its worth is reflected in the high earnings one could make from its sale on
the market as recorded in the Hanshu which mentions the price of one sheng 升169 of alcohol
costing four coins (qian 錢) in 81 B.C.E.170 We also read in the Jiuzhang suanshu 九章算術, in the
context of a mathematical problem, that one dou ⽃ of the finest and purest alcohol costs fifty coins
while one dou of the ordinary, so-called ‘circulating alcohol (xingjiu ⾏酒)’, costs ten coins.171 The
price differential may indicate the range in quality of different types of beverages available or
simply the difference between alcohol from a single fermentation process or a distilled liquor.172
Ebrey and Walthall (2013), explain how during the Han dynasty, both the administrative structure of the centralized state and the
success of Confucianism helped shape the family system and women’s position in it. Han laws supported the authority of the family
head over other members, who was generally the senior male, but if a man died before his sons were grown, his widow would serve
as family head until they were of age. See also Barbieri-Low and Yates (2015), 112, 822 and 852, who explain how women were able
to become heads of a household as recorded in the legal texts unearthed from Zhangjiashan tomb no. 247.
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Shiji, 12.476 (賜民百⼾⽜⼀酒⼗⽯). One shi is equivalent to 19.968 litres. See Loewe (2016), 166.

See Yu Kunqi’s analysis of the possible meaning of the phrase ‘女⼦百⼾⽜酒. Women of one hundred households [received]
oxen and alcohol’ in early texts. Yu suggests that the women mentioned were those who were the head of their family. If 200 litres of
alcohol was gifted to one hundred households then each household received 2 litres, which had a monetary value of approximately 8
coins. See Yu (1999), 41.
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Sheng 升 was a measure of capacity, equivalent to 10 ge 合 and to one-tenth of a dou ⽃ or peck. The modern equivalent of one
sheng is 199.687 cc and one dou is 1.996 litres, as listed in Loewe (1967), I. 161.
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Hanshu, 7.224.

Jiuzhang suanshu, 7.244 (“Ying bu zu” 盈不⾜) (今有醇酒⼀⽃, 直钱五⼗; ⾏酒⼀⽃, 直钱⼀⼗). Officials during the Han
dynasty were paid a combination of grain and cash, calculated in shi and dou according to the grade they held in office. Helen Wang
in her study of official salaries positioned at Juyan 居延 in Gansu province during the Han notes the importance of coinage for
everyday life. Although some official wages were paid in kind (in silk, cloth and salt) in this border region, the value of the ‘goods in
kind’ was still reckoned in coin. See Wang (2007), 76. From bamboo slip documents dated between 119 B.C.E. and 32 C.E.
excavated at the Juyan site it is evident that the salary of a duizhang 隊長 at Juyan was between 600-1,200 coins. See Wang (2007),
65. See also Zhao (2015), 287, for a detailed description of official salaries.
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The connection between the purity of alcohol one consumes and one’s wisdom is raised in the “Rhapsody on Alcohol (Jiu fu 酒
賦), attributed retrospectively to Zou Yang 鄒楊 ( fl. ca. 154 B.C.E.). The poem opens as follows: ‘The clear makes wine ; The turbid
makes sweet brew; The clear is wise and enlightened; The turbid is dull and stupid.” See also Knechtges (2002), 438-9, 237; and
Sterckx (2015), 26.
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The ‘Biographies of the Money Makers (Huozhi liezhuan 貨殖列傳)’ in the Shiji lists brewing
alcohol amongst the principal ways of making money and progressing from poverty to riches. In
fact, Sima Qian goes as far as to say that secondary occupations, such as selling alcohol on the
market, are the best source of wealth for a poor man and that there are various other occupations
which bring in less than twenty percent profit, but they are not what he would call sources of
wealth.173 Whether his account suggests the production of alcoholic beverages on a wide
commercial scale is debatable; however, it is evident that it was seen as a sure means to increasing
one’s wealth and fortune if produced on a private basis.
Government monopolies on the production and distribution of alcoholic beverages,
introduced a number of times during the Han dynasty, also confirm the lucrative revenues earned
from its sale.174 However, unlike the production of textiles that gave women an important economic
role and was seen as a highly virtuous feminine activity, women’s mastery of alcohol production is
rarely, if ever, recognised as connoting virtue. Brewing remained merely one amongst many
domestic duties expected from women in their homes and on the estate.

1.14

Alcohol Consumption

Regarding the consumption of alcohol, while there is no shortage of references to men
indulging in drinking, women are typically mentioned in the company of their husband, as is the
case of Duke Tai 太公 (r. 386 - 384 B.C.E.) of Qi 齊 who drank with his wife at the Tan pavilion 檀
臺.175 Banquet scenes on pictorial brick tiles generally depict couples seated next to each other
drinking and being entertained by dancers as seen on the example unearthed from an Eastern Han
tomb at Zhaojue Temple 昭覺寺 mentioned earlier (see fig. 9).176 A rare textual reference to women
drinking excessively may be found in the Yanzi chunqiu 晏⼦春秋,
晏⼦曰:「古之飲酒也, ⾜以通氣合好⽽已矣. 故男不群樂以妨事, 女不群
樂以妨功. 男女群樂者, 周觴五獻, 過之者誅.
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Shiji, 129.3274 (夫⽤貧求富...此⾔末業, 貧者之資也...佗雜業不中什⼆, 則非吾財也).
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Sterckx (2015), 2.
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Shiji, 32.1510 (公與婦⼈飲酒於檀臺).
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See Gao (2002), 93, pl. 91.
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Master Yan said: “In the past when drinking wine177 , people took enough to
get into a sympathetic mood and get on well with each other, and that is all.
Men did not indulge themselves in pleasure to the point where it impeded
official business; women were not so steeped in enjoyment that it prevented
them from doing their proper work. When men and women entertained, they
raised their goblets five times, and those who exceeded this were executed.178
It is difficult to find any reference to women drinking by themselves, although what is not
mentioned in textual sources may be found on pictorial images placed in tombs, such as the scene
on a brick tile unearthed from Dayi county ⼤⾢縣 near Chengdu city that depicts a lady with a
stem-cup placed in front of her being served by a maid and in the company of another female figure
(Fig. 55).179

Fig. 55 Rubbing of ‘Picture of Banqueting’, Dayi, Sichuan

(Xin and Yu 2006)

The importance of drinking with moderation is addressed in the text from the Yanzi chunqiu
mentioned above. As noted by Sterckx, ‘In assessing the past, early Chinese writers often judged
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Milburn translates jiu as wine, although it should read as alcohol.
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Yanzi chunqiu, 1.9; tr. Milburn (2016), 167-8.
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See Xin and Yu (2006), pl. 85.
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rulers and their regimes based on the way they handled alcohol and ritualised drinking.’180 Alcohol
and its consumption served as a moral marker for men as weaving was for women. Men of all
classes were judged by the amount they drank, rulers were assessed by how they handled alcohol,
and sages by how they mastered moderation in drinking.181 While weaving became an intrinsic
component and signifier of virtue in early female identity, men were judged by their ability to
control their drinking. Admonition against excessive drinking in early China appears to have
addressed the male population. It is a language imbued with moral values, with alcohol used as a
tool to set down political assessments of the past and caution for the future. As women were not part
of the governing elite they had no role to play in accounts that were motivated by judgements on
alcohol consumption which were in reality, as noted by Sterckx, used to invoke or aggrandise the
moral character and achievements of those in power.182
Here we see the nei-wai dichotomy, prescribed in early instruction manuals, clearly upheld.
Yet the material culture shows that reality and social practice may have been quite different with
women extensively involved in the production and sale of alcohol in the outer sphere. However,
unlike weaving, no status and identity was conferred on this activity, perhaps because of the
ambiguous connotations of alcohol used as a means of performing ritual practices, but also as a
source of drunkenness and moral weakness. As noted by Lisa Raphals, ‘the lacuna between
prescriptive text and social practice raises questions about the prohibitions and restrictions on the
activities of women’.183 Thus gender division of labour seen in early texts may have been an
idealised norm rather than being representative of gender roles and social interaction between men
and women taking place at the time.

1.15

Summary

Artistic representations from the southwest show women engaged in the making of alcoholic
beverages in their home environment and in a workshop setting, and textual sources provide
corroboration of alcohol production as an important household duty of women and describe them
selling it in shops which were often operated by them. The two images examined in this section, the
Tianfu yinshi tu and the Niangjiu Tu, may be seen as recordings of a social identity that was gender
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Sterckx (2015), 1.
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See Sterckx (2015), 5.
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specific and as such reflective of society’s collective memories. Women’s role in the preparation of
food and the serving of alcohol for ritual ceremonies are documented in early texts. However, from
the material culture examined, it is evident that women not only served alcohol but were key to its
production, thus greatly contributing to the cohesion of their society and to the formation of its
collective identity. As analysed by Durkheim and Halbwachs, rituals and ceremonies helped capture
shared experiences and validated the collective identity of its participants.184 What we see on the
pictorial images are representations of cultural memories shared by society of the time.
In this chapter I have examined two important economic activities, the production of salt
and alcohol in the southwest, as reflected in the region’s art and recorded in early textual sources.
My research has highlighted the role the indigenous population played in the production of salt and
how women contributed with their work of alcohol production to their household and to the region’s
economy. I have also shown how elements of nature found in tomb art provide an insight into the
importance of the region’s landscape and its significance to local society that was affected by its
environment on a daily basis. Nature was an essential provider for people’s livelihood and an
inseparable part of their daily existence. Depiction of landscape in tomb art represents a repository
of memories of different groups of people who shared a distinct cultural identity. Pictorial brick tiles
and stone reliefs from Sichuan are examples of a regional discourse that constituted society’s
memories and simultaneously helped foster the region’s distinct identity.
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See Durkheim (1995 [1912]) and Halbwachs (1980 [1950]).
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Chapter Two: Cliff Tomb Burial and Decorated Stone Sarcophagi in the Southwest

2.1

Introduction

Funerary rituals and burial practices represent important social and cultural experiences for
communities and as such become part of people’s shared memories. Material culture associated
with them thus takes on the role of preserving a society’s memories even when the deceased
individual has become remote in collective consciousness. This chapter examines the nature of cliff
tombs burial and the use of decorated stone sarcophagi that have been found in especially large
numbers in Sichuan, and are considered distinct to the southwest. While scholars have examined
cliff tombs and stone sarcophagi separately, studies that bring the two together and analyse their
relationship in the context of their structure, layout and iconography remain scarce.
Tens of thousands of cliff tombs have been discovered, primarily located in the Sichuan
Basin, along the Yangtze river and its larger tributaries, the Min, Tuo and Fu Rivers 涪. The sudden
emergence of cliff tombs and their proliferation during the Eastern Han period confirm their
importance in local funerary customs. Their concentration in geography and time points to a
distinctive new development in burial practice and indicates a change in the southwest’s cultural
and religious identity during the Eastern Han dynasty. Through their pictorial themes, decorated
stone sarcophagi, which became widely used in addition to wood, earthenware and brick coffins,
provide us with a wealth of information associated with people’s memories and their notions of the
afterlife. Additionally, they showcase a unique artistic development that reflects a society with a
distinct material culture. Many of the carved images found on stone sarcophagi reveal aspects of the
region’s topography, architecture and animal world that was important to those living at the time
and which they deemed worthy of recording. They became carriers of cultural and collective
memories and symbols, and in their cliff tomb surrounding, they helped celebrate and reinforce
people’s identity and belonging to their region. As argued by Jan Assman, images and cultural
objectifications are bearers of memory, especially in relation to notion on death and the afterlife.1
They represent cultural memories that are shared by many and convey a collective cultural identity.
These carriers are not only important reminders but they also serve as ‘preservators’ or mnemonic
tools and institutions for society.
After an overview of some of the major burial practices in the southwest and issues related

1 Assman

(2008).
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to general beliefs about death and the afterlife in the Han dynasty, I will provide a survey of early
records and scholarship on the development of cliff tomb burial and the use of stone sarcophagi in
the southwest. Following this, I will introduce important characteristics of cliff tombs, with a focus
on Pengshan 彭山 and Hejiang 合江 counties where especially large numbers have been found. I
will examine decorative themes and symbols placed on the walls of cliff tombs and on stone
sarcophagi, and also analyse inscriptions related to this special burial custom. In the last section of
the chapter, I will present explanations of the shift in the southwest’s burial practice and focus on
material and textual sources that help explain the economic and cultural background that may have
contributed to the sudden appearance and burgeoning of cliff tomb burial in the region.
The popularity of cliff tomb burial in the southwest appears to have coincided with a period
of relative social and political stability and great economic prosperity. From textual sources it is
evident that there was a wish, on the part of some, for moderation and frugality in a society that was
becoming increasingly aware of its unnecessary extravagance. I argue that this wish for more frugal
ways of life is reflected in the region’s cliff tomb burial practice in which not one, but several
family members were buried together in a single tomb. From the Eastern Han period, cliff tombs
with their many chambers became a dominant type of burial in the southwest, suggesting a greater
emphasis on the unity of family or lineage who commissioned their making rather than the
individual. Cliff tomb decoration was usually also sparser than that seen in earlier chamber tombs
which in many instances display pictorial brick tiles and stone reliefs throughout the interior of the
tomb space. The decorative scheme employed on the walls of cliff tombs was far more modest. Cliff
tombs also represented a change in the layout of cemeteries and in the location where funerary rites
and ancestral sacrifices were conducted.
In summary, I will show that cliff tomb burial was not a more ordinary or economical
version of entombment for the poorer section of the population as suggested by scholars, but a
distinct burial type that became widely used by the inhabitants of the southwest, including those
with considerable means.2 The sudden rise of cliff tomb burial in large numbers and its decline by
the 3rd century C.E. suggests that it was a trend that answered a particular call during a specific
period. Building on established theories on Han beliefs about death and the afterlife, I focus on the
iconography of the sarcophagi, in particular the frequent portrayal of buildings and que or gate
towers, which can give insight into how people thought about death in the southwest.

See Luo (2002a), Xuan (2014, 2015) and Xie (2000) all of whom suggest that cliff tombs were a more economical form of funerary
arrangement that predominantly catered to the burial of low-ranking officials or commoners. Xie (pp.18-25) also proposes that
inscriptions found in cliff tombs are generally short in content and crude in style confirming the ordinary nature of cliff tomb burial.
2
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2.2

Overview of the Southwest’s Early Burial Practices
Archaeological discoveries have shed light on early burial customs in the southwest. Stone

coffins placed in stone-lined pits, belonging to the ‘cist tomb culture’3 of the Neolithic period, have
been unearthed in the upper Min River valley which scholars have identified as affiliated with the
Shu peoples and their burial tradition.4 The Huayang guo zhi records how Can Cong 蠶叢, ruler of
the ancient Shu Kingdom, was buried in an outer coffin made of stone.5 Another type of burial
practice came to light with the discovery of a large grave containing seventeen wooden, boat-shape
coffins in Chengdu city in 2000.6 This spectacular discovery, which has been dated to the fifth to the
fourth century B.C.E., stimulated debate amongst scholars who have been keen to identify and
ascribe specific funerary practices to the two dominating cultures and peoples of the region, the Shu
and the Ba.7 Although Louisa Mengoni refrains from ascribing the burial in boat coffins to a
specific culture, Steven Sage believes that they represent Ba burial practices that were introduced to
the Chengdu Plain after the Ba were displaced from their original homeland by the Chu 楚 and were
pushed westwards into the Sichuan Basin.8 Whilst the ritual significance of the boat burial is not
explained in any extant text,9 they are reminiscent of boat burials from the Viking and the AngloSaxon traditions,10 and may have possible parallels with funerary practices of early Western
civilisations, where the crossing of water is commonly associated with the journey of the soul to the
afterlife.11 Regrettably, an examination of the origins of boat coffins in Sichuan is beyond the scope
of this dissertation, however, considering that it is a region rich in waterways, water may well have
played a central role in early thinking of death and afterlife.
By the third and the second century B.C.E., wooden encasements placed in simple
rectangular pits became the most widespread form of burial in the southwest, while boat coffins
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Orioli (1994), 89.

4

Xu (1995), 425.
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Huayang guo zhi, 3.118 (有蜀侯蠶叢... 死, 作⽯棺, ⽯槨). I shall look at this in more detail later in the chapter.
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Mengoni (2003, 2004).
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Mengoni (2004), 52.
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Sage (1992), 67.
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The Huainan hongjie jijie, 2.77 (“Chu zhen” 俶真), refers to the houseboats of Yue 越 and the light boats of the Shu that are not

able to float without water (越舲蜀艇,不能無⽔⽽浮). This is the only reference to the use of boats in the southwest that may refer to
the region’s special burial practice. See also Sage (1992), 67.
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Garland (2001).
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gradually disappeared.12 An analysis by members of the Sichuan Archaeological Institute, on the
major excavations and finds in the region between 1954 - 2014, suggests that from the end of the
Western Han to the beginning of the Eastern Han period, traditional vertical shaft pits were
superseded by brick and stone chamber tombs and cliff tombs. Their study also shows that from the
second half of the Eastern Han period there was a substantial decrease in the number of chamber
tombs, with cliff tombs established as the predominant tomb type in the region.13 Cheng Te-k’un
(1908 - 2001), an archaeologist and Curator of the West China University Museum at Chengdu in
the 1930s, suggested that cliff tombs evolved from brick chamber tombs and represented a new
burial custom which gradually gained popularity in the Eastern Han and came to dominate the
region’s burial practice.14 Wu Hung supports Cheng’s findings and draws our attention to cliff
tombs as representative of the zenith of Sichuan tomb art and architecture.15 In summary, scholars
are in agreement that cliff tombs are distinct to the southwest and that this type of burial practice
became standard and the prevalent form of burial in the region by the Eastern Han dynasty.

2.3

Key Beliefs Associated with Death in the Han

We have an increasingly detailed knowledge of tomb construction in early imperial China;
however, our understanding of Han thinking about the condition and nature of the dead and the
realm of the spirits remains persistently varied. As noted by Michael Loewe, although it is difficult
to find any formal definition of death and the afterlife in early literature, many during the Han might
have agreed that death was marked by the separation of the hun from the human body.16 Scholars
continue to be divided over the nature of the soul (hunpo 魂魄) and what happens to it after one’s
death. Yü Ying-Shih has argued that upon death the hun, that represented the yang 陽 energy and
the spiritual soul was thought to return to heaven, while the po, the yin 陰 energy and the physical
bodily soul, returned to earth.17 According to this theory, the hun governs man’s spirit, heart and

12Mengoni

(2004), 54.

Sichuan sheng wenwu kaogu yanjiu yuan (2014), 88. For more information on brick tomb burials in Sichuan see Chongqing
Museum (1977), Sichuan Provincial Museum (1980), Chengdu shi wenwu kaogu yanjiu suo (1981) and Liu (1984).
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mind, while the po governs his body and senses.18 Kenneth Brashier, on the other hand, questions
whether the hun and po were thought of as distinct, and concludes that for many the composite term
hunpo represented a single entity of the vital energy stored in the organs of the body. Therefore,
Han burial assumed that one part of the person’s energy was stored in the tomb, while the other part
floated above it or away, and although the hunpo or ‘consciousness’ might be worshipped at the
gravesite, the shenming 神明 or the ‘named spirit’ was worshipped in the ancestral temple.19 More
recently, Brashier has extended his analysis by suggesting that through meditation one could reach a
personal state equivalent to being a shenming, and that an individual with the shen power of thought
could sway the results of divination and the spirit’s response to ritual. He speculates on the
possibility that the tomb and its objects might represent a setting designed for a dynamic afterlife
rather than a static, unchanging and ideal state of being as previously thought by many.20 Constance
Cook in her interpretation of death in early China argues that the tomb served as a vehicle of
transportation that carried the spirit of the dead from one realm to the next. It was a place where the
journey of the spirit was mapped out through structure and content, and where the spirit was
provided with protection from danger. She notes that ‘once the tomb was closed and the space
between the living and the dead formally distinguished, his spirit was presumed to emerge at some
point from the inner coffin towards the rising sun, where he would be greeted by ancestral spirits
who would guide him on his journey.’21 The problem with this theory is that by the Eastern Han
period it became common to bury husband and wife in one tomb, or even several family members
together, as is evident from the structure of many of the cliff tombs that contained a number of side
and rear chambers (see later in this chapter). These tombs were re-opened or even re-constructed
and expanded at a later stage to allow the burial of additional family members in the tomb.
However, one of Cook’s key contributions to the debate over burial practice is that her analysis of
the tombs reveals a society with many layered beliefs, and in which ancient practices were
combined with new ways of understanding and evolving belief systems.22 The thesis that the spirit
of the deceased eventually left the tomb and undertook a journey, ultimately ascending to heaven,
has been supported by others such as Lilian Tseng who suggests that heaven was the final
destination of the soul, and that there was an obsession not only with heaven but with the passage to
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heaven and what took place before heaven’s gate.23 We will see later how the iconography of the
stone sarcophagi supports the idea of entering into another domain, although the exact nature of that
location, whether it is heaven or a new residence or home in a heavenly realm in one’s afterlife,
remains elusive. The frequent occurrence of que, typically carved at the head of many stone
sarcophagi, suggest the undertaking of a journey or the notion of passage by the deceased.
On the issue of what happens after death, Wu Hung and Jessica Rawson argue that it was
believed that the spirit is confined within the tomb that became its home. The tomb, according to
Wu, was the site of a tripartite universe, clearly expressed in systems of visual representation - a
cosmic environment, an immortal paradise, and a ‘happy home’.24 While the tomb as a cosmic
space may be relevant to chamber tomb burial, it does not appear to be evident in the architecture
and iconography of cliff tombs, as we shall see later. However, the association of cliff tombs with a
residence or home is supported by their construction which included features that referenced
contemporary dwellings.25 This is evident from many of the cliff tombs unearthed at Santai 三台,
Pengshan and Hejiang counties, where tomb interiors are found with architectural features and
elements carved or painted on the walls. Relief carvings simulate the wooden eaves of a roof,
complete with rows of rounded tiles and prominent end tiles, windows, walls and sliding doors.26
There is frequently the inclusion of a ‘kitchen’ area with a built-in stove and work top, or a bed and
couch carved of stone bearing simple incised patterns possibly after real furniture decoration, which
further substantiate the intention of providing the tomb with home-like associations.27 Furthermore,
stone sarcophagi also have architectural structures carved on them and their lids may be found in
the shape of a gabled roof suggesting that the coffin itself represented a building.
Michael Nylan suggests that, whether situated in cliffs or below ground, Sichuan tombs
represented ‘a home for the dead, on an analogy with regular homes for the living, and the place
where both the living and the dead gathered together during ritual occasions.’28 Living members of
the extended family continued visiting and conducting memorial services at the tomb after the first
en-coffining of the dead; hence, the tomb was an architectural space where the dead were secure in
a well-protected environment and its art was for all onlookers. Nylan further notes that the most
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reliable means by which the deceased may live on after death were sacrifices made by their
descendants to their soul.29 She sees ideas of immortality as especially pertinent to Sichuan pictorial
scenes and suggests that there was a quest for personal immortality in the hope of living as a
material being in an afterlife realm, either on earth or in the heavens. This wish is depicted in
Sichuan through the many images of Xiwangmu. Another feature of Sichuan tombs, according to
Nylan, is their significance as a public place designed to display the strength and continuity of the
family unit to wider communities, both living and dead, including friends, clients and allies.30 While
Nylan’s thesis on the strengthened unity of families who, by the Eastern Han period, were burying
their dead together in tombs is convincing, her suggestion that the living conducted memorial
services at the site of cliff tombs the same way as at chamber tombs after the en-coffining of the
dead poses a problem. Considering the location of the majority of cliff tombs and their restricted
access and layout, they were not conducive to holding memorial services nor any form of public or
even family gathering of more than a few people.31 We have yet to determine where or how
memorial services were conducted for cliff tomb funerals. It may also be necessary to separate the
two types of burial practices, cliff tomb and chamber tomb burials, for their distinct nature, as I
shall explain in more detail below.
Whilst scholars differ in their theories of how death and the afterlife were understood in
early imperial China, there is general agreement that the living had to secure the safe departure of
the dead and prevent them from returning. The main concern was not about the nature of the spirits
or the afterlife realm, but more importantly, about the correct procedure for ritual and burial, that
would prevent spirits from coming back and causing chaos and trouble. The many discussions
amongst Han writers such as Wang Chong on whether burial should be lavish or frugal record
concerns over ritual forms and expense rather than disputes about the nature of the spirit world and
afterlife.32 As noted by Loewe, to a rationalist like Wang Chong, it was offensive that practices
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should be observed which had no proper intellectual rationale. For Wang, there was no satisfactory
statement on death and on the afterlife, in the writings of either the Confucian or the Mohist schools
of thought.33 Eastern Han period debates indicate that luxurious displays at funerals were motivated
by filial piety. The Yantie lun points out that, in the eyes of ordinary folk, the proper expression of
filial piety was identified directly with elaborate burial and rich funerary goods.34

2.4

Early Records and Scholarship on Cliff Tombs and Decorated Stone Sarcophagi in the
Southwest

Below I will explore how the iconography of stone sarcophagi provides further insight into
the subject of death and afterlife in the southwest. But firstly, let us look at early records and
established scholarship on cliff tombs and decorated stone sarcophagi. The earliest reference to the
use of stone sarcophagi in the southwest may be found in the ‘Treatise on Shu’ (Shu zhi 蜀志)
chapter of the Huayang guo zhi.
周失紀綱, 蜀先稱王. 有蜀侯蠶叢, 其⽬縱, 始稱王. 死, 作⽯棺, ⽯槨. 國
⼈從之. 故俗以⽯棺槨為縱⽬⼈35冢也. 次王曰柏灌. 次王曰⿂鳧. ⿂鳧王
⽥於湔山,36 忽得仙道. 蜀⼈思之, 為⽴祠於湔.
[When the Western] Zhou lost its strands and mainstays, 37 the [rulers of]
Shu first called [themselves] kings. There was a Shu Marquis [called] Can
Cong who had vertically [shaped] eyes [and who was] the first to be named
king. [When] he died a stone coffin and outer-coffin were made [to entomb
him]. People of the kingdom followed [this example], therefore, [it became
the local] custom to use stone for coffins and outer coffins for the burial of
the vertical-eyed people [of the Shu]. The next king was called Bo Guan,
and the next king was called Yu Fu. [When] King Yu Fu was hunting at
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Jianshan, [he] suddenly obtained [access to] the way of the immortals. 38 The
people of Shu longed for him and [thus] erected a shrine at Jian[shan] for
him.39
This passage explains how the founding father of the Shu Kingdom was buried in a stone coffin and
that this type of burial became the established custom for the Shu people settled in the southwest. A
later reference to stone sarcophagi may be found in the work of the Song collector and antiquarian,
Hong Kuo 洪适 (1117 - 1184 C.E.), who travelled to Wuyang 武陽40 and recorded a stone epigraph
dated to 157 C.E. in the cliff tomb of the Zhang family 張氏家 where three cliff sarcophagi were
carved in the walls. Hong wrote:
武陽城東彭亡山41之巔, 耕夫斸地有聲, 尋罅入焉. ⽯窟如屋⼤, 中⽴兩崖,
崖柱左右各分⼆室, 左⽅有破瓦棺入泥中, 右⽅三崖棺泥穢充仞. 執燭視
之, 得題識三所. ⼀在⾨旁為⼟所蝕, 廑存其上⼗許字, 穿中沙⽯不堅, 數
⽇間, 觀者揩摩, 悉皆漫滅; 其⼆在兩柱前, 稍髙, 故可拓. 時紹興丁丑年
也. ⼀柱⼆⼗五字,⼀柱四⼗九字
[To] the east of Wuyang city at the summit of Pengwang mountain, a farmer
[while] digging into the ground [heard] a sound. He searched for an entrance
and went through. [There was] a stone cave as big as a house. Inside [there
were] two cliff [walls] standing, [with] cliff columns on the left and right
each dividing [the cave into] two rooms. To the left there was a broken
earthenware coffin buried in the mud, and to the right side there were three
cliff sarcophagi filled with mud and dirt [as much as] a ren. 42 Holding a
candle, [we] inspected [the cave] and obtained inscriptions from three
locations. One was next to the gate and was eroded by soil, with barely ten
or so characters remaining on it. [We] bore through the sandstone that was
not firm, and within a few days, because [those] observing [kept] wiping
and rubbing it, [even] all what [originally] remained was wiped out. The
[other] two [inscriptions] were [found] at the front of the two columns.
[Because] they were somewhat high [they were well preserved and]
therefore, could be [used] for rubbing. [This was] at the time of the
dingchou year in the Shaoxing [period]. On one pillar there were
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twenty-five characters, and on the other pillar there were forty-nine
characters [engraved]. 43
Although Hong does not provide a detailed description of the sarcophagi, he gives a sense of the
layout of the tomb and its contents. Apart from the three inscriptions, there is no mention of any
other decoration, which may be an oversight on Hong’s part, but it is more likely that the cliff walls
were left undecorated. The significance of leaving the tomb walls plain will be explained later in
this chapter.
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries a number of Western travellers and scholars
conducted archaeological and anthropological surveys in Sichuan in which they reported findings of
cliff tombs and stone sarcophagi. Although many mistook cliff tombs as dwelling places of the
region’s indigenous population and stone sarcophagi as cisterns,44 Edward Baber (1843 - 1890)
during his visit to the cliff tombs at Qianwei county 犍為縣 by the Min river, made an insightful
observation; he described how they were not only extremely troublesome to access from the outside
(some only with the use of a ladder), but their interiors, especially those that incorporated multiple
chambers, were complex and troublesome to navigate.45 To this day, access to many of the cliff
tombs remains extremely difficult due to their positioning on high and steep cliff faces.
By the turn of the twentieth century, others such as Thomas Torrence (1871 - 1959), David
Graham (1884 - 1961), Edouard Chavannes (1865 - 1918) and Victor Segalen (1878 - 1919) had
visited Sichuan and wrote extensively about their experiences.46 Torrence was one of the first to
assert that Sichuan’s caves were not dwelling places but tombs, and Graham, supporting Torrence’s
thesis, wrote how ‘the caves are so well made that they are evidently the work of a people who were

Lishi, 13.148-9. The Lishi records two of the three stele rubbings mentioned, under the title ‘Texts from the Two Pillars [Found in
the] Grave-Pit of Zhang Bing and [His] Wife (Zhang Bin gong qi chuanzhong erzhu wen 張賓公妻穿中⼆柱⽂)’. The first
inscriptions reads, ‘Alas, [those who] formerly made this grave-pit [are] Zhang Bing and [his] wife, [his] son Weibo, [and] Bo’s wife,
[and his] grandson Ling. [They are all buried] here in the side [chamber on the ] right [side of this tomb]’ (維兮, 本造此穿者, 張賓
公妻, ⼦偉伯, 伯妻孫陵, 在此右⽅曲內中). The second inscription reads, ‘Alas, [preserved in this tomb are] Zhang Weibo’s son
Zhangzhong, who together with his younger son, Shuyuan passed away on the twelfth day of the sixth month, in the second year of
the Jianchu (76 - 84 B.C.E.) [period]. The elder son Yuanyi made this interior [chamber] in the grave-pit for his grand-father, and
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⼆年六⽉⼗⼆⽇與少⼦叔元俱下世, 長⼦元益為之祖⽗穿中造內, 梄柱作崖棺, 葬⽗及叔元).
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in a high state of civilization.’47 Graham’s observation of the cliff tombs being the products of an
advanced culture reflects their impressive nature observable to this day.
On the spread of tomb constructions in hills and mountain sides, Chavannes supported the
theory that because mountains in China have been considered sacred and thus have numinous
power, they provided the perfect contact point between the divine and the mundane human world.48
Segalen drew his readers’ attention to the carvings found on stone sarcophagi, noted how in style
they differed from those found in other parts of China and attributed this difference to foreign
artistic influences, claiming that two traditions of funerary architecture and art merged in Sichuan,
one from the Central Plains and the other from the West, creating a unique synthesis in style.49 This
theory continues to inform current day scholarship.50 In addition to local ethnic stimuli and
influence from the Central Plains, as mentioned in the previous chapter, He Zhiguo and Anthony
Barbieri-Low have identified influences from Central Asia in the early tomb art of Sichuan.51 That
there may have been foreign artistic influence is possible since early texts record the flourishing
trade and exchange between the people of the southwest and the states along the southern silk
road.52
In her study of cliff tombs at Santai county, in the Qijiang 綦江 region near Chongqing city,
Susan Erickson provides detailed information, supplemented by essential in situ photos, on the
layout and the pseudo-architectural elements found in this tomb complex.53 Erickson notes the
dominance of cliff tombs in Sichuan, and suggests that a tomb within a mountain reiterates the
presence for a vertical form which rises above the mundane level.54 In more recent years,
publications by Gao Wen, Luo Erhu and Fan Xiaoping have provided essential source material for
those conducting research in this field,55 and a conference held in 2009 on decorated stone
sarcophagi from the Roman Empire and China from around the second century B.C.E. to the third
47
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century C.E. demonstrated the benefits of cross-regional research and encouraged methodological
reflection in the study of sarcophagi.56
While there have been important advances in the study of cliff tomb burial and decorated
stone sarcophagi, the reasons behind their sudden appearance and proliferation remain unanswered.
The close connection between cliff tombs and the use of decorated stone sarcophagi, while
identified, has not been explored to the full and the iconography of the images found on stone
sarcophagi merits more discussion. There was a shift in the function of the tomb to represent the
family’s or lineage’s communal space while the sarcophagi came to embody the deceased
individual’s passage to and abode in the afterlife. The tomb may be the ‘happy home’, as suggested
by Wu Hung,57 where family members were assembled, but the sarcophagus with its carved
decoration had a special relationship with and role for the individual. Below, I will explore these
ideas with the aim of providing a starting point for more in-depth research on this subject matter.

2.5

Dating and Distribution of Cliff Tombs in the Southwest
The earliest cliff tombs that can be dated were discovered at Mancheng 滿城 in present-day

Hebei province and belonged to the half-brother of Emperor Wu, Liu Sheng 劉貹 (d. 113 B.C.E.)
and his consort.58 At the time of their discovery in 1968, this Western Han royal cliff tomb complex
was noted for its structure and layout which departed from earlier burial traditions in significant
ways. The couple were buried in two separate cliff tombs hollowed out of the mountainside. The
layout of the two tombs was very similar and both contained a vast array of burial objects or mingqi
in the form of utensils, basins, bowls, dishes, boxes, ewers and pottery figurines of men, women
and animals all arranged in neat rows. The tombs had a main chamber and a side chamber which
contained carriages and skeletal remains of horses and dogs. The rear chambers, where the
lacquered coffins were placed with the body inside covered in the famous ‘jade suits’, held precious
personal items made in gold, silver, jade and silk. Interestingly, Liu’s wife’s tomb was built slightly
larger in size than her husband’s.59 In their layout and structure, the Mancheng tombs manifest
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many of the characteristics found in cliff tombs from the southwest, although the latter are typically
more modest in scale and were built a century later (Figs. 56 and 57).

Fig. 56

Cross Section Drawing of Liu Sheng’s Tomb,
Mancheng, Hebei
(Wang 1984)

Fig. 57 Interior of Liu Sheng’s Tomb,
Mancheng, Hebei
(Xin Zhongguo chutu wenwu 1972)

Although the discovery of the Mancheng cliff tombs is significant, Western Han period cliff tombs
remain scarce.60 It was not until the Eastern Han that we see a sudden rise in the incidence of cliff
tombs and their use as the primary burial practice in the southwest. With the proliferation of cliff
tombs, we also see an increase in the use of stone sarcophagi made of local sandstone. Stone
became readily available as a by product of the cliff tomb construction, and it is not surprising that
the spread of the use of stone sarcophagi coincided with the emergence of cliff tomb burial.61
Although Gao Wen in his authoritative compilation, Zhongguo huaxiang shiguan quanji 中國畫像
⽯棺全集 (The Complete Collection of Decorated Stone Sarcophagi in China), published in 2011,
lists decorated stone sarcophagi from the Western Han period, they are few in number and
geographically restricted to the three provinces of Shandong, Henan and Jiangsu. The majority were
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discovered in Shandong with just a small handful unearthed in Henan and Jiangsu.62 The
concentration in these three neighbouring provinces suggests that the use of decorated stone
sarcophagi during the Western Han period was distinct to the eastern regions of the empire. In their
form, style and carving technique they are very different from Eastern Han examples. Typically they
are slightly larger in their overall dimensions and their decoration is generally carved in low relief
in a stiff and rigid manner that did not allow for details. Figural images lack any sense of movement
and landscapes are short of the naturalism evident in their Eastern Han counterparts. Carved lines
are kept simple with the background generally shaded with fine horizontal lines. Motifs are
typically placed in a bordered field as if they have been stencilled or copied on to the stone surface.
While Sichuan carvings from the Eastern Han period display a sense of energy and naturalism,
decoration on Western Han sarcophagi is formal and lacking in vitality (Figs. 58 and 59).

Fig. 58 Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with Trees and Symbols, Tengzhou, Shandong

(Gao 2011)

Fig. 59 Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with Figures and a Building, Jining, Shandong

(Gao 2011)
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The majority of decorated stone sarcophagi from the Eastern Han period are found in Sichuan, with
a small number from the area occupied by present-day Guizhou and Chongqing.63 This finding
suggests that by the first and second centuries, decorated stone sarcophagi were primarily employed
in the southwest where cliff tombs became the preferred means of burial and all but ceased to be
used in other regions where stone and brick chamber tombs dominated the funerary scene.64 The
main locations of cliff tombs where stone sarcophagi have been found in the southwest were along
the hill-sides of the Upper Yangtze River in the Chuanxi Plain 川西平原 near Leshan 樂山 and
Pengshan counties; along the Yangtze river and its larger tributaries, the Min and Tuo Rivers located
in the Chengdu Plain; and along the Fu River and Yangtze River valleys near Luzhou city 蘆州 and
Hejiang county (Fig. 60).65

Fig. 60
Map of Distribution of Eastern Han Dynasty
Decorated Stone and Cliff Sarcophagi
Excavated in Sichuan
(Luo 2000)

Regarding the size and layout of the tombs, they vary in scale with some containing a single
shallow burial chamber of a few metres in length, while others, extending over tens of meters into
the mountain side, are constructed with multiple chambers to accommodate numerous coffins. They
are usually laid out in groups, resembling a small cemetery, with tombs positioned next to each
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other horizontally, and forming several layers vertically along the upper reaches of the hills and
mountain sides (Figs. 61 and 62). They are generally left plain or are minimally decorated inside.
Some decoration is found carved on the lintel of the tomb entrance or the side of the exterior walls
of the tomb gate.66

Fig. 61 Cliff Tombs, Pengshan, Sichuan

(Photo by Sichuan sheng wenwu kaogu yanjiu yuan)

Fig. 62 Cliff Tombs, Tianfu District, Chengdu, Sichuan

66

(Photo by Wu Xiaoling)
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2.6

Cliff Tombs at Hejiang County
In order to understand the general layout of cliff tombs and how they may have been used,

let us take a closer look at examples discovered at Hejiang and Pengshan counties. These are two
counties where they have been found in especially large numbers, and often contain decorated stone
sarcophagi. Hejiang county, situated along the upper Yangtze River, has one of the largest numbers
of cliff tombs as well as decorated stone sarcophagi in Sichuan discovered to date. Over 1,250 cliff
tomb cemetery complexes have been found in the county, predominantly along the banks of the
Yangtze, the Chishui ⾚⽔ and the Xishui Rivers 習⽔. There are more than 50 cliff tomb
complexes which hold ten or more tombs.67 For entombing the dead, coffins made in wood,
earthenware and stone were placed in them, however, today we only have a small number of
earthenware coffins and almost no wooden coffins are left intact. Due to the durability of their
material, stone sarcophagi have survived in the largest numbers and are therefore, alongside mingqi
objects, the primary material culture for the study of cliff tomb burial in the region. On average,
stone sarcophagi weigh around 1-1.5 tons, and are approximately 2.25 metres in length, 0.66 metres
in heigh and 0.62 metres in width. The Hejiang County Han Dynasty Pictorial Stone Sarcophagi
Museum alone holds over 60 decorated stone sarcophagi in its collection.68
The proliferation of cliff tomb burials and the use of stone sarcophagi in Hejiang county
appear to be closely connected to its geography, economic wealth and political importance which
developed as early as the Western Han period. Hejiang county, known in ancient times as Fu county
苻縣, was established in 115 B.C.E.69 and is described by Li Daoyuan in the Shuijing zhu as
follows:
縣故巴夷之地也. 漢武帝建元六年, 以唐蒙為中郎將, 從萬⼈出巴
筰關者也. 元鼎⼆年⽴, 王莽之符信矣.
[Fu] county in ancient times was the land of the Ba Yi peoples. In the sixth
year of the Jianyuan period of Han Wudi, 70 Tang Meng was made General

This information was obtained from a personal interview with the Hejiang County Han Dynasty Pictorial Stone Sarcophagi
Museum (Hejiangxian Handai Huaxiang Shiguan Bowuguan 合江縣漢代畫像⽯棺博物館) director, Zhang Caixiu 張采秀, during a
field trip visit to the museum on the 25th May, 2016.
67

68 According

to Gao Wen, apart from the 33 stone sarcophagi in the museum’s official collection, much of which is on display, there
are over 30 stone sarcophagi known to be held in the museum’s storage or left in the cliff tombs in the county. See Gao (2002), 6.
69

See Shuijing zhu, 33.2788. The Hanshu, 28A.1599, records Fu county in Qianwei 犍為 commandery.

70

Corresponds to 135 B.C.E.
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of the Household71 and the one who led ten-thousand men through the Zuo
pass in Fu county. 72 [The county was] established in the second year of the
Yuanding period,73 and during the reign of Wang Mang [changed its name]
to Fuxin. 74
The county first became prominent when the Han envoy, Tang Meng, was appointed to lead a
military force of 1,000 soldiers and over 10,000 porters out of the county to visit the Marquis of
Yelang 夜郎, Duotong 多同.75 According to Sima Qian’s account, Tang Meng presented Duotong
with generous gifts and, pronouncing the might and virtue of the Han dynasty, urged him to permit
officials to be sent to the area. Everyone in Yelang was keen to obtain silk from the Han, and
Duotong, considering that the road between his territory and the Han Empire was too steep and
perilous to be kept open for long, agreed to listen to Tang’s demands. Tang then returned to the
capital to report on his mission. As a result, Qianwei commandery76 was established in the area and
conscripts from Ba and Shu were sent out to work on its roads, extending them through Po 僰 in the
direction of the Zangke River.77 Thus, Fu county’s position as a military and economic centre of
strategic importance to the Han government is evident from early records. One of the most
important cliff tomb
complexes in Hejiang is
located near the small town
of Fubaozhen 福寶鎮, known
as the Gaocun cliff tomb
(Gaocun yamu ⾼村崖墓)
complex (Fig. 63).
Fig. 63
Cliff Tombs
Gaocun, Sichuan
(Photo by He Kaiming)

See De Crespigny (2007), 1241 where zhonglang jiang 中郎將 is rendered as General of the Household [General of the Gentleman
of the Household; Leader of the Gentleman of the Household].
71

This refers to Tang Meng’s achievement in opening up communication and trade between the Han empire and the region of Yelang,
present day India, as described in the Shiji, 117.3046.
72

73

Corresponds to 115 B.C.E.

74

Shuijing zhu, 33.2788.

75

Shiji, 116.2994. On Yelang see Wade (2009).

76

Today’s Qianwei county described in Baber’s travels mentioned earlier.

77

Shiji, 116.2994; tr. Watson (1993a), II.255. See also Wade (2009), 188.
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This complex or cemetery contains 205 independent tombs carved into the side of a hill covering an
area of approximately 850 metres in length. The majority of the tombs are small in scale, primarily
containing a single chamber with a dome-shaped ceiling. Those that are accessible from the road
without climbing are built at the end of a narrow tomb passage carved into the face of the cliff.78
Each passage, called the tomb road (mudao 墓道), leads to the primary entrance of the tomb known
as the tomb gate (mumen 墓⾨). Through the tomb gate one enters the main chamber (mushi 墓室)
which may contain a single chamber or have further niche openings in the side and back walls
(bikan 壁龕). The main chamber, which is usually the largest room in the tomb contains the area
known as the front room (qianshi 前室), or sacrificial chamber (xiangtang 享堂),79 where the
ceiling is built slightly higher to allow a more comfortable standing space for people to conduct
rituals and to offer sacrifices.80 Sacrificial chambers are known from chamber tombs where an altar
was set for conducting rituals and sacrifices to the dead in the front section of the tomb space. Some
of the cliff tombs also contain a ‘kitchen’ area with a stove and shelves carved as part of the tomb
wall. The addition of such prima facie practical and utilitarian spaces substantiates the equation of
the tombs with the home (Figs. 64 and 65).81

Fig. 64 Interior of Cliff Tomb, Gaocun, Sichuan
(Photo by He Kaiming)

Fig. 65 Kitchen in Cliff Tomb, Gaocun, Sichuan
(Photo by Elias)

Information was obtained from the archives of the Hejiang County Han Dynasty Pictorial Stone Sarcophagi Museum (Hejiangxian
Handai Huaxiang Shiguan Bowuguan 合江縣漢代畫像⽯棺博物館) and from personal experience during field trip conducted at
Gaocun in May, 2016.
78

79

Wen (1955), fig.c.

80

Huo (2008), 297. Chinese terms are taken from Huo (2008).

81

Erickson (2003), 414-5.
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The interiors of the tombs were generally left plain, but some have been found decorated with
simple carved pictorial
freezes above built-in
architectural structures such
as beds, couches and cliff
sarcophagi (Fig. 66).

Fig. 66 Interior Wall Decoration
Gaocun, Sichuan
(Photo by Elias)

Short inscriptions have also been found on the walls in a number of tombs, which will be discussed
later. There are no traces of wall hangings or wall paintings apart from somewhat crudely painted
architectural beams and structures, which suggest that hanging decoration, if it existed, may have
perished or have been plundered over time. Since, however, there are no markings or obvious
means of fixing to be seen on the walls of the tombs, it is unlikely that hangings were an aspect of
the tombs’ interior decoration.82 It is worth noting that
the walls of cliff tombs were carved in a particular
manner whereby the stone was chiselled out with well
defined thick lines extending from top to bottom, left
to right, often in a horizontal, vertical or diagonal
lines, creating distinct patterns on the surface of the
stone that left it rough to the touch. Cliff tomb walls
are rarely smooth and to paint any decoration on such
an uneven surface would have been a challenge and
aesthetically not very pleasing (Figs. 67).
Fig. 67

Interior of Cliff Tomb
Gaocun, Sichuan
(Photo by Elias)

See Nylan and Loewe (2010), 88, where it is mentioned that tombs were often decorated with fabric, presumably made of silk,
hanging on the walls of principal chambers.
82
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The decoration found in larger cliff tombs is simple and modest compared to that found in some of
the region’s chamber tombs where fired pictorial brick tiles and larger blocks of stone relief
carvings were placed on the smooth surface of the walls for decoration often not only in one area
but throughout the tomb.83 Cliff tombs contained, as did chamber tombs, mingqi in the form of
pottery figurines of humans and domestic animals, pots and vessels of various shapes, architectural
models of granaries, buildings and farm enclosures, a common practice in burial throughout the
empire.
The layout of cliff tomb complexes differs significantly from that of chamber burial
cemeteries from the same period. Eastern Han cemeteries with vertical shaft pit and chamber tombs
were customarily demarcated by walls, moats, mounds or stone markers as a separate bordered
space. They resembled large rectangular parks with the location often determined through
divination.84 Known as funerary parks (zangyuan 葬園), the tombs of several families were placed
in areas separated by clearly marked moats. An example of a typical cemetery was unearthed at
Yanshi city 偃師市 in Henan province where seven tomb mounds and a building were encircled by
a border that was perhaps a large ditch or a moat (Fig. 68).85

Fig. 68 Layout Drawing of an Eastern Han Dynasty Cemetery
Yanshi, Henan
(Luoyang shi di er wenwu gongzuo dui 2007)

See for example the chamber tomb unearthed at Yangzishan 揚⼦山, located in the suburb of Chengdu city, that was decorated
with a series of pictorial brick tiles and stone reliefs throughout its interior. For a full excavation report on the Yangzishan tomb see
Yu (1955).
83

84

Brashier (2014), 292.

85

See Luoyang shi di er wenwu gongzuo dui (2007), 76.
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Liu Xixiang in his report on a Han cemetery excavated at Xinxiang 新鄉 at Mount Fenghuang 鳳
凰, also in Henan province, notes how the cemetery itself was divided into a number of ‘districts’
each of which contained an independent family cemetery within the larger park.86 Burial sites
within the cemetery were marked by a tumulus above each tomb. Leading to the tumuli were
pathways called the spirit path (shendao 神道) that were marked by a pair of gate towers or que.
Visitors or family members of the deceased embarked on the spirit path that led them through the
gate towers, after which they encountered a number of stone sculptures in the form of guardian
animals. Following the path, they would come to a stele (or two stelae) erected in front of an
ancestral shrine (zongmiao 宗廟), with the tumulus behind it.87 Ann Paludan in her work on the
Chinese spirit road provides a plan of the standard layout of an Eastern Han period tomb
construction (Fig. 69).88
Cliff tomb burial showed a marked change in
the layout of the Eastern Han cemetery. Compared to burial
complexes that housed the spirit path, que, ancestral stele,
shrine and the mound, cliff tomb cemeteries appear to have
lacked much of these accompanying public monuments and
spaces. Firstly, there is no marked boundary around the
cemetery site, nor any spirit road lined up with stone
sculptures leading to the tombs. The lack of que leading to
the cliff tomb is mentioned in a stele erected for the ‘filial
and incorrupt (xiaolian 孝廉)’ official Liu Min 柳敏 (fl. 146
C.E.), which will be examined in more detail later. Stelae
positioned in front of shrines appear to have been altogether
omitted although sometimes replaced by inscriptions carved
on the tomb walls or on the entrance gates.

Fig. 69

86

Liu (2007), 46-49.

87

Wu (1995), 189-250.

88

Paludan (1991), chart 2A, 242.

Rendition of Standard Layout of an Eastern
Han Dynasty Cemetery
(Paludan 1991)
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Compared to ancestral stele inscriptions, those found in cliff tombs are concise, with the majority
containing only a few characters.89 Although the tomb interior included a special area for
conducting funerary rites as found in chamber tombs, the nature of that space within the tomb is
generally very limited in both area and height and not conducive to a sizeable gathering. It was
almost physically impossible to accommodate more than a few people, let alone groups or crowds
in cliff tombs which suggests that ceremonies at tomb sites must have been more intimate affairs.90
Where funerary rites were conducted for cliff tomb burial remains unanswered, however, it is
noteworthy that any substantial ceremony must have taken place significantly removed from the
tomb site itself.

2.7

Cliff Tombs at Pengshan County

Cliff tombs have also been found in exceptionally large numbers at Pengshan county,
formerly known as Wuyang county under the administration of the Shu commandery during the
Eastern Han dynasty. The Pengshan cliff tombs further illustrate the structure and layout of cliff
tombs in the southwest. Pengshan was also one of the first cliff tomb complexes where young
Chinese archaeologists were sent by the
Republican government to conduct
research and prepare extensive reports on
their findings. Pengshan county is located
approximately 77 km southwest of
Chengdu city, and covers the area of the
Peng, Qinglong 青龍, Jinghua 井花,
Zhaojia 趙家 and Jiulong 九龍 mountains
and lies along the banks of the Wuyang,
Fu and Min rivers (Fig. 70).

Fig. 70 Map of Pengshan, Sichuan
(Nanjing Bowuguan 1991)

89

See Gao (1990), 18; and Davis (2015), 177-180.

The Hou Hanshu, 62.2067, records the biography of Chen Shi 陳寔 (104 - 186 C.E.) who was buried in a chamber tomb and was
mourned by thirty thousand in attendance. See also Asselin (2010), 249, who notes that funerals of officials, patrons and teachers in
the late Eastern Han attracted hundreds, if not thousands of people and participation in the funerary rites was at once an act of filial
piety as well as a political one that demonstrated one’s commitment to the policies or teachings of the departed.
90
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The county’s cliffs, that stretch over 30 square kilometres along the banks of the three main rivers,
are dotted with over 4,500 cliff tombs, with a small number visible from the road, while the
majority remain hidden either covered by thick overgrow or concealed by buildings erected on the
slopes over time.91 In the summer of 1941, a small group of archaeologists known as the ‘Chuan
Kang guji kaocha tuan 川康古蹟考察團 (Investigation Group of Historic Sites in Sichuan and
Xikang)’ was sent to Pengshan to investigate the region’s cliff tombs. Between June 1941 and
December 1942, this group unearthed and examined eight tomb complexes, stretching north and
south of the county’s main settlement, Jiangkou 江⼜. Their report, finally published by the Nanjing
Museum in 1991, provides a detailed account and inventory of the cliff tombs and their contents at
the eight cliff tomb sites of Jizhao Monastery 寂照庵 , Shilonggou ⽯龍溝, Dingjiapo 丁家坡,
Douya Fanggou ⾖芽房溝, Wangjiatuo 王家沱, Zhaizishan 砦⼦山, Lijiagou 李家溝 and
Chenjiabian 陳家㴜.92
The report makes a number of important observations. Firstly, regarding the dating of the
tombs, at Zhaizishan two were found with brick tiles inscribed with dates and one with an
inscription carved on the side of the tomb gate. A brick tile placed in tomb number 682 bears a fivecharacter inscription ‘Wang [made this tomb] in the sixth year of the Yongping reign (63 C.E.)’ (永
平六年王); and a brick tile from tomb number 550 bears a fifteen-character inscription ‘Wang
Xiangwen made [this tomb] on the twenty-sixth day of the third month of the fourteenth year of the
Yongyuan reign (102 C.E.)’(永元⼗四年三⽉⼆⼗六⽇王相顐造).93 Although there is a gap of
almost forty years between the construction of the two dated tombs, it is possible that they were
built by the same stone mason, named Wang Xiangwen or by the Wang family carvers, as recorded
on the two tiles, although only the surname is given in the former. The third dated tomb, number
550, bears an eight-character inscription ‘Made in the second month of the fifteenth year of the
Yongyuan reign (103 C.E.)’(永元⼗五年⼆⽉作) (Fig. 71).94 From this it is evident that the
Zhaizishan tomb complex was constructed during the early to mid Eastern Han period, and that
there was an individual or perhaps a family of carvers called the Wangs who constructed many of
the tombs.
This is information obtained from Prof. Gao Jungang ⾼俊剛, Director of the Pengshan County Han Dynasty Cliff Tomb Museum,
during fieldwork conducted at the number 951 cliff tomb complex site in September, 2017.
91

92

See Nanjing Bowuguan (1991) for the full report on the Pengshan cliff tomb excavation project conducted in 1941.
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Nanjing Bowuguan (1991), 97.

94

Nanjing Bowuguan (1991), 97.
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Fig. 71 Rubbing of Pictorial Brick Tile with Dated Inscription, Pengshan, Sichuan

(Nanjing Bowuguan 1991)

Amongst the 76 excavated cliff tombs at Pengshan, we know the owner’s name and status of only
one. Cliff tomb number 900 at Zhaizishan bears a nine character inscription on the side of the tomb
entrance that reads, ‘Yang Ziyu, county magistrate of Lantian [rests] inside’(藍⽥令楊⼦與所處
內).95 From the Eastern Han period burying family members together became standard practice and
Yang Ziyu was probably buried in his family tomb, either being sent back from his official location
in Lantian (modern Lantian in Shaanxi province), or had returned to his home county on retiring.
The tomb bearing this inscription is one of the largest amongst the Pengshan cliff tombs, with its
multiple chambers, suggesting that the owners, probably the Yang family, may have been amongst
the wealthiest in the county. From early texts we know that during the Eastern Han period, a county
magistrate usually earned an annual salary of 1,000 coins.96
Regarding the layout and structure of the tombs and tomb complexes, each cliff tomb
complex at Pengshan comprises several tens of tombs positioned close together, with their tomb
gates only a few metres apart. A complex may have belonged to one extended family and thus each
formed a family cemetery. Many tombs contain several chambers, apart from the main chamber,
holding a number of coffins. Thus it is evident that many of the tombs were built to house more
than one person, possibly couples or numerous family members. This type of burial practice has
been labelled by scholars as the phenomena of ‘gathering the clan for burying [together] (聚族⽽
葬)’. Scholars involved with the excavation of the Pengshan cliff tombs suggest that while the
tombs were built in the Eastern Han, chambers were added to the original tomb at different times
and that the more chambers a tomb had the longer time span its construction covered.97 Their
conclusion is supported by the coins found in some of the Pengshan tombs which date from the

95

Nanjing Bowuguan (1991), 98 and 111.

96

See Nanjing Bowuguan (1991), 98, and Zhao (2015), 287, for a detailed description of official salaries.

97

Nanjing Bowuguan (1991), 99-111.
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Three Kingdoms period (220 - 280 C.E.), indicating that some tombs were re-opened and perhaps
additional chambers carved out as late as the 3rd century C.E.98
Cliff tombs also reflect a new development in grave construction which is evident at
Pengshan. To keep the tomb dry, it was necessary to build drainage to allow water which would
accumulate in the excavated cave to flow out. Tomb builders found a solution to the problem, which
was possible with cliff tombs but not with chamber tombs, whereby a drainage system was built
into the tomb that comprised a horizontal stone base with several meters of pottery pipes that drew
water from the interior of the tomb to the tomb passage outside. All the tombs I examined at
Zhaizishan appear to have had this kind of built-in drainage system with the original Han pipes
clearly visible and intact, protruding at the entrance (Fig. 72).

Fig. 72 Cliff Tomb Drainage Pipes, Pengshan, Sichuan

(Photos by Elias)

The cliff tombs inspected at Zhaizishan were all multi-chamber examples, with some
containing as many as four side chambers. Some tombs appear to make little, if any, distinction
between the main and side chambers, and some contained two chamber spaces of equal size neither
being the main or the subordinate area. There is also a U-shaped tomb with two tomb entrances, two
main chambers and several side-chambers although at slightly different levels, linked by a passage
98

Nanjing Bowuguan (1991), 111.
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way at the far end. We can speculate that this tomb may have belonged to one family and after the
construction of the original gate, (perhaps for ease of entering at a later date) another was built with
additional burial chambers which eventually joined the first tomb at its far end. The interiors of cliff
tombs at Zhaizishan, when discovered in 1941, were found furnished with coffins made of
earthenware, wood and stone. Sarcophagi were placed either in the side chambers or were found in
the largest space in the tomb that primarily served as a main chamber, as seen on the layout drawing
of tomb number 666 (Fig. 73).99

Fig. 73 Outline Drawing of Cliff Tomb No. 666, Pengshan, Sichuan

(Nanjing Bowuguan 1991)

As we can see from the original outline drawing of the tomb, earthenware and a stone sarcophagi
were found in the main chamber while the tomb also has two side chambers that were found empty.
It is possible that the empty side chambers may have been looted, or perhaps were built for future
burials but never used. Typically, looters would remove precious artefacts but leave stone coffins,
that were extremely heavy to move, and funerary sculptures, also deemed inauspicious and of no
commercial value. Hence, it is more likely that the empty chambers were never used. However, the
fact that the main chamber has been found containing coffins suggests that it was not reserved for
ritual use only, but had a more practical function of housing a coffin when it was necessary.

99

Nanjing Bowuguan (1991), 10.
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Cliff tombs in Pengshan, similar to Hejiang and other parts of the southwest, were left
undecorated or with some minimal decoration placed at the entrance or tomb gate (Figs. 74 and
75).

Fig. 74

Fig. 75
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Cliff Tomb Gate
Pengshan, Sichuan
(Photo by Elias)

Cliff Tomb Gate
Pengshan, Sichuan
(Photo by Elias)

Carvings with auspicious connotations such as rams, fish, plants, animals, birds, que, Xiwangmu’s
sheng 勝 head-dress100 and images of human musicians were carved on, above or to the side of
tomb gates that were fashioned to imitate wooden architectural structures. One of the most
remarkable carvings is a scene of a seated naked couple, embracing and kissing, on the lintel of the
gate to tomb number 550 at Zhaizishan, given the title Picture of Secret Play (Mixi tu 秘戲圖) (Fig.
76).

Fig. 76
Cliff Tomb Lintel Carving of ‘Picture of
Secret Play’
Pengshan, Sichuan
(Nanjing Bowuguan 1991)

This image is significant for its explicit sexual character and as such is considered special to the art
of Sichuan. As mentioned in chapter one, tomb decoration of overtly sexual scene have been found
primarily in the southwest, all of which confirm their region specific nature. A stone relief depicting
a fully clothed couple embracing and kissing, carved on a lintel is found at the entrance gate of a
cliff tomb at Leshan (Fig. 77),101 and another scene of a couple is seen on a stone sarcophagi

Xiwangmu is typically depicted wearing her victory crown known as dai sheng 戴勝 or sheng 勝 over her hair. Depictions of the
sheng in tomb art are known to represent Xiwangmu.
100

101

See Lim (1987), 130, pl. 40.
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unearthed from a cliff tomb at Rongjing county 榮經縣 (present day Xinjing county 滎經縣) near
Ya’an city 呀安市 (Fig. 78).102

Fig. 77
Cliff Tomb Lintel Carving
of Couple Embraced and
Kissing, Leshan, Sichuan
(Lim 1987)

Fig. 78
Stone Sarcophagus with Amorous Couple
Yinjing County, Sichuan (Photo by Elias)

See Lim (1987), 128, pl. 38. Lim notes how some of the most surprising finds amongst Sichuan’s material culture are
representations of sexual intimacy. She further suggests that Han reliefs seem to epitomise the Sichuan artists’ open and honest
acceptance of life in its various aspects and the joy they took in human relationships. See Lim (1987), 127. While a bronze sculpture
of three naked figures embracing each other was found in a Western Han tomb at Sanlidun 三⾥墩, in Lianshui county 漣⽔ in
Jiangsu province, now in the Nanjing Museum, the Sichuan carvings are much more intimate and naturalistic in style, suggesting a
more sensuous and faithful depiction by the artists who have excelled in their portrayal of amorous couples. See http://
blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_4f3b72f20102w31e.html [Accessed: 15 November 2017].
102
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Whilst mostly undecorated, some tombs are carved with simple freezes and auspicious
motifs (perhaps in imitation of decoration found on contemporaneous furniture) around shelves
which were built into the walls, and architectural elements such as beams and arches, simulating
wooden structures in the region’s domestic architecture. Some tombs were also decorated with
sculptures, such as tomb number 951 at the Chengjiabian tomb complex, which had a large guard
dog carved out of the wall just inside the tomb entrance (Fig. 79). Now housed in the Sichuan
University Museum, this type of sculpture, positioned at the entrance for protection, echo in a small
way the more substantial guardian beast figures of the spirit road in cemeteries where there was
more space.

Fig. 79 Stone Sculpture of a Guard Dog, Chengjiabian, Sichuan

(Photo by Elias)

In contrast to the lack of decoration of the walls, the inclusion of rich imagery on stone
sarcophagi (to be discussed later) and the hundreds of burial objects placed in the tombs suggest
that there was a continued desire to furnish tombs although perhaps in a modified manner. A great
quantity of mingqi were recovered from cliff tombs at Pengshan, which included pottery and metal
kitchen utensils, vessels, jars, lamps, money-trees (yaoqianshu 搖錢樹) and pottery figures of
humans and domestic animals such as dogs, swine, cows, buffaloes, birds and chickens.
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Architectural models found include granaries, mills with pestles, houses, wells, ponds and fields.103
Pottery figurines of humans, both men and women of varying social groups, included foot soldiers,
musicians, drummers, entertainers, story performers, servants, farmers, children, shamans, cooks,
wet nurses and even a musician identified by scholars as of Hu ethnicity from his facial features and
clothing.104 Apart from pottery and bronze wares, there were also jade, stone and bone carvings,
primarily hair accessories and jewellery, as well as coins from the Han and Three Kingdoms
periods. Bronze items placed in the tombs typically consisted of small ornaments and chariot
fittings, while a number of ironwares were also found, including weapons, agricultural tools,
utensils, knives, spades, ladles, stoves and vessels.105

2.8

Decorative Themes Found on Stone Sarcophagi

The typical layout and iconography of decorative themes found on stone sarcophagi can
give us an insight into the region’s social and religious identity, as well as into the thinking about
transition in death to the afterlife at the time they were made. Pictorial carvings on stone sarcophagi
were placed on the external faces and on the cover, and never in the interior. Artisans used a number
of carving techniques, which included varying levels of low, high and circular reliefs on the flat and
vaulted surfaces. Low relief carving incorporated delicate sunken lines for details such as facial
expressions, clothing and architectural components. Outlines of the main motifs were accentuated
with deeper lines in high relief which give an effect of three-dimensionality, as well as
spaciousness and lightness to the design. The background was usually left plain or was densely
carved with diagonal lines in high relief, similar to the effect and finish seen on the walls of cliff
tombs. The prominent lines on the sarcophagi created a distinct background setting within the
framework that give weight to the main pictorial theme.
The arrangement of the decoration on the sarcophagi generally adheres to the following
rules: one end of the coffin typically carries images that represent the entrance into the other realm
with the picture of the que, the symbol of the gateway (Fig. 80). If one end was the entrance then
we may assume that the other end of the sarcophagus portrays the other realm, the abode of Fu Xi
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See Erickson (1994) for in-depth research on money trees from Sichuan.

104

See Nanjing Bowuguan (1991), 68-9.

105

Nanjing Bowuguan (1991), 110-11.
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伏羲 and Nü Wa 女媧, who feature prominently together with propitious symbols and animals (Fig.
81).106

Fig. 80 Stone Sarcophagi Decorated with Que, Hejiang and Lushan Counties, Sichuan

(Photos by Elias)

Fig. 81 Stone Sarcophagi Decorated with Fu Xi and Nü Wa, Hejiang and Lushan Counties, Sichuan (Photos by Elias)

Decoration on the sides of the coffin, sometimes divided into different levels and bearing a more
complex pictorial programme, shows what appears to be the beginning of the deceased’s journey in
the lower section, and the continuation of that journey, but now perhaps in the other realm, on the
106

See Tseng (2011), pp. 285-90, for a detailed explanation on the representation of Fu Xi and Nü Wa in Han material culture.
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upper division.107 The pictorial iconography of the coffin appears to have been independent of its
surroundings, unlike the complex pictorial programmes placed across the walls of chamber tombs
where different images were connected across the tomb space. Images found on stone sarcophagi
are often scenes of everyday life activity; those that include well known historical figures and
stories; images of auspicious and mythological importance; mansions and architectural structures;
and motifs and patterns of purely ornamental nature (Figs. 82 and 83).108

Fig. 82 Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with Banquet Scene, Pi County, Sichuan

(Photo by Elias)

Fig. 83 Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with the Mythological Tale of ‘Playing with Monkeys’, Xinjin County, Sichuan
(Photo by Elias)

107

Huo (2008), 303.

108

See Luo (2000), 38-43 and Gao (2011), 7-14, for lists of themes and scenes found on decorated stone sarcophagi.
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One of the most important deities associated with the world of the immortals and as such
most frequently depicted on stone sarcophagi is Xiwangmu.109 Depictions of her are abundant, and
even when she does not appear as a carved image, she is often represented by her attribute in the
form of a headdress, known as the sheng (Figs. 84, 85 and 86).

Fig. 84 Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with Xiwangmu, Hejiang County, Sichuan

(Photo by Elias)

Fig. 85
Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with
Xiwangmu, Yingjing County, Sichuan
(Photo by Elias)
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See Erickson (1994), 15, for an analysis of the symbolism of Xiwangmu in tomb art.
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Fig. 86 Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with Xiwangmu’s Sheng
Luzhou, Sichuan (Gao 2011)

In the Han mind, Xiwangmu dwelt in heaven, dominated other spirits, controlled access to
immortality and promised ecstatic flight through space.110 Another theory on the depictions of
Xiwangmu in cliff tombs was put forward by David Yu who explains the notion of the ‘cave’ being
significant to the theme of journey and passage. The Chinese word for caves is ‘dong 洞’ which
conveys the meaning of ‘tong 通’ to pass through or to connect. Mountains have passes and cavelike recesses which one journeys through to reach the land of the immortals and the habitat of
Xiwangmu.111 There is a further explanation of the significance of Xiwangmu suggested by Wu
Hung which relates to the origins of cliff tomb burial and its close connection with the local Daoist
movement of the ‘Way of the Five Pecks of Rice’ or the Wudoumi Dao 五⽃⽶道.112
Many of the scenes depicting everyday activities include features of local topography,
architecture and the animal world. These images are especially important for our study on the
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Cahill (1993), 31.

See Jiyun, 7.2 (“Qu sheng. Song yun” 去聲 . 送韻) where tong 洞 is explained as a variant for tong 通, meaning to penetrate or
pass through. See Yu (1986), 15.
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region’s identity, as they display characteristics that are specific to the southwest. For example, as
mentioned earlier, que are a familiar sight in the southwest. On their symbolism in early art, Robert
Harrist suggests that they were entrances to a supernatural world which accounts for their use on
pictorial carvings placed in a tomb setting.113 The iconographical meaning of the que motif is made
explicit on a stone sarcophagus discovered in a cliff tomb at Jian’yang 簡陽, where two que, with
two phoenixes perched on their tops, are labelled ‘Gate of Heaven (tianmen 天⾨)’ (Fig. 87).114

Fig. 87 Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagus with ‘Picture of Gate of Heaven’ Guitoushan, Jian’yang, Sichuan (Gao 2011)

Possibly one of the most famous que is
the one discovered at the tomb site of Ba
Governor Fan Min 樊敏 at Lushan county 蘆
山縣 (Fig. 88).115 Dated to 205 C.E., it is of
double construction in the form of a large and
a small tower covered by roof tile eaves. An
important aspect of Fan Min’s que, which
emphasises its regional nature, is the relief
carving that was strategically placed under the
eaves for everyone to see.
Fig. 88
Fan Min’s Gate Tower, Lushan, Sichuan
(Photo by Elias)
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Harrist (2008), 138.
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See Gao (2011), 248, for images of no. 3 stone sarcophagus bearing the inscription of the ‘Gate of Heaven’.
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Cao (1963), 65-66.
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It is a scene known by the title ‘Picture of the Dragon-Born Nine Sons (Long sheng jiu zi tu 龍⽣九
⼦圖)’, where nine figures are shown, some standing and some seated under a large tree, engaged in
animated conversation and activities (Fig. 89).

Fig. 89 Carving and Rubbing of ‘Picture of the Dragon-Born Nine Sons’ on Fan Min’s Gate Tower, Lushan, Sichuan
(Chongqing City Cultural Bureau 1992)

The details and overall depth of the carving is impressive, however, the significance of the relief is
its content, which represents a mythological tale associated with the Ailao people of the
southwest.116 It is rare to find early imagery depicting a theme so closely related to the indigenous
local population. The legend itself is included in the ‘Biography of the Southern Man and
Southwestern Yi (Nan Man xinan Yi liezhuan 南蠻西南夷列傳) section of the Hou Hanshu as
follows:
哀牢夷者, 其先有婦⼈名沙壹, 居于牢山. 嘗捕⿂⽔中, 觸沈⽊若有感, 因
懷妊, ⼗⽉, 產⼦男⼗⼈. 後沈⽊化為龍, 出⽔上. 沙壹忽聞龍語曰: “若為
我⽣⼦, 今 悉何在︖” 九⼦⾒龍驚⾛, 獨⼩⼦不能去, 背龍⽽坐, 龍因舐
之. 其母⿃語, 謂背為九, 謂坐為隆, 因名⼦曰九隆. 及後長⼤, 諸兄以九
隆能為⽗所舐⽽黠, 遂共推以為王. 後牢山下有⼀夫⼀婦, 復⽣⼗女⼦,
九隆兄弟皆娶以為妻, 後漸相滋長. 種⼈皆刻畫其身, 象龍⽂, 衣皆著尾.
九隆死, 世世相繼. 乃分置⼩王, 往往⾢居, 散在谿⾕. 絕域荒外, 山川阻
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See Fang and Lin (1992), 277.
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深, ⽣⼈以來, 未嘗交通中國.
The Ailao people are Yi [barbarians]. Previously there was a married woman
called Shayi who lived in Laoshan. 117 Once fishing in the river, she touched
a sunken log [and felt] as if there was a sensation. As a result, she became
pregnant and after ten months she gave birth to ten boys. Later the sunken
log turned into a dragon and appeared on the surface of the water. Shayi
suddenly heard the dragon speak to her saying, ‘You, on my behalf have
given birth to my sons. Where are they all now?’ Nine boys saw the dragon
and became so frightened that they ran away. Only the youngest boy was not
able to leave, and sat leaning on the dragon. The dragon therefore licked
him. In the ‘bird’ language of the mother to lean is called ‘jiu’ and to sit is
called ‘long’. Therefore, the boy was named Jiulong. Afterwards, when
[Jiulong] grew up, all his brothers [thought that] because he was licked by
his father he must be crafty, and thereupon, together elected him as their
king. Later on, at the foot of Laoshan [lived] a couple who also gave birth to
ten girls. Jiulong and his brothers all married and made them their wives.
Afterwards, their [offspring’s] gradually grew [in number]. These type of
people all tattoo and paint their bodies with patterns that resemble dragon
motifs118, and their clothes all trail down and are worn as a tail. After
Jiulong’s death, [the kingship was passed down from] generation to
generation in succession. Then it was divided, and small kingdoms were
established. Often, those who lived in the cities were dispersed into the
valleys and creeks. [This] far away and difficult to reach territory is desolate
and foreign. It is cut off by mountains and rivers. Ever since man has lived
[here], never before have they communicated with the Central State. 119

During the Eastern Han period, the Ailao were primarily settled in Yongchang commandery 永昌郡,
located in present-day Yunnan province, as described in the Huayang guo zhi.120 I shall examine
Fan Min’s stele in detail in chapter three, which makes evident Fan Min’s links and relations with
the Ailao. However, for now, it is important to note that the que became the carrier of a memory that
was decisively local and had a region specific value to a society with a diverse ethnic population.
Another motif frequently found on stone sarcophagi is the tiger that symbolises the West and
was placed in the tomb to ward off evil (Fig. 90). However, its recurrence is not only due to its
safeguarding connotations but also reflects the beast’s prominence in the history of the southwest.
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Laoshan is located to the west of Baoshan county 保山, in present day Yunnan province. See Morohashi (1984), vol. 7, p. 629.

The character wen ⽂ is a variant of wen 紋, meaning a motif, pattern, embellishment or decoration. See Liji, 13.217 (“Yu zao”⽟
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As mentioned in chapter one (p.56), the tiger had a close ancestral association with the Shu and Ba
peoples and thus has a region specific connotation.

Fig. 90 Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with Tiger and Dragon and its Rubbing, Hejiang, Sichuan
(Photo by Elias) (Gao 2011)

Another native animal depicted on stone sarcophagi are elephants, as seen on the example from the
Luzhou City Museum (Fig. 91).121 Elephants are listed in the Huayang guo zhi as tributary beasts
from the southern seas obtained for the court of Emperor Wu following the exploratory travels of
Zhang Qian 張騫 (d. 113 B.C.E.) to Central Asia and India.122 The Yantie lun also mentions how
‘Rhinoceros, elephants, water buffaloes and tigers exist in great numbers among the southern
barbarians’(夫犀象兕虎, 南夷之所多也).123 We read in Zuo Si’s 左思 (250 - 305 C.E.) Shudu fu 蜀
See Erickson (1994), where elephants are listed amongst the primary animals depicted on the bases of money trees. Erickson notes
that the elephant was not just part of the pastoral scene but had specific associations and functioned as an image of auspiciousness,
together with other animals such as the ram.
121
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Huayang guo zhi, 2.68-69 (張騫特以蒙險遠, 為孝武帝開緣邊之地, 賓沙越之國, 致⼤宛之⾺, 入南海之象).
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Yantie lun, 7.257-8 (“ Chong li” 崇禮). See also Sterckx (2002), 121.
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都賦 how rhinoceros and elephants galloped in wild stampede in the region.124 Jiang Shibi’s
examination of the Chengdu Plain’s natural environment and animal life in the pre-Qin period
suggests that elephants roamed this region in large numbers.125 Great quantities of ivory discovered
at the Sanxingdui and Jinsha sacrificial sites also confirm their existence, and further suggests that
ivory was a precious material used for ritual ceremonies.126

Fig. 91 Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with
Figures, Elephant and a Buildings on Stilts and
Carved Detail, Luzhou, Sichuan
(Above Gao 2011) (Photo by Elias)

While people may have been familiar with elephants in the southwest, this was not necessarily the
case in other parts of the empire. As noted by Roel Sterckx, the rarity of elephants is mentioned in
the Han Feizi 韓非⼦ which links the concept of imagination with a lack of familiarity or
visualisation in a pun on the character xiang 象 meaning both ‘elephant’ and ‘image’. It notes,
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See Wenxuan, 4.177; tr. Knechtges (1982), 345 (犀象競馳).
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Jiang (2003), 63.
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See Chen (1988), Cui (1989), Song (1991) and Zhao (1992).
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‘People rarely see living elephants, but when they find the bones of a dead elephant, they base
themselves on the structure of the bones in order to imagine it as a living elephant’ (⼈希⾒⽣象也,
⽽得死象之骨, 案其圖以想其⽣也).127 Two further depictions of elephants are found on local
decorated stone sarcophagi. One unearthed from a tomb in Xinjin county 新津縣 shows two male
figures riding on the back of a large elephant, one beating a drum attached to a banner placed on the
back of the animal and the other, a mahout, seated in front directing the beast with a stick (Fig. 92).

Fig. 92
Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with
an Elephant and Riders,
Xinjin County, Sichuan
(Gao 2011)

Another elephant was carved on the side of a sarcophagus in a cliff tomb also from Xinjin county.
Here, the elephant is accompanied by a dragon and two phoenixes perched on a large tree, with a
monkey hanging from one of its branches (Fig. 93).128 The presence of the elephant and the monkey
in this propitious imagery is noteworthy.129 They are regional motifs and suggest the southwest’s
landscape setting. We see a pair of monkeys swinging from a palm tree overlooked by two deer
carved on the side of a sarcophagus unearthed from another tomb from Xinjin county (Fig. 94).130
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Han Feizi, 6.368. See also Sterckx (2002), 213-4.

For an explanation of the phoenix and dragon as two representatives of the four cardinal directions and the four divinities (sishen
四神) see Little and Eichman (2000), 129.
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See Hanshu 22.1069, for Han Wudi’s poem referring to the elephant as a good omen image: ‘The elephant, ah! [They are] white
and gather in the west. They eat sweet dew, and drink luminescent spring water…[through the elephant] the spirit is revealed, [thus]
felicity and happiness is bestowed [to human beings]’ (象載瑜, ⽩集西, 食⽢露, 飲榮泉...神所⾒，施祉福).
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Fig. 93 Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with Elephant, Dragon, Phoenix and Monkey, Xinjin, Sichuan
(Gao 2011)

Fig. 94
Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagus Decorated
with Deer and Monkeys Swinging
from a Palm Tree, Xinjin, Sichuan
(Gao 2011)

Palm trees are indigenous to the south and are mentioned in Wang Bao’s 王褒 (ca. 84 - 53 B.C.E.)
‘Slave Contract (Tongyue 僮約)’, in which one of the duties listed for the slave to perform is to
‘Prune the mulberry trees and shave the bark of the palm trees’ (落桑披椶).131 A single monkey is

Tongyue included in Wang (2004), 78-9. Wang Bao was from Zizhong 資中 in Qianwei commandery (present-day Ziyang 資陽 in
Sichuan).
131
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also depicted hanging from a palm tree carved on another stone sarcophagus from Hejiang county
together with three single-storey houses standing on stilts (Fig. 95).132

Fig. 95 Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with Palm Tree, Monkey, Figures and Buildings on Stilts
Hejiang, Sichuan (Gao 2011)

All three elements on this image, the monkey, palm tree and buildings, have region specific
connotations. Images related to the southwest’s architecture, as the houses mentioned above, are
abundant on stone sarcophagi. Depictions of buildings on stilts, known as ganlan shi fangwu ⼲欄
式房屋, characterised the southwest and may be seen to this day.133
Apart from buildings on stilts, we also see large mansions carved on stone sarcophagi, such
as the example from Hejiang from a cliff tomb at Zhangjiagou 張家沟 (Fig. 96).

Fig. 96 Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with a Large Mansion, Xiwangmu and a Carriage,
Zhangjiakou, Hejiang, Sichuan (Gao 2011)
132

These are houses and not granaries that were also constructed on stilts.

See Jiang (2003), who examines the early history of this type of architecture in the Chengdu Plain and suggests that it was a native
building construction that represented the homes of the Shu people.
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The coffin is decorated with a mansion positioned in between the image of Xiwangmu seated on her
tiger-dragon throne on top of Mount Kunlun on the left, and a canopied carriage pulled by a single
horse approaching the building from the right. This image suggests the arrival of the deceased in his
carriage to the mansion, perhaps his new home, through which he may enter the realm of
Xiwangmu. Another sarcophagus from a cliff tomb at Zhangjiagou shows a single large
architectural structure, with a slightly ajar front-entrance through which a figure is seen peeking out
in the centre (Fig. 97).

Fig. 97 Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with a Large Mansion and a Figure, Zhangjiakou, Hejiang, Sichuan
(Photos by Elias)
!131

Apart from the standard pair of que on one end and the image of Fu Xi and Nü Wa on the other end,
the building is the only decoration on the coffin. A number of sarcophagi bear the image of a single
house or a building on stilts, representing local architecture (Fig. 98 and 99).

Fig. 98

Details of Two Stone Sarcophagi Decorated with a Single Large Mansion, Luzhou City, Sichuan
(Photos by Elias)

Fig. 99

Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagi Decorated with a Single Large Mansion and a Figure at the Door, Hejiang,
Sichuan
(Gao 2011)

We can therefore ask why buildings are carved on sarcophagi when the tomb itself, with its
architectural structures, already represented the home as believed by scholars? The images of
buildings may have served to highlight the function of the sarcophagus itself as the new dwelling of
the deceased in his or her afterlife, rather than the tomb as suggested by Rawson, Wu and Nylan.134
Bearing this in mind, the que positioned at the head of the coffin symbolises the entrance upon
death into another place of being, perhaps the heavenly domain. Furthermore, if the coffin, with its
mansion represented the deceased’s transition to and dwelling in the other world, then the tomb,
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See Wu (2010), Rawson (1999) and Nylan (2006).
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which belonged to the family or lineage, with its homelike features may have functioned as a
communal space that provided everyone with a secure arena or shelter but was not the designated
abode of any specific person.
The buildings on the sarcophagi are typically depicted as large mansions. They appear to
represent a comfortable life and economic wellbeing associated with the region’s prosperity at the
time. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the southwest is recorded to have benefited from its rich
land, mining of salt and minerals, and had an active trade and commerce, deservedly labelled as the
storehouse of the empire. Another prominent image which is related to representations of mansions
on stone sarcophagi is the rendering of a half-open door, as seen on the Zhangjiagou coffin or on the
head panel of Wang Hui’s sarcophagus (Figs. 100).

Fig.100 Wang Hui’s Stone Sarcophagus and Detail, Lushan, Sichuan

(Gao 2011)

This motif also relates to the image of que in its suggestion of a gateway or entrance and a transition
point from this life to the next. Interestingly, its use was not restricted to the tomb as it was also
carved on monuments above ground, such as que and stelae.135 The image of a half-open door

Gao Yi’s ⾼頤 que at the Gao Yi Museum in Ya’an 雅安 and the Jing Yun 景雲 commemorative stele, in the collection of the
Three Gorges Museum in Chongqing, are both carved with the half-open door motif. The Jing Yun stele was erected in 173 C.E. by
the Quren county 朐忍 magistrate to commemorate Jing Yun who was also a local county magistrate seventy years earlier. See
Brashier (2014), 317-8, 321, 366-7.
135
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usually shows a female figure, sometimes with wings suggesting her immortal status, standing on
the threshold or emerging from the middle of two door-leaves. Fei Deng explains this scene as
representing a path or an access to another, invisible, space. He mentions how the presentation of an
additional space within the tomb context and on a two-dimensional surface is an appealing one, and
may denote attempts to visualise an expanse in the restricted burial chamber.136 In this image the
door is always half open with the other half solidly closed. It is not clear whether the figure standing
in the door is about to open or shut it, nor whether she is inviting the tomb occupant in or keeping
the viewer out. It is an image that is highly suggestive yet enigmatic at the same time. As Fei notes,
‘This scene raises questions: What is the role of this mysterious woman in burials? What does this
pictorial theme symbolize? And where was the half-open door thought to lead? These issues are not
only essential in understanding the meanings of this particular subject, but also elucidate the ways
in which people visualized ideas about life after death in the tomb space.’137 For Fei the scene is
about the possibility of entering the realm where celestial beings existed from time to time. Instead
of considering scenes in tombs as images of an ultimate paradise, he believes that they may have
represented a means of access to the realms of immortals for tomb occupants. The tomb owner had
the freedom to visit and move between the realms available to them in their after-life.138 Wu Hung
also sees the door as a gateway that occupies a liminal position and functions as an intermediary
stage between life and death.139 A different thesis is presented by Paul Goldin who suggests that this
image has sexual connotations. Goldin argues that as it was considered licentious for a woman to go
to the gate of her household, and furthermore, she was expected to remain within the compound at
all times, secluded and unseen, thus the scene alludes to the union between the male and female,
and the reality that human beings have sexual urges.140 Goldin’s thesis is based on the pictorial
decoration found on a stone sarcophagus unearthed from Yingjing county 滎經141 which depicts a
kneeling couple holding hands and kissing in the space behind the half-open doorway with a
woman peeking out. As mentioned earlier, depictions of amorous scenes on pictorial brick tiles,
mingqi and stone carvings are abundant in Sichuan. Goldin believes that rather than indicating a
boundary between life and death the motif has something to do with sexual union. However, this
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image appears most frequently without any amorous couple to the side, or even merely as an open
door as seen on a stone sarcophagus from Hejiang. Its frequent use on stone sarcophagi and in a
funerary context indicates its significance in communicating some understanding of death and the
deceased’s transition from one space in this life to another in his or her afterlife.
In summary, stone sarcophagi were decorated with a wealth of images many of which are
unique to the southwest and as such have a regional connotation. Themes related to local notions of
the afterlife included familiar images of the region’s topography, buildings, fauna and animal life.
Depictions of local subjects, such as buildings and animals, as well as mythological figures such as
Xiwangmu and her sacred companions, the nine-tailed fox, the three-legged crow, the toad and the
rabbit all provided representations appropriate to people’s final resting place and transition to the
afterlife. Both Loewe and Poo mention how early writings devoted little attention and speculation to
describing life after death. Comparing Confucian, Mohist and Daoist texts, Poo concludes that a
common feature that emerges is a reticence to debate post-mortem existence and whether or not
there is life after death or what that after-life may be.142 In her study of mourning in the Eastern
Han, Brown also suggests that people focused on the experience of loss perhaps because the life to
come was not celebrated at the time. Eulogists whose writings are found on stelae questioned
outright whether personal survival after death was possible, though they did believe that the dead
lived on in communal memory as moral exemplars.143 Erickson suggests that perhaps death was not
seen as final, and a post-mortem journey of the soul was indeed a possibility. The goal of ascending
to the heavens could be realised with the aid of mountains, animal vehicles, specific deities and
auspicious surroundings.144 Whatever death may have meant for people at the time, it is clear that
ideas left un-articulated in writings because of their inherent elusiveness, were nevertheless
imaginatively expressed and alluded to in pictorial form on the sarcophagi of the period.

2.9

An Examination of Inscriptions Discovered in Cliff Tombs
Let us now explore the contents of inscriptions carved on the interior and exterior walls of

cliff tombs. Inscriptions placed in cliff tombs are scarce, nevertheless, they are important written
evidence that warrant our attention. We shall see how they help provide us with a better
understanding of the nature of cliff tomb burial and also reflect the region’s distinct identity. Some
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inscriptions found on cliff walls record the name of the deceased, the date of the tomb’s
construction and the name of its builder. An inscription dated to 68 B.C.E. discovered at Jiangkou
江⼜ in Ba county documents the purchase of a mountain for the site of a tomb:

地節⼆年 [X] ⽉, 巴州民楊量買山, 直錢千百作業冢. ⼦孫永保, 其母替.
In the [X] 145 month of the second year of the Dijie [period],146 Yang Liang, a
resident from Bazhou, purchased a mountain. He [paid a value] worth onehundred thousand coins and made an estate grave. Sons and grand-sons will
eternally safeguard [his memory] and [it shall] not 147 be replaced. 148
We do not know whether the text refers to the purchase of a mountain for the construction of a cliff
tomb or some other kind of tomb cemetery, nevertheless, it provides us with interesting information
on a purchase contract that was considered worthy of recording in relation to someone’s final
resting place.
An inscription dated to 133 C.E., carved above the entrance gate of a tomb at the Leipishi 雷
劈⽯ cliff tomb complex in Nanchuan county南川縣 documents the owner’s name and the cost of
the tomb as follows: ‘In the second year of the Yangjia period, Master Wang Yang had [this] tomb
made for forty-thousand [coins]’(陽嘉三年王陽師作墓四萬).149 A further example, dated to 181
C.E. and carved on the ceiling of a tomb at the Qigongzui 七拱嘴 cliff tomb complex in Qijiang
county, similarly documents the cost of the tomb’s construction as: ‘Ping Luyuan founded and made
this grave [for] ten-thousand-and-five-hundred [coins] on the second day of the third month of the
fourth year of the Guanhe period’ (光和四年三⽉⼆⽇平路元⽴作冢萬五千).150
Some inscriptions document the nature of the tomb’s ownership, such as the one carved on
the pillar of a multi-chambered cliff tomb located at Pengshan county, dated to 102 C.E., which
specifies: ‘Made by Wang Shudao on the 26th day of the third month of the 14th year of the
Yongyuan period. Sons and grandsons [may] fittingly open it, but others are not permitted’
This character is undecipherable due to damage to the stone. From here on all undecipherable characters are noted as ‘[X]’ in the
dissertation.
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(永元⼗四年三⽉廿六⽇王叔蹈造, ⼦孫當開, 他⼈不得).151 This confirms not only the practice
of re-opening tombs but also that only family members had access to the tomb and were allowed to
do it. Another inscription of similar nature, dated to 135 C.E. and carved on the interior wall of a
cliff tomb at Jiangbei county 江北, reads, ‘Made in the fourth year of the Yangjia period, [we made
this] stone chamber for extensive years’ (陽嘉四年四⽉造作延年⽯室).152 The auspicious phrase
of ‘extensive years’ may refer to the deceased enjoying lasting peace in his stone chamber or may
be a prayer for continued generations of descendants.153 It also confirms the long-term use of the
site for the entombment of several generations of family members.
As most tombs have been discovered looted, we have little information on the status and
identity of their owners. Luo suggests that cliff tomb occupants included intermediate-level officials
such as county magistrates, low-ranking officials and commoners.154 However, due to the scarcity
of concrete information, it is difficult to confirm this finding. The cost of construction referred to in
the two examples mentioned above was probably beyond the reach of many, although we do not
know whether the amounts mentioned are typical or not. Of those whose identity are recorded, we
have already mentioned Yang Ziyu, who was a county magistrate at Lantian and was buried in a
cliff tomb in Pengshan. An inscription found on Wang Hui’s sarcophagus records him holding the
position of an accounts clerk or reporting officer to the throne.155 Other cliff tombs bear inscriptions
mentioning the deceased as Master Shi ⽯氏,156 Master Zhao 趙氏,157 Master Huang ⿈氏158 and
Gentleman Zhang 張君,159 all of which suggest that they had some status and wealth. Determining
the identity of the tomb owner is further complicated by the fact that the southwest was largely
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Davis (2015), 178. The use of the term ‘stone chamber (shishi ⽯室)’ in this context clearly refers to a tomb space. Another
meaning of the stone chamber is explained by Farmer (2000), 100, where it is suggested that it is a room attached to the Shu
Academy established by Wen Weng ⽂翁 in the Western Han period. Tradition has it that the walls of the stone chamber bore
depictions of Confucius and his seventy-two disciples.
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inscription carved on the wall of No. 6 cliff tomb at Changning county 長寧, reads ‘Coffin owner Mr Shi [X]’ (棺主⽯[X]氏).
See Sichuan daxue kaogu zhuanye qiba jishixi dui (1985), 4.
156 An
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inscription carved on the wall of No. 4 cliff tomb at Changning county, records Mr Zhao as the tomb owner. See Sichuan
daxue kaogu zhuanye qiba jishixi dui (1985), 4.
158 An

inscription carved on the wall of No. 7 cliff tomb at Changning county, records Mr Huang as the tomb owner. See Sichuan
daxue kaogu zhuanye qiba jishixi dui (1985), 4.
Two chambers in the Tuogouzui 沱沟嘴 cliff tomb at Leshan City contain inscriptions on the walls that read:‘Gentleman
Zhang’ (張君), and ‘The spirit dwelling of gentleman Zhang’ (張君神舍). See Leshan City Cliff Tomb Museum (1991), 42.
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inhabited by non-Han ethnic people. The origins of the Shu and Ba peoples recorded in the Hou
Hanshu tell us how the ‘The Yi people of the Ba and Nan commanderies originally consisted of five
clans: [Known by] the surnames of Misters Ba, Fan, Shen, Xiang and Zheng. They all originated
from Wuluo Zhongli Mountain’ (巴郡南郡蠻, 本有五姓: 巴氏, 樊氏, 瞫氏, 相氏, 鄭氏. 皆出於武
落鍾離山).160 Furthermore, the great clans in Linjiang county 臨江 are recorded in the Huayang
guo zhi as, ‘Its powerful Yi clan has [its own] salt wells. There are also the great families of Yan,
Gan, Wen, Yang and Du’ (其豪⾨亦家有鹽井. 又嚴, ⽢, ⽂, 楊, 杜為⼤姓).161 Xuan Chen has
compiled a list of more than one-hundred clan names which appear in the Huayang guo zhi that
represent the region’s great lineages, including names that may be found recorded in the cliff tombs,
such as Shi ⽯, Zhao 趙, Huang ⿈ and Zhang 張. It is reasonable to assume that these were
families with a settled history in the region, some of whom at least had considerable status; whether
they were originally Han or non-Han is difficult to ascertain and perhaps not in itself significant.162
Another type of inscription found on the walls of cliff tombs documents measurements and
the number of chambers in the tomb. For example, one dated to 136 C.E., in a tomb at the Xiaoba
肖垻 cliff tomb complex at Leshan, records the size of the chamber, measuring it from left to right,
as well as giving the name of the tomb builder as De Wugu 德物故 from Chenmai 陳賣.163 Another
inscription dated to 149 C.E. placed in a tomb at the Xinfusi 新福寺 cliff tombs at Leshan provides
details of the tomb’s layout, size, contents and the commissioner of the tomb:

建和三年正⽉廿⽇造此冢, 瑑⾏⼗丈[X]⾨三丈, 川⼾⼀丈, ⼈川⼾右⽅,
穴八尺, 有滿枚. 周代造此冢, 後⼦孫率來.
This tomb was made on the 20th day of the first month of the third year of
the Jianhe period. There are 10 zhang of engraved lines and the [X] gate
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Hou Hanshu, 86.2840. Wuluo Zhongli Mountain 武落鍾離山, also known as Hen Mountain 佷山, is located in present day Hubei

province where the Tujia ⼟家 ethnic tribe lives.
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For the list see Xuan (2015), 14, which shows the Shi ⽯ clan from Qianwei commandery, the Zhao 趙 clan from Shu and Ba

commanderies, the Huang ⿈ clan from Langzhong 閬中 in Ba commandery, and the Zhang 張 clan from Chengdu city. See also Liu
(1984), 285-286, 292 (Shi clan); 92-3, 238-239 (Zhao clan); 92-3 (Huang clan); 238-9 (Zhang clan).
Gao (1990), 20. The inscription reads: ‘De Wugu from Chenmai, made this tomb on the first day of the third month of the first
year of the Yonghe period. [X][X][X][X] left right [X] cave [X][X] [remains in our] mutual thought’ (永和⼀年三⽉⼀⽇陳賣德物
故作此冢[X][X][X][X]左右[X]穴[X][X]相思). The location of Chenmai is unknown. The name De Wugu is unusual and may be of
non-Han origin.
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[measures] three zhang. The level terrain ingress [measures] one zhang, and
the people’s [accommodation] level terrain ingress is to the right-hand side.
There is a hole eight chi [deep] and is filled with wooden slats. Zhou Dai
made this tomb to guide descendant sons and grandsons to come.164
It is worth noting that the inscription refers to the tombs as the final resting place for several
generations of family members. The recording of the length of engraved lines suggests the value
placed on inscriptions carved on the tomb walls.
In summary, reference to a payment of 100,000 coins for the purchase of a mountain or
40,000 coins for the construction of a tomb are amounts that must have been considered substantial
and worthy of recording. Documentation of the size of the tomb suggests this was important data
which the tomb owners wished to record. Use of the tomb by family members and exclusion of nonfamily members is also emphasised. The suggestion that cliff tombs primarily catered to those of
lower official ranks and the common population remains problematic given the recorded expenses
and probable cost of such large excavations into a hill or mountain side. It is more likely that cliff
tombs were a purposeful choice for the inhabitants of the southwest rather than a means of
economy.
A commemorative stele mentioned earlier, erected for the ‘filially pious and incorrupt’
official Liu Min, titled Xiaolian Liu Min bei 孝廉柳敏碑, who was buried in a cliff tomb may give
us a special insight into the thinking of the people who built and used cliff tombs.165 The stele
merits our close attention, especially for its eulogy which reads as follows:

山陵玄室, [X]斯邦兮. 先⼈修質, 尚約清兮. 汶飭不雕, 隩處臧兮. 季⼦信
舊, 帶樹松兮. 僑俗追歿, 激[X]揚兮. 亡⽽像存, 樂嘉靈兮. 宗⼦於集, 喈
其鳴兮. 四祀[X]嘗, 不廢荒兮.
The mountain tomb is a dark room, 166 [X] this is [now his] country ah! [His]
ancestors cultivated plainness and gave precedence to restraint and clarity
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Liu Min 柳敏 (d. 146 C.E.) was from Ba and served as a staff member of the commandery. He was promoted as Officer of Merit
and subsequently received the appointment of a County Magistrate. He was then nominated ‘filial and incorrupt’, but died at a young
age. In 169 C.E., Magistrate Zhao Tai erected a stele to commemorate his memory. See De Crespigny (2007), 534.
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ah! 167 Patterns are orderly and [there is] no carving, [everything is]
concealed in the cave ah! [His] youngest brother faithful to old tradition
[buried him under a] belt of trees and pines ah! [He] rose above custom
pursuing [it to the] end, and [thus] surges [X] [how] exalting ah! [Although]
he has perished, yet his image remains, [we] rejoice in his auspicious spirit
ah! His ancestors and sons have gathered here, keeyeh-keeyeh they cry ah!
The four sacrificial [offerings] have been tasted, nothing has been omitted
and neglected ah! 168
Liu Min’s final resting place is described as a dark room in a mountain surrounded by trees and
pines, suggesting that we are looking at a cliff tomb burial. This is confirmed by the passage which
describes the interior of the tomb as concealed in a cave that bears no decoration. We are also told
that his ancestors cultivated austerity and gave precedence to moderation. Liu was buried in a
manner that conformed with his family’s wish for a burial that was not only simple but also fulfilled
necessary requirements, with nothing omitted to help his spirit remain auspicious.169 The main
section of Liu Min’s stele lists his ancestors’ achievements and meritorious deeds, noting how ‘His
predecessors were connected to the quintessence of the Liu constellation of the twenty-eight lunar
mansions within the cycle of the five phases. This quintessence’s resonant image was put into
practice, and its suspended position [in the sky] served as a guiding principle’ (其先盖五⾏星仲廿
八舍柳宿之精也. 放像為⽤, 縣設為道).170 With this passage Liu’s lineage is linked to the imperial
Liu family, a device that was used on Han stelae to show how those remembered (the dedicatees)
embodied particular cosmological qualities. Thus, Liu Min’s lineage belonged to the fire phase and
embodied its essential principles.171 The stele describes Liu as a person who was honest, measured
and prudently economical, and one who encouraged his sons and grandsons to follow in this
custom.172 We are also told that his final resting place was a hall with no ornament and

I have translated zhi 質 as ‘plainness’ as I believe in this context its meaning gives priority to simplicity that is in sharp contrast
with adornments and trappings. For a discussion on the different interpretations of zhi and its usage with wen ⽂, see Loewe (2011),
275-86.
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The suggestion that Liu was buried in a cliff tomb is further supported by the term huanglu ⿈壚 used in stelae to describe the
deceased being buried in an earthen tomb. For example, see the stele dedicated to Feng Sheng 逢盛 (170 - 181 C.E.): ‘In the twelfth
month of the same year, on the dingyou [34th] day [of the 60-day calendar], he was laid to rest, forever hidden in his earthen tomb.
Dead, he does not persist’ (其⼗⼆⽉丁⾣, ⽽安措諸, 永潛⿈壚, 沒⽽不存). See Brown (2007), 90, for the translation of this stele.
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magnificence, and his grave had no ancestral stele marking its location.173 The path leading to his
tomb had no remains of a que, which confirms the lack of monuments leading up to the tomb.174 In
summary, Liu Min’s stele affirms intentional moderation and restraint from display and
extravagance as a style of burial in the region, and celebrates a preference for frugality and
moderation in accordance with the family’s traditions.
In her examination of this stele, Miranda Brown suggests that it was commissioned by a
colleague or peer of Liu Min who was moved by the family’s omission to provide a proper grave
marker due to poverty or pride. Brown’s interpretation of the stele rests in particular on the phrase
‘nian subo zhi yi 念素帛之義’ which she translates as ‘longing for the righteousness of plain silk
[i.e. mourning garment].’175 However, the origin of the phrase ‘subo 素帛’ is defined in the
Confucian treatise, the Fuzi 傅⼦ (Master Fu) by Fu Xuan 傅玄 (217 - 278 C.E.), as the name of a
registration list of those selected as xiaolian that documents their personal details, somewhat similar
to a modern-day curriculum vitae.176 Thus the phrase ‘nian subo zhi yi 念素帛之義’ refers to the
stele donor’s mindfulness towards those mentioned on the list. Therefore, the erection of Liu Min’s
stele is not about the dedicator feeling sorry for the Liu family’s impoverished circumstances, but
should be interpreted as a commemoration for one who was a tongsui 同歲, which may be
translated as ‘from the same year’, and refers to a xiaolian who took the official examination
successfully and was promoted to official service in the same year.177
A preference for thrift and restraint is also expressed in two commemorative stelae
unearthed in 2010 during engineering works conducted at Tianfu 天府 square in Chengdu city
centre. The stelae were dedicated to Shu Commandery governors, Li 李 and Pei 裴, and are dated to
133 C.E. (re- erected in 146 C.E.) and 144 C.E. (re-erected in 152 C.E.) respectively.178 Both stelae
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The Fuzi 傅⼦, compiled and annotated by Yan Kejun 嚴可均 (1762-1843) in Quan Jin wen, 47.511, records, ‘[Emperor] Wu of
the Han commanded the commandery kingdoms to recommend xiaolian and for Song Shi to compile [their names in the] subo [list].
[The list] is to have an explanation of the relatives and position, and thus [the names of the] tongsui [who passed the official
examination successfully], saying the year they ascended together. [All this is to be] recorded in the subo [list]’ (漢武令郡國舉孝廉,
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are noteworthy for their extensive inscriptions which give us an insight into the lives of the
governors. The two stelae will be examined in detail in chapter three, but it is worth noting here, in
the context of the discussion of cliff tomb burial, that the two governors encouraged society to
pursue a prudent and less lavish lifestyle. This type of motive may have been a factor in the shift
towards the use of cliff tomb burial in the region which was inherently more modest in appearance
than the extensive cemetery layouts of chamber tomb burials. A drive for less lavish display may
well have encouraged people to reassess the levels of display in their burial practices. Thus the
appearance of cliff tombs and the use of decorated stone sarcophagi may have been associated with
a new trend that pursued moderation in funeral arrangements in reaction to a period when
increasingly lavish burial customs prevailed in the wider empire.179 It is generally recognised that
lavish burial was a display of filial piety towards one’s parents, making it an obligation and a social
norm that became prevalent yet was criticised for being excessive by many at the same time. As
Mark Asselin notes, ‘lavish burial, and by it a show of filial piety, became not just a means of
acquiring a reputation, but a way of preserving one’s reputation, too. For the rich, lavish burial
posed little if any financial hardship, but for those of modest means, it could be disastrous.’180
Furthermore, late Eastern Han funerals attracted large crowds who publicly wished to display their
filial piety towards the deceased.181 Brown also notes how, in contrast to their Western Han
predecessors, Eastern Han men and women made grand displays of their grief for siblings,
grandparents, and children, as well as for parents. Mourning was far more visible in Eastern Han
society than earlier periods, which Brown attributes to the prominence of discourse about filial
piety.182 While Brown’s argument is convincing, there may also have been a reaction to excessive
displays of mourning and a preference for less lavish burial arrangements. Another aspect to
consider is the rise of officials who rejected court service and took up official positions in the
regions, frequently claiming ill health and death in the family. The rise of the dissident or recluse,
such as Wang Fu 王符 (88 - 166 C.E.), who trained for a career in government but was never an
official, became a trend by the late Eastern Han dynasty suggesting that mourning at times may
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have become an excuse for absence rather than a genuine increase in the demonstration of filial
piety.183 In the southwest, widespread use of cliff tomb burial, with limited space for public
gathering and the burial of several family members and even different generations together, may
indicate a more practical approach with a diminished emphasis on ostentation and display in
funerary and burial practice.

2.10

Theories on the Shift in Burial Practice and Cliff Tomb Decoration

Scholars have noted the lack of decoration on cliff tomb walls in contrast to the intricate
carvings found on stone sarcophagi within the tombs. Luo Erhu suggests that because the
sarcophagus already relayed images, there was no need to repeat these on the walls. He further
proposes that decorated stone sarcophagi, as opposed to those made of other materials, may have
been reserved for the head of the family, or the most eminent member buried in the tomb.184 His
thesis is based on his examination of the fourteen sarcophagi found in a multi-chamber cliff tomb at
Tianhuishan 天回山 near Chengdu (Fig. 101).

Fig. 101

Outline Drawing of Tianhuishan Tomb No. 3, Tianhuishan, Chengdu, Sichuan

(Luo 2000)

See Pearson (1989).Wang Fu, who compiled the Qianfu lun 淺夫論, was a theorist with a concern related to issues of statecraft
rather than abstract philosophical concepts. The relationship between the role of worthy men and government is the primary focus of
the Qianfu lun. Wang describes a state gone awry on account of the appointment of those unworthy, and he notes obstacles placed
before good men desirous of acting on behalf of the people. The Qianfu lun deals with nature, education, selection of public officials
and border issues (including the southwest), all related to the problems of the Han state and society.
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Amongst the coffins, eleven were made in earthenware, one of brick and two of stone. Of the two
stone coffins, one was built on a platform chiselled out of the wall and left undecorated, while the
other was finely carved on one side with a picture of a large mansion and with figures and animals
on the other (Fig. 102).185

Fig. 102 Stone Sarcohagus Decorated with a Large Mansion, Auspicious Animals and Fu Xi and Nü Wa and its
Rubbing, Tianhuishan Tomb No. 3, Chengdu, Sichuan
(Luo 2000)

The front of the coffin is carved with the que motif, while the head bears the outlines of an
unfinished building suggesting that the decoration may not have been completed in time for the
burial. Unfinished carvings are found on a number of sarcophagi, an indication of the labor and time
required for their making.186 It may also suggest that that the period between coffining and the
internment ceremony may have become shorter than originally thought.187 The Tianhuishan stone
sarcophagus’ lid is made in the shape of a gabled roof, consistent with the notion that the coffin
represents a home or dwelling.188 Inside the coffin a gilded iron book knife was found with an
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See Gao (2011), 136, for an example a stone sarcophagus from Pi county 郫 where the image of a vermillion bird on one end of
the coffin is only partly carved.
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inscription attributing its manufacture to the Guanghan Workshop (Guanghan gongguan 廣漢⼯
官).189 This workshop was responsible for the production of luxury goods of tribute for the Eastern
Han court. It is an important find that confirms the high status and eminence of the deceased placed
in the coffin and supports Luo’s suggestion that the deceased was possibly the head of an extensive
clan others of which are buried in the tomb.190 The differences found between decorated and nondecorated coffins, as evident from the Tianhuishan cliff tomb burial, suggests that there was a
hierarchy established within the tomb and those of importance were buried in a distinctly decorated
and more lavish coffin.
Susan Erickson has also noted the general scarcity of any decoration found in cliff tombs
compared to those in chamber tombs. She suggests that this is due to the fact that the images placed
in chamber tombs were sculpted or moulded on panels outside the tomb and then installed. By
contrast, images in cliff tomb were carved directly into the living rock.191 While this explanation
may advocate a practical reason for the scarcity of tomb wall decoration, it does not explain the
artistic or communicative objectives behind this fundamental shift.
Bearing these theories in mind, I suggest two possible explanations for the change in the
decorative practice observed. The first one addresses the question as to who commissioned the
making of the tomb? The housing of several coffins in one tomb and its re-opening, perhaps not
only once but on several occasions at different periods, suggests that tombs came to cater to the
needs of the family or lineage rather than a single individual, and the building of tombs must have
become a family responsibility. If we regard the interior of the tomb as a communal ‘family’ space,
as I have suggested earlier, with less emphasis on the individual, the coffin may have become the
main carrier of personal memorial and identity, as well as the means of the deceased’s transition to
and dwelling place in the afterlife. Decoration placed on the walls of chamber tombs would have
related to the burial chamber as a whole and addressed a wider audience, which included the
mourners gathered at the time of burial, while decoration on the sarcophagus had a more personal
connotation and as such was directly linked to the deceased. This theory is supported by social
189
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See Liu (1958), 87-103; and Xuan (2015), 88. For line drawings of the two sides of the coffin see Gao (2011), 247. The gilded
iron knife bears an inscription dated to 184 C.E. which reads, ’[Made] in the seventh year of the Guanghe period by the Guanghan
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developments of the Eastern Han period when we see the rise of major lineages or great families
who became influential on a regional level.192 Their numbers were so great that they are described
in the Yantie lun as:

雲⾏於塗，轂擊於道，攘公法，申私利，跨山澤，擅官市，非特巨海⿂鹽
也.
Thronging the streets like drifting clouds, the hubs of their chariots knocking
against one another on the road. They violate all public laws, they promote but
their own interests; sitting astride mountains and marshes and monopolising all
offices and markets, not only the great sea fisheries and salt-beds.193
Mark Lewis equates the emergence of these locally powerful families with the decline of the central
court, and the consequent shift of authority from the capital to the regions. He notes that much of
the history of the Eastern Han is, accordingly, the history of lineages and factions with regional
power bases.194 Patricia Ebrey explains that on the one hand, these lineages were established by
local leaders who earned the respect of their contemporaries for gathering together a loyal following
and using it to administer a locality with justice, efficiency and generosity. On the other hand, they
were also recognised as being a threat to the effective control of centrally authorised officials.195
The use of cliff tomb complexes, which may have been used over several generations, is constant
with the increased visibility and self awareness of such lineages during a period of relative
economic and political stability.
Another explanation for the shift in the decorative practice may be due to a wish for more
moderate display in burial matters in a society that enjoyed great economic wealth and prosperity.
However, whether a sarcophagus was intricately or sparsely decorated, a considerable level of
expertise was required in its making which was undoubtedly time consuming and certainly more
costly than the production of a wooden or earthenware coffin. Thus a seemingly more modest and
understated form of burial was probably not without considerable cost. The objective may have
been to avoid ostentatious display rather than reduce costs since the overriding purpose was to
perform the correct funerary procedures for the deceased.
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In addition to the economic and social factors, Wu Hung alerts us to the significance of
visual representations of Xiwangmu widely found in the region and suggests that these were
produced by a group of people who were linked together by a shared language, ideas and behaviour
and a common sense of identity. Based on the geographical distribution of a visual culture that
elevates Xiwangmu as the highest deity in its pantheon, and other forms of carved stone reliefs,
objects, architectural types and symbols, Wu identifies cliff tombs at Pengshan, and in the
neighbouring county of Leshan as belonging to the Daoist burial practice of the ‘Way of the Five
Pecks of Rice’ (Wudoumi Dao).196 For Wu, decoration found on the tombs’ gates and walls, as well
as on the sarcophagi placed in the tombs represent the religious characteristics of the region’s
Daoist movement, established by Zhang Daoling 張道陵 (ca. 34 - 156 C.E.), known as the First
Celestial Master, and his son, Zhang Heng 張衡 ( ? - 179 C.E.), in the southwest.197 Thus the many
sheng headress symbols, the dragon and tiger images carved on sarcophagi and above cliff tomb
entrances, the depiction of a standing figure wearing a long robe, a tall hat and holding a ceremonial
staff in one hand and a medicine bag in the other as the Daoist priest and fangshi ⽅⼠ necromancer
recorded in early texts, and the placing of money trees and mirrors all signify the Daoist identity of
the tomb occupants.198 Even the intimate scenes found in cliff tombs, according to Wu, are linked to
Xiwangmu who was associated with a fertility cult or the Daoist sexual arts and are indications of a
particular path toward eternal happiness.199
Xiwangmu is also widely depicted on money trees, mentioned above, known as yaoqianshu
搖錢樹. Yaoqianshu were large tree-form burial objects made of a pottery base and a bronze tree
trunk with branches issuing out casted with auspicious images and coins. They were found in both
chamber and cliff tombs, primarily in Sichuan, but also in present day northern Yunnan, Guizhou,
western Hubei, and southern Shaanxi, Qinghai and Gansu provinces.200 While their function
remains a matter of debate amongst scholars, it is generally agreed they represent a wish for a
source of money for the tomb occupant or occupants in their afterlife and may have also served as
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an axis mundi through which the deceased was guided to heaven.201 An important aspect of money
trees in the context of this dissertation is its iconography. Small images of Xiwangmu feature
prominently on them, often strategically placed in central positions where they are clearly visible
and occupy a place of importance. We have already discussed Xiwangmu’s pertinent position in the
southwest’s material culture, however, in addition to her distinctive figure, often accompanied by
her attributes of the tiger and dragon, there are also small figures on some money trees which
resemble a seated Buddha and thus have been identified by some scholars as ‘Buddha-like’ in their
posture and details.202 They remind one of the Buddha in wearing their hair in a high usnisa, some
are shown with an urna on their forehead and a moustache, they are all seated crosslegged in the
paryanka or lotus position and display the abhaya-mudra with their right hand while holding their
robe which covers both shoulders with their left. In their style they are reminiscent of Buddha
images of the Gandhāra art developed in present day northern Pakistan and eastern Afghanistan
between the 1st century B.C.E. and the 7th century C.E.203 However, Huo Wei argues that even
though these images may display certain Buddhist influences, they do not directly represent
Buddha’s figure and ‘still have some obvious non-Buddhist traces’.204 Wu Hung suggests that these
figures may well be representations of Buddha and have Buddhist elements but, nevertheless, had
lost their original meaning and stood for a local belief in immortality and the pursuit for a heavenly
realm after death. He believes that influence from Buddhist art was absorbed by the local population
that created these isolated icons and symbols that were used as replacements for Xiwangmu.205 It is
worth noting that apart from these figures on money trees and a small number of similar images
carved in relief on door lintels of cliff tombs, there have been no other votive Buddhist figures
found to date in Sichuan from this period. The earliest examples of votive Buddhist statues,
recovered from the Central Plains, date from the 4th century C.E.206
The debate whether these figures are representations of Buddha or not remains unsolved,
nevertheless it may well be that images of Buddha were familiar to people in the southwest and
considered an acceptable image in a funerary context and perhaps even a replacement for
Xiwangmu. Whether the use of Buddha-like images, as seen on money trees and on tomb entrance
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Buddha-like figures on lintels were found at the Mahao cliff tombs and the Shiziwan cliff tombs, both at Leshan. See Huo (2007),
185-6.
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lintels, indicate the presence of Buddhism as a religion in the southwest is a topic for further
research.
Furthermore, the exact nature of early Daoist art also remains a matter of contention
amongst scholars and Wu’s suggestion mentioned above, that cliff tombs represent the burial
practices of members of the Wudoumi Dao implies that the movement may have been much greater
in scale than originally thought. However, his findings are limited to Pengshan and Leshan counties,
the core locations of the movement, whilst cliff tombs are abundant in areas outside these centres
such as the Ba region of Hejiang and Santai counties, which are ignored by Wu. While it is helpful
to contextualise visual forms in a local religious tradition, such as at the Pengshan and Leshan cliff
tombs, it is not clear that Wu’s theory is relevant or applicable to the much larger number of cliff
tombs and sarcophagi found elsewhere in Sichuan. Furthermore, the use of the image of Xiwangmu
in tombs in the southwest predated the Wudoumi Dao movement which only gained momentum in
the latter part of the Eastern Han. Lack of substantial corroborative textual evidence to support Wu’s
theory and the relative late dating of the movement make his thesis problematic; nevertheless, the
prominence of images of Xiwangmu suggests the key role she played in society’s imagination of the
after-life.

2.11

Summary

Examination of the images found in cliff tombs and on stone sarcophagi reveals that
decoration on the latter appears to have served as the primary visual enhancement placed in the
interior of the cliff tomb, at times in combination with limited architectural structures and burial
furnishings. Although carvings with auspicious connotations were placed at the exterior of tomb
gates, inside the tomb, walls were usually left plain or only minimally decorated. This decorative
scheme represents a shift from what we see in chamber tombs from the southwest where pictorial
images were placed on the walls, either carved in stone or made of fired earth in the form of
moulded brick tiles that appear to have been produced in large quantities as we see from the many
extant examples today.
The change in the decorative scheme between chamber tombs and cliff tombs suggests that
there was a shift in burial custom, in the target audience of mourners and, perhaps most importantly,
in the establishment of the tomb as a communal space for the family or lineage rather than the final
resting place of one deceased person only. While decoration placed on the walls of chamber tombs,
which in many instances extended from the entrance through the main chamber and even to the rear
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chambers, taking the entire tomb space as its canvas, that found in cliff tombs was inherently more
modest and simple. Decorative themes placed on stone sarcophagi are individual, with no two
coffins ever the same, suggesting a personalised choice that was more likely to have been directly
connected to the deceased. We also observed the distinctly regional nature of images carved on
sarcophagi. This is in sharp contrast with the many pictorial brick tiles found in tombs, that appear
to have been mass produced with the use of the same mould, thus resulting in identical images
placed in different tombs. The prevalence of depictions on the sarcophagi of buildings, gateways
and the image of a half-open door embody representations of a final ideal dwelling and indicate an
understanding of death as a threshold to another realm. In this context, stone sarcophagi in cliff
tombs may have symbolised the new heavenly residence of the departed while the tomb as a whole
functioned as a shared burial space for the family or lineage.
Another important observation made regarding the development of cliff tomb burial is the
change in the layout of the cemetery which differed significantly from that of the established
chamber burial cemeteries of the Eastern Han period. The absence of public monuments leading to
the tombs, such as the walls, moats, spirit path, stone markers, stelae, mounds and shrines, must
have made cliff tomb internment a different undertaking from earlier traditions. Wu Hung, in his
examination of Eastern Han burial practice, mentions the significance of the dualism of the above
ground shrine and the underground tomb. According to Wu, shrines, erected in front of tomb
mounds, served as the dwelling place of the hun-soul and the primary ritual practice was to provide
the hun with housing. It was believed that the po-soul returned to the ground below and thus
remained in the tomb itself.207 However, in the case of cliff tomb burial we see no evidence of
shrines in the immediate vicinity nor remains of any above ground structure that may have been
linked to the tombs. This reflects a shift in the function of cemeteries from being social or public
arenas towards private spaces that focussed primarily on the deceased and their family members.
Cliff tomb burial came to represent an important adaptation in how society in the southwest became
more focused on the family or lineage in its greater surrounding. The burial of not only several
family members but even different generations in one tomb or tomb complex is another new
development in Eastern Han funerary practice. The layout and construction of cliff tombs confirm
this trend and affirm the rise and power of the lineage, especially in the southwest.
An examination of the dating and inscriptions found in the cliff tombs and contemporaneous
stelae inscriptions reveals that cliff tomb burial developed during a period in the southwest’s history
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when it experienced relative social and political stability and great economic prosperity. The general
economic wealth of the southwest is noted in the Huayang guo zhi that mentions it as the land
where ‘Flood and drought are controlled by man, [this region] does not know [time of] famine or
crop failure. Seasonally there are no lean years, [therefore,] all under heaven call it Heaven’s
Storehouse’ (⽔旱從⼈, 不知飢饑饉. 時無荒年, 天下謂之天府也).208 It is described as well
irrigated and containing rich soil that produced abundant food, making it one of the wealthiest
regions in the empire at the time. Its established waterways and roads, as we read in the Shiji, made
it a centre of trade between the West and the Central Plains.209 Economic wealth and general social
stability helped create a conducive environment for the development of cliff tomb construction and
its prolific use in this period. An analysis of two principle locations of cliff tomb developments in
Sichuan shows that they served the population centred in its largest cities located within a short
travelling distance, such as the Shu capital of Chengdu and the Ba capital of Jiangzhou 江州
(present-day Chongqing city) in Hejiang county, on the banks of the Yangtze river.
We have also seen evidence of wish for moderation and frugality in a society that was
criticised by its own people for its unnecessary extravagance. Textual sources show that there were
calls to follow a more frugal and simple lifestyle. Frugality and restraint were reflected in a burial
custom that was less showy and more family orientated and personal, yet had all the ritual elements
required in a proper funeral. The sudden rise in the Eastern Han period of cliff tomb burial and its
decline by the 3rd century C.E. suggests that it was a trend that followed a particular call in a
specific period; although it may have borrowed from older established regional customs of stone
coffin burial, it was a development with a limited lifespan.
Due to the scarcity of supporting material many questions regarding the origins and rise of
cliff tomb burial practice and the use of decorated stone sarcophagi remain difficult to answer. For
example, the identity of the majority of those buried in cliff tombs is unknown, nor do we know
how the funeral protocol for cliff tomb burial was conducted. Limited space for public gathering at
the cliff tomb cemetery does not mean that mourning and rituals were not conducted but they may
have been shifted elsewhere. However, cliff tombs and decorated stone sarcophagi were clearly a
distinctive feature of the southwest region’s identity.
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Chapter Three: Regional Identity and Memory as Manifested in Three Stelae from the
Southwest
3.1

Introduction

Commemorative and ancestral stelae (bei 碑) are yet another source of information on the
region’s identity and society’s memories. The late Han etymological dictionary, Shiming 釋名,
defines stelae as follows:
此本王莽時所設也, 施其轆轤以繩被其上, 以引棺1也. 臣⼦追述君⽗之功
美, 以書其上, 後⼈因焉. 無故建於道陌之頭, 顯⾒之處, 名其⽂就, 謂之碑
也.
[Stelae were] originally established during the Wang Mang period2 . They
were used with pulleys by placing ropes over the top and thus to pull [up] the
coffin. Ministers and sons recount the meritorious achievements of gentlemen
and fathers, and by means of recording them on [the stelae], later generations
[are able to] follow [their examples]. There is no [special] reason why they
are placed at the head of the road or path, [except that] it is at a place where it
is clearly visible. [Made] to give expression to their cultured achievements,
they are called bei [stele].3

Stelae emerged as memorials with a funerary or commemorative function during the Eastern
Han period. They were monuments made for public view and were placed in a strategic location
visible for all to see. In this chapter, the function of stelae as expressions of regional identity and
society’s collective memory in early imperial China is examined with three examples unearthed
from the former Shu and Ba commanderies. The three stelae were erected for Governors Li, Pei and
Fan Min, and are referred to by their titles Lijun bei 李君碑 (Stele of Governor Li), dated to 133
C.E. (re-erected in 146 C.E.), Peijun bei 裴君碑 (Stele of Governor Pei), dated to 144 C.E. (reerected in 152 C.E.) and Fan Min bei 樊敏碑 (Stele of Fan Min), dated to 205 C.E. Noteworthy for
their extensive inscriptions, they give us an insight into the lives of three governors and provide a
The term yinguan 引棺 is explained in Luo (2016), 40, as the process when the coffin was lifted with the aid of a stele that was used
as part of a pulley mechanism. Han stelae often have a round hole carved in the centre of the head, suggesting that this may have
been used for putting a rope through when the coffin was being lifted. See also Wong (2004), 21, for the use of stelae as mechanical
devices used for carrying and lowering the coffin into the grave.
1

2

The period between 9 - 23 C.E., also known as the Xin 新 dynasty.

3

Shiming, 6.5 (“Shi dian yi” 釋典藝).
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glimpse into the region’s affairs at the time. Whilst it may be argued that much of the content and
language found on the three stelae are imbued with a vocabulary of hyperbolic praise and follow the
format of standard eulogies, we will see that, in fact, they contain a large amount of distinctive
information that is significant for our understanding of the region at the time. Their contents
highlight a number of themes in relation to education, customs and culture in the southwest, as well
as local perspectives on the relationship between the region’s officials and central government.
Their texts have been skilfully composed and include purposefully chosen references to historical
figures and events, as well as literary and poetic sources that must have been familiar and pertinent
to local society at the time. Stele inscriptions were composed by established scholars, such as Cai
Yong 蔡邕 (132 - 192 C.E.), one of the most prolific eulogy writers of his time, hence the inclusion
of copious literary allusions and references was a standard practice.4 Despite their importance, none
of the three stelae have been examined or translated in the West. Although Fan Min’s stele has been
known since the Northern Song dynasty, and its rubbing is preserved in a number of important
compilations, such as Zhao Mingcheng’s 趙明誠 (1081 - 1129 C.E.) Jinshi lu ⾦⽯錄,5 it has not
been annotated or translated before.
Following an introduction on the nature and form of early stelae, I will provide an annotated
translation of the main commemorative texts inscribed on the front facades of the three stelae. As
well as being relevant to our themes of remembrance and regional identity in the southwest, this
chapter aims to advance the general study of stelae as valuable source material for regional history
during a period when few texts of local or regional provenance or perspective are available. While
stelae have generally been categorised as textual sources and are valued for their calligraphy, they
are also beautifully produced and are instances of local material culture. All three stelae reflect a
region-specific artistic tradition that, on one hand, borrowed from established models, yet in their
style and production display a degree of independence and aesthetic qualities similar to those found
on the region’s pictorial stone reliefs and decorated stone sarcophagi presented in the preceding
chapters.

4

On Cai Yong see Chang and Owen (2010), 155-160.

5

See Gao and Gao (1990), 71-2, where the authors record that the rubbing of Fan Min’s stele is included in the Han bei wenfan 漢碑

⽂范, compiled by Wu Kaisheng 吳闓⽣ (1877-1950); the Jin shi yuan ⾦⽯苑, compiled by Liu Xihai 劉喜海 (1793-1852); and the
Baqiong shi daifang jin shi buzheng 八琼室待訪⾦⽯补正, compiled by Lu Zengxiang 陸增祥 (1816-1882).
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3.2

Stelae in Early China

Historically, stelae have been divided into two categories. Some functioned as part of a
funerary practice; while made to honour the deceased, they also served to enhance the social
standing of his or her lineage and family members. These stelae are known as mu bei 墓碑,
ancestral or tomb stelae. The second group were made for the general public to commemorate a
person’s meritorious deeds and to serve as a model for society and later generations to follow. These
stelae are called jishi bei 紀事碑 or songde bei 頌德碑 by scholars, and are generally known as
commemorative stelae.6
Ancestral stelae connected chamber tombs built underground with monuments erected
above ground. Wu Hung describes how a Han burial site was marked by a tumulus above the tomb.
The beginning of the spirit path (shendao 神道) that led to the tumulus was first made visible by a
pair of gate towers (que 闕). Visitors or family members of the deceased would embark on the spirit
path that guided them through the gate towers, after which they encountered a number of stone
sculptures in the form of guardian animals and figures. Following the path, they were further
directed to one or two stelae erected in front of an ancestral shrine (zongmiao 宗廟), with the
tumulus behind it.7 Li Daoyuan in the Shuijing zhu ⽔經注 records seeing the remains of a Han
cemetery, erected in the fourth year of the Zhongping 中平 reign period (184 - 189 C.E.) of
Emperor Ling 靈, i.e. 187 C.E.:

彭⽔逕其西北, 漢安⾢長尹儉墓東. 冢西有⽯廟, 廟前有兩⽯闕, 闕東有
碑, 闕南有⼆獅⼦相對, 南有⽯碣⼆枚, ⽯柱西南有兩⽯⽺, 中平四年⽴.
The Peng river passes to the northwest and to the east of the grave of Yin
Jian, Chief of Anyi during the Han.8 West of the grave there is a stone shrine,
in front of the shrine there is a pair of stone gate towers, and east [of the gate
towers] there is a stele. South of the gate towers there are two [stone] lions
facing each other. To the south, there are two [stone] memorial pillars.

6

See Luo (2016), 40, where the terms jishi bei and songde bei are explained.

7

Wu (1995), 189-250.

Peng river flows through Lushan 魯山 county in Henan province. Anyi xian 安⾢縣 is known as the mythical Yu 禹 capital of the
Xia dynasty (ca. 2070 - 1600 B.C.E.), located in present day Shanxi province. A brief biography of Yin Jian is included in De
Crespigny (2007), 977, which mentions that he served as magistrate of a county in Hedong. Yin’s richly landscaped tomb became a
noted feature of northern Nanyang.
8
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Southwest of the stone columns there is a pair of stone rams. [The cemetery
was] erected in the fourth year of the Zhongping [reign period].9
As mentioned in chapter two, Han burial sites were rarely private spaces. The tomb, where
sacrifices were offered, functioned primarily to serve the family; however, ancestral stelae were
intended as public statements erected for everyone to see. Made of stone and incised with
calligraphy, as the Shiming tells us, they customarily documented information on the deceased’s
ancestry and lineage, his or her achievements, and perhaps most importantly, stated why the person
merited remembrance. Information on the stele was often repeated on the que that accompanied it,
and at times inside the tomb as well. In summary, the function of the ancestral stele confirms that
the burial complex during the Eastern Han period was a shared space belonging to both private and
public domains. Designed to benefit the dead as well as the living, ancestral stelae represented a
synthesis of funerary and social memorial. As we shall see later, Fan Min’s stele was found erected
at his tomb site which was also accompanied by two que, one restored and extant today, the other
heavily damaged with only parts of the roof remaining intact. The stele, que and some of the
remaining stone animal sculptures that originally flanked the spirit path are now housed in the
Eastern Han Stone Carving Museum (Dong Han shikeguan 東漢⽯刻館) located in Lushan county,
southwest of Chengdu city.
Commemorative stelae were erected to call the public’s attention to a particular individual
for his or her accomplishments and deeds. Although the majority of extant stelae were made to
commemorate men, there are examples, albeit very small in number, made to honour women. Two
are mentioned in the Shuijing zhu, one dated to 153 C.E. known as the ‘Stele for the Holy Mother
(Shengmu bei 聖母碑)’. This stele was erected in veneration for Laozi and to commemorate his
mother known as Mother Li (Li mu 李母).10 Another stele, recorded in both the Huayang guo zhi
and the Shuijing zhu, is mentioned in relation to the tragic tale of Xian Luo 先絡, daughter of Xian
Nihe 先尼和, a minor Shu official who drowned while crossing a river on his way to Ba
commandery in 126 C.E.11 Although the family searched for his body, they were not able to find it.
At the time, Xian Luo was twenty-five years of age, and had two infant sons. The year following

9

Shuijing zhu, 31.2588.

It was placed at Qu 曲, present day Luyi county鹿⾢縣 in Henan province. At the time, Mother Li not only received her own
temple but an official statement was engraved on a stele placed in front of it. See Shuijing zhu, 23.1945-6; and also Despeux and
Kohn (2003), 53-4.
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11 Huayang guo zhi, 3.180-1 and Shuijing zhu, 33. 2789-90.
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her father’s death, the daughter boarded a small boat and went to the place where he had drowned.
She wept in great sorrow, and in expression of her loyalty and filial piety, drowned herself in the
river. That evening she appeared in her brother’s dream and told him where to find their father’s
corpse. Indeed, on a given day, as predicted, father and daughter appeared floating on the river.
Local officials erected a stele to commemorate her virtuous conduct, and to manifest to everyone
her benevolence and honesty (為之⽴碑, 以旌孝誠也).12
Stelae were generally commissioned and financed by officials, as in the above example, or
by friends, colleagues and subordinates of the dedicatee, and were placed in a public space that was
linked to the person’s meritorious services. We examine two commemorative stelae, both of which
were discovered at the former seat of the Shu commandery official headquarters in Chengdu city.13
Apart from their services to the commandery, the two governors were closely linked to the region’s
education, originally established in Chengdu by Governor Wen Weng ⽂翁 (fl. mid-second century
B.C.E.), around 157 B.C.E.14 Wen founded an academy to teach and train local worthy talents for
official positions. The Hanshu describes Sichuan’s most famous educator as follows,

⽂翁, 廬江舒⼈也. 少好學, 通春秋, 以郡縣吏察舉. 景帝末, 為蜀郡守, 仁
愛好教化. ⾒蜀地辟陋有蠻夷風, ⽂翁欲誘進之, 乃選郡縣⼩吏開敏有材
者張叔等⼗餘⼈親⾃飭厲, 遣詣京師, 受業博⼠, 或學律令. 減省少府⽤
度, 買⼑布蜀物, 齎計吏以遺博⼠. 數歲, 蜀⽣皆成就還歸, ⽂翁以為右職,
⽤次察舉, 官有至郡守刺史者.
Wen Weng was a person from Shu [county] in Lujiang [commandery].15
When young he was fond of learning and was well versed in the Spring and
Autumn Annals. He was recommended and selected as official inspector in
the prefectural and commandery [offices]. At the end [of the reign of]
Jingdi16, he was made governor of Shu commandery. He was benevolent and
compassionate and was fond of transforming through teaching. Observing
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Shuijing zhu, 33. 2789.
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Luo (2013), 51-59.
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Hanshu, 89.3626 (又修起學官於成都市中).

Lujiang commandery, located in present day Anhui province, was established in 164 B.C.E. under the reign of Emperor Wen ⽂ (r.
180 - 157 B.C.E.). It is mentioned in the Hanshu, 28A.1568, where Shu is listed as one of its twelve counties.
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Jingdi’s reign period was between 157 - 141 B.C.E.
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that the land of Shu was remote, shallow and had the customs of the Manyi17,
Wen Weng wished to guide and advance [them]. Thus he selected lower-rank
clerks from the commandery and county [offices], who were bright, quick
and talented such as Zhang Shu18 and ten or more others, and personally
trained and encouraged them. He dispatched [them] to go to the capital’s
masters, receive employment with court academicians, and for some to study
Statues and Ordinances. To [help] reduce and economize the expenditures of
the Lesser Treasury, he purchased book knives, cloths and [other special] Shu
items to gift to the Accounts Clerk and to serve as tuition fees for the
Academicians. After a few years, the students of Shu all succeeded and
returned. Wen Weng made them his right-hand officials, and used [a ranking]
order to recommend and select. [Amongst] the officials there were those who
reached [the position] of commandery governors and regional inspectors.19
Early historiographers recorded Wen Weng’s contribution to the southwest as an act of
benevolence that brought culture and education to the backward society of Shu. Many of Wen’s
students were placed in commandery posts or were given positions in the central government.
However, more importantly, we are told that through education the region was at long last
transformed and civilized.20 Governors Li and Pei continued in Wen’s footsteps appointing local
youth with talent to office. Thus, their stelae provide us with a window on the type of education
pursued and the methods of official selection in the region during the Eastern Han.
Traditionally valued for their calligraphy, rubbings of stelae were compiled and collected
from as early as the Song dynasty, when there was a growing interest in antiquity and its
preservation. Richard Rudolph describes how scholars at the time expressed a deep desire to
preserve records from the risk of destruction by both nature and mankind.21 Scholarly pursuits at the
time included the practice of exchanging rubbings and thus disseminating and putting into the
public domain calligraphies and artefacts. Later inscriptions were also added at times, such as the
two texts seen on the back of Fan Min’s stele, one dated to 1102 and written by a scholar from
Meishan 眉山 called Qiu Chang 丘常; and the other added fifteen years later, in 1135, by a
gentleman called Cheng Qinmao 程勤懋, from the same locality. These inscriptions confirm the
Manyi, also known as Nanman 南蠻 or the ‘Southern Man barbarians’ was the collective name for the non-Han ethnic peoples
living in present day southern China. The Suishu, 82.1831, describes them as follows, ‘The Southern Man [people] are of mixed type,
and live intermixed with the Hua people. They are called Yan, Rang, Li, Liao and Tuo. None of them have lords and chiefs, and live
everywhere in the mountains and caves. From antiquity they are known as the Hundred Yue’ (南蠻雜類, 興華⼈錯居, 曰蜒, 曰 獽,
曰俚, 曰䝤, 曰他, 俱無君長, 隨山洞⽽居, 古先所謂百越是也).
17
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date of the making of Fan Min’s stele, its original location and acknowledge the presence of two
que at his tomb site - information that cannot be found in any other written source.22
In the West, the study of stelae as a means of understanding China’s political, social and
cultural life was initiated by Edouard Chavannes, whose examination of Ming dynasty Daoist stelae
in the early twentieth century drew scholars’ attention to this media and set standards for later works
in the field.23 Miranda Brown and Kenneth Brashier have highlighted Han dynasty stelae as
indispensable source material in the study of early China’s mourning and commemorative practices,
and of the ways in which the living remembered and resolved the post-mortem fates of their
ancestors.24 Brown notes how public expression of private grief became ubiquitous in the Eastern
Han and this new visibility of mourning is reflected in textual sources and material culture such as
stelae. She suggests that there were important changes regarding what filial obligation was thought
to require, especially personal obligations that came to be symbolised by extended mourning rites
for one’s parents. These practices were prioritised over court service amongst members of the
Eastern Han political and local elite. For Brown, this new phenomena reflects the growing power of
local society vis-à-vis the dynastic court and the rising ambivalence about imperial service amongst
the official elite.25 Brashier’s study embraces the theme of memory, and supports the importance of
stelae as transmitters of information showing how name, age and kinship became three definitive
parameters identifiable in all stelae. They were used to establish one’s position within society and in
collective consciousness.26 Thus, stelae not only helped place the person in public memory, but
served as tangible media to keep the defined identity welded into the consciousness of
society. Brashier further argues that the dead were remembered by evoking stereotypes of the good
person rather than valuing what made their individuality distinct. He notes that the process of postmortem remembrance on stelae was by “pouring” new ancestors into “prefabricated moulds” with a
language that typically borrowed lines and formats from earlier classical literature.27 However, as
we shall see from our examination, our three governors in question are in fact identified with
specific traits and attributes. Therefore, while there are undoubtedly conventional elements, as
suggested by Brashier, specific circumstances and actions allowed those memorialised to be

22

We shall examine the two inscriptions in more detail later in this chapter.

23

See Chavannes (1919), 68–128; and Chavannes (1910), 266–68, 296–307, 354–97.

24

Brown (2007), Brashier (2011).

25

Brown (2007), 42.

26

Brashier (2014).

27

Brashier (2014), 1-2.
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attributed with certain individual qualities. Although much of the content seen on the three stelae
follows an established convention, in exception to Brashier’s comments on the prevalence of
definitive parameters identifiable on all stelae, two of the three examined here omit mentioning the
deceased’s personal (ming 名) and courtesy names (zi ⼦), giving only the surnames (xing 姓) as
locative markers. Details of age and kinship are also scarce, suggesting that they must have been
well known figures locally, and perhaps their hierarchical standing and position in public memory
was already established without the need for further reiteration.
3.3

Commemorative Stelae for Shu Commandery Governors Li and Pei
In November 2010, during engineering works at Tianfu 天府 square in Chengdu city centre,

workers unearthed two intact stone stelae buried deep in the ground. At the time of their discovery,
they were confirmed by archaeologists from Sichuan University as belonging to the Eastern Han
dynasty and of commemorative nature, dedicated to two Shu Commandery governors, Li and Pei,
respectively. Thus they have come to be known by their titles Lijun bei and Peijun bei.
Governor Pei’s stele was found made of three sections, a pedestal (beizuo 碑座), a main
body (beishen 碑身) and a head (beishou 碑⾸) in the form of a traditional Chinese roof
construction (Fig. 103).

Fig. 103
Line Drawing of Governor Pei’s Stele
(Chengdu Wenwu Kaogu Yanjiuyuan
2012)
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It is a substantial structure almost 3.5 metres in height. The front (beiyang 碑陽) of the stele is
carved with 17 lines of text, and the back (beiyin 碑陰) is carved with 14 lines of text. The two
sides together hold over 1,400 characters (Fig. 104).

Fig. 104

Rubbing of the Front and Back of Governor Pei’s Stele, Chengdu, Sichuan
(Chengdu Wenwu Kaogu Yanjiuyuan 2012)
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Governor Li’s stele is closely related in shape and size to Pei’s and is similarly constructed of a
body and head, but its pedestal was missing when unearthed (Fig. 105). Both front and back of the
main body contain 10 lines of text, with a total of over 800 characters (Fig. 106). The side of the
main body contains a further dated inscription that was added in the Song dynasty.

Fig. 105
Line Drawing of Governor Li’s Stele
(Chengdu Wenwu Kaogu Yanjiuyuan 2012)

The study of the archaeological site at Tianfu Square was first published in the 8th issue of Nanfang
minzu kaogu 南⽅民族考古 in 2012, which included transcriptions and essays by scholars from
Sichuan University, Sichuan Museum and the Chengdu Cultural and Archaeological Research
Institute (Chengdu wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo 成都⽂物考古研究所). The general consensus
amongst those involved with the excavation and analysis of the two stelae was that they are
significant Han material culture that provide documentary evidence of Shu commandery’s
bureaucracy and education at the time.28 The stelae are now prominently displayed in the Chengdu
Museum (Chengdu Bowuguan 成都博物館) that opened its doors to the public in 2016 at Tianfu
Square.

28

Chengdu Cultural and Archaeological Research Institute (2012), 1-8.
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Fig. 106

Rubbing of Front and Back of Governor Li’s Stele, Chengdu, Sichuan
(Chengdu Wenwu Kaogu Yanjiuyuan 2012)

The initial excavation report on the two stelae notes how they were discovered lying next to
each other, with Pei’s stele positioned to the east of Li’s. The front of the stelae were found facing
north, with their backs to the south. It is believed that the two stelae were originally erected next to
each other, possibly in a building that served as a memorial or temple hall (shengci ⽣祠 or
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diantang 殿堂).29 Regarding the form of the stelae, scholars point out that the roof structures that
protect the head of the monuments are unique to Sichuan.30 They appear to reflect a local artistic
development and echo roof elements found on the covers of the regions’ stone sarcophagi and
architectural components placed in cliff tombs mentioned in chapter two. A number of stone
sarcophagi unearthed from Hejiang and Pengshan counties, examined in this dissertation, have
covers made after architectural roof structures, and some of them are decorated with drawings of
roof designs closely related to those seen on the two stelae (Figs. 107 and 108).31

29

See Luo (2013), 51.

30

Chengdu Cultural and Archaeological Research Institute (2012), 7.

Fig. 107

Decorated Stone
Sarcophagus,
Penshan, Sichuan
(Photo by Elias)

Fig. 108

Detail of Stone
Sarcophagus,
Decorated with
Building
Hejiang, Sichuan
(Photo by Elias)

These are photos taken at the Luzhou City Museum (Luzhoushi Bowuguan 蘆洲市博物館) and the Hejiang County Han Period
Pictorial Stone Sarcophagi Museum (Hejiangxian Handai Huaxiang Shiguan Bowuguan 合江縣漢代畫像⽯館博物館) by the author
on a field trip to Hezhou county and Luzhou city in the summer of 2016.
31
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Furthermore, these building elements are also reminiscent of, and may have been influenced by,
contemporaneous que constructions with related designs (Fig. 109). All the architectural forms
mentioned are local and distinct to the southwest.

Fig. 109

Wu Yang’s Gate Tower
Three Gorges Museum, Chongqing
(Photo by Elias)

Regarding the location of the two stelae, Luo Kaiyu suggests that they were erected to
commemorate the two governors for their contribution to the region’s governance and education
and thus were placed in a memorial hall at the former site of the Shu commandery government
offices (Shujun junfu 蜀郡郡府).32 Other scholars argue that the stelae mark the site of the former
Shu Academy.33 This difference of opinion has arisen from the examination of two different texts:
while the Shu Academy is described in the Huayang guo zhi as located south of Chengdu’s city
wall, the Hanshu records it being built in the middle of Chengdu’s main market, which would

32

Luo (2013), 51-2.

33

See Chengdu Cultural and Archaeological Research Institute (2012), 7.
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correspond to today’s Tianfu Square.34 Nevertheless, the Huayang guo zhi also tells us that during
the reign of Emperor An 安 (94 - 125 C.E.) the academy was destroyed by fire and the governor of
the commandery had a new one built, south of the city wall, adjacent to the Min river 岷 and to the
east of the Jinguan 錦官, the office in charge of the manufacture of the region’s Jin brocade (Fig.
110).35 It appears that by the time the two stelae were erected for Li and Pei, the academy was
firmly established south of the city wall thus corroborating Luo’s argument.

!
Fig. 110 Map of Chengdu City During the Han Dynasty (Luo 2013)

Apart from their brief biographies on the stelae, there is no mention of the two governors in
any other texts known to date. Li’s biography tells us that he was a native of Wu 吳 and was
assigned governorship of Shu commandery during the Yangjia 陽嘉 reign period (132 - 135 C.E.)
of Emperor Shun 順 (r. 125 - 144 C.E.). The back of his stele records it being made in the second
year of the Yangjia reign, in 133 C.E. However, the later inscription added on the side documents
See Huayang guo zhi, 3.152, ‘In the beginning, Wen Weng erected the academy’s study hall, and the stone chamber was made as
the lecture hall, located south of the [city] wall’ (始⽂翁⽴⽂學精舍, 講堂作⽯室, 在城南). The Hanshu, 89.3626, documents,
‘[Wen Weng] built and established an academy in the middle of Chengdu’s market’ (修起學官於成都市中).
34

See Huayang guo zhi, 3.152. A map of Chengdu city during the Han dynasty, included in Luo (2013), 52, firmly locates Tianfu
square, where the two stelae were discovered, within the city walls, while Shu Academy is positioned south-west and outside of the
city wall.
35
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the original stele being damaged by flooding and thus re-erected thirteen years after its initial
construction, in the summer months of 146 C.E. by Pei, who was then Governor of Shu
Commandery. Regarding Pei’s identity, we are told that his ancestors came from Hedong
commandery 河東郡, located to the east of the Yellow River,36 and that he was from a family of
successful officials. His stele was erected in 144 C.E., but eight years later it also collapsed and was
re-erected in the second year of the Yuanjia reign 元嘉 reign period (151 - 153 C.E.), in 152 C.E.
From this information we may deduce that he was assigned the position of governorship of Shu
sometime between 144 C.E. and 152 C.E.

3.4

Commemorative Stele for Shu Commandery Governor Li

The commemorative text inscribed on Governor Li’s stele reads as follows:37
惟漢陽嘉,

In the Yangjia reign of the Han,38

德配辰極.

[Emperor Shun’s] virtue was matched with

1

[and was bright as] the North Star.39
上天顧命,

Heaven above looked after his mandate,40

受堯餘則.

and he received the standards handed down by Yao.41

36

Hanshu, 28A.1550.

He Zheng’s transcription of the stele published in He (2012), 89, appears to be the most reliable reading of the text following a
close examination of the rubbing (fig. 105). Other available transcriptions are included in Chengdu Cultural and Archaeological
Research Institute (2012), 5; Feng (2012), 9-10; Luo (2012), 21-2; and Song (2012), 59-67.
37

38

The period between 132 - 135 C.E. of Emperor Shun 順帝 of the Eastern Han dynasty.

Chenji 辰極 is the name for the Polaris or North Star, also called beijixing 北極星, beichen 北辰 and tianjixing 天極星. The
suggestion here is that the Han court during the Yangjia reign of Emperor Shun was as luminous as the North Star. This passage sets
the timing of Governor Li’s appearance as one that follows Heaven’s natural order.
39

The phrase guming 顧命 alludes to Shangshu, 32.238 (“Gu ming” 顧命), that tells the story of the King Cheng’s instructions on his
deathbed. ‘King Cheng was about to die [when] he ordered Duke of Zhao and Duke of Bi to command their feudal vassals to assist
King Kang to make a [document called the] “Testamentary Charge” (成王將崩, 命召公, 畢公率諸侯相康王, 作 “顧命). However,
the passage in the stele suggests an extension of protection from Heaven rather than referring to an imperial posthumous edict.
40

Yao 堯 was the legendary ruler of the golden age of antiquity. Brashier (2011), 29, notes that by the middle of the Warring States
period, many of the idea systems in China recognised the same trunk chronology of cultural heroes and royal founders, including the
Divine Husbandman said to have brought agriculture to the world; the Yellow Emperor credited with a host of technological, medical
and calendrical innovations; the sage kings Yao and Shun 舜; and the three dynastic founders Yu 禹 of the Xia 夏, Tang 湯 of the
Shang商 and Kings Wen ⽂ and Wu 武 of the Zhou 周.
41
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協元定紀,

He harmonised the origin, set down the threads

5

[of the rules of propriety],42
掃除姦慝.

and swept away and removed the scheming and malicious.43

⼆九承期,

Heaven and Earth conform to [fixed] cycles,44

仁佐并繁.

and benevolent aides are aligned in great numbers.

開階褒聖,

[Emperor Shun] opened up the ranks,
praised [the way of the] sages,

招致九德.

and recruited [those with] the Nine Virtues.45

汶山會昌,

At Wenshan [the Celestial Lord] gathered felicity,46

皇以建福.

and the sovereign thus established prosperity.

10

This is a reference to a passage in the Heguanzi, 9.59 (“Wang fu” 王鈇), ‘Be firm with what you protect and change the beginning
by exceeding the new. Take the superior origin as threads’ (固於所守, 更始逾新, 上元為紀). Ji 紀 in this context is a reference to
42

propriety and righteousness (liyi 禮儀), as described in the Liji, 9.154 (“Li yun” 禮運); tr. Legge (1885), 366, ‘The rules of propriety
and of what is right are regarded as the threads’ (禮義以為紀). The term yuan 元 (and also xuan 玄) refers to the ‘original qi (yuanqi
元氣)’ as explained in the Heguanzi, 11.76 (“Tailu” 泰錄), ‘Therefore Heaven and Earth are formed from the original qi, myriad
things ride on Heaven and Earth and divine sages ride on the benevolence of the Way’ (故天地成於元氣, 萬物乘於天地, 神聖乘於
道德). According to this text, yuan is the foundation of all things and the original or primordial qi is the cosmological singularity in
the initial state of the universe. For an analysis of yuanqi see Liu (2018), 62.
This possibly refers to events leading to Emperor Shun’s enthronement when he was opposed by Empress Dowager Yan 閻太后
and her brother, Yan Xian 閻顯. Upon accession to the throne Emperor Shun had Yan killed and his sister imprisoned, thus ending
43

their power in the court. At the time, matters of zhaomu 昭穆 were debated in court and came to play a key role in the selection of the
emperor. Zhaomu represented a kinship system organised according to alternating generations that came to be manifested in the
ancestral temple by ancestors of the zhao generations being arrayed on the left side of the temple, and those of the mu generations on
the right hand side. Zhaomu had significant bearings on questions of ritual, dynastic legitimacy and social hierarchies. See Loewe
(2016), 72.
The phrase er jiu ⼆九 is mentioned in Huainan hongjie jijie 1.29 (“Yuan dao xun” 原道訓),‘It penetrates the Nine Heavens above
and threads through the Nine Regions below’ (上通九天,下貫九野). Thus erjiu refers to heaven located above and earth positioned
below.
44

The Shiji, 2.77, describes the ‘Nine Virtues’ as ‘Liberal yet strict; gentle yet firm; frank yet reverent; orderly yet alert; compliant
yet courageous; forthright yet warm; relaxed yet unyielding; resolute yet sincere; and forceful yet righteous’ (寬⽽栗, 柔⽽⽴, 願⽽
45

共, 治⽽敬, 擾⽽毅, 直⽽溫, 簡⽽廉, 剛⽽實, 彊⽽義).
This phrase refers to the apocryphon Hetu kuodi xiang 河圖括地象 (River Diagram: Images Enclosing the Earth) that explains
how the land of the Min Mountain belongs to the Well Star’s astral field, flourishes under the supreme leader and is blessed by the
gods. See Farmer (2007), 182. The ‘Biography of Qin Mi (Qin Mi zhuan 秦宓傳)’ in the Sanguo zhi, 38.975, mentions, ‘Shu has the
Wenfu mountain, and the [Yangtze] river flows from its belly. The Celestial Lord thus gathered felicity and gods thus established
prosperity. For this reason Shu is able to have a thousand li of fertile land’ (蜀有汶⾩之山, 江出其腹, 帝以會昌, 神以建福, 故能沃
46

野千⾥).The ‘Shu Capital Rhapsody (Shudu fu 蜀都賦)’ in Xiao Tong’s Wenxuan, 4.189; tr. Knechtges (1982), 368-9, also mentions,
‘In the distant past, The spiritual essence of the Min Mountains, Ascended to become the Well Network. The Celestial Lord
controlled the cycles and gathered felicity in this land; Great Blessings profusely spread, rising and emanating from all directions’ (遠
則岷山之精, 上為井絡. 天帝運期⽽會昌, 景福肸饗⽽興作). Wenshan refers to Wenshan commandery, located north of present-day
Mao 茂 county in Sichuan province, established in 113 B.C.E. as recorded in the Huayang guo zhi, 3.184-5. Hence the reference on
the stele seeks to associate the western areas with China’s mythological heritage and characterise the region as plentiful by divine
dispensation.
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元⾸貞良,

The sovereign is virtuous and kind,47

九成詩作.

[and] the nine [parts of service] are arranged 48

贊命俊臣,

and poems are composed.
Eminent officials assist [the sovereign]

15

in his [Heavenly] mandate,
移苻49於蜀.

[thus, Governor Li] transferred his official tally to Shu.50

同⼼齊魯,

[He] had the same mind [as those] of Qi and Lu,51

誘進儒墨.

and [wished to] guide and advance [the teachings] of Ru and Mo.52

遠近緝熙,

The distant and near [studies of] brightness and brilliance,53

巟54学復殖.

and neglected teachings were revived and multiplied.

改⾏霑濡,

[Governor Li] changed [people’s] conduct,

20

Yuanshou 元⾸ refers to the sovereign in Shangshu, 5.144 (“Yi Ji” 益稷); tr. Waltham (1972), 35, ‘“When the head is intelligent,
The members are good; And all affairs will be happily performed!” Again he continued the song, “When the head is vexatious,The
members are idle; And all affairs will go to ruin!” (“元⾸明哉. 股肱良哉. 庶事康哉!” 又歌曰: “元⾸叢脞哉. 股肱惰哉. 萬事墮
47

哉!”).
The suggestion here is that everything has been carefully prepared for the gathering of outstanding and eminent officials such as
Governor Li. The phrase jiucheng 九成 is mentioned in Shangshu, 5.144 (“Yi Ji” 益稷); tr. Waltham (1972), 35, ‘When the nine parts
of the service as arranged by the sovereign have all been performed, the male and female phoenix come with their measured
gambolings into the court’ (簫韶九成. 鳳皇來儀).
48

Fu 苻 is a variant of fu 符 which is a type of metal tally given to officials by the sovereign. See Shuowen jiezi, 5a.380, and Jinshi
wenzi bianyi, 2.14 (“Shang pingsheng. Qi yu” 上平聲 . 七虞). (Reference to the Jinshi wenzi bianyi follows the format: volume
number. page number)
49

50

This phrase is a reference to Governor Li’s move to the southwest to take on his new assignment as Shu Commandery Governor.

This is a reference to Wen Weng’s ⽂翁 influence on the education of the southwest and his efforts in transforming the people of
Shu to become as cultured and literate as those who studied in the capitals of Qi 齊 and Lu 魯. See Hanshu, 89.3626, ‘Those who
51

studied in Shu were comparable with those [who studied] in the capitals of Qi and Lu’ (蜀地學於京師者比齊魯焉).
The reference to Governor Li advancing the teaching of the two opposing schools of thought founded by the Ruists and the
Mohists, the latter believed to have been altogether discarded by the middle of the Western Han (206 B.C.E. - 24 C.E.), is significant.
While the pairing of Confucianism and Mohism (儒墨) as a bloc appears in early texts, its use in the context of the southwest I
believe has a particular connotation and suggests that Mohist ideas continued to enjoy popularity and influence in society despite its
supposed rejection elsewhere by this time. Further discussion follows in the main text.
52

The phrase qixi 緝熙 is possibly a reference to the brilliant and magnificent writings of the sages of the past. It is included in the
Shijing, 57.598 (“Jing zhi” 敬之, Mao 288), ‘Days pass and months will follow. By the study of brightness and brilliance, I gain
53

radiance and light’ (⽇就⽉將. 學有緝熙于光明).
Huang 巟 is a variant of huang 荒 referring to teachings that have been neglected or out of circulation. This may be a direct
reference to the discarded teachings of the Mohists. See Shuowen jiezi, 1b.73 and Jinshi wenzi bianyi, 4.9 (“Xia pingsheng. Qi yang”
下平聲 .七陽).
54
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[who were then] bathed [by the support of the Han empire],55
莫不嘆息.

and there was none who did not sigh [with admiration].

因謠勒銘,

Because [he was praised] in folksongs56
an engraving [of a stone stele] was issued,

延蔓無億.

to extend and spread [his name] endlessly.

其辭曰:

Its words say:

作鄂之歲,

In the zuo’e year,57

龍虎交頸.

[the constellations of the eastern] dragon and

25

the [western white] tiger were intertwined at their necks.
旋機卬卯,

[The constellations of] xuan and ji faced [the position of] mao,

杓與⾣并.

[and the star of] biao was alligned with you.58

吳国李君,

Governor Li, from the state of Wu,59

化懿以清.

transformed [the commandery to become]

30

exemplary and thereby pure.
⼤60伯風烈,

He had the stalwart manner of Taibo,61

蹈度順經.

followed measures and complied with standards.

The phrase zhanru 霑濡 is included in the ‘Biography of Sima Xiangru (Sima Xiangru zhuan 司⾺相如傳’) of the Shiji, 117.3065;
tr. Watson (1993a), II.301, ‘The virtue of our great Han, however, is like a mighty fountain of waters, bubbling forth and spreading
abroad; to the four borders it extends like a sheltering cloud, an enveloping mist, reaching upwards to the nine levels of the sky,
stretching here below to the eight corners of the earth. All living creatures are bathed in its waters. Its harmony flows out in all
directions; its might swirls onward to distant lands’ (⼤漢之德, 逢涌原泉, 沕潏漫衍, 旁魄四塞, 雲尃霧散, 上暢九垓, 下泝八埏. 懷
55

⽣之類霑濡浸潤, 協氣橫流, 武節飄逝).
Yao 謠 generally refers to popular songs and ballads performed without any musical instrument. The suggestion made here is that
Li’s name was widely circulating in public memory and was thus worthy of commemoration on a stele.
56

Zuo’e 作噩 is another nomenclature for ‘you ⾣’ of the twelve earthly branches. The Erya gulin, 8.2263 (“Shi tian” 釋天),
explains, ‘[When Jupiter (taisui 太歲) is located] in you, it is called zuo’e’ (在⾣曰作噩). This date corresponds to the second year of
the Yangjia reign (133 C.E.). The phrase is also mentioned in the Shiji, 27.1315, ‘The year of the zuo’e: the yin year is located in the
you, [while] the constellations reside in the wu’ (作鄂歲: 歲陰在⾣, 星居午).
57

58

This indicates that constellations were properly aligned, creating auspicious conditions under Heaven.

The State of Wu was located at the mouth of the Yangtze river, east of the State of Chu 楚 during the Western Zhou (1046 - 771
B.C.E.) and the Spring and Autumn (770 - 5th cent. B.C.E.) periods.
59

60

Da ⼤ is a variant of tai 太, here the name of Wu Taibo 吳太伯. See Jinshi wenzi bianyi, 7.45 (“Qusheng. Jiu tai” 去聲 . 九泰).

Wu Taibo 吳太伯, whose biography is included in Shiji, 31.1445-1476, founded the State of Wu where Governor Li and his
ancestors came from. He is famous for developing irrigation and promoting agriculture in the State of Wu and is recorded as being
considered as a paragon of virtue by Confucius. See Wagner (1996), 102.
61
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兆⾃李62官,

It began with the regulatory official [Gao Yao],63

其先典刑.

[in whose footsteps Li’s] ancestors

晋之⼤夫,

[promoted] statutory punishments.
[They were like] the great minister of Jin,64

恭穆以章.

who was distinguished [for his] solemn reverence.

⼗世崇仁,

[For] ten generations [Governor Li’s lineage] upheld benevolence,

克慎公平.

[and thus he] was able to be prudent, fair and just.65

⼼聰智敏,

[His] heart was mindful and [his] knowledge was diligent,

疾惡邪廎.66

and [he] hated the evil ones [and those with] perverse inclinations.

匿謀反姦,

[He] held under wraps the schemers and opposed the treacherous,

以照下情.

and thereby enlightened the disposition of those below.

郡在坤位,

The commandery is located in the Southwest,67

曹國是循.

and as such follows [the moral standards of Yao and Gao Yao]

井落之地,

from the State of Cao.68
[Shu’s] land [is where] the Well [Star] falls,

上為參辰.

and above are the shen and chen [mansions of constellations].69

35

40

45

Li 李 is a variant of li 理, which refers to the official title liguan 理官. See Jinshi wenzi bianyi, 5.16 (“Shangsheng. Si zhi” 上聲 .
四紙).
62

63

Liguan 理官 was the position of a regulatory official charged with judicial functions during the Han dynasty. See Hucker (1985),

306.3618. Liguan 理官 in this passage is a reference to the Minister of Justice to Emperor Shun 舜, Gao Yao 皋陶. Gao’s law
enforcement conformed to the Ruist principle of human actions, and is recorded to have introduced the Five Punishments (wuxing 五
刑) and Five Teachings of Social Relationships (wujiao 五教). See He (2012), 93. The Shangshu, 4.135 (“Da Yu mo”⼤禹謨); tr.
Waltham (1972), 21, records Yu 禹 saying, ‘My virtue is not equal to the position; the people will not repose in me. But there is Gao
Yao with vigorous activity sowing abroad his virtue, which has descended on the black-haired people, till they cherish him in their
hearts’ (朕德罔克. 民不依. 皋陶邁種德. 德乃降. 黎民懷之). The phrase on the stele suggests that Governor Li’s predecessors
implemented laws of punishment following Gao Yao’s example.
The great minister of Jin refers to General Li Ke ⾥克 (? - 650 B.C.E.) of the State of Jin during the Spring and Autumn period.
See Xiong and Yang (1994), 397.
64

65

The phrase gongping 公平 refers to being fair and just in the context of laws and regulations. The Guanzi, 64.497 (“Xing shi” 形

势); tr. Rickett (2001), 76, records, ‘Heaven is fair and impartial. Therefore it covers all whether beautiful or ugly. Earth is fair and
impartial. Therefore it supports all whether large or small’ (天公平⽽無私, 故美惡莫不覆; 地公平⽽無私, 故⼩⼤莫不载).
66

Qing 廎 is a variant of qing 傾, meaning tendency or inclination. See Jinshi wenzi bianyi, 4.24 (“Pingsheng. Ba geng” 平聲 . 八

庚).
Kun 坤 is one of the eight fundamental trigrams underlying the Yijing’s 易經 sixty-four hexagrams, made up of three broken lines.
It represents the supreme south aspect. See Huayang guo zhi, 3.113, ‘The trigram [of the land of Shu] encounters the kun, therefore
there are many illustrious talents and literary exemplars’ (其卦值坤, 故多斑采⽂章).
67

The Hou Hanshu, 21.3456, mentions the State of Cao as the place where Yao and Gao Yao lived. By origin Gao Yao was a tribal
leader of the Eastern Yi (Dongyi 東夷) peoples. For the mythology of Gao Yao see Li (1998), 542, and Yuan (1985), 322.
68

The shen 參 and chen 辰 are two of the 28 mansions of constellations, with shen located in the western mansion, while chen
resides in the eastern mansion. This passage refers to Shu’s isolated geographical location in the empire, as the two mansions are
always separated from each other.
69
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君改其俗,

Governor Li changed its customs,

五教在寬.

[and thus] the Five Teachings [were extended]

候⼈譏急,

[but] with gentleness.70
[As in the poem] ‘The Men at Waiting’,

50

[he] examined the unrelenting,71
鳲鳩養賢.

[and as in the poem] the ‘Turtledove’,
he cultivated the virtuous.72

愍蜀陰險,

[He was] concerned that Shu was dark and dangerous,73

守善不信.

[thus he] held fast to [the path of] goodness
and had no trust [in anything else].74

徑陜75路遠,

[Shu’s] paths are narrow and [its] roads are distant,

蔽于⾼山.

it is obscured by tall mountains.

前有相如,

In the past there were [talents like] Xiangru,

嚴平⼦雲.

Yanping and Ziyun.76

55

This phrase is included in Shangshu, 3.130 (“Shun dian” 舜典); tr.Waltham (1972), 15, ‘The sovereign said, “Hsieh, the people are
still wanting in affection for one another, and do not docilely observe the five orders of relationship. It is yours, as Minister of
Instruction, reverently to set forth the lessons of duty belonging to those five orders. Do so with gentleness”’ (帝曰. “契. 百姓不親.
五品不遜. 汝作司徒. 敬敷五教在寬”). See also the Shiji, 1.35, ‘[Shun] made [his officials] spread the five teachings [of social
relationships] throughout the four corners [of the empire] so that fathers were just, mothers were affectionate, elder brothers were
friendly, younger brothers were respectful, and children were dutiful. [Thus] within the empire there was peace, and beyond it there
was calmness’ (使布五教于四⽅, ⽗義, 母慈, 兄友, 弟恭, ⼦孝, 內平外成).
70

71

The poem titled ‘The Men at Waiting (Houren 候⼈)’ is included in Shijing, 24.384 (“Hou ren” 候⼈, Mao 151). It reflects people’s

hope for the return of good men in a society where ‘small men (xiaoren ⼩⼈)’ dominate and where worthy men are deprived of
office. See Shaughnessy (2010), 72, where the author expands on some of the hidden meanings in the poem.
The poem titled ‘Turtledove (Shijiu 鳲鳩)’ is included in the Shijing, 24.385 (“Shi jiu” 鳲鳩, Mao 155). The turtledove represents
the honourable gentleman who is meritorious and virtuous. While praising the virtuous and princely man, the poem also satirises the
self-indulgent emperor and his officials. See Zheng, Bi and Zheng (2016), 741.
72

Dark and dangerous suggests that the region was isolated, especially from the centre of the political and governing power in the
Central Plains.
73

The phrase shoushan 守善 is included in the ‘Biography of King Yuan of Chu (Chu Yuan Wang zhuan 楚元王傳)’ of the Hanshu,
36.1943, ‘The Shijing says, “My mind is not a stone; it cannot be rolled out.” [This] talks about the sincerity of holding fast [to the
path] of goodness’ (詩云: “我⼼匪⽯, 不可轉也.” ⾔守善篤也). This passage emphasises Li’s spiritual resilience cited in the context
of Shu’s dangerous geographical remoteness.
74

75

Xia 陜 is a variant of xia 狹, meaning narrow and restricted. See Jinshi wenzi bianyi, 10.50 (“Rusheng. Shiqi qia” 入聲 . ⼗七洽)

Xiangru refers to the poet and writer, Sima Xiangru 司⾺相如 (179 - 117 B.C.E.), whose biography is included in Shiji, 117.
Yanping was the courtesy name of Yan Junping 嚴君平 (83 B.C.E. - 10 C.E.) who is mentioned in the Hanshu, 72.3056, as a Daoist
76

scholar who made a living as diviner in the Chengdu market and taught the Laozi and the Zhuangzi. Ziyun refers to Yang Xiong 揚雄
(53 B.C.E. - 18 C.E.), a scholar and poet known for his fu 賦. His biography is included in the Hanshu, 87A and 87B. For further
information on Shu’s three famous poets and literati see Raphals (2013), 93; Cleary (2009), 32-3; and Knechtges (2014), 1837–46.
For studies on the Han fu see Kern (2003) and Chin (2014), where Sima Xiangru and Yang Xiong are mentioned for being
instrumental in defining the aesthetics of the fu genre. The southwest, in particular the region of Shu, appears to have played an
influential role in its development and reference to the three poets in the stele celebrates the region’s distinctive literary tradition.
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後雖庶幾,

[Although] later there may have been some,

名滅不傳.

[but] their names have been extinguished

君乃發儐,

and have not been transmitted.
Governor Li therefore dispatched [his] retainer,

撰其暗77⽂.

and compiled their lost texts.

王史張韓,

Wang, Shi, Zhang, Han,

智熒眇然.

and Zhi Ying78 are [all officials] of lofty statue.

緱楊羅失,

[As to], Luo Shi from Gouyang,79

經雅篤純.

[his readings of the] canons and odes are sincere and pure.

儀意川⽔,

[In] appearance and intention

60

65

[his works examine] waters and rivers,80
折節衡⾨.

and to conserve resources [he lived in a] simple residence.81

并数九九,

He assembled sums for multiplication,82

希世寡群.

[those who] place their hopes in the world
are seldom [found amongst] the masses.83

魂⽽有靈,

If the hun be conscious,84

百年復歆.

[may it] repeatedly delight in the fumes of sacrificial offerings

70

for a hundred years.

An 暗 is included in the Song dynasty rhyme dictionary, the Jiyun 集韻, 6.29 (“Shang shen. Gan yun” 上聲. 感韻), referring to
discarded, scattered or lost texts.
77

78

See He (2012), 94-5, who suggests that these names possibly refer to Wang Zun 王尊, Shi Dan 史丹, Zhang Tang 張湯, Han

Anguo 韓安國 and Zhi Ying 智熒, all of whom were meritorious officials from Shu during the Han dynasty.
79

There is no other recording of a Luo Shi. Guoyang is a place name in present-day Gansu province. See He (2012), 95.

80

This is a reference to the many waters and rivers of the southwest, hence it being named the region of the four rivers.

This passage suggests that Luo Shi became a recluse, as did many towards the end of the Han dynasty. See Pearson (1989). The
phrase zhejie 折節 is included in Guanzi, 23.221 (“Ba yan” 霸⾔); tr. Rickett (2001), 365, ‘To conserve its resources and serve the
strong so as to avoid offending them is a condition distinguishing small states’ (折節事彊以避罪, ⼩國之形也). The phrase hengmen
81

衡⾨ alludes to a poem in Shijing, 23.377 (“Heng men” 衡⾨, Mao 138) ; tr. Legge (1876), 168, ‘My only door, some pieces of
crossed wood, Within it I can enjoy rest. I drink the water dimpling from the spring; Nor hunger can my peace destroy’ (衡⾨之下,
可以棲遲. 泌之洋洋, 可以樂飢).
82

This suggests that Luo Shi may have also been a mathematician.

This phrase suggests that people were increasingly loosing hope in their world, a view much advocated by the leaders of the
region’s Daoist movement, locally known as the ‘Way of the Five Pecks of Rice’ and formally as the ‘Way of the Celestial Masters’.
See Puett (2004, 2010, 2015a, 2015b, 2016), where the author examines the Xiang’er commentary on the Laozi and shows how it
was written to explain the ways humans can bring order to the world again. See this phrase included in the Shiji, 99.2726; tr.Watson
(1993a), II. 246, ‘Shusun Tong placed his hopes in the world and calculated what was needed; in planning rites and in all his other
actions, he changed with the times, until in the end he became the father of Confucian scholars for the house of Han’ (叔孫通希世度
83

務, 制禮進退, 與時變化, 卒為漢家儒宗).
For explanation of this expression see Brashier (1996),150, who notes that the hun 魂 spirit was not considered to remain
conscious eternally but had a finite quality. The phrase ‘if the hun be conscious’ (魂⽽有靈)’ is usually followed by a request to bless
the descendant, a hope that the hun will be happy, or a hope that it will endure and prolong, as it appears here.
84
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惠加既徂,

[Governor Li] benevolently augmented [the example of those
who have] already passed away,

垂意⽣存.

[and those who] were born and lived with mindful intentions.85

微杗86得顯,

[Even] the most insignificant obtained prominence,87

⾶軌易輪.

and the tracks of speedy [carriages]

75

[were turned around] and wheels [were] changed.88
商容⾒表,

Shang Rong was seen as an example,89

寒灰復燃.

and cold embers were reignited to burn [again].90

内省於政,

[Attending to] the administration of
the inner counties,

⽥畯惟敦.

[Governor Li ordered] the surveyor of fields91
to be nothing but diligent.

公綽不欲,

[He was like] Gongchuo who had no desires,

以正厥身.

[and] by means of being upright, he [cultivated] himself.92

80

The phrase chuiyi 垂意 occurs in Lunheng, 56.811 (“Qi shi” 齊世), ‘[They] compose peculiar arguments and create new writings,
[yet they are] not [in the least] inferior to [their] predecessors. Those who do good deeds and are ready to abandon books from
antiquity, are they able to observe and read with mindful intention?’ (作奇論, 造新⽂, 不損於前⼈, 好事者肯舍久遠之書, ⽽垂意
85

觀讀之乎).
Mang 杗 is included in the Shuowen jiezi, 6A.472, meaning dong 棟, a main-beam or ridgepole, which is a euphemism for the
lowly or commoners who served as pillars of the state.
86

This phrase suggests that even the lowly who served as pillars of the state were able to acquire office and rank. Dexian 得顯 occurs
in Shang jun shu, 3.18 (“Nong zhan” 農戰); tr. Duyvendak (1928), 185-6, ‘[With] the result that eminent men all change their
occupations, to apply themselves to the study of the Odes and History and to follow improper standards; on the one hand, they obtain
prominence, and on the other, they acquire office and rank’ (是故豪傑皆可變業, 務學詩書, 隨從外權, 上可以得顯, 下可以得官
爵).
87

88

This phrase suggests that official positions were changed and transferred.

See Major (2010), 334, where the author mentions Shang Rong as a legendary worthy of the Shang dynasty who was punished by
the tyrant Djou for his honest admonition against the king’s abuses. Interestingly, the Huainan hongjie jijie 10. 337 (“Miao cheng” 繆
稱) identifies Shang Rong as Laozi’s teacher (⽼⼦學商容). Shang Rong is also mentioned in Shiji, 3.107, where he is praised as a
worthy who was loved by the people yet was set aside by Djou (商容賢者, 百姓愛之, 紂廢之).
89

This phrase refers to the story of Han Anguo 韓安國 (d. 127 B.C.E.), a minister during the Western Han period, mentioned in the
Shiji,108.2859; tr. Watson (1993a), II.109, ‘Tian Something-or-other, the prison official of Meng where Han Anguo was held for
questioning, took the occasion to humiliate him. “Do you think,” said Han Anguo, referring to his present state of disgrace, “That
because the fire has for the moment died out in these ashes, it will never come to life again?” (其後安國坐法抵罪, 蒙獄吏⽥甲辱安
國. 安國曰: “死灰獨不復然乎?”). It is worth noting that Han Anguo is referenced in the stele for the second time here, previously
for being a meritorious official from Shu.
90

Tianjun ⽥畯 is the title of the inspector who surveys the fields as recorded in the Shijing, 25.389 (“Qi yue”七⽉, Mao 154); tr.
Legge (1876), 181, ‘I with my wife and children take my way, And to the southern acres food convey. For those who toil. Appears
the Inspector then, Surveys the fields, and cheers the working men’ (同我妇⼦, 馌彼南亩, ⽥畯至喜).
91

Meng Gongchuo 孟公绰, from the State of Lu, was one of Confucius’ most respected officials. He was revered for being a man
free from excessive desires. See Lunyu, 28.967 (“Xian wen” 憲問) and Shiji, 67.2186. See also Knechtges (1982), 178.
92
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庶職樷惡,

[When] the multitude in administration collectively offended,

⼀以貫思.

[his] intention was that of an all pervading benevolence.93

[X]教品式,

[He did] X to education and evaluated its model,

非下所聞.

[his method] was not something that

85

[ordinary people] below would have heard of.
兼聽夙書,

[He] lent his ears to former [ancient] writings,94

沈思於神.

and [reached a] deep [level of] concentration
with regard to [the issue of the] shen.95

撢虛政刑,

He swept away [those] with false [reputation],
[set down] administration and laws,96

履霜習寒.

trod on hoar-frost and was accustomed to cold.97

夜惟吉夢,

At night, he only had auspicious dreams,

戒䂊98其先.

[because he] was vigilant and protective of his ancestors.

演述三傳,

He elaborated and commented

90

on the ‘Three Commentaries [of the Annals]’99
各數萬⾔.

each of which counts tens of thousands of words.

抽擢腴要,

[He] extracted and put forth [their] essence,100

This phrase is a play on a passage from the Lunyu, 8.257 (“Li ren” ⾥仁), ‘My Way is that of an all-pervading unity’ (吾道⼀以貫
之). The meaning here is that Governor Li, without exception, bestowed them with his favour. It also emphasises Li’s benevolence in
public office in contrast with routine abuse exercised by officials in general.
93

The term jianting 兼聽 occurs in Huainan hongjie jijie, 14. 482 (“Quan yan” 詮⾔); tr. Major (2010), 564, ‘以⼀⼈兼聽天下...
[But] if you rely on the One Man to listen [to petitions from] the whole world…’ It also means ‘to listen or to lend an ear’ as
suggested in Shiji, 6.262; tr. Watson (1993b) 61, ‘The August Emperor has united the universe, he lends ear to manifold affairs, near
and far are universally cleansed’ (皇帝并宇, 兼聽萬事, 遠近畢清).
94

interpretation of this passage is: ‘[He] concentrated deeply to a level that was spirit-like’. The meaning of shen 神 or spirit
in this passage is discussed in detail later in the chapter. On the relationship between shen and sacrifice in Warring States and Han
philosophy and ritual see Sterckx (2007). The phrase chensi 沈思 occurs in Hou Hanshu, 79B.2582, describing the Eastern Han
scholar Li Yu 李育 as one who considered matters deeply and payed sole attention to the jing 精 or the essence of things (沈思專精).
95 Another

96

The term zhengxing 政刑 is mentioned in a dialogue between Gongsun Chou 公孫丑 and Mencius, see Mengzi zhushu, 2A.5843

(“Gongsun chou shang” 公孫丑上); tr. Bloom (2009), 33,’When the state is at peace, one should use the occasion to examine his
administration and laws’ (國家閒暇, 及是時明其政刑).
Lushuang 履霜 occurs in the commentary on hexagram kun 坤 (receptivity) in the Zhouyi, 2.18 (“Kun” 坤); tr. Legge (1963),60,
‘He is treading on hoarfrost; - the strong ice will come [by and by]:’ - the cold [air] has begun to take form. Allow it to go on quietly
according to its nature, and [the hoarfrost] will come to strong ice’ (履霜堅冰, 陰始凝也. 馴致其道, 至堅冰也). This phrase
suggests that in carrying out his affairs he maintained caution and vigilance.
97

98

Yu 豫 is a variant of yu 預, meaning to guard. See Jinshi wenzi bianyi, 7.22 (“Qusheng. Liu yu” 去聲 . 六御).

99

Referring to Zuozhuan 左傳, Gongyang zhuan 公⽺傳 and Guliang zhuan ⾕梁傳. See He (2012), 96.

compiled by Shi You 史游 around 40 B.C.E., the Jijiu pian, 4.292, explains chouzhuo 抽擢 as ‘to recommend the
difference between black and white’ (推舉⽩⿊分).
100A primer
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采掇異⽂.

and collected different writings.101

以成⼀家,

[Because of his effort, divergent writings]

為後⽴真.

were thereby compiled into one school,102
[and he] held up the truth for later generations.103

珍儒重能,

[Governor Li] valued [the teaching of] the Ruists,

95

gave weight to their ability,
爵秩其貧.

[and conferred] official ranks and stipend
to the poor [amongst them].104

拔擢英才,

He promoted eminent talents,105

試之以貞.

and tested them by means of [their] integrity.

倚席旋意,

[Hence, scholars who have] put their mats to the side

100

have had a turn of intention,106
鑽叩孔⾨.

and [they] penetrate and knock on the gates of Confucius.107

Wang Chong refers to the process of collecting writings as caiduo 采掇. See Lunheng, 39.607 (“Chao qi” 超奇); tr. Forke (1962),
II.296, ‘Whoever is able to explain one Classic is a scholar. Those well versed in ancient and modern literature are learned, those who
collect books and records and present memorials to the throne, are men of letters, and those never in need of ingenious thoughts to
compose themselves, joining paragraphs and chapters, are eminent scholars’ (故夫能說⼀經者為儒⽣, 博覽古今者為通⼈, 采掇傳
書以上書奏記者為⽂⼈, 能精思著⽂連結篇章者為鴻儒).
101

The term yijia ⼀家 or the phrase ‘cheng yijia 成⼀家’, meaning ‘to compile into one school’, became a common idiom from the
Han. Following discussion with David McMullen, in this context it is possibly complimenting Li’s independence of mind and
originality in his approach to the Three Commentaries of the Annals. The phrase is included in Shiji, 130.3319, ‘The preface [to the
Tai shi gong 太史公] outlines that by means of collecting ignored and neglected [texts] and amending errors, [they should be]
102

compiled into the sayings of one school [of thought]’ (序略, 以拾遺補闕, 成⼀家之⾔).
The term lizhen ⽴真 is included in the Lunheng, 84.1179 (“Dui zuo” 對作); tr. Forke (1962), I.85, ‘For this reason the Lun-heng
weighs the words, whether they be light or heavy, and holds up a balance for truth and falsehood. It does not trouble about polishing
the phrases and embellishing the style, or consider this of great importance’ (故《論衡》者, 所以銓輕重之⾔, ⽴真偽之平, 非苟調
103

⽂飾辭, 為奇偉之觀也). Lizhen here appears to suggest the compilations of writings that contained the truth for later generations.
The term juezhi 爵秩 occurs in the ‘Biography of Lord Shang (Shan Jun liezhuan 商君列傳)’ in Shiji, 68.2230; tr. Watson
(1993b), 93, ‘Degrees of social superiority or inferiority, ranks in the nobility, and other marks of status were to be made clear in each
case, and the extent of privately owned fields and houses, male and female servants, and articles of clothing were to be fixed for each
family’ (明尊卑爵秩等级, 各以差次名⽥宅, 臣妾衣服以家次). The term yingcai 英才 occurs in Mengzi zhushu, 7A.6013 (“Jin xin
shang” 盡⼼上); tr. Bloom ( 2009), 148, ‘That he can get the most eminent talents in the world and educate them - this is his third
104

delight’ (得天下英才⽽教育之, 三樂也).
The phrase bazhuo 拔擢 may be found in Wang Chong’s autobiography in Lunheng, 85.1191(“Zi ji” ⾃紀); tr. Forke (1962), I.
67-8, ‘Wang Ch’ung was of a cheerful and easy-going disposition, and did not strive for wealth and honour. When his superiors took
notice of him, and promoted him above the heads of others, he did not cling to his high post’ (充性恬澹, 不貪富貴. 為上所知, 拔擢
105

越次, 不慕⾼官).
This sentence suggests that scholars who had abandoned teaching had a change of heart. The phrase yixi 倚席 may be found in the
‘Biographies of Fan Hong and Yin Shi (Fan Hong Yin Shi liezhuan 樊宏陰識列傳)’ chapter of the Hou Hanshu, 32.1126, ‘Although
today’s scholars are sparse [in numbers here, however the situation] in the distant [border] regions is even more serious. Scholar
officials have [put their] mats aside and do not lecture [anymore]’ (今學者蓋少, 遠⽅尤甚. 博⼠倚席不講).
106

He (2012), 97, notes that this phrase suggests that Li was able to persuade those who had abandoned their mats to return and teach
the sayings of Confucius. Knocking on the gates of Confucius means that they inquire into the teachings of the Ruists.
107
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潛者得達,

[Therefore,] those with hidden [talent] were able to come forth,

萌108牙109振鳞.

and common people sprouted and shook [their] scales.110

猶春⽣芳,

Like spring [when it gives] birth to fragrant [grass],111

莫不悅頒.

there was none who was not pleased to be sent out [to office].112

驂113名前列,

Reputable three-horse [chariots] lined up in the front,

逸驅良韓.

and fine Han [dogs]114 were let loose to race ahead.

公儀割布,

[Like] Gongyi115 who broke apart

105

110

[his wife's] cloth [spinning wheel],
曷之采觀.

what is there to heed and observe from this?

智配昭輔,

[Although Governor Li’s] wisdom matches
[that of] the enlightened aides [at court],

隐德未信.

[his] hidden virtues have yet to be trusted.116

揖風悠炳,

Bowing [towards] the wind,

從俗所傳.

[we salute his] far-reaching brilliance,
[and] observing customs,

115

[his name and achievements are] thereby transmitted.

The text on Li’s stele may be divided into three parts: a preface (lines 1-14), a biography in the form
of an extended eulogy (lines 15-111) and a post-script (lines 112-115). The preface places the main
108

Meng 萌 is a variant of meng 氓 referring to the common people. See Libian, 2.51.

109

Ya 牙 is a variant of ya 芽 meaning to sprout. See Guanzi, 2.73 (“Ban fa” 版法); Rickett (2001), 140, ‘When outsiders develop a

following, disasters will begin to sprout’ (外之有度, 禍乃始牙).
This phrase suggests that many talented scholars amongst the population revealed themselves, one by one, and were able to show
their abilities. The term zhenlin 振鳞 appears in the ‘Biography of Sima Xiangru (Sima Xiangru zhuan 司⾺相如傳)’ in Shiji,
117.3017; tr.Watson (1993a) II.272, ‘Carp, flounder, and sheatfish, Arch their backs and twitch their tails, Spread their scales and flap
their fins, Diving among the deep crevices’ (鰅鳙鯱魠, 禺禺鱋魶, 揵鰭擢尾, 振鱗奮翼, 潛處于深巖).
110

111

Fang 芳 is explained in the Shuowen jiezi, 1B.76, as ‘is a fragrant grass’ (⾹艸也).

112

The phrase ‘to be sent out’ refers to taking up an official position.

Can 驂 in the Shuowen jiezi, 10A.779, is explained as, ‘to harness three horses’ (駕三⾺也), which refers to a three-horse drawn
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text in its historical context and reminds the public of the magnanimity of Han Shundi’s reign 順帝
(r. 125 - 144 C.E.). We are told how his ‘virtue was matched with and was as bright as the North
Star’ (line 2), thus placing the emperor in the rightful position in cosmos, and how he received the
mandate of Heaven, harmonised the foundation of all things and set down the rules of propriety
(lines 3-5). Shundi’s legitimacy as a ruler is not only extended from Heaven but is also traced back
to the legendary rulers of antiquity (line 4). There is further mention of events that caused disorder
in the empire (line 6) but which he, as the rightful heir to the throne, dealt with in a manner that
restored the correct zhaomu 昭穆, a system that asserted the continuity of an imperial line when it
had been restored after a breakdown.117 During the Eastern Han, zhaomu had significant bearings on
questions of religious rituals, dynastic legitimacy and social hierarchies, and the preface in Li’s stele
asserts Shundi’s claim to an ancient ancestry thus safeguarding his tenure of rule for all to see and
supporting its safe transmission in the future. The malicious persons and schemers referred to in the
stele (line 6) were possibly Yan Xian 閻顯 (? - 125 C.E.), General of Chariots and Cavalry (Juji
jiangjun⾞騎將軍) to Emperor An 安帝 (r. 106 - 124 C.E.) and his sister, Empress Dowager Yan 閻
太后 ( ? - 126 C.E.), both of whom opposed Shundi’s enthronement. The Hou Hanshu records how
upon the death of Emperor An, Empress Dowager Yan and her brother established a child, about
five years of age, named Liu Yi 劉懿 (also known as the Marquis of Beixiang 北鄉侯) as emperor.
Liu Yi died within a year and, as he did not live long enough to have his own reign period, was
buried secretly as a prince and not as an emperor.118 At the time it was also claimed that he was not
the legitimate successor as he was placed on the throne by malicious persons and schemers.119
Li’s stele was erected in 133 C.E., eight years into Shundi’s reign, at a time when there was
much expectation and optimism in his rule. This message of hope is reflected in the preface which
is gushing with praise for the young emperor who, at the time, was eighteen years of age. According
to De Crespigny, despite the difficulties faced by the empire at the time, his reign brought in a
period of great anticipation that offered the dynasty a chance of revival. Shundi subsequently
proved himself to be disinterested in governing, allowing his ministers to rule and thus speeding up
the decline of the Eastern Han.120 The Hou Hanshu records events in 134 C.E., when Zhou Ju 周舉,
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Regional Inspector (Cishi 刺史) of Jizhou 冀州, blamed severe drought in the central plains on the
emperor’s failure to follow the governance of Yao and Shun. It was also claimed that he discarded
the standards of emperors Wen ⽂ (r. 180 - 157 B.C.E.) and Guangwu 光武 (r. 25 - 57 C.E.).121 It is
an irony of history that Shundi’s tomb was desecrated shortly after his death in 144 C.E. with the
standards of zhaomu again brought into question.122 While in the Western Han there was a
distinction between the powers of the cosmos and those directed to serve the emperor’s ancestors,
by the Eastern Han, the two were merged and zhaomu came to address both, as evident from the
preface in Li’s stele.123
The opening lines of Li’s stele also provide a political context that supports the governor’s
position as a trustworthy aid to the court and therefore the deserved beneficiary for the erection of a
memorial. The main text is an extended eulogy that touches upon five areas associated with him as
a person and his governance - education, politics and law, customs or fengsu 風俗, agriculture and
topology. Firstly, we are told that upon taking up his official position as governor of Shu
commandery, Li was in the forefront of promoting education in the region, including that of the
Ruist and Mohist schools (line 18). He had the same mind as those of Qi and Lu (line 17), a
reference to the former Shu Governor and educator Wen Weng mentioned earlier in this chapter. By
comparing him to one of the region’s most famous historical figures, Li’s performance and
achievements are elevated to the highest level.124 We are also told that Li’s revival of neglected
teachings attracted students in multitudes and his help in changing people’s conduct through
education secured society’s admiration and following. The stele mentions how Li applied certain
unconventional methods in his teachings and appears to have set up a model for education that was
not something that ordinary people would have heard of (line 85). It is regrettable that the
inscription does not explain in more detail what Li’s special mode of education may have been,
although it notes that he lent a close ear to former writings and wished to reach a deep level of
concentration with regard to issues of the shen or spirit (lines 86-87).
Reference to shen or spirit in the stele is significant. A straightforward reading of the
passage suggests that Li had the ability to concentrate on issues or take charge of tasks to an
especially deep, spirit-like, level. Shen in this context is presented as a superior ability or agency
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that transcends normal human qualities. Thus, Li is ascribed special intuitive powers that transcend
the ordinary and is attributed with sage-like qualities. The link between shen and sage is made in the
‘Neiye 內業’ chapter of the Guanzi that notes, ‘As for the essence of all things, it is this that is life.
Below it generates the five grains; above it becomes the arrayed stars. Floating between Heaven and
Earth, we call it ghosts and spirits; stored within one’s chest, we call it a sage’.125 The Guanzi
defines shen as the essence that floats between Heaven and Earth, and that which only a sage is able
to store within his chest. The sage is further described as one who ‘alters with seasons but is not
transformed, follows things but is not changed, and is capable of being correct and still. As such, he
is capable of being settled. If he has a settled heart within, ears and eyes that are distinct of hearing
and sight, and four limbs that are durable and strong, then he can be the resting place of the
essence’.126 Thus, humans may become sages if they refine their thoughts and contemplate the shen.
However, the mention of shen may have another, perhaps a more complex, connotation
which is related to the stele’s rich use of literary sources and references that have been taken from
multiple influences of thought. Its language and vocabulary embrace Ruist concepts, whilst also
including references to Daoist teachings and to the moral standards advocated by followers of Mozi
墨⼦. It reflects the discourse of a society that appears to have embraced different philosophies,
instructions and values to its world order. The mention of the shen is a particular example of this
mixture of doctrines adopted in the southwest. Roel Sterckx, in his examination of Warring States
and Han period attitudes towards shen and the spirit world, demonstrates how early Chinese ritual
practices became preoccupied with the question of how humans can channel and control, albeit
temporarily, these ever changing and permutating forces.127 Shen was a prominent topic of debate
amongst thinkers of the Eastern Han which related to what happens to the individual in the afterlife
and the appropriate modes of ritual performance and burial practice. Ancestral spirits were the
foundation in the moral programme of the Ruists who advocated the need of the living descendants
to perpetuate care and respect for the shen through sacrifice.128 The increasing visibility and
excessive display of elaborate ritual procedures and practices of the Ruists led thinkers like Wang
Chong and Wang Fu to advocate frugality and to criticise extravagance and conspicuous
Guanzi, 16.396 (“Nei ye” 內業); tr. Puett (2002), 66 (凡物之精, 此則為⽣.下⽣五穀, 上為列星. 流於天地之間, 謂之鬼神; 藏于
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consumption, especially in relation to the increasingly complex and costly funerary displays of their
time. They questioned the necessity for lavish burials, along with the belief in the existence of
ghosts and shen that drove people to scandalous behaviours. Wang Chong dedicates whole chapters
in the Lunheng to challenge what he termed as false and nonsensical notions of his day. He was
critical of many of the established traditions, including those of the Ruists, and was sceptical about
beliefs in the afterlife and the existence of ghosts, challenging the rationality of the concept that
shen represents the soul of the dead but remains amongst the living, and that ghosts exist in this
world.129
Shen was also on the forefront of the minds of the Mohists who had a dynamic perception of
the spirit world. In their thinking, appeasing spirits was essential to maintain a well ordered society
and keep Heaven propitious since it had ultimate control over what is right and wrong.130 In the preHan period, followers of Mozi, or Master Mo, formed the only major community that saw Heaven
as a moral deity, the creator of a moral cosmos and one that presided over a pantheon of spirits that
followed its directions in rewarding good and punishing evil.131 For the Mohists, spirits were real
and possessed knowledge of the human world. Whether they became harmful or beneficial
depended on how successfully humans were able to appease and manage them. However, as noted
by Sterckx, Mozi’s argument favoured the notion that spirits only manifested themselves in
response to human imperfection, moral deficit or practical and material shortcomings.132 Thus
correct performance of sacrifice was necessary, but not for the benefit of the community as
championed by the Ruists, but for keeping the spirit world in harmony with mankind. Finally,
Daoist texts also had theories on shen, describing it as a spiritual energy and force that enabled
humans to have an enlightened existence and a healthy body. Sterckx notes how the Zhuangzi 莊⼦
explains the concept of shen as a cosmic energy underlying all existence which corresponded to the
miraculous or mysterious nature of all that exists.133 In the context of this wide range of
philosophies and concepts about shen, all of which were circulating in society at the time, the
mention in Li’s stele of the advancement of the teachings of the Mohists in the region (line 18)
gives a further significance to his pre-occupation with this subject matter. According to Chris
See the four chapters in Lunheng, 62 (“Lun si” 論死), 63 (“Si wei” 死偽), 64 (“Ji yao”紀妖) and 65 (“Ding gui” 訂鬼) on death,
fabrications about death, accounts of ghosts and evaluating ghosts. See also Knechtges and Chang (2014), 1153-62 on Wang Chong,
and 1166-70 on Wang Fu.
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Fraser, by the Eastern Han period, Mohism as a movement was rendered obsolete by political
unification, changing customs and economic developments. By then, major Mohist ethical doctrines
had been absorbed into Confucianism, and the unappealing harshness of its frugal, self-sacrificing
way of life was abandoned altogether.134 However, as we can see from our reading, the stele
suggests that in the southwest there was no philosophical orthodoxy or dominance by one school,
but on the contrary, the two seemingly opposing and rival ideologies of Ruism and Mohism
advanced side-by-side. The almost casual conjunction of the reference to Ru and Mo in Li’s stele
may suggest that we should not always define views as categorically Mohist or Ruist, nevertheless,
there is a distinction made between the two schools that recognises their differences. It is evident
that, in the southwest at least, philosophies and ideas coexisted and were used and adapted
according to society’s needs.
Another aspect in regards to the cultivation of the shen is the Daoist practice of fostering
serenity and enhancing one’s consciousness. As touched upon earlier, Daoist teachings circulating at
the time preached the retention of vital forces that were typically conceived as shen, qi 氣 and
essence known as jing 精. Eli Alberts in his examination of early Daoist meditation practices notes
how there was a re-examination of the nature and relationship of mind, spirit and body in a way that
emphasised the cultivation of the spirit and the body.135 Considering the gradual strengthening of
the Daoist movement and its influence over the population in the southwest, and the region’s
general openness towards different teachings, Li’s wish to reach a deep level of concentration and
understanding of the shen, may imply that he was open to meditation practices promoted by
followers of the Daoist movement. Interestingly, Daoist texts circulating in the region at the time
reiterated the importance of nourishing the shen. Michael Puett, in his examination of the Xiang’er
commentary 想爾注 to the Laozi ⽼⼦136, explains how it reflects Laozi’s revelation for humans to
use their energies and essence in their body and work with the spirits. If done in accord with
instruction the result will be a transcendence, with the practitioner achieving long life and rising
above the world of human sacrifice. By cultivating spirits the devotee or practitioner helped refine
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the cosmos and slow down the decay inherent in human existence.137 Brashier likewise argues that
in the Eastern Han meditation came to be seen as key to the refinement of one’s shen power.138
For further background on the Mohist context to the stele, it is helpful to note Puett’s
comments on the influence of Mohist teachings amongst members of the popular Daoist movement
in the southwest, locally known as the ‘Way of Five Pecks of Rice (Wudoumi Dao 五⽃⽶道)’ and
formally documented as the Way of the Celestial Masters (Tianshi dao 天師道). The movement,
founded by Zhang Daoling and subsequently led by his son Zhang Heng, and his grandson Zhang
Lu 張魯 (d. 216 C.E.), in the late Eastern Han, emerged in Shu after Zhang Daoling moved from
Jiangsu province to Heming mountain 鶴鳴山, west of Chengdu in Linqiong county 臨邛縣.
Sichuan’s geographical isolation and its distance from the seat of the central government allowed
the movement to spread and gain support amongst the local population which included a large
number of ethnic peoples, as we shall see from our reading of Fan Min’s stele later in the chapter. In
fact, the Sanguo zhi 三國志 relates how the head of one of the most powerful families and
Governor of Yi commandery 益郡, Liu Yan 劉焉 (who is also mentioned in Fan Min’s stele),
recruited Zhang Lu and his followers in 190 C.E. to help his military campaign safeguard Hanzhong
commandery 漢中郡 in the northwest at the borders of present day Shaanxi and Sichuan provinces,
even giving them military and official titles.139 This confirms a close working relationship between
the region’s ruling elite and leaders of the Way of the Celestial Masters. Furthermore, it is suggested
that Zhang Daoling, while residing at Heming Mountain, produced texts to propagate his doctrine
and there is speculation that the Xiang’er commentary, mentioned earlier, may have been written by
him or by his grandson Zhang Lu. Puett notes how this commentary, which provides a pure and
straightforward reading of the Laozi, is imbued with early Mohist vocabulary and writing style.140 It
champions Mohist beliefs that Heaven presided over a pantheon of deities who were moral and not
capricious, and who sought to reward the good and punish the bad according to its directives. Thus
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Heaven created rulers and political institutions for humanity.141 Puett further argues that not only the
theology and social world of the early Daoist movement was very close to that of the Mohists, but
texts such as the Xiang’er commentary, appear to have appropriated their language. Like chapters in
the Mozi, early Daoist texts composed by the Celestial Masters held that there was a high deity who
handed down teachings for humanity. Moreover, this high deity also called upon humans to create a
social hierarchy in which those who followed the admonitions properly would be promoted and
those who didn’t would be punished.142 With its overwhelmingly Mohist tone, the Xiang’er
commentary appears to have been written in a language that must have been familiar to the general
public in the southwest. Stephen Bokenkamp suggests that the text was written for the common
people rather than an elite leadership, and its goals are clearly religious. He sees it to be less a
commentary than a treatise that uses Laozi as a point of departure.143 The text’s seemingly odd
interpretation of the Laozi, as commented by both Bokenkamp and Puett, may be explained when
we place it in its geographical setting, the southwest.144 The region’s openness to diverse ideologies
and its appetite for early Mohist precepts created a fertile environment for the text’s circulation.
Furthermore, its simple language and straightforward interpretation, which replaced the established
habit of complex elucidations found in early commentaries, must have aided the Celestial Masters
in their recruitment efforts amongst the region’s population, many of whom were of ethnic origin.
In summary, the reference to shen and the stele’s coupling of Mohism and Ruism give us an
insight into an intellectual preoccupation of the time and indicate the co-existence and the influence
of the two doctrines in the Southwest. This raises questions about the view prevalent in much of
current scholarship,145 that has seen Mohism and Ruism as entirely oppositional, or, indeed, has
held that Mohism was irrelevant or extinguished by this time.146 This insight, together with an
appreciation of the regional origins and spread of Daoism in the southwest during the 2nd century,
allows us to fully understand the significance of the stele’s references to the discourse of the time.
Li’s stele, continues with the mention of Luo Shi from Guoyang, whose readings of the
‘canons and odes are sincere and pure’ (line 65) and who ‘assembled sums for multiplication’ (line
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68). While there is no official record of a person called Luo Shi, the inscription suggests that he was
a noteworthy mathematician from Shu. It is known that Mohists played a key role in the
advancement of science, engineering and mathematics in early China.147 Luo is also commended as
one who lived in a simple residence to conserve resources (line 67), another trait closely associated
with the Mohists’ utilitarian views and their embracement of a simple and frugal lifestyle. In
summary, reference to Mohism on the stele is not accidental but rather purposeful. It may be a
tantalising pre-figuring of the subsequent burgeoning of Daoism in the region.
While the ideas discussed above expose a local tradition of thought that embraces nonconforming influences, nevertheless, there continued to be an enthusiastic ‘sponsorship’ of Ruism
as we see from Li’s own intellectual ambitions. The stele tells us how ‘he elaborated and
commented on the Three Commentaries of the Annals (line 92)’ and ‘extracted and put forth their
essence’ (line 94). The stele asserts his veneration for scholarship and his compilation of established
authoritative texts into one school, so that they uphold the truth for later generations (lines 96-97).
The Annals and its commentaries were closely examined for their revelations and wisdom,
especially in relation to governance and education at the time. Li’s apparent regard for the
importance of Ruism is twofold. On one hand we are told that he valued the teachings of the Ruists,
but on a more practical level, he gave weight to the ability of Ruist officials, and conferred official
ranks and stipend to the poor amongst them (lines 98-99), suggesting that he applied Ruist
principles in his selection of officials in the commandery. This section of the stele places particular
emphasis on literary accomplishments and scholarship in support of the region’s academy and its
contribution and sponsorship of students there.
On Shu’s flourishing intellectual milieu and its contributions to the empire’s literary scene
we are reminded of the names of some of its greatest talents past and present, including Sima
Xiangru, Yan Cun, Yang Xiong and others (lines 56-69). We can note a regional pride in those
mentioned and a wish to preserve their works so that their names may be transmitted and not
forgotten. We are told that Li even dispatched his retainer to make sure that abandoned texts were
compiled and not lost (lines 60-61). Through his efforts, tales and the works of eminent figures
from the region were preserved for circulation in society, embedding them in public memory. In
this, the stele was not only a memorial to a person but, also records a deliberate remembrance of the
region’s cultural achievement and place in the empire.
In his manner, Li is compared to Wu Taibo 吳太伯, eldest son of King Tai 太王 of Zhou 周
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and legendary founder of the State of Wu 吳 during the Spring and Autumn period (line 32). The
Shiji records how Wu and his brother migrated to the south and settled down amongst the Jingman
荊蠻 peoples where they adopted their customs by tattooing their bodies and cutting their hair
short.148 Wu Taibo was considered a paragon of virtue by Confucius, and the inclusion of his name
on Li’s stele is purposeful. At one level, there is a parallel between Wu’s settling in a region
primarily inhabited by ethnic peoples and his acceptance of their customs and habits, and Li’s
coming to Shu, a region similarly dominated by a non-Han population. Secondly, Li himself was
originally from the State of Wu (line 30), making Wu Taibo an apt comparator.
Li’s skill in matters of governance, especially in the implementation of legislations and laws
of punishment, is compared to that of Gao Yao 皋陶, Minister of Justice (liguan 理官) to Emperor
Shun 舜帝 (lines 34-35) in antiquity. Gao is mentioned in the Shangshu for creating anti-corruption
regulations as part of the basic law with punishments for dishonest officials being as severe as
tattooing their faces.149 Interestingly, Gao was seen as the legendary ancestor and leader of the
Dongyi 東夷 (Eastern Yi) people; thus ethnically he was of non-Han origin.150 Moreover, Li is also
compared to General Li Ke ⾥克 (? - 650 B.C.E) of the State of Jin 晉, from the Spring and Autumn
period, who was ‘distinguished for his solemn reverence’ (lines 36-37). Li Ke is known in history as
the general who defeated the nomadic Di 狄 tribe of Gaoluo 皋落 in the northwest territories.151
Both Gao Yao and Li Ke were historical figures whose lives were closely associated with ethnic
peoples. They provide an exact parallel with Li’s own position as governor of a region primarily
inhabited by a non-Han population. From the Hou Hanshu 後漢書 we know that Shu commandery
was predominantly occupied by the Ranmang 冉駹 who were from the Qiang ethnic tribe.152 The
southwest in general was inhabited by people of Qiang and Di 氐 origin, although they had their
own distinct tribal names such as the Yi 彛, Miao 苗, Baima ⽩⾺, Yelang 夜郎, Ranmang 冉駹,
Qiongdu 邛都, Zuodu 筰都 and others.153 The mention of historical figures closely associated with
the empire’s ethnic populations would have been significant to those making the stele. These
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references cultivate social and cultural memories and identity that were distinct and divergent from
areas primarily occupied by the Han.
Continuing on the issue of governance, the stele advises us how Li’s lineage ‘upheld
benevolence’ (line 38) and thus he attended to the administration of the commandery in a ‘prudent,
fair and just’ manner (line 39). It is suggested that he was ‘mindful and knowledgeable’ and
intolerant of anyone who was evil and had ‘perverse inclinations’. He ‘held under wraps the
schemers and opposed the treacherous’ (line 42), and thus was able to lighten the burden of ordinary
people and bring stability to their lives (line 43). We are further told that ‘when the multitude in
administration collectively offended’ (line 82), without exception he habitually bestowed them with
his favour and kindness (line 83). This suggests that he opposed collective punishment and guilt by
association, a procedure that was an integral component of the Han legal system and continued to
be implemented, especially in the domain of the family kinship.154 It is noteworthy that Li, in his
capacity as commandery governor, had full authority to decide and execute punitive actions on legal
and criminal matters as he saw fit and the role the central government played in judicial decisions in
the border territories at the time was minimal.
Li fostered hidden talent and sought out eminent scholars, giving weight to their ability
rather than their personal or family background (lines 100-104). He extracted the best out of people
and created an environment where ‘those with hidden talent were able to come forth, and common
people sprouted and shook [their] scales’ (line 104-105) suggesting that many with ability amongst
the general population were able to gain official positions thus upholding the region’s reputation in
the empire (line 107-109). As we would expect, the stele conflates praise for scholarship with ideas
of virtue and good governance.
The importance of agriculture to the southwest is noted a number of times in the stele. For
example, the passage that mentions Wu Taibo (lines 32-33) may also be a reference to the
promotion of agricultural measures as Wu was known for his development of irrigation projects and
agriculture in general. Li also ordered ‘the surveyor of fields to be nothing but diligent’ in attending
to affairs (line 79), and his efforts and concerns for the region’s economy are reflected in the
paragraph where he is compared to Gongyi Xiu, former prime minister under Duke Mu of Lu 魯穆
公 (r. 408 - 377 B.C.E.), who was known for his erudition. Gongyi Xiu is remembered in history as
the official who did not accept gifts and was especially careful not to compete for profit in
occupations held by the common people. As minister he refused to have his family members engage
154

See LeFande (2000), 13, and Lewis (2007), 233.
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in farming or weaving, on the grounds that as member of the court he had unfair advantage and thus
should not compete for profit with those less fortunate than him.155 Sima Qian describes Gongyi as
follows:
客有遺相⿂者, 相不受. 客曰: ‘聞君嗜⿂, 遺君⿂, 何故不受也?’ 相曰: “以嗜⿂,
故不受也. 今為相, 能⾃給⿂. 今受⿂, ⽽免, 誰復給我⿂者? 吾故不受也.” 食
茹⽽美, 拔其園葵⽽棄之. ⾒其家織布好, ⽽疾出其家婦, 燔其機, 云 “欲令農
⼠⼯女安所讎其貨乎.
Once one of his retainers sent him fish, but he refused to accept the gift. “I always
heard that you were fond of fish,” said another of his retainers. “Now that
someone has sent you a fish, why don’t you accept it?” “It is precisely because I
am so fond of fish that I do not accept it,” replied Gongyi Xiu. “Now that I am
prime minister I can afford to buy all the fish I want. But if I should accept this
gift and lose my position as a result, who would ever provide me with fish again?
Therefore I have not accepted it.” When he ate some home-grown vegetables and
found them very tasty, he immediately pulled up all the vegetables in his garden
and threw them away. At the same time, discovering that the cloth being woven by
the maids in his house was very fine, he hastily turned them out of the house and
burned their looms. “Growing vegetables at home and weaving cloth like this!” he
exclaimed. “Do you want to make it so that the farmers and the weaving girls
have no place to sell their goods?”156

Li’s stele raises the question, ‘Like Gongyi who broke apart his wife’s cloth spinning wheel, what is
there to heed and observe from this?’ (lines 110-111), suggesting that for those who erected the
stele, Li possessed distinguished qualities of former sages such as Gongyi Xiu.
The stele also provides a glimpse of the southwest’s geography and some of its special traits.
We are reminded of Shu’s isolated location under the shen and chen mansions, two constellations
that are eternally set apart in the cosmic universe (line 47), and how its ‘paths are narrow and its
roads are distant, it is obscured by tall mountains’ (lines 54-55). Implied here are the southwest’s
political isolation and its great distance from the seat of the government. Perhaps Li was more able
to govern as he saw fit, and introduce measures of his own because there was diminished control
from the centre. As the stele notes, he held ‘fast to the path of benevolence’ and relied on no-one but
himself (line 53).
Regarding the region’s customs (fengsu 風俗), we are told that Li helped change local
practices (line 48) and transformed Shu commandery to ‘become exemplary and thereby pure’ (line
155

Nylan (2013), 253.

156

Shiji, 119.3101-2; tr.Watson (1993a), II. 375-6.
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31). The post-script reminds us how Li’s wisdom may have spread locally and indeed matched any
of those ‘enlightened aides at court’ (line 112), yet his virtues remained hidden and there were none
willing to place their trust in him at court (line 113). It is evident that those who erected the stele
considered it regrettable that Li’s skills were not utilised to the full and thus they undertook to
commemorate him in the form of a stele so that his name and achievements could be transmitted
and preserved for the future (lines 114-5). The donors list on the back of the stele registers the
names of thirty-nine Masters (shi 師), two Brevet Masters (shoushi 守師), two Senior Clerks (yuan
掾), three Brevet Senior Clerks (shouyuan 守掾), a Libationer (jijiu 祭酒), a Scribe (shi 史), an
Administrative Aide (zhushi 主事) and a Copying Assistant (shuzuo 書佐). These titles suggest that
the donors may have been educators and administrative personnel associated with the region’s
teaching academy (xueguan 學官).157 They were undoubtedly members of a learned local elite
which implies that the expression of the southwest’s identity presented in the stele was that of the
educated establishment existing in Chengdu at the time.

3.5

Commemorative Stele for Shu Commandery Governor Pei

The stele erected to commemorate Governor Pei in 144 C.E. is closely modelled on Li’s
stele. Considering that they were originally positioned next to each other, Li’s stele would have
served as an example to Pei’s dedicatees.158
巍巍⼤漢,

Hail to the great Han,

佮皇承度.

[and the] assembled sovereigns [who have] received the

1

measures [of the past]!
昌光耀軫.

Splendid light radiates from the zhen [constellation],159

享伊餘賞.

[and it] enjoys [Heaven’s] abundant reward.160

尊明炎上,

The venerable and brilliant radiates above,161

微⽽復著.

[after a period of] decline [the dynasty] has

157

5

See Feng (2012), 10, for a transcription of the back of the stele which lists the donors names and their positions.

He Zheng’s transcription of the stele published in He (2012), 78, appears to be the most reliable reading of the text following a
close examination of the rubbing (fig. 1). Other transcriptions are included in Chengdu Cultural and Archaeological Research
Institute (2012), 2-4; Feng (2012), 10-11; Luo (2012), 23-24; and Song (2012), 48-58.
158

Zhen 軫 is the last of the twenty-eight constellations, also known as ‘mansions’, into which the celestial sphere was divided in
ancient Chinese astronomy. Referred to as the ‘carriage rail’ it belongs to the southern mansion of the vermillion bird. In this passage
it is a geographical locator of auspicious connotation. See Kotyk (1985), 220.
159

160

This phrase suggests that the empire enjoys Heaven’s abundant reward.

161

Emperor Guangwu 光武帝 (r. 25 - 57 C.E.) is praised as the venerable and brilliant sovereign who has restored the Han dynasty.
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become prominent [again].
內任公輔,

In court, [the emperor] assigns

外宣藩守.

the [three] dukes and supporting [ministers],
[and for] the outer [territories] appoints border governors.

寔⽣裴君,

Governor Pei, who lives honestly,

為國寶助.

[has provided] invaluable aid for the state.

累錫苻162銀,

He has been repeatedly bestowed with the [tiger] tally

10

and silver [seal],163
四世遵統.

[and for] four generations [his lineage has]
observed tradition.164

爰命典蜀,

Thereupon, he was assigned to take charge of Shu,

蕩⼼垂治.

[and he] submerged himself in the issuing of governance.

膺真當古,

He responded to authentic [truth], and

15

attended to [the learnings] of antiquity165,
瞳曚蒙祚.

and [even] the ignorant were blessed [with his favour].

觀俗采詩,

He observed custom and collected [local] poetry,

⽢棠追導.

and [sitting under] the birch leaf pear tree, he pursued [correct]
guidance.166

臣有褒君,

[Amongst the] officials there were those who praised Governor Pei,

奚斯作廟.

and [like] Xisi [who built temples]

20

they made a shrine [for him].167
僉論元功,

[They] all discussed his chief merits,

銘紀績號.

and engraved [this stele] to record his successive achievements.

Fu 苻 is a variant of fu 符, meaning a tally. See Jinshi wenzi bianyi, 2.14 (“Pingsheng. Qilu” 平聲 .七盧) and Loewe and
Shaughnessy (1999), 609.
162

Tiger tallies (hufu 虎符) were issued to officials or military commanders as symbols of authority. Shaped after a tiger-form, they
were split into two, with the right part retained by the emperor, and the left issued to the official or military commander. See Shiji,
10.424; tr. Watson (1993a), I. 297, ‘In the ninth month, the bronze tiger credentials and bamboo envoys’ credentials were first
distributed to the governors of provinces and prime ministers of kingdoms’ (九⽉,初與郡國守相為銅虎符,⽵使符). Watson (p. 297)
notes how credentials of this type were probably of a new or standardised design. Silver seals were bestowed to officials of the rank
of 2,000 shi ⽯ and above.
163

It is worth noting that ‘four generations’ appears to be the standard number used for ancestral remembrance on stelae in early
China. Brashier (2011), 178 and 182, notes how in collective memory the four most recent generations of the Liu clan warranted
sacrifice in the Eastern Han, and within the imperial family shrine, an individual was entitled to occupy his or her own space for four
generations until all trace of direct influence had faded within a period of a century.
164

165

The phrase here suggests that Pei embraced the writings and the wisdom recorded from antiquity.

The poem titled ‘Sweet Birch Leaf Pear Tree (Gantan ⽢棠)’, included in the Shijing, 3.287 (“Gan tang”⽢棠, Mao 16), narrates
the popular memory of the Duke of Shao who rested beneath the sweet birch leaf pear tree, which later came to represent people’s
devotion to the the Duke and thus inspired their love for the tree. For a review of the birch leaf pear tree iconography and extant
textual allusion see Brashier (2005), 281-310, 343.
166

Xisi is Gong Ziyu 公⼦⿂, Minister in the State of Lu魯. Shijing, 60.618 (“Bi gong” 閟宮, Mao 300), records how Xisi built
many splendid temples out of pine and cypress, answering to people’s expectations.
167
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其辭曰:

Its words say:

漢隆迄茲,

Han prosperity has extended till present,

眀辟虎將.

[it is governed by] enlightened sovereigns and valiant generals.

殊縱168異風,

Exceptional vestiges and different customs

萹藉所記.

have been recorded in bound accounts.

表善陳惡,

They commend good [deeds] and report bad [conducts],

章賢⽰誡.

and manifest [the warnings of] the worthies and expose the deceitful.

今惟裴君,

Today, Governor Pei alone

仁德冠備.

is benevolent and virtuous, and is thoroughly prudent.

紀初本⾏,

[From the] start of recording his principal actions,

介無纎漏.

[it has been] meticulous with nothing omitted.

史官譔序,

When the historian compiled [this] preface,

君冝錄載.

Governor Pei’s [achievements have been]

祖⾃河東,

suitably recorded and conveyed.
[His] ancestors came from Hedong [commandery],169

先⼈造創.

and his forefathers built and established [the lineage’s name].

銀艾相承,

[Because the family] received the silver [seal]

25
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with [green] cord in succession,170
選由孝廉.

it was selected through the xiaolian.171

至君握惠,

Reaching [the time of] Governor Pei, [he] held fast to kindness,

軆含清妙.

and [his] bodily [composure] contained a pure and miraculous

40

countenance.
位歷臺署,

[Amongst his] previous positions
[he held] office at the shangshutai,172

愽游遼俊.

and travelled broadly [in search of] distant talents.

百⼯師師,

All professions modelled themselves [after him],

靡不則卬.

and there was none who did not follow

168

45

Zong 縱 is a variant of zong 蹤, meaning vestige or footprint. See Libian, 1.14.

See Song (2012), 51 and De Crespiny (2017), 26. Hedong commandery during the Han dynasty occupied the area southwest of
the Fen River 汾河, in present-day Shanxi province.
169

This passage refers to Pei’s lineage continuously holding official positions of or above the rank of 2,000 shi. A silver seal of this
type had a green cord attached to it.
170

Xiaolian 孝廉, which means ‘filially pious and incorrupt’, refers to the successful nomination to an official position by the
commandery or kingdom in the border territories. Officials and clerks advanced themselves through this recommendation system
whereby, in order to fill the court bureaucracy, commanderies and kingdoms recommended two to three hundred officer candidates
each year. Those nominated received the courtesy title xiaolian. See Brashier (2011), 40; and Liang (2014), 194.
171

Song (2012), 51. See also Hucker (1985), 412.5057. Originally established as the Imperial Secretariat, by the Eastern Han period,
the shangshutai 尚書臺 served as the primary administrative core of the central government.
172
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[his example] and thereby look up [at him].
超統定襄,

He surpassed in stabilising Dingxiang [commandery]173

外蠻侵暴.

[when the] Man [people] from the outer [territories]174
invaded and caused violence.175

朱衣建鈰,

In vermillion clothing and with erected banners,176

順天平亂.

following Heaven’s [will] he pacified disorder.

奮威討黠,

With vigorous force he sent out a punitive expedition

50

against the cunning [Yi],
鬼⽅震悼.

and the barbarians were shaken to the core.177

師出旬時,

Ten days after the troops’ departure,

猾夷降從.

the cunning Yi surrendered and submitted [to his force].

到載⼲⼽,

When the war weapons were [finally] laid down,

返⽂⾏慶.

[Governor Pei] restored culture and conducted celebrations. 178

利涉⼤川,

It was beneficial to cross great waters,179

黎元砥180定.

and the multitude became settled and stable.

基⽉有成,

[Because] he achieved success within a year,

美聲勃洞.

his fine reputation swiftly penetrated [to distant lands].

運苻四郡,

[He was issued with] the tallies of four

55
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commanderies in succession,
所在泎181化.

and wherever he was, he spread culture.

Dingxiang commandery 定襄郡 during the Eastern Han was annexed to Bingzhou 並州, located in the northwest of present day
Dai 代 county in Shanxi province. On Dingxiang see Hanshu, 28.1620-1. See also De Crespigny (2016), 247, 250.
173

The Man, also known as the Manyi 蠻夷, in this passage refers to the Qiang ethnic tribe that inhabited the northwest and western
regions at the time. See Hou Hanshu, 87.2869, where it is recorded that the legendary emperor Shun relocated the Qiang to the
northwest of the Shu borders. See also Alberts (2006), 168.
174

De Crespigny (2016), 247, describes events in 140 C.E. when a major insurgence by the Qiang in Dingxiang commandery was put
down by government troops. The passage in the stele may refer to this event. Song (2012), 52, suggests that while it is not specified,
Pei may have acted as governor for Dingxiang commandery at the time as he would have been in charge of the commandery’s
military affairs.
175

176

Clothed in the official military attire of vermillion colour, Pei led his troops on a mission to suppress the Yi uprising.

The term guifang 鬼⽅ was used to identify distant border regions and their ethnic peoples. See Hanshu 81.3335, where it is
mentioned how the Shang king Tang transforms foreign customs and comforts the guifang. See also Sterckx (2002), 235, where the
author explains how ethnic tribes or those labelled as the ‘barbarians’ are compared to wild animals, a category that implies both
location and character, and parallels the language that dichotomises animals in the wilds from cultured and domesticated animals.
Furthermore, the cultivating and transformative power of the empire reaches down to the bestial barbaric tribes on its distant
periphery.
177

178

Restoration of wen ⽂ in this phrase is in opposition of wu 武, martial attainments or prowess.

Reference to crossing great waters may indicate the many large rivers in Sichuan, or perhaps suggests that Pei dealt with crisis in
the region successfully.
179

180

Zhi 砥 is a variant of zhi 厎, meaning to settle. See Hanshu, 28A.1528.

181

Feng (2012), 10, suggests that this is an archaic form for the character liu 流, meaning to flow, drift or circulate.
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蜀承汶⽔,

Shu receives [the benefit] of the Wen River,

緝熙極敬.

and [the region’s] brightness and brilliance

列備五都,

[earned] the highest level of respect.
[Chengdu] ranks and is equipped to be [one of the]
five capitals [in the empire],182

眾致珎怪.

and crowds arrive [bringing] precious rarities.

德盛⽂彌,

The greater the virtue the more refined are literary works,

尊卑有度.

and there is [correct] measure [applied] to the

65

revered and the lowly.
舊設儲值,

[Amongst its] ancient valuable deposits,

瑱盈殿館.

jades fill its halls and buildings.

⾦銀⽂錦,

It has gold, silver and patterned silk [brocade]

駭⽬動慾.

that startle [one’s] eyes and move [one’s] desires.

君億其然,

Governor Pei foresaw people’s self-indulgence,

豫設科防.

and installed preventative measures in advance.

蕩滌枯飭,

He cleared away decadent adornments,

發徹延帳.

and thoroughly got rid of stretched curtains [used for

70
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entertainment].183
除損法服,

He removed and decreased clothing [regulations
prescribed by] law,

罷員損御.

suspended [redundant] personnel,
and decreased driven [carriages].

拔薗漉池,

He pulled out [trees] in parks, drained [water] from

網罟懸錯.

ponds,
[and hunting and fishing] nets were suspended and discarded.184

不貴難成,

He did not treasure [goods that were] difficult to produce,

斷絕玩好.

and abstained from amusing [himself with] fine objects.

約⼰惠下,

He restrained himself and favoured [those] below,

性同宣孟.

and his [benevolent] nature was the same as

80

This is a reference to Chengdu being one of the five important cities, along with Handan 邯鄲, Luoyang 洛陽, Linzi 臨淄 and
Wan 宛 , known as the ‘five capitals’ during the Han dynasty. See Hanshu, 24.1180.
182

This sentence suggests that he reduced the severity of rules and regulations and abolished excessive and overindulgent
entertainments conducted in halls where spaces were divided by curtains or screens. Curtains of this type are depicted on stone reliefs
placed in tombs, such as the example from the main chamber of the Yangzishan tomb where a continuous picture of a procession and
a banquet with a screen dividing the space between the entertainment area and the kitchen is shown. See Yu (1955), 76, and Lim
(1987), p. 183.
183

This is a reference to Gongyi Xiu 公義休, who protected people’s livelihood and did not use his authority to gain profit and
resources from common property. See earlier discussion on Gongyi Xiu in this chapter. It is interesting to note that the same paragons
of virtue are alluded to in both governors’ stelae.
184
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that of [Zhao] Xuanmeng.185
留⼼蕭曹,

[He] paid attention to [the strategies] of Xiao and Cao,186

理罪聽恕.

and in solving criminal [cases] he listened and was merciful.

雖得其情,

Even when he got to the truth of the heart of the matter,

哀矜原宥.

[he felt] sorrow and compassion and forgave the original [crime].187

隕涕陷辜,

He shed tears for those wrongly [accused with] crime,

輕疑必赦.

[who had committed] minor [offences

85

or were doubted, and he was certain to pardon [them].188
民免有恥,

People avoided [committing crime]

90

and [came to] possess [a sense of] shame,
囹圄虛曠.

thus prisons became spacious and empty.

禁刑以禮,

He banned [excessive] punishment according to [the rules of] rites,

導儉以固.

and instructed frugality with firmness.

撟世定常,

He rectified the world and fixed permanent norms,

移風反素.

and changed customs, returning to simplicity.

帥⼈以正,

He led people with correctness,

孰敢不放.

[hence] who would dare not to rely on him?

苞鉏189廱塞,

[The custom of] giving parcels wrapped in reeds was stopped,

耆遰辟⽤.

and [he supported] the elderly, the migrants and

95

[those] cast aside.
取⼠鄉⼈,

He selected gentlemen [for service amongst] the native people,

違絕上來.

and he vehemently declined [those who] came [on the orders of]

100

superiors [at court].
姦軌息集,

Villains and traitors ceased gathering,

Zhao Xuanmeng 趙宣孟 is the posthumous title of Zhao Dun 趙盾 who was a minister to the Jin 晉 court during the late 7th
century B.C.E. He consolidated power and control over the court, but in 607 B.C.E. fell out of favour with Duke Ling 晉靈公 (r. 620
- 607 B.C.E.) and was forced into exile. Zhao became famous for his care and benevolence towards those starving, as recorded in the
Lüshi qunqiu, 15.4.2 ; Knoblock and Riegel (2000), 352-353. See also Major (2010), 362.
185

Xiao refers to Xiao He 蕭何 (? - 193 B.C.E.), a famous strategist and chancellor who fought for Liu Bang 劉邦 against the State
of Chu 楚; and Cao refers to Cao Can 曹參 (? - 190 B.C.E.), the second chancellor of the Western Han, who also fought for Liu Bang
against the Chu. Xiao and Cao are mentioned in the Shiji, 8.350 as skilled at military affairs and the administration of justice. This
passage suggests that Pei carefully studied the strategies of Xiao and Cao in military and judicial affairs.
186

187

This suggests that he gave light punishments.

This phrase explains Pei’s measures on petty crime and towards people wrongly accused or whose crime could not be proved with
certainty.
188

Baochu 苞鉏 does not appear in early texts, however, it may be a variant or local rendering of the phrase baoju 苞苴, meaning a
gift wrapped in cloth, a reference to bribery. See Hou Hanshu. 41.1408. (女謁盛邪︖苞苴⾏邪︖讒夫昌邪︖).
189
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百穀豊熾.

and there was bumper harvest of a hundred grains.190

咨陬髦彥,

[He] sought good advice from the able and talented,

斥遠佞富.

rejected and distanced [himself from] the flatterers

105

and the wealthy.
委扡191貞直,

The beautiful, loyal and upright,

外身成義.

went beyond their station and achieved righteousness.

耽道守株,

[Governor Pei] absorbed himself [in following the correct]
path, was a guarding pillar,

後⽣顏憲.

and [supported those] born later
[who were like] Yan Hui and Yuan Xian.192

莫不彈冠,

There were none who did not dust off their caps,193

咸蒙寵譽.

and all received praise and commendation.

掊決珠臧,

He extracted with determination hidden gems,194

選先韋布.

and chose primarily [from those wearing] simple clothing.195

⾸貢張服,

[Governor Pei’s] foremost contribution was the [selection of
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talents who] wore stretched clothes,196
股桓聖朝.

[and who became] supporting pillars and sages to the court.

連拔俊傑,

[He] continuously selected able and outstanding

115

[talents],
終始不橈.

[who] from start to finish did not waver.

弘徳永善,

[With their] great virtue and eternal goodness,

翕受榮賞.

[when such men] are assembled and received

This phrase possibly suggests that common people stopped forming groups to revolt and returned to their work of farming, thus
the region enjoyed bumper harvest again.
190

191

Chi 扡 is possibly a variant of tuo 佗 , with the binome weituo 委佗 meaning beautiful. See Erya gulin, 3.1429 (“Shi xun” 釋訓).

Yan Hui 顏回 (521 - 481 B.C.E.), whose courtesy name was Yan Yuan 顏淵 or Ziyuan⼦淵, was a prominent disciple of
Confucius who died at a young age. See Pang (1997), 14. Yuan Xian 原憲 (515 - ? B.C.E.), whose courtesy name was Zisi ⼦思, was
also Confucius’ disciple. He lived in great poverty and was noted for his integrity, modesty and for his commitment to live by the
teachings of his master. See Makeham (2002), 109.
192

193

This phrase refers to those who prepared themselves and took up an official position. Danguan 彈冠 is also a reference to the true

sage who is not chained to material circumstances but can adapt to changes in the world. See the conversation between the Chu 楚
minister and poet, Qu Yuan 屈原 (b.ca. 339 B.C.E.), and a fisherman in Shiji, 84.2486, tr. Watson (1993a), I.440, ‘ “A true sage does
not stick at mere things, but changes with the times,” said the fisherman….Qu Yuan replied, “I have heard it said that he who newly
washed his hair should dust off his cap, and he who had just bathed his body should shake out his robes. What man can bear to soil
the cleanness of his person with the filth you call ‘mere things’?’ (漁⽗曰: “夫聖⼈者, 不凝滯於物⽽能與世推移...屈原曰: “吾聞
之, 新沐者必彈冠, 新浴者必振衣, ⼈又誰能以身之察察, 受物之汶汶者乎!”).
194 A reference

to searching for hidden or unrecognised talents in society.

Reference to simple clothing suggests that Pei sought out hidden talents for office amongst people from humble or poor
backgrounds.
195

196

Zhangfu 張服 was the clothing worn by those who took up an official post. See He (2012), 87.
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[they are] honoured and praised.
綱紐既張,

[Now that] networks have been fully extended,

孔脩畔學.

the boundary of learning has been greatly expanded.

恢興七藝,

The seven arts have been restored and [they] flourish,197

宗⽼恤幼.

[there is] respect for the elderly and care for the young.198

存⼼⾳律,

He was attentive about [the accuracy of]

120

tones and pitch pipes,199
廣宣教誨.

and widely spread teachings and instructions.

⽂武不隧,

The [doctrines of] Wen and Wu have not declined,200

禮樂條畼.

thus rites and music were extended unimpeded.

救復衰漸,

He saved and revived [the region from] gradual decline,

舉道崇⾏.

and upheld the [correct] path with honourable conduct.

謙虛慍厲,

[With] modest humbleness and indignant severity

剛塞簡貶.

[he] firmly blocked unsupported claims

慎苞201九德,

With care [he] embraced the Nine Virtues,

卓爾難副.

[thus] his prominence was difficult to match.

以不沈俗,

Because he did not immerse himself in customs,

俄糜⾒姹.

he met with the scolding of the meritorious.202

澤施未窮,

He had not yet exhausted his munificence

虛受征問.

[when he] received false [accusations],
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135

and travelled afar [to the court] for questioning.
若⽟光潤,

[His virtuous conduct] burst forth shimmering like a [piece

The ‘seven arts’ may refer to Liu Xin’s 劉歆 (d. 23 C.E.) Qi lüe 七略 (Seven Summaries), as recorded in Hanshu, 30.1701, a
bibliography that organised canonical, philosophical and poetic texts in the imperial library into seven classifications. The seven
classifications were: general introduction; the Six Arts or the Classics; various expository writers; poetry and rhapsodies; military
writings; astronomy and the occult sciences; and medicine and spells. See also Song (2012), 56, and Fendherr and Hardy (2011), 512.
However, it may also be a reference to the ‘seven classics (qi jing 七經)’ mentioned in the Huayang guo zhi, 3.141. The exact listing
of the seven classics remains a matter of debate amongst scholars, although Yao (2000), 57, suggests that in the Eastern Han it
included the ‘Five Classics’ of the Book of Odes (Shijing 詩經), Book of Documents (Shujing書經), Book of Changes (Yijing 易經),
Book of Rites (Liji 禮記) and the Spring and Autumn Annals (Chunqiu 春秋), plus the Analects (Lunyu 論語) and the Book of Filial
197

Piety (Xiaojing 孝經). See also He (2012), 87, for further suggestions on the seven classics.
198

This is a reference to the five main social relationships in early China as mentioned in Governor Li’s stele.

This phrase suggests that Governor Pei paid careful attention to the measurements and frequencies of tones and pitch pipes.
Ensuring the correct measures of tones and music may be seen as marking virtue or wisdom.
199

Sui 隧 is a variant of zhui 墜, meaning to fall or decline. This passage is a reference to Zi Gong’s reply to Gong Sunchao’s 公孫朝
question in the Lunyu, 38.1335 (“Zi Zhang” ⼦張), ‘The doctrines of Wen and Wu have not yet fallen to earth, they [are to be found
200

in ] men’ (⽂武之道, 未墜於地, 在⼈).
201

Bao 苞 is a variant of bao 包, meaning to embrace, include or contain. See Jiyun, 3.15 (“Pingsheng. Wu yao” 平聲 . 五⽘)

The meritorious refers to Central Government officials at the court. The use of su 俗 in this passage suggests that he did not
follow established conventions rather than being a reference to local custom or fengsu 風俗.
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of] jade,
泥⽽不滓.

[and even when placed] in mud, he kept himself from staining.

觀過知仁,

Observing his past [conduct], it may be known that he is benevolent,203

致仕閭巷.

[and when] he resigned from office [he returned] to

140

the side alley [of his home].204
三九吉期,

During the auspicious period [when the court appoints its]
three [dukes] and nine [ministers],205

吏民骥望.

officials and people anxiously hoped for [the return of this]
refined and virtuous [person].

儒宗詠述,

Ruists eulogised him,

永垂億萬.

[and his memory] shall eternally be handed down

145

for countless [generations].
君興教化,

Governor Pei promoted transformation through education,

徑206之營之.

[he] planned it and carried it out.

功平治洽,

[When] his meritorious service was stabilised
and his administration discussed,207

刻⽯定基.

this stele was carved and the foundation established.

跡⽴八載,

Eight years [since the original] stele was erected,

元嘉有⼆.

in the second year of the Yuanjia reign.208

仲[X][X][X],

In the middle of [X] [X] [X],

卒以僵分.

[the stele] in the end collapsed [and crushed] into pieces.

辭讃摩滅,

The words of the eulogy have been rubbed away and

150

destroyed,
恐後莫聞.

and it is feared that later [generations] will not have heard

155

[of Governor Pei].
掾司⾺翕,

Minor Official: Sima Gong,

時史常茵.

Current scribe: Chang Yin.

帥由舊章,

Observing and following old standards,

203

This passage refers to the Lunyu, 7.241 (“Li ren” ⾥仁), where the Master says, ‘The faults of men may be characterised by each

of the groups they belong to. By observing one's fault, it may be known that he is benevolent’ (⼈之過也, 各於其黨. 觀過, 斯知仁
矣).
204

This phrase suggests that upon retiring he lived a simple life.

205

The auspicious period refers to the time when new officials were selected for posts in the central government.

206

Jing 徑 is a variant of jing 經, meaning to plan. This phrase is a reference to the Shijing, 46.524 (“Ling tai” 靈臺, Mao 242),

‘[When King Wen] planned the start [of building] the numinous tower, [he] planned it and carried it out’ (經始靈臺, 經之營之).
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Suggesting that after the hearing at court Pei was rehabilitated to his former position.
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This confirms that the original stele was first erected in 144 C.E., and later re-erected in 152 C.E.
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刾209掇⾏真.

selected and collected conducts and truths.

君名不掩,

Thus Governor Pei's reputation will not be suppressed.

臣節[X][X].

[Signed by:] Official Jie [X][X].

160

Similar to Li’s stele, Pei’s may also be divided into three distinct sections: a preface (lines
1-35), a biography in the form of a eulogy (lines 36-147) and a post-script (lines 148-161). The
preface has high praise for the Han empire, and although it alludes to a political upheaval at court
that caused ‘a period of decline’ (line 6), by the time of its commission, the fortunes of the dynasty
had been restored (albeit temporarily). The stele was made in 144 C.E., during the last year of
Emperor Shun’s reign when he was already gravely ill. In 143 C.E. the emperor’s only infant son by
a concubine was named heir, and succeeded to the throne upon his father’s death the following year.
However, the child died a few months later, leaving power in the hands of his father’s consort,
Empress Liang 梁 and her family. Empress Liang chose the next two minor emperors, both of
whom died shortly after ascending to the throne. The third minor, Liu Zhi 劉志, came to the throne
in 146 C.E., finally restoring a period of continuity by ruling for twenty-two years.210
The preface establishes the reasons for Pei’s appointment as Governor of Shu commandery
which was an outer border territory (line 8). It also provides an account of his ancestors who had
prepared the path for his official career. We are told that for ‘four generations his lineage had
observed tradition’ (line 12) and thus Pei was ‘repeatedly bestowed with the tiger tally and silver
seal’ (line 11). The preface states that the reasons for the making of the stele was to record Pei’s
merits and his successive achievements (lines 21-22) and furthermore, vouches to omit nothing (line
32).
As mentioned earlier, Pei’s stele is one of the longest commemorative stele inscriptions
found to date. Perhaps because of its length, the preface, along with its tribute to the greatness of the
empire, also provides a short summary, a type of abstract, of his meritorious deeds. This is followed
by a more detailed account in the principal section that touches upon issues associated with his
governance and administration of education, law, customs and the economy. The postscript
describes how the original stele was damaged and, fearful that his reputation may be suppressed and
his name possibly forgotten, a stele was re-erected so that it might be viewed by the public and that
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Ci 刾 is a variant of ci 刺, meaning to select and pick out. See Libian. 4.6.
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Pei’s ‘conduct and achievements’ may circulate and his name be remembered by future generations
(line 159).
Pei’s ancestors rose through the xiaolian recommendation system and by the time of his
generation, his lineage’s position and welfare was firmly established (lines 39-40). We are told of
Pei’s early official career in which he excelled and became a model for many (line 44). His military
campaigns against the Yi 夷 peoples in the northwest border territories, where he was sent out to
suppress their uprisings, is described at some length (lines 46-57). Due to his superior military skills
in controlling the Yi, making them lay down their weapons and bring stability to the region within a
short period of a year (lines 54-58), he was issued in succession with ‘the tallies of four
commanderies’ (line 60), appointments to govern a large area of the southwest region. Even before
his pacification of the Yi, we are told that he showed great valour in stabilising the rebellion by the
Man at Dingxiang, located at the northwest border territories in present day Shanxi province (lines
46-49). It is apparent that by the time of Pei’s governorship unrest amongst the local ethnic
population throughout the empire had become an issue that needed military attention.
From the beginning of the second century, prolonged military conflict between the Qiang
and the Han army in the west and northwest border territories brought much chaos and devastation
to the empire.211 The Qiang, as mentioned earlier, occupied much of present day Qinghai, Gansu,
Ningxia and Sichuan provinces. Regarding the Qiang, who also feature in the third stele examined
in this chapter, the Eastern Han government faced increasing pressure from the ethnic peoples in its
border territories that caused devastating casualties amongst the population and emptied the state’s
coffers as recorded in the Hou Hanshu.212 Pei’s stele reveals a level of increasing disruption and
disarray in society that had not yet been apparent during Li’s governorship a few decades earlier. Eli
Alberts, in his examination of insurgent attacks, believes that much of the turbulence amongst the
ethnic population at the time was triggered by the implementation of new policies which raised
taxes on the Man as if they were Han subjects.213 Historically, ethnic tribes in the region enjoyed tax
exemption. The Huayang guo zhi records how the Banshun Man 板楯蠻 (a sub group of the Ba
peoples) were granted exemption from taxation in exchange for their protection against the carnage
caused by white tigers in the region. There is further mention in this source of the names of seven
local ethnic clans, the Luo 羅, Pu 朴, Zan 昝, E 鄂, Du 度, Xi ⼣ and Xi 襲, who were also granted
See Tse (2012), 250, where three major wars, the first between 107 - 118 C.E., the second between 140 - 145 C.E., and the third
from 159 - 169 C.E. are examined in detail.
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Hou Hanshu, 87.2891 (府帑空竭 ).

213 Alberts

(2006), 70-71.
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tax exception.214 The Hou Hanshu documents a court debate between Emperor Shun’s advisors and
Yu Xu 虞詡 (? - 137 C.E.), a military official and former governor of Wudu commandery 武都
郡,215 who argued that it would be a mistake to increase taxes as it would invariably cause
animosity amongst the ethnic population and lead to rebellion. Yu asked ministers to calculate what
they would obtain by doing so, but more importantly urged them to take into account what would be
lost and what they would definitely come to regret.216 Yu’s proposal was turned down, and
according to Alberts, the ethnic insurgent attacks that ensued were a direct consequence of the
government’s failed policies towards the non-Han population.217
The stele’s function as a tool for the preservation of society’s memories is illustrated in the
passage that presents the cherished image of the Duke of Shao 召公 (d. 1000 B.C.E.) of the Zhou
dynasty who was remembered for his benevolent governance of the Western territories. The poem
titled ‘The Sweet Birch Leaf Pear Tree (Gan tan ⽢棠)’, included in the Shijing, safeguards Duke
Shao’s memory by describing him sitting on the grass under a birch leaf pear tree where he heard
out and decided upon people’s grievances.218 Men and women applauded his virtue, spoke of his
reforming policies and harboured affectionate thoughts of him and thus came to revere the tree. It is
said that Duke Shao, not wishing to disturb the farmers’ work when they were gathering the
cocoons from the mulberry trees, did not enter the villages but encamped under the birch leaf pear
tree.219 The reference to Duke of Shao on Pei’s stele serves two purposes: firstly, it commemorates
Pei with the aim to preserve his memory as one who possessed similar outstanding qualities as
Duke Shao, and thus seeks to assign him a place amongst the greats in history; and secondly, it is a
statement of political philosophy that advocates the ideal of careful and merciful administration of
justice by the governing class for ordinary people. Kenneth Brashier explains the function of the
birch leaf pear tree in stelae as the foremost symbol of historical and ancestral preservation in the
Han. He notes how the tree, often depicted in pictorial carvings, stands for all physical things that
survive into the present and that bend the mind backward into the revered past. It is a memorial
Huayang guo zhi, 1.14. See also Kleeman (1998), 41-44, who explains that it is most likely that the Ba did not constitute a
coherent, monolithic group, but rather was composed of a number of subgroups represented by different surnames who may have
been unusually diverse in their ethnicity but were described together in Han historiography and may have formed alliances.
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See Hanshu, 28B.1609, 1646, where Wudu commandery is described as located in the northwestern border of Shu. It was
established as a commandery during Emperor Wu’s reign and its diverse ethnic population followed the customs of the Shu and Ba.
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Hou Hanshu, 86. 2833.
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(2006), 73.
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Shijing, 3.287 (“Gan tang” ⽢棠, Mao 16).
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image about the preservation of memory, a souvenir about souvenirs. This popular image in Han
classicist discourse became an established literary and iconographic reference that signified
attachment to and preservation of the past. The poem would have been familiar to the public, but to
the educated it would have been part of memorised classical learning that was a prerequisite for
official advancement.220
Following Pei’s outstanding military achievements, we are given a vivid description of Shu
as a region of great abundance and wealth (lines 62-71). Its tributary items to the Han court brought
‘the highest level of respect’ (line 63) and its capital Chengdu came to rank amongst one of the most
prosperous five cities in the empire, en par with Luoyang, Handan 邯鄲, Linzi 臨淄 and Wan 宛
(line 64).221 Merchants, traders and craftsmen brought their precious rarities in crowds to the market
for sale (line 65) and the city’s halls were filled with ancient valuable deposits, jades, gold, silver
and the region’s much valued silk brocades that startled one’s eyes and moved one’s desires (lines
68-71). We are given a picture of great affluence, and culture is mentioned as a phenomenon that
extended throughout society, resulting in the proper behaviour between different classes (lines
66-67). Such was society’s wealth that, as anticipated by Pei, it risked corrupting the region’s
population (line 72). In reaction to these excesses, Pei introduced preventative measures to
economise and restrain unnecessary spending (line 73). He ‘cleared away decadent adornments, and
thoroughly got rid of stretched curtains used for entertainment’ (line 74-75). He simplified
regulations on clothing and curbed official spending on carriages (lines 76-78). Pei’s attention to
restricting official spending highlights Han developments amongst the powerful families and
wealthy merchants who became notorious for disregarding established stipulations. As described in
the Yantie lun, ‘their chariots and clothes are in the style of dukes and kings, their palaces and
mansions overstep rules and regulations…their sons and grandsons [make trips] in files of joined
chariots and riders, and go in and out of fields to hunt, displaying their strength and skill with the
retrievable arrow’ (輿服僭於王公, 宮室溢於制度 …⼦孫連⾞列騎, ⽥獵出入, 畢⼷捷健).222
Disregard of the complex carriage system, where the form of the carriage, its decoration, material
and colour of the canopy, and even the size and scale of the procession were dictated by one’s rank
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Brashier (2005), 288, 292 and 343.

See Gu (2015), 41. Gu mentions Nanyang 南陽 as one of the five great cities at the time, however, this is erroneous and should be
Wan, which was the capital of Nanyang commandery. Nanyang was not the name of a city but the name of a commandery in presentday Henan province. See Nylan and Vankeerberghen (2015), 16.
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Yantie lun, 9.65 (“Ci quan” 刺權). The retrievable arrow in this context is a ‘toy’ for the affluent and not the hunter’s subsistence
tool mentioned in Chapter One (p. 44).
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is evident in the southwest’s tomb art.223 Images of grand ceremonial processions containing
carriages pulled by three horses, which according to the ‘Yufu zhi 輿服志 (Records of Carriages
and Dresses)’ chapter of the Hou Hanshu, were restricted to the use by members of the imperial
family, are readily found decorating the walls of chamber tombs as seen at the Yangzishan tomb site
examined in chapter one.224 The scale of the procession scene in the middle chamber of the
Yangzishan tomb reinforces the themes of wealth and power. It is also carved of stone, a material
that would have been more costly to obtain and labour intensive to fashion compared to the more
commonly used brick tiles. While the Yangzishan tomb is not a royal tomb, it certainly mimics one
in its bold use of imagery closely associated with the imperial family.
Pei’s stele describes some of the economic measures he put in place to regulate both official
and public spending. He wished to protect people’s livelihood and followed the example of Gongyi
Xiu, who ‘pulled out trees in parks, drained water from ponds’ and suspended and discarded
hunting and fishing nets, so that people’s sources of income and occupations were protected and
officials did not compete with them for their own profit (lines 78-79). The mention of Gongyi Xiu
as the model for frugality and selflessness in both Li and Pei’s stelae suggests that we are not
merely looking at a particular instance of language but a wider trope expressing a judgement on a
society that came to be criticised for its extravagant lifestyle by its leaders. The suggestion that
there was considerable wealth in the region is not surprising, as it is not only mentioned in textual
sources, but is also reflected in the many contemporaneous pictorial brick tiles and stone carvings
examined in the previous chapters. Admonishing excessive spending and promoting frugality was at
the forefront of the minds of the Mohists whose ideas, as seen already from Li’s stele, were not only
established but appear to have been supported in the southwest.225 It is also in this context of
excessive display and consumption that we should place the praise of frugality in funerary
arrangement and the cultivation of austerity and moderation in the stele erected for Liu Min,
discussed in chapter two.
As for Pei’s policies towards law and order, the stele describes at considerable length his
handling of criminals and those wrongfully accused (lines 85-93). ‘In solving criminal cases he
listened and was merciful’ (line 85), and ‘even when he got to the truth of the heart of the matter, he
felt sorrow and compassion’ and would forgive the accused his or her crime (lines 86-87). He
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Hou Hanshu, 29A.3647.

See Puett (2010), 227, where there author states that some Mohist ideas concerning the promotion of the worthy and the
importance of frugality were to gain some support; but the idea that Heaven was the guiding force in creating the world and directing
humanity had almost no resonance in the ensuing Warring States, Qin and Western Han.
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reduced excessive punishment and even ‘shed tears for those wrongly accused’ (line 88). We are
told how prisons under his governorship became ‘spacious and empty’ (line 91). The mention of the
harsh treatment of those who had committed petty crimes or the predicament of those falsely
accused suggests that these may have been familiar happenings at the time. The stele asserts how
Pei brought a sense of compassion in dealing with criminal law and, following the rules of rites,
banned excessive punishments (line 92). People came to possess a sense of shame, a much valued
trait in early writings such as the Guanzi which may have influenced Pei’s governing philosophy.
The Guanzi, attributed to Guan Zhong, minister to Duke Huan 桓公 of the State of Qi 齊, records
how ‘those who would shepherd the people desire them to have a sense of shame. Since they desire
them to have a sense of shame, it must be displayed even in minor matters…such is the basis of
good order.’226 Guan Zhong also upheld that if governments decreased punishments and lightened
levies and exactions people would prosper.227 There was not only political benefit for the sovereign
to show a merciful attitude, but pardoning light crime, releasing captive people, and resolving
rivalries were seen as important means to promoting the season’s work and enhancing the
production of grain.228
Pei also faced issues of corruption and thus introduced measures to stop ‘the custom of
giving parcels wrapped in reeds’ or bribery (line 98). With regard to his policies for selecting
officials, perhaps the most fascinating information found on the stele is the mention of his
employment of the ‘elderly, the migrants and those who have been cast aside’ (line 99). We are told
that he ‘selected gentlemen for service amongst the native people and he vehemently declined those
who came on the orders of superiors at court’ (lines 100-101). The situation described here is very
similar to the stance taken by Li. Pei’s approach to appointments and his outright refusal to accept
court appointees gives a picture of a substantially weakened central government. Mark Lewis, in his
examination of official appointments during the Eastern Han, draws our attention to the increased
power of commandery governors who were able to appoint and dismiss officials within their
provinces without the approval of the central government. Officials became autonomous regional
lords who, though subject to dismissal, held sway within their own jurisdiction.229 We cannot know
whether Pei’s independent approach to appointments was the cause of him being summoned to
Guanzi jiaoshi, 3. 26 (“Quan xiu” 權修) (凡牧民者欲民之有恥也, 欲民之有恥, 則⼩恥不可不飾也..治之本也). Note that the
Guanzi is a composite text with much Western Han content.
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Guanzi jiaoshi, 20.191 (“Xiao kuang” ⼩匡) (省刑罰, 薄賦斂, 則民富矣).
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court for questioning (line 137); however, it is significant that the crisis in his career is recorded at
all. There is suggestion of his rehabilitation ‘when his meritorious service was stabilised and his
administration agreed’ and it was only then that the ‘stele was carved and its foundation established’
(lines 148-149). However, by then Pei had resigned from office and returned to lead a simple life in
a village alley (line 141), thus ending his extensive official career.
Pei’s approach to education was similar to Li’s - he ‘greatly expanded the boundary of
education’ (line 121), implying that he extended the depth of learning to include a variety of schools
of thought, and as a result the seven arts were restored and made to flourish in the region (line 122).
Following in the footsteps of Li, he also promoted education in Shu commandery. He ‘responded to
authentic truth, and attended to the learnings of antiquity’ (line 15). He ‘observed custom and
collected local poetry, and sitting under the birch leaf pear tree he pursued the correct
guidance’ (line 18). We are told that he was ‘attentive about the accuracy of tones and pitch
pipes’ (line 124), which suggests that he honoured standard measures of tones and music, an
essential attribute of a virtuous and wise person. At a time when there were signs of moral decline
in society, Pei spread his teachings and instructions widely (line 125), ‘upheld the correct path with
honourable conduct’ and thus ‘saved and revived the region from gradual decline’ (lines 128-129).
He promoted young talents who were comparable to Confucius’ disciples such as Yan Hui and Yuan
Xian, both of whom were noted for their integrity, modesty and commitment to their master’s
instructions (line 109). By advancing his teachings, Pei created a milieu where there was ‘respect
for the elderly and care for the young’ (line 123), as defined in Confucius’ five social relationships.
Following in the footsteps of Li, he also sought out hidden talents (line 112), but interestingly, we
are told that he ‘chose primarily from those wearing simple clothing’ (line 113), suggesting that he
purposefully promoted talents from modest and humble backgrounds thus giving men from lowly
families a chance at official success. Carine Defoort in her examination of the Heguanzi alerts to the
importance of selecting the worthy and employing the capable as typically Daoist ideas that became
common amongst late Warring States masters and continued to be influential later.230 The stele
considers Pei’s attention to education his foremost contribution to society and those helped by him
became ‘supporting pillars and sages to the court’ (lines 114- 115).
The postscript reiterates Pei’s achievements and meritorious services, especially acclaimed
and eulogised by the Ruists (line 144), and his transformation of the region through education
deservedly earned him a stele so that he remains in society’s memory. The names of the donors
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recorded on the back of the stele are listed as follows: one Master of Ordinances for the Months
(yueling ⽉令),231 four Masters of the ‘Spring and Autumn Annals’ (春秋師), twelve Probationary
Scribes (shoushi 守史), nine Masters of the ‘Book of Odes’ (Shishi 詩師), fifty-three Probationary
Masters (shoushi 守師), five Masters (shi 師), twenty-three Probationary Clerks (shouyuan 守掾)
and one Senior Clerk (yuan 掾).232 Similar to those who commissioned the making of Li’s stele, the
ranks and titles recorded suggest educators and administrative personnel at the academy in
Chengdu. Interestingly, the titles also lead us to believe that the ‘masters’ mentioned specialised in
certain areas of the classics, some in the Spring and Autumn Annals, others in the Shijing.

3.6

Ancestral Stele for Ba Commandery Governor Fan Min

The ancestral stele erected for Governor Fan Min in 205 C.E. is noteworthy for its carved
decoration of the dragon and phoenix motif on the head, and for its accompanying gate towers (que
闕), known as the Fan Min que 樊敏闕, mentioned in the previous chapter (Figs. 111 and 112).

Fig. 111

Fan Min’s Stele, Lushan, Sichuan
(Photo by Elias)

Fig. 112 Rubbing of Fan Min’s Stele (Detail)
(Gao 1990)

Hucker (1985), 598.8267, notes that in the Eastern Han this title was assigned to a Retainer Clerk on the staff of the Metropolitan
Commandant and of each Regional Inspector or Governor, making sure that proper rituals were performed at proper times.
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One of the que contains an unusual pictorial scene that complements the text found on the stele. An
archaeological report published in 1963 mentions that the two que at Fan Min’s tomb site at Lushan
county 蘆山縣, located approximately 60 kms southwest of Chengdu city, had been lying in ruins,
exposed to the natural elements for centuries.233 Between 1957 and 1958, the que positioned to the
left of the stele was successfully restored, however, the one on the right was beyond repair with
only the roof structure left intact. Fan Min’s stele was originally placed between the two que at the
end of the spirit path that was flanked on both sides by shou 獸 beasts carved of local red sandstone,
some of which remain extant to this day.234
As mentioned in chapter two, the que is of double construction, made of a large and a small
tower joined together with a roofing covered by tiles. Under the eaves of the larger tower is a
carved relief of the scene known as the ‘Picture of the Dragon-Born Nine Sons’. The style of
carving is closely related to that found on contemporaneous stone reliefs from Sichuan. The figures
on the scene, some shown standing and some seated under a large tree, are spirited, as if engaged in
active conversation amongst themselves. The significance of the relief is its content, which
represents a mythological tale associated with the Ailao 哀牢 ethnic people.235 It is rare to find early
imagery depicting a theme so closely related to the indigenous local population. The importance
and reason for this imagery becomes evident once we examine the contents of Fan Min’s stele.
Overall, it appears that the stele, que and the shou beasts, in their burial setting, were closely related
and complemented each other. The use of inscription, calligraphy and pictorial imagery together
spoke to the family and local society.
Fan Min’s stele is decorated with a single dragon on the front and with a dragon and a
phoenix on the back. Both are carved in low relief and outline the rounded semi-circular headstone.
According to Cheng Te-K’un, this motif may be the forerunner to the decorated headstones on later
stelae which usually feature a pair of entwined dragons for decoration.236 However, the dragon on
Fan Min’s stele is possibly connected to the beast in the Ailao mythology, rather than being the
divine animal that became one of the most important and symbolically significant decorative
motives in Chinese art. Under the dragon on the front facade, the stele bears the title ‘The Stele of
Governor Fan of Ba Commandery, and the Departed Concurrent Guard Commander of the Han
233

Cao (1963), 65-66.

The stele, que and the spirit road animal figures are housed in the Museum of Eastern Han Dynasty Stone Carvings (Dong Han
shike guan 東漢⽯刻館), located in Lushan county, Sichuan.
234

235

See Fang and Lin (1992), 277.

236

Cheng (1967), 144.
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Dynasty (Han gu ling jiao Bajun taishou Fan Fu jun bei 漢故領校巴郡太守樊府君碑)’. The main
body of the stele is mounted on the back of a large tortoise that serves as a pedestal. Cheng suggests
that the stele is the earliest extant example with a large pedestal in the shape of a tortoise.237 The
tortoise in Chinese art symbolises steadfastness, immutability and longevity. It is an auspicious
animal: its vault-like shell is often compared to heaven while its flat underside to the earth. In its
form, the tortoise is believed to possess the power to hold the secrets of the universe.238
The stele is an impressive monument of almost 3 metres in height and just over 1 metre in
width. It is dated to the 10th year of the Jian’an 建安 reign of Emperor Xian 獻 (r. 189 - 220 C.E.)
which corresponds to 205 C.E.239 Unlike the previous two stelae examined, Fan Min’s does not start
with praise for the empire or emperor but promptly brings our focus to the dedicatee’s lineage and
their origins.
君諱敏,字升達.

The gentleman’s now-tabooed personal name was Min,

1

and his courtesy name was Shengda.
肇祖宓戲,

His founding ancestors [were descendants] of Mi Xi,240

遺苗後稷.

they were gifted with a sprout by Houji.241

為堯種樹,

They were planted by Yao,242

舍潛于岐.

[and their] residence was hidden [at the base of] Mount Qi.243

天顧亶甫,

Heaven looked after [Duke] Danfu,

237

Cheng (1967), 144.

238

See Bartholomew (2012), 226, where the author also mentions the use of tortoiseshell for divination in early China.

239

For the transcription of Fan Min’s stele see Gao and Gao (1990), 70-3.

5

Mi Xi 宓戲 is another name for Fu Xi, one of the ‘Three Sovereigns (sanhuang 三皇) and the Five Emperors (wudi 五帝)’ in
Chinese mythology. He is often depicted on pictorial carvings of the Han period intertwined with his sister and wife, Nü Wa. For a
discussion of the Fu Xi and Nü Wa mythology see Lewis (1999), 197-209. Fu Xi is often depicted holding a carpenter’s square to lay
out the square Earth and Nü Wa holding a compass to lay out the round Heavens. See Major (2010), 49. As discussed in chapter two,
images of Fu Xi and Nü Wa feature prominently on decorated stone sarcophagi for their importance to local notions on death and the
afterlife. This phrase and other references in the opening line to the family’s mythical heritage firmly place the Fan lineage back in
antiquity. See Powers (1991), 113-7, on the stylistic development, and the classical versus the analytical approach to depictions of Fu
Xi and Nü Wa in Sichuan and North China.
240

241

The legend of Houji 後稷, known as the God of Agriculture and ancestor of the Zhou people, is recorded in the Shijing, 46.528

(“Sheng min” ⽣民, Mao 245), where his miraculous birth, supernatural ability in planting and his great benefit to civilisation by
introducing millet and teaching farmers how to cultivate and harvest crops is described. See Yang, An and Turner (2005), 131-5.
Yao 堯 was a legendary ruler and one of the ‘Three Sovereigns and Five Emperors’. Yao planting trees possibly refers to the
account of Yao creating an ordered human society out of the chaos of flood. See Lewis (2006), 102, where the author mentions that
Yao distributed the tasks amongst his servants to expel animals, drain off the floodwaters to establish dry land and introduce
agriculture.
242

Duke Danfu 亶甫, also known as King Tai of Zhou 周太王, was the paternal grandfather of King Wen (r. ca. 1099 - 1056 B.C.E.)
of the Zhou dynasty. He opened up the southern plains and set his residence at the foot of Mount Qi 岐山, in present day Shaanxi
243

province. See Knechtges (1987), 186. The Shiji, 4.113-4, records how Danfu escaped the invasion of the Xunyu 獯鬻 by leading his
people from Bin 豳 to the base of Mount Qi.
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乃萌昌發.

thereupon the sprout splendidly issued forth.

周室衰微,

[When], the house of Zhou declined

霸伯匡弼.

and [its power] diminished,
[the policies of the] tyrant elders
were rectified and [stability was] upheld.244

晋為韓魏,

Jin was annexed to Han and Wei,

鲁分為楊.

and Lu was divided [and enfeoffed] to Yang [Hu].245

充曜封⾢,

Gloriously fulfilling [their official position],

10

[the Fan lineage were] granted with a settlement,
厥⼟河東.

their land [lying] in Hedong [commandery].246

楚漢之際,

[They lived] at the border of Chu and Han,247

或居於楚,

with some residing in Chu,

或集于梁.

[while] some gathered at Liang.248

君纘其緒,

Governor Fan followed in the line of his predecessors,

華南西疆.

[and resided] at the western borders,

15

south of the Hua [Mountain].249
濱近聖禹,

[His abode] bordered close [to the birthplace] of Sage Yu,250

飲汶茹⽅.

and he drank from the Wen [River] and ate

20

The tyrant elders refers to the ‘Five Hegemons (wuba 五霸)’ or five dominant rulers of the Spring and Autumn period who were:
Duke Huan of Qi 齊桓公 (r. 685 - 643 B.C.E.), Duke Wen of Jin 晉⽂公 (r. 636 - 628 B.C.E.), Duke Xiang of Song 宋襄公 (r. 650 244

637 B.C.E.) or King Goujian of Yue 越王句踐 (r. 495 - 465 B.C.E.), Duke Mu of Qin 秦穆公 (r. 659 - 621 B.C.E.) or King Helü of
Wu 吳王闔閭 (r. 514 - 496 B.C.E.), and King Zhuang of Chu 楚莊王 (r. 613 - 591 B.C.E.). These five hegemonial lords came to
dominate the smaller feudal states and provided protection to the weaker ones against the raids of ethnic tribes and the royal house of
Zhou (11th cent. - 221 B.C.E.). See Zhao (2015), 112.
This passage explains how the State of Jin 晉 was partitioned into the States of Han 韓 and Wei 魏. Under the rule of Duke You
晉幽公 (r. 433 - 416 B.C.E.) Jin was divided into three states, Han, Wei and Zhao 趙, when the Jin state came under the control of
competing lineages. Political rivalry amongst them caused instability, leading to a gradual decline of Jin and its eventual break up.
The partition of Jin marks the beginning of the Warring States period. See Dillon (2017), 336. Yang 楊 is a variant of yang 陽, which
refers to the Warring States period official, Yang Hu 陽虎, who was enfeoffed with a tract of land from the State of Lu 魯 that was
245

formerly occupied by the State of Qi 齊. Yang was given the highest authority in the state of Lu. See Xiong and Yang (1994), 387.
For the variant of yang 楊, see Jinshi wenzi bianyi, 4.1 (“Pingsheng. Qi yang” 平聲 .七陽).
I have translated Hedong here as the name of Hedong commandery, as seen on Governor Pei’s stele. However, it may also be a
more general reference to the Fan lineage’s land situated east of the Yellow river.
246

The State of Chu 楚 was located in present day Hubei province. For a discussion of Chu, see Cook and Major (1999). Han refers
to the Central Plains that were dominated by the Han culture.
247

248

249

This phrase is a reference to the area occupied by the former State of Liang 梁 in present day Shaanxi province.
Mount Hua 華山 is located in present day Shaanxi province.

Chang Qu, in his summary of the Shu chapter in the Huayang guo zhi, mentions Yu the Great ⼤禹 being born by the Wen River
汶⽔. See Huayang guo zhi, 3.217.
250
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[food from] Zhifang [county].251
總角252好學,

[Since his hair was] pulled together in a tuft he favoured

治春秋嚴氏經.

learning,253
and edited the ‘Spring and Autumn Annals of Master Yan’.254

貫究道度,

[He] was accustomed to investigating [the teachings of the]
Way and rules and regulations,

無⽂不睹.

and there was no writing he did not examine [with his own
eyes].

于是国君,

Eventually, the monarch,255

備禮招請.

prepared rites and summoned him.

濯冕顯剛,

[Amongst those who] cleansed their ceremonial caps,

傑⽴忠謇.

and were prominent and firm,

有夷史之直,

he stood out for his loyalty and frankness.
He had the straightness of a balanced scribe,

卓密之風.

and a demeanour of outstanding stability.

鄉堂⾒歸,

[When those in the] native hall saw him return,

察孝除郎.

[he was] selected as a xiaolian,

25

30

and [subsequently] appointed as Court Gentleman.256
永昌長史,

[Next he was appointed] Chief Clerk of Yongchang

Wen river 汶江 is a tributary of the upper Yangtze River and flows northwest of Sichuan. It issues from the southern foot of Min
Mountain 岷山. Present day Shifang 什⽅, known as Zhifang 汁⽅ during the Han dynasty, is mentioned in the geographical treatise
251

(dilizhi 地理志) of the Hanshu, 28A.1597, as one of the thirteen counties in Guanghan commandery 廣漢郡. See also Xu (1981),
104, 230 on the location of Zhifang as an important pathway for a number of trade routes through the southwest. This section of the
stele firmly locates Fan Min to a particular region and creates his affiliation with a specific geographical location within a greater
heritage.
252

The phrase zongjiao 總角 refers to the hairstyle worn by children when tufts of hair are bound together on a youngster’s forehead.

253

This suggests that from childhood he favoured learning.

The Spring and Autumn Annals of Master Yan refers to the Gongyang Commentary to the Spring and Autum Annals, also known
as the Chunqiu gongyang zhuan 春秋公⽺傳. Belonging to the New Text School, the Gongyang Commentary has been transmitted to
us in an edition dating from the second century C.E. and includes three texts, the Annals, the Commentary of Gongyang (supposedly
from the third century B.C.E.) and the Sub-Commentary by He Xiu 何休 (129 - 182 C.E.), a disciple of the Gongyang tradition. On
the Gongyang Commentary see Loewe (1993), 67-76. Master Yan refers to Yan Pengzu 嚴彭祖, an academician under Emperor
Xuan (r. 74 - 49 B.C.E.) and a prominent scholar of the Gongyang Commentary. On Yan Pengzu and the Han court debate between
supporters of the Gongyang Commentary and the Guliang Commentary of the Spring and Autumn Annals, see Li (2014), 243-5.
254

The monarch refers to Liu Bei 劉備 (161 - 223 C.E.) who later founded the Shu Han State 蜀漢 after the collapse of the Eastern
Han Dynasty. See De Crespigny (2007), 478-84.
255

This refers to the position of ‘sanshulang 三署郎’, the ‘Court Gentlemen of the Three Corps’, a collective reference to all
potential candidates waiting appointment, known as Court Gentlemen. See Hucker (1985), 401.4910.
256
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[commandery],257
遷宕渠令.

and was [then further promoted and] transferred to

布化三載,

become Magistrate of Dangqu.258
He spread his transformative [work] for three years,

35

but met [with misfortune]
遭離母憂.

and left to [return to] mourn his mother.259

五五260斷仁,

He conducted three years’ of mourning, cut [himself
off from the world] to be benevolent,

⼤將軍辟.

and shunned [being given the position] of General-in-Chief.

光和之末,

At the end of the Guanghe [reign],261

京師擾攘.

the capital’s scholars [caused] disorder and disturbance.262

雄狐綏綏,

[Emperor Ling behaved like a promiscuous]

40

male fox,263 [causing] the decline [of the empire],
and [official] caps and [ordinary]
冠履同囊.

sandals were placed [together] in the same sack.264

投核265長驅,

[Governor Fan] was sent to expose the misdeeds,

Fan Min became Chief Clerk of Yongchang commandery, an area that was primarily occupied by the Ailao people and located in
present day Yunnan province. See Hucker (1985), 112.185.
257

258

Danqu 宕渠 commandery was located in present-day Qu 渠 county, Sichuan.

259

See Brown (2007), 83-84, on the importance of mourning one’s mother.

The phrase wuwu 五五, represents 25 days (5 x 5), which during the Han was a reference to the mourning period of three years.
See Lishi, 9.108 (菲五五，縗杖其未除).
260

261

The Guanghe 光和 reign period was between 178 - 184 CE.

This refers to the aftermath of the two incidents (in 166 C.E. and 169 C.E.) known as the ‘Disaster of the Partisan Prohibitions
(Danggu zhi huo 黨錮之禍)’ and possibly the beginning of the turmoil caused by the peasant uprising of 184 C.E. known as the
262

‘Yellow Turban Rebellion (Huangjin qiyi ⿈⼱起義)’. The former was started by a number of Confucian scholars who served as
officials in the Han imperial government and opposed the powerful eunuchs, and a group of students in the capital of Luoyang who
supported them. They were collectively referred to by the eunuchs as the ‘partisans (dangren 黨⼈)’. The ‘Yellow Turban Rebellion’
lasted for 21 years, spreading over eight provinces in north China. See Tan (2014), 117; De Crespigny (1989); Mou (2012), 1-16, and
Alberts (2006), 116-117, on the relationship between the Banshun Manyi 板楯蠻夷 and the Yellow Turbans in Yizhou 益州.
This phrase is a reference to Shijing, 17.352 (“Nan shan” 南山, Mao 101), that mentions the promiscuous behaviour of Duke
Xiang of Qi 齊襄公 (r. 697 - 686 B.C.E.) of the Spring and Autumn period. The inscription on Fan Min’s stele compares Emperor
Ling (r. 168 B.C.E. - 189 C.E.) 漢靈帝 to Duke Xiang. Emperor Ling was known for his disinterest in government affairs and
decadent lifestyle. Under his rule eunuchs at court became increasingly powerful and came to dominate governance. After his death
the empire was greatly weakened, leading to its eventual collapse in 220 C.E. See De Crespigny (1989).
263

264This
265

phrase refers to the abandonment of ceremonial etiquette that emphasised differentiation between those above and below.

He 核 is possibly a variant of he 劾, meaning to expose misdeeds and crimes.
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rapidly advanced over long distance,266
畢志枕丘.

stopped [their] plans and fulfilled his ambition.267

国復重察,

The state repeatedly [wished to post him] to re-investigate,

辭病不就.

[but] he excused himself [on the grounds of] illness,

45

and did not undertake [the mission].268
再奉朝娉269,

[Following, he was] again entrusted with
[the position of] court envoy,

⼗辟外台.

and on ten [occasions] he was appointed as officer
of the outer [border] stations.

常為治中,

He often handled the affairs of various

諸部從事.

departments of the central government.

舉直錯柱270,

He upheld being straightforward [in character],

譚思旧制.

corrected mistakes,
and discussed and considered old regulations.271

彈饕糾貧,

He plucked out the greedy, and investigated the corrupt,

務鉭272民穢.

[and made it his] business to get rid of dishonest people.

患苦政俗,

[He] worried [about people’s] hardship and rectified

50

[their] customs,
喜怒作律.

with keen sternness he issued statutes.

案273罪殺⼈,

Men were executed in light of their crime,

55

This phrase confirms that commandery governors were in charge of both political and military affairs, and Fan Min dutifully
helped in suppressing uprisings by the indigenous population in the region.
266

This passage possibly refers to Fan Min being sent to help put down a rebellion by a branch of the Yellow Turban Movement in
Yizhou in 188 C.E. The Hou Hanshu, 86.2843, mentions the Banshun Manyi ethnic people in Ba commandery joining the Yellow
Turbans and rebelling in 188 C.E. (至中平五年, 巴郡⿈⼱賊起, 板楯蠻夷因此復叛). Fan’s close involvement with affairs in
Yizhou becomes evident later in the stele where it is mentioned how he was respected by Duke Liu, Governor of Yizhou
commandery, and his son who wished to appoint Fan as Governor of Ba Commandery. For details on the Yellow Turban uprising in
Yizhou see De Crespigny (1990), 358.
267

Illness was often used as an excuse for declining an official position, which may have been the case with Fan Min given the
turbulent nature of the times.
268

Ping 娉 is a variant of ping 聘, which refers to an envoy who is sent on a diplomatic mission with gifts by the court to seek or
establish alliance. See Jinshi wenzi bianyi, 8.46 (“Qusheng. Ershisi jing” 去聲 . ⼆⼗四敬).
269

Zhu 柱 is a variant of wang 枉, meaning to be crooked or bent. See Jinshi wenzi bianyi, 6.31 (“Shangsheng. Ershier yang” 上聲
⼆⼗⼆養).
270

271

The suggestion here is that Fan Min discussed and considered ancient rules and regulations which he considered unjust or unfair.

272

Dan 鉭 is possibly a variant of chu 鉏, meaning to hoe or to eradicate and eliminate. See Xie (2000a), 2.

273

An 案 is a variant of an 按, meaning ‘in light of’ or ‘according to’ in this context. See Shiji, 107.2850.
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不顧倡獗.274

disregarding whether they were wanton or reckless.

告⼦屬孙,

[He] warned his sons and affiliated grand-sons,

厭若此者,

[that those who were] displeased with this

不入墓⾨.

cannot enter the tomb gate.275

州⾥簽然,

[People] in the prefecture and villages

60

all endorsed [this as] correct,
號曰吏師.

and named him the ‘Master Official’.276

季世不祥,

The last years of the era have been ominous,277

⽶巫凶虐.

and shamans of [the Way of the Five Pecks of] Rice278
[have been] vicious and tyrannical.

續蠢青羌,

[They] continuously agitate the Qingqiang,279

奸狡并起,

deviously and cunningly [recruit them to] join and rise

65

up.
陷附者衆.

Those who are lured in and join [them] are many.

君執⼀⼼,

[Governor] Fan took charge [of matters]
wholeheartedly,

賴无洿恥,

and his reliability was without blemish and shame.

復辟司徒,

[When he] returned [from the outer territories he was]

274

70

The phrase changjue 倡獗 possibly represents the binome ‘changjue 猖獗’, which means to be wanton and reckless.

The suggestion here is that he would not permit any family member to be buried in the same tomb if they did not have the same
discipline and conduct as him.
275

276

The Hanshu, 83.3385-3397, records Xue Xuan 薛宣 as the famous high Minister during the Western Han period. He was known

as the lishi 吏師 for his fight against corruption and his expertise in judicial and administrative matters. Xue’s illustrious official
career ended when he was forced to retire in 15 B.C.E. due to his son committing a crime. See Cang (1996), 1006.
277

The phrase jishi 季世 refers to a period of decline.

On the Way of the Five Pecks of Rice see Bagley (2001), 52; Qing (1994), 84-91; Bokenkamp (1997); Hendrischke (2000),
134-164. Fan Min’s stele is in the outskirts of present day Ya’an city 雅安, where the core of the movement was located during the
late Eastern Han period.
278

The Qingqiang 青羌 refers to the Qingyi Qiang 青衣羌 ethnic tribe who were settled in the region of present-day Lushan 芦山
county, near Ya’an, in the southwest of Chengdu. The tribe was named after the Qingyi river 青衣江 and also for its people’s
preference for wearing blue dyed clothes. The area of Lushan was known as the location of the ancient Kingdom of the Qingyi Qiang
(Qingyi Qiang guo 青衣羌国). See Ren (1995), 48-54, and also Wang (1999), 43-80, who notes that the Qingyi belonged to the
Qiang ethnic tribe that historically occupied the mountainous fringes of the northern and eastern Tibetan Plateau, from the Kunlun
Mountains 崑崙山 in Xinjiang province (East Turkestan) and the eastern Qinghai area, to southern Gansu, western Sichuan, and
northern Yunnan. Usually, a geographical or tribal label was added to indicate a specific Qiang, thus, in this ‘Qiang belt’ there were,
from north to south, the Canlang Qiang 參狼羌, Baima Qiang ⽩⾺羌, Baigou Qiang ⽩狗羌, Bailang Qiang ⽩狼羌, Qingyi Qiang
279

青衣羌, and the Maoniu Qiang 旄⽜羌 among many others. Wang (p. 80) further notes that in the Eastern Han, scholars tried to
distinguish some ethnic or racial stock from the general concept of the Qiang, however, the distinction between the Qiang and the Hu
胡, the Di 氐, and the Yi 夷 is not always clear in Chinese documents.
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道隔不往.

appointed to the post of Minister of Education,280
[since] the road was cut off, he didn’t go.281

牧伯劉公,

Elder governor [of Yizhou commandery] Duke Liu,

⼆世欽重,

[and his son, Liu Zhang], two generations greatly
respected [him],282

表授巴郡.

and expressed [their wish] to appoint [him Governor]
of Ba commandery.

後漢中秋⽼乞身,

By mid autumn of the Later Han,

75

[he had] aged and begged [retirement] for himself.
以助義都尉

With [the honorary title of] ‘aid in justice commanderin-chief’283

養疾閭⾥,

[he returned] to treat his illness [in his] home village.

又⾏褒義校尉.

His conduct was further [commended with the title]
‘Colonel Who Rewards Honour’284.

君仕不為⼈285,

[Governor] Fan’s service
[was not to pursue what] people [desired]

禄不為⼰.

and emolument was not for his own [advantage].

桓桓⼤度,

[He was] fearless and formidable with great intentions,

禮蹈箕⾸.

and rites were fulfilled [when] the ji [constellation]

80

was in the first position.286
當窮台緄,

He attended to the impoverished and
the eminent [who wore] embroidered sash,287

See Hucker (1985), 458.5801. From 1 C.E. intermittently, it was the title of one of the eminent central government officials called
the ‘Three Dukes (Sangong)’.
280

281

Declining to take up a new post because the road was cut off may suggest that Fan Min did not wish to take up the appointment.

This phrase refers to Duke Liu Yan 劉焉 (d.194 C.E.) and his son Liu Zhang 劉璋, who were powerful warlords during the late
Eastern Han period and members of the extended family of the Han empire. Liu Yan served as Governor of Yizhou 益州, located in
present-day northern Yunnan province and Chongqing, which he developed as an independent power base. He passed down his
position to his son, Liu Zhang and then to Liu Bei 劉備, who eventually founded the Shu Han 蜀漢 state. See De Crespigny (2007),
572-3; 587-8, and Lewis (2007), 261.
282

283

Hucker (1985), 545.7326.

284

Hucker (1985), 238.2456, a title of a functioning military officer.

The phrase ‘buwei ren 不為⼈’ is well known from a number of texts. It appears in the Mozi, 45.9 (“Tian zhi zhong”天志中), ‘If
there is one who does not do what Heaven desires, [and] does what Heaven does not desire, then Heaven will also not do what he
desires and will do what he does not desire’ (然有所不為天之所欲, ⽽為天之所不欲, 則夫天亦且不為⼈之所欲, ⽽為⼈之所不欲
285

矣).
The ji constellation is the winnowing basket, one of the twenty-eight mansions of the lunar lodgings, belonging to the azure
dragon and located in the east. This phrase suggests that Fan Min conducted rites and ceremonies when stars were aligned in Heaven
and were in an auspicious position.
286

This passage refers to his care for the poor and respect for government officials who wore an embroidered sash signifying their
status.
287
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松僑協軌.

and relaxed [policies towards] migrants and assisted
[their] path.

八⼗有四,

[He turned] eighty-four [years of age]

歲在計288洽.

[when] the year was in the zhiqia [period].

紀驗期臻,

Reaching the period of his commemoration,

奄曶289臧形.

[he was] swiftly buried and his body was hidden.

凡百咸痛,

Everyone was deeply pained,

⼠女涕泠.

ladies and gentlemen [shed] keening tears.

臣⼦褒述,

Officials [wished] to express their commendation,

刊⽯勒銘.

[and thus had this] stone [stele] carved
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and inscription engraved.
其辭曰:

Its words say:

於戲与考290,

Alas! Our thoughts are with the old man,

經德炳明.

[whose] guiding virtue manifests [itself] luminously.

勞謙損益,

[He was] devoted to modesty and curtailed profit,

耽古儉清.

respected antiquity and was frugal and pure.

⽴朝正⾊,

He stood [firmly] for the court, had a severe countenance,

能无撓廎291.

and an ability with no inclination to crookedness.

威恩御下,

[He was] awe-inspiringly caring [in] governing [those] below,

持满億盈.

and brought great satisfaction [to them].

所歷⾒慕,

Everywhere he passed through [he was] met with admiration,

遺歌景形.

[and a] song is handed down to leave a footprint.

書載俊艾292,

Documents record his exceptional governance,

股肱293⼲楨.

he was a [trusted] aid and a supporting pillar [to the
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government].

Ji 計 is possibly a variant of zhi 汁 with zhiqia 汁洽 referring to the end period of the dizhi 地⽀ in the twelve Earthly Branches.
This passage provides a specific time for Fan’s death.
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Hu 曶 is a variant of hu 忽, meaning swiftly or suddenly. See Hanshu 87B. 3583.

290

Kao 考 is a variant of lao ⽼, here meaning ‘an old man’ or a ‘man in his advanced years’. See Shuowen jiezi, 8A.685.

Qing 廎 is possibly a variant of qing 傾, meaning to be inclined or have the tendency. See Ren (1942), 6 who transcribes the
character as qing 傾.
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Ai 艾 is a variant of yi 乂, meaning to put in order, govern or regulate. See Shuowen jiezi, 12B.1031.

The binome ‘gugong 股肱’ which translates as ‘thighs and upper-arms’, is similar in meaning to the phrase ‘arms and legs’,
referring to one being a supporting member or a minister to the ruler.
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有物有則,

To every faculty and relationship [he] annexed laws,294

模楷後⽣.

and [served as a] model and pattern for future generations.

宜忝鼎鉉,

It is humbly fitting [to prepare] the ding and xuan,295
bow [to the ground] in respect,

稽建皇靈.

and establish [his name] for the ancestors.296

王路阪險,

The road of a ruler is steep and dangerous,

鬼⽅不庭.

and the barbarians have not [aligned] with the court.

恒戢節⾜,

[Governor Fan was] always well-balanced,

110

economical and sufficient,
輕寵賤榮.

and treated lightly [imperial] favour, and denigrated glory as base.

故敕天選,

Therefore, he was recommended as Heaven’s chosen,

⽽捐陪臣.

yet he was cast aside [and made] subsidiary to ministers.

晏嬰鄴297殿,

[He is like] Yan Ying [who was given the] Palace of Ye,298

留侯距齋.

and was retained by the feudal princes’ and [thus] came to Qi.299

非辭福也,

If it is not the case that these words are auspicious

乃辟禍兮.

may they ward off disaster ah!

亂曰:

The postscript says:

渾元垂像,

The hunyuan300 suspends its form,

岳治濬仁兮.

[the five sacred] mountains govern [the four great]
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waterways and benevolence [is expressed]!301
The phrase ‘youwu youze 有物有則’ is a reference to the Shijing, 52.568 (“Zheng min” 烝民, Mao 260); tr. Legge (1876), 336,
‘Heaven, in giving birth to the multitudes of the people, to every faculty and relationship annexed its law’ (天⽣烝民, 有物有則).
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Ding 鼎 was a ritual vessel that was supported and carried on a device called xuan 鉉.

296

The phrase ‘huangling jianzhong 皇靈建中’ is included in the Jiaoshi yilin, 37.176 (“Jia ren zhi” 家⼈之). The character huang

皇 also refers to ancestors or deceased parents.
297

Ye 鄴 here is possibly a variant of bei 邶, as Yan Ying was given the Palace of Bei not Ye.

Yan Ying 晏嬰 (ca. 580 - 510 B.C.E.) was a prime minister for the State of Qi 齊 during the Spring and Autumn period. He was an
accomplished statesman and politician and was considered one of the most creative thinkers of his era. The Yanzi chunqiu, 6.405,
mentions the story of Yan Ying being offered the Palace of Bei 邶殿, but he did not accept. The passage in Fan Min’s stele compares
Fan Min with Yan Ying who was popular for his austere measures in governing and his favourable treatment of his subordinates in
office. He also reformed ritual ceremonies that focused on superstitious invocations to Heaven to avert danger and disasters. He
advocated that a ruler should govern with benevolence and by ritual and etiquette and not rely on Heaven. In 545 B.C.E., Duke Jing
of Qi 景公 offered Yan Ying the Bei Palace and sixty cities around it but Yan refused to accept them. See Pines (2002), 160 and 330;
and Cang (1991), 410.
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299

Sima Qian (Shiji, 62.2134) mentions how Yan Ying served three generations of rulers yet remained a marquis.

300

Hunyuan 渾元 refers to the natural qi 氣 of Heaven and Earth as mentioned in the Hanshu,100.4224.

301

The five sacred mountains are Mount Tai 泰山 in the east, Mount Hua 華山 in the west, Mount Heng 衡山 in the south, Mount

Heng 恒山 in the north, and Mount Song 嵩山 in the centre. The four great rivers refer to the Yangtze river, the Yellow river ⿈河,
the Huai river 淮河 and the Ji river 濟河.
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⾦精⽕佐,

The essence of metal is assisted by [the element of] fire,

實⽣賢兮.

[and they have] truly [given] birth to a sage!

豈欲救民,

How he wished to assist people,

德彌⼤兮.

and how overflowing and great [was his] virtue!

遭偶陽九302,

He met with a distressful fate,

百六會兮.

[and thus we] assemble during the bailiu festival!303

當讓遐年,

[His memory] should be allowed [to be upheld] eternally,

今遂逝兮.

[yet] now [he has ] unexpectedly passed away!

嗚呼哀哉,

Alas, how sorrowful!

魂神往兮.

His hun spirit [has] departed!

建安⼗年

Made in the first ten days of the third month

三⽉上旬.

of the tenth year of the Jian’an reign.304

造⽯⼯劉盛,

Made by the stone artisan Liu Sheng

息懆書.

and Xi Cao wrote [it].
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Fan Min’s stele follows the established format of ancestral eulogies. It begins with a
biography that traces his lineage to a specific period in time and geographical location (lines 2-16).
Brashier notes how surnames were frequently linked to territories which were regularly highlighted
on stelae that traced them to the lineage’s geographic origins. This was done so that the dedicatee of
the stele is ‘positioned’ within a territorial relationship and is tied to a specific place.305 In Fan
Min’s case, we are first taken back to antiquity and are told how his ancestors were descendants of
the mythological sovereign Mi Xi, better known as Fu Xi (line 2). Thus, the inscription has placed
the lineage back in time to a progenitor that serves as a bridge between Heaven and Earth. We are
advised how the family prospered and survived the upheavals and decline of the house of Zhou (line
8). Even during times of disunity, they continued fulfilling their responsibilities and thus were
granted land east of the Yellow river, in the commandery of Hedong (line 13). Some of its members
made their home in the State of Chu, while others moved to the State of Liang (lines 15-16).
Although the family may have been separated geographically, they continue to be referred to as one
The binome ‘yangjiu 陽九’ is included in the ‘Biography of the Xiongnu 匈奴傳’ chapter of the Hanshu, 94.3824, ‘Today all
under Heaven has met with distressful fate, in contrast with the yearly crop failure and famine, [the situation in] the northwest border
[region] is particularly critical’ (今天下遭陽九之阨, 比年饑饉, 西北邊尤甚).
302

Bailiu 百六 is another nomenclature for Qingming jie 清明節, or the Festival of Clear Brightness, for the dead. On Qingming jie
see Bodde (1975), 28 and 296.
303

304

The tenth year of the Jian’an reign corresponds to 205 C.E.
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Brashier (2014), 107-8.
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group. Ancestors are not memorialised individually but as a unit, and apart from the mention of Fan
Min’s ancestry beyond living memory, other historical individuals are not recorded. This supports
Brashier’s thesis that there was a limit to how many generations of ancestors remained in living
memory.306 Regarding Fan Min’s own biography, the stele describes his immediate family settling
down south of Mount Hua, in the southwestern border territories (line 18). The location is special
for being the birthplace of Sage Yu (line 19) and where the Wen River and Zhifang county kept him
well nourished and fed (line 20). As we can see, the first section of the text focuses not only on the
geographical heritage of Fan Min and his family, but also identifies the region’s special position
within the empire.
Fan is described as one who is placed in society’s memory for his stable loyalty from the
beginning of his working career when he ‘cleansed his ceremonial cap’ together with others and
joined the official ranks. (lines 27-30). Since childhood he favoured education, and we are told how
he edited classical texts such as the Gongyang Commentary of the Spring and Autumn Annals (lines
21-22) and there was ‘no writing he did not examine with his own eyes’ (line 24). In these few lines
he is portrayed as a man intent on advancing himself through learning, which reiterates the belief
that good governance arises from education, as we have seen from Li and Pei’s stelae.
The stele provides a detailed account of Fan’s official roles, which were numerous and
amongst which perhaps the most important was his involvement in the pacification of the outer
border territories of the Han empire.307 It records him being dispatched to the border stations on ten
occasions and also mentions his contact with the ethnic peoples with whom, we may assume, he
formed a working relationship (lines 47-48). For example, his association with the Ailao must have
created a bond that merited recording on the que. We are also informed of his concern for the
Qingyi Qiang who were recruited by the leaders of the local Daoist movement, the Wudoumi Dao
(lines 65-66). We get a glimpse into the perspective of those involved with the writing of the stele
on the movement, which is described as ominous (line 63). The leaders of the Wudoumi Dao are
labelled as shamans who continuously agitate the Qingyi Qiang and trick them into revolt against
the government (line 66). Fan’s hostility towards them is made transparent in the stele, as it notes
how he ‘took charge of matters wholeheartedly’ (line 68), suggesting that he may have carried out
policies to help or ‘rescue’ those recruited by the movement. Although it is not clear what specific
remedies he may have sought to implement, the views expressed on the stele appear to represent a
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See Brashier (2011), 180, where it is noted that there was a successive elimination of ancestors after four generations.

See Li (1994), 58-9, for a list of the various positions held by Fan Min, including Chief Clerk of Yongchang commandery and
Governor of Ba commandery.
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position that saw the Wudoumi Dao as manipulative and divisive, and a threat to the region’s
established order. Terry Kleeman, in his examination of the role played by non-Chinese ethnic
groups in the early stages of the development of the Daoist movement, suggests that when its
message of deliverance spread through the southeast region of Sichuan, the Ba people, who
remained unassimilated into the Chinese administrative framework, flocked to its banner, including
Ba elite leading groups numbering in the thousands who adopted the new faith. Certain Ba
communities were amongst the first proponents of the Way of the Celestial Masters, from which all
later Daoist lineages derived. Earliest Daoist communities were truly multiethnic and open in their
acceptance of people from a variety of backgrounds as equal members of the new faith.308 Livia
Kohn and Harold Roth also mention how the culturally and ethnically distinct Ba people formed a
new union with the Chinese while maintaining their own distinct identity. In the process of adopting
the Daoist faith they became effective members of a new community that established interpersonal
ties and patterns of cooperation that spanned the divide of ethnicity.309 However, Fan Min’s stele
presents a conflicting view on the relationship between the Qingyi Qiang and the Wudoumi Dao (at
least from the perspective of those responding to the uprisings) as based on coercion and deception.
Nevertheless, the maintenance of a distinct cultural identity by the Ba and the Qingyi Qiang at the
time is worth noting.
Relating to Fan Min’s governorship of Ba commandery, the stele mentions how his ‘service
was not to pursue what people desired and emolument was not for his own advantage’ (lines 79-80).
Amongst his policies, we are told how he relaxed regulations towards migrants and assisted their
movement in the commandery (line 84), which suggests that there was a certain amount of shift and
relocation amongst the population in the region. Liu Fusheng in his study of the southwest confirms
the continuous interaction and great mobility between the different ethnic peoples that spread
throughout the southwest, covering not only the area occupied by the Shu and the Ba in Sichuan,
but also in Guizhou, Yunnan and the Tibetan territories in the west. Liu notes that any study of the
southwest must recognise the importance of the ethnic peoples and the mobile interaction between
the different groups.310
As Ba commandery governor, Fan Min ‘was a trusted aid and a supporting pillar to the
See Kleeman (1998), especially chapters 1 and 4 for an in-depth discussion of the Celestial Masters and its place in the history of
organised Daoist movement. Kleeman traces the ancestors of the Li family, a powerful clan from Eastern Sichuan and amongst the
early followers of the Celestial Masters, to the Ba peoples who shared a common ancestor, Linjun (also known as the Lord of
Granaries), and who worshipped a tiger totem, were adept at hunting and skilled at using boats. Interestingly, while Li family
members took on Chinese names and were considerably sinisized, they continued to be identified as non-Chinese in
contemporaneous and later works.
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Kohn and Roth (2002), 25-30.
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See Liu (2011).
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government’ (line 105) and served as a model for future generations (line 107). Similar to Li and
Pei, he was economical and balanced in his spending (line 112), treated imperial favours lightly and
denigrated acts of glorification (line 113). In his governance, he is compared to the Qi statesman
Yan Ying (ca. 580 - 510 B.C.E.) who was considered one of the most creative thinkers and
politicians of his era (lines 116). Yan was reputed for his wise and effective measures in
administration and his compassionate treatment of his subordinates in office. He reformed ritual
ceremonies that focused on superstitious invocations, and heavily criticised the employment of
shamans especially in times of disorder.311 Yan Ying also advocated that a ruler should govern with
benevolence and by ritual and etiquette rather than rely on Heaven’s will.312 Thus, it is most likely
that Fan Min was considered to have been influenced by the Qi statesman’s wisdom, especially in
relation to his philosophy on shamans. In the stele we see close parallels made between Yan Ying
and Fan Min, suggesting that Fan’s criticism of the coercive behaviour of the Wudoumi Dao was
seen to parallel Yan’s condemnation of those who supported shamans and superstitious ritual
practices in his time.
Fan’s independence and conviction is also expressed in his attitude towards certain positions
offered to him which he appears to have declined when they did not suit his interests and perhaps
his moral beliefs. For example, we are told how he shunned the position of General-in-Chief when
his mother passed away (line 38), and on another occasion he excused himself on the grounds of
illness when he was sent out to investigate disturbances in the region (line 46). The suggestion that
he was offered the position of governorship to Ba commandery by Duke Liu Yan and his son Liu
Zhang, both of whom greatly admired him, is significant (lines 72-74). This appears to confirm that
governorships were recognisably appointed at times by the local haozu and not by the central
government.313 Fan’s refusal to take up office on the account of his mother’s death reflects his
personal obligation and love for his mother, a trait that, according to Miranda Brown, became men’s
moral imperative in Eastern Han society. It also reflects a degree of ambivalence towards
government service that became common by the second century as the Han dynasty began to fail.314
Similar to Li and Pei, Fan Min sought to encourage modesty and helped curtail unnecessary
profit making. He was frugal, incorruptible and caring towards his people (lines 99-101). He
See Milburn (2016), 184-186, for the translation from the Spring and Autumn Annals of Master Yan of the story of Lord Jin’s
plans to employ a shaman from Chu to help summon the five gods. Master Yan expresses his strong objection on the grounds that by
doing so the Lord will abandon clever men and instead give employment to shamans who cannot be trusted.
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See Pines (2002), 160 and 330; and Cang (1991), 410.

See Xie (2000a), 38, where it is suggested that Duke Liu and his son were in a position to give official titles without central
government consent.
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Brown (2007), 83-84.
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appears to have been exceptionally skilled in balancing his duties, keeping in favour with the central
government whilst also earning the admiration of local society at the same time. The picture that
emerges here, similar to that seen on the other two stelae examined in this chapter, is how regional
governors appear to have managed competing affairs between the central government, local haozu
and a society that consisted of an overwhelmingly non-Han population. We also see in Fan Min’s
time a much weakened central government that appears to have little, if any, hold on or
understanding of its distant border regions where local interests dominated affairs.
The final section of Fan Min’s biography tells us the circumstances of his death, by which
time he had retired and returned to his home village to treat an illness (line 77). He died in 203 C.E.,
at the age of 84, and was promptly buried with the stele erected for him two years after his death
(lines 85-88).315 The postscript expresses the deep sorrow at his passing away amongst the local
population and reiterates the dedicatees’ wish to erect a stele to preserve his memory eternally (lines
89-130). Finally, the recording of the stone artisan’s and the calligrapher’s names is worth noting.
Artists and artisans in early China rarely signed their works, thus the signatures on Fan’s stele
suggest that the stone artisan Liu Cheng and calligrapher Xi Cao were probably established names
in the region and their work gave additional prestige to the stele.316
The back or yang facade of the stele would almost certainly have listed the donors’ names.
However, except for the carving of the phoenix and dragon motif that was originally on the head
and left intact, the upper half of the body appears to have been re-carved in 1120 with a short
inscription of 135 characters by Qiu Chang 丘常 from Meishan 眉山 in Zhi 知 county, who held the
title ‘Gentleman for Discussion (cheng yilang 承議郎).317 It appears that this subsequent inscription
was made in the place of the original donor list which was completely erased. By this time, the
donors’ identities were regarded as unimportant and the focus of admirers of the stele was on its
calligraphy rather than its historical significance. In his addendum, Qiu comments on the stele being
exposed to the natural elements for over a thousand years, yet its calligraphy, which he describes as
curiously ancient (qigu 奇古), remains clearly readable. He further notes that were it not for its
remote location and the stele being generally unknown to the public, it may not have survived in
this condition to his day. However, as Qiu says, it has now received attention and has been re-
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See Li (1994), 58.

316 Artisans

recorded their names on brick tile primarily for the purpose to help the quality controller rather than putting their names
to their product.
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Qiu Chang is not recorded elsewhere. For his title see Hucker (1985), 128.498.
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erected so that its message is transmitted for eternity.318 Fifteen years after Qiu’s addendum, in
1135, a further inscription, containing 155 characters, was carved on the bottom half of the stele by
a Cheng Qinmao 程勤懋, who was from the same locality as Qiu. Chen expresses his wish for the
revival of the era when inspirational Han officials, such as Fan Min, governed, and laments the stele
being abandoned amongst the desolate mountains and lush vegetation of this extremely remote
region. Therefore, he had a large shelter made to cover and protect the monument so that it might be
preserved and be seen by the public again.319 Interestingly, the remote nature of the southwest is
expressed in both inscriptions. However, its isolation may also be a reference to its political, social
and cultural separation, that appears to have remained a prominent issue at the time of their writing
in the Song dynasty. It is also worth noting how the two men used a local ancient monument and
historical figure to express their views on the region’s distinct identity.
Current scholarship on Fan Min’s stele recognises it as a valuable source for our
understanding of the southwest, its history and the tumultuous times experienced during the late
Eastern Han period. Gao Wen argues that there appears to have been an exceptionally close
relationship between Fan and the local ethnic population, especially the Qingyi Qiang, whom he
labels as the ‘ancient minorities (古代少數民族)’.320 The stele is also special for its calligraphy,
which appears to have been much admired throughout its history, especially in the Song dynasty.
This explains the desire of people like Qiu and Cheng, who unashamedly erased the donors list,
which had no meaning and significance to them with the passing of time, and added their own
message of praise. The significance of the calligraphy is also demonstrated in its rubbing being
included in a number of compilations and collections.321 In its current position in a dedicated
museum with explanatory texts which preserve and explain the stele today, we can see a modern
continuance of the tradition of preserving the past and its memories.
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For the transcription of the addendum by Qiu Chang see Xie (2000a), 36.

Similar to Qiu Chang, Chen Qinmao is also not recorded in any official history, although we may assume that he was also a local
official with a degree of authority. For the transcription of his inscription see Xie (2000a), 36 (思欲復⾒漢官威儀之時.天下最遠
處...巴郡太守樊君故碑於荒山榛莽間...亟作⼤屋覆其上..⽬其為曰復⾒).
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Gao and Gao (1990), 73.

See Xie (2000a), 39, where the author quotes Kang Youwei 康有為 (1858-1927) praising the stele for its calligraphic value in his
Guang yi zhou shuang ji 廣藝⾈雙楫, noting the style as dense, powerful, majestic and thus extremely important.
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3.7

Summary

The three stelae examined in this chapter have been shown to be important for the study of
local and regional history. Rich in its documentation of facts and particulars, as well as containing
abundant literary and cultural references that are often region specific, they provide abundant
material for comparative analysis and have proved invaluable to our study of the southwest’s
identity and memorial culture. A sense of admiration and loyalty to the idea of the Han permeates
the inscriptions; however, there is also a distinct emphasis on the local and regional.
Their texts record the governors’ accomplishments and example on stone so that they remain
in public memory for generations to come. While we don’t know the identity of those who
commissioned Fan Min’s stele, those of Li and Pei were likely to have been their colleagues,
friends, peers and subordinates, all of whom deemed it worthy to memorialise the two governors.
Miranda Brown explains that stelae were often not made by the deceased’s immediate family
members, but by a mixed group which consisted of peers, friends, colleagues or followers. The
majority of donors were subordinates of the deceased, generally in a lord-subject, teacher-pupil or
haozu-retainer relationship, all of which reflect a degree of economic dependence or a hierarchical
association that was extremely important in Han society and served as an incentive for the making
of such memorials.322 With regard to their language, Brown suggests that they reflect three
competing value schemas: firstly, a focus on dynastic service that stressed the deceased’s
relationship to the dynastic house; secondly, a celebration of political withdrawal and spiritual
purity, often denigrating the importance of court accolades; and thirdly, a reaffirmation of the
importance of political participation and even official service while de-emphasizing one’s
relationship to the dynastic ruler or his superior, and instead highlighting service to the
population.323 In addition to Brown’s suggestions, our examination of the three stelae has shown
that, reading between lines filled with hyperbolic praise for the empire or the reaffirmation of
servitude to the people, we also get glimpses of specific and local circumstances. The stelae’s
personal and regional detail is significant. While virtues may be magnified, as noted by the stele
writer Cai Yong, who confessed that when composing his numerous inscriptions he felt ashamed in
exaggerating so much,324 they record qualities that local society deemed important and worthy of
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See Brashier (2014), 171, who mentions Cai’s confession to another stele writer.
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attention. Without the stelae, Fan Min, Li and Pei would have long been forgotten in history, as so
feared by their stelae’s donors. In addition, we may assume that texts produced by locals are based
on their extensive knowledge of the area, its history, culture, traditions and, in the case of the
southwest, its diverse ethnic composition. As noted by Kleeman, these writers had a natural
inclination to portray local events or individuals and preserve memories that are continually shaped
to fit the needs and circumstances of the moment. As early historical memories of the people
involved they are narratives created for specific local purposes.325
The question as to why the three governors are not recorded in any official history needs
addressing. It may be argued that they were overlooked or perhaps, and more likely, they were
appointed locally without the knowledge or approval of the central government. We read in Fan
Min’s stele how Duke Liu Yan, Governor of Yizhou commandery, wished to appoint him to the
governorship of Ba commandery. This not only suggests the political and social control of powerful
families but strengthens the argument that the haozu dominated the region's political scene and, at
times, placed people in official positions independent from the central authority. It is also evident
that in addition to leadership of their own communities, they were able to exert influence on other
areas and commanderies by placing their ‘man’ in charge of important positions. Furthermore, Pei
and Li appear to have been able to implement their own laws and regulations, independent from the
central state, and also had the power to reject officials sent by the court. A much weakened
relationship between the state and regional authority is observable here and supports the thesis on
the growing power of local society vis-a-vis the dynastic court.326 It also calls into question some
scholarship which argues that power over the haozu remained definite and that the haozu’s political
position and social prestige depended on the emperor.327
The three stelae reflect the southwest’s political and cultural separation from the rest of the
empire. They give us a sense of the region’s independence, born in part out of its geographical
location as well as its governance, economy, customs and social make-up that included the
influence of its ethnic populations. We are also given an insight into the concerns and issues of the
time and how the region's governors handled them. The matters recorded are generally local in
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See the works of Goi Naohiro 五井直弘 and Kojima Shigetoshi ⼩嶋茂稔 who argue that the influence of the regional powerful
families is overstated and the control of the state and central government is played down. Goi (2001a), 228-281 and Kojima (2009),
73-123. However, note that both authors examine the early, formative years of the haozu when their influence and power remained
much in the hands of the emperor. See Ch’u (1972), 202, where the author suggests that although the haozu dominated the
government to such an extent that the history of the Later Han may be seen as the history of powerful families, nevertheless, the
emperor had the political and military power to remove any family from the power hierarchy.
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nature, such as Li’s concern for Shu’s climate being moist and damp and its roads being narrow and
extensive. There is emphasis on local eminent talent and its recognition and recruitment. Pei saw
the value in collecting local poetry and was careful to observe the region’s customs. The great
wealth of Shu and its capital Chengdu is mentioned, with details of its numerous resources and
treasures. We are told how it produces goods that are difficult to manufacture and how its glory is
esteemed in the empire. This local emphasis reflects a pride in the region’s identity and how that
identity distinguishes the southwest from the rest of the empire.
On issues related to the southwest’s population and its customs, Fan Min’s stele contains
many references to the local ethnic populations, their significant role in the region’s history and
how, while at times he may have confronted or suppressed them, he was also remembered for
giving due consideration to local customs and traditions. His concern for the Qingyi Qiang people
and their involvement in the Daoist movement of the ‘Way of the Five Pecks of Rice’ is revealing,
as is his participation in opening up the border territories. His policies towards migrants and their
welfare gives us a glimpse of population movement in the region, and the general refusal to accept
centrally appointed officials suggests a degree of political independence. Furthermore, the stelae’s
overall treatment of issues related to shamans, divination, omens, heavenly signs and other topics
related to the non-empirical realm confirm how elitist reasoning functioned side by side with
popular custom and practices. Perhaps we need to re-examine established theories on the extent of
Han cultural and political influence on the region’s ethnic population and the extent of sinicization
that happened over time which appears to have remained weak during the period examined.
The stelae have also given us a picture of the southwest as a region where different
ideologies and schools of thought co-existed and Ruism, though dominant, was not the single
orthodox doctrine. We see that Mohism was given place along with other teachings, and Fan Min’s
stele provides an early record of issues and concerns related to China’s earliest Daoist movement,
the Wudoumi Dao. The southwest, open to diverse doctrines and with a multi-ethnic culture and
society, provided a suitable base for the Celestial Masters to attract and recruit members. While
economic and political factors played an important role in attracting followers, promises based on
familiar Mohist teachings appear to have been attractive and convincing to local people.
Finally, let us address the importance of stelae as carriers of society’s memories. Apart from
being a component part of burial or commemorative sites, stelae also served explicitly as objects for
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the preservation of memory.328 According to their postscripts, they were intended as acts of
remembrance and to stand as a record of a life’s conduct in order to serve as model for future
generations. They sought to preserve the memory of the dedicatees’ conduct (shixing 時⾏) and
footprints (xingji ⾏跡), and to be a local physical mnemonic for ‘the truth to be established for later
generations’.329 As recorded elsewhere, on a stele erected in 168 C.E. for Chancellor Pei 沛, they
were to ‘establish [one’s] words [so that they] do not decay. This is what ancestors treasure.
Recording [one’s] name on metal and stone is [the act of] handing it down eternally’.330
Much of the content we have noted in this chapter is particular to the region and the details
are such as only those with local knowledge would have been able to describe and comprehend.
Despite the suggestion of an absence of individual character in Chinese stele eulogies, we have seen
many individual traits such as work ethics, intelligence, strength and even religiosity, all of which
are presented as highly personal characteristics.331 The three stelae reflect region-specific themes
and issues, and as such manifest a distinct regional identity and form of memory.

See Davis (2015), 111-6, where the author examines tomb epitaph inscriptions (muzhiming 墓誌銘) in medieval China and raises
the question as to why the practice of erecting monumental mortuary stele flourished during the waning years of the Eastern Han
dynasty. Davis suggests that there was a change in commemorative culture triggered by institutional decline and political
factionalism at the time. The elite saw a need to establish durable monuments to deceased exemplars in order to keep their values
intact. Furthermore, there was a rise in commemoration rituals with the aim to restore a direct connection between the living and the
dead. Davis also notes (p. 113) how ‘stele hymns were intended for vocalised recitation; the absent ancestor was made present
through the performance of his or her textually embodied memory.’ According to Davis it is important to remember that
commemorative stelae and entombed epitaphs not only addressed the living but were assumed to have a wider audience, one that
included the inhabitants of the world of the dead. In fact, Davis suggests that the primary audience of stelae were those in the spirit
world.
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See line 97 (為後⽴真) in Governor Li’s stele.
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Lishi,7.87 (⽴⾔不朽, 先民所藏, 載名⾦⽯, 貽於無疆). The title of the stele is recorded as ‘Stele of Yang Tong, Chancellor of

Pei (Pei xiang Yang Tong bei 沛相楊統碑). There is an allusion here to the ‘Three Eternals (sanbuxiu 三不朽)’ - virtue (de 德), deed
(gong 功) and words (yan ⾔) - as recorded in the [Chunqiu] Zuozhuan [春秋]左傳. See Chunqiu zuozhuan,1088 (‘Xianggong ershisi
nian’ 襄公⼆⼗四年), where Fan Xunzi 范宣⼦ asks Mushu 穆叔 what is meant by the ancient saying of ‘they died but suffered no
decay’ (死⽽不朽). Fan replied, ‘The highest is when there is established virtue; the next is when there is established deed; and the
next is when there is established words. When these [three], are not discarded even with length of time, this is [the meaning of] the
saying [they] do not decay’ (⼤上有⽴德, 其次有⽴功, 其次有⽴⾔. 雖久不廢, 此之謂不朽).
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Brashier (2014), 368.
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Conclusion

Our examination of the southwest has taken a regional approach to understanding early
imperial China. It has studied the material culture of a particular geographical territory, the
southwest, where people developed practices which suited their political, socio-cultural and
economic interests. This development was distinct and independent from (although influenced by)
the Central Plains. It was region specific and represented the religious, cultural and social cohesion
of its people. Due to the scarcity of supporting material and archaeological evidence, our
understanding of many issues, especially regarding the nature of governance and administration, the
role and influence of the ethnic population and their relationship with the Han rulers and settlers,
and the exact meaning and function of tomb decoration and furnishings, remain inconclusive.
However, a careful examination of the region’s material culture, supplemented by readings of
relevant textual sources, has helped us better understand the distinct nature of the southwest and
how society of the time sought to preserve its identity in memory. Our research has highlighted a
number of findings that are not only essential to our understanding of the southwest, but also show
how China’s history, especially during its early imperial period when economic, political and
cultural integration of its border territories remained less structured than in later dynasties, is a
history of regions.
Our study of the southwest highlights three important findings. Firstly, we have shown that
its material culture is loaded with distinctive references that help supplement our limited knowledge
from early writings, which focused on the pan-imperial elite and its culture and either paid little
attention to, or showed a degree of prejudice towards the border regions. We have demonstrated that
pictures of people’s daily activities in their familiar landscape setting and depictions of historical
figures as well as legends and myths, all evoked social recollections and helped define identity for
specific groups, recording who they were and where they came from. For example, the image of the
tiger in the composition of the Yanjing tu not only reflects the region’s rich wildlife, but also served
as a tribal symbol connected to the ancestry of the Shu and Ba peoples, and thus stands for their
cultural identity. Our analysis of pictorial evidence documenting two of the region’s economic
activities, the production of salt and alcohol, have shed light on two particular groups in society,
whose members were intimately connected in their shared experience and engagement. The
participation of the region’s ethnic population in the mining of brine and women’s role in the
brewing of alcohol on the estate and in the workshop setting, supplemented with relevant textual
sources, has enhanced our understanding of these images and tomb art in general. Scenes loaded
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with distinctive references to the southwest’s wealth and fertile landscape also became part of the
cultural discourse, recorded in material culture, that served to document individual and shared
cultural identities and sought to construct the region’s social memory.
Our examination of cliff tombs and decorated stone sarcophagi revealed a new development
in burial practice in the region. Archaeological and material evidence shows that cliff tombs and
decorated stone sarcophagi are distinct to the southwest and represent a change in the layout of the
traditional Han cemetery, as well as a shift in cultural and religious trends. Alterations in significant
social events, such as funerals and burial practices, indicate a revision or adjustment in people’s
lives or thought, revealed in their material culture, but not necessarily documented in writings.
Textual sources do not discuss the trend of cliff tomb burial, nor explain the meaning of decoration
carved on tomb walls or stone sarcophagi. We have argued that the general scarcity of decoration
found in cliff tombs compared to chamber tombs represented a fundamental change in both artistic
and communicative objectives in funeral display. Cliff tomb decoration aspired to simplicity and
was individualised, with decorative themes chosen which represented the tastes of the deceased and
reflected particular personal preferences - no two motives used were the same and the rich
repertoire displayed appears to illustrate individual taste and choices. Ancestral and memorial stelae
also reflect a society concerned with the preservation of individual and social identity and memory.
They were visible acts of remembrance and stood as tools for the recording of lives and social
values that served as exemplars, not only for contemporaries but also for generations to come.
Our second finding, arising from the examination of the contents of three stelae, confirms
the southwest as a region marked by a climate of active intellectual inquiry and philosophical
heterodoxy during the Eastern Han dynasty. The southwest was far from being a passive recipient of
received thought from the centre. The stelae provide us with a picture of how different ideologies
and intellectual traditions co-existed in the region, and how initiatives were taken to research and
preserve a range of texts and to train academicians with various sources that were able to offer
useful guidance to its governors and educators. It is evident that there was also a wish to promote
understanding and adherence to a range of teachings at a time when there was increasing concern
about the influence of Daoist thought and practice amongst the region’s wider population. Thus our
findings argue against scholarship which suggests that by the Han dynasty the distinctions between
various intellectual influences were glossed over by prominent synthesizers, with some even
becoming non-distinct.1 The presumption that one school of thought dominated the intellectual
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Nylan (2009), 9.
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discourse, or that there was a blend of ideologies co-existing with little distinction made between
them needs re-examination.
Thirdly, our study has confirmed that the southwest enjoyed a degree of independence from
the centre, and there was a prominent transfer of administrative power to the commanderies,
reducing the central government’s supervisory function at the time. However, we also argue that
despite operating in a relatively autonomous environment, governors remained faithful to their
responsibilities as supreme commanders of their region, undertaking duties assigned to them by the
government with loyalty and commitment. It is apparent that they were also required to show
considerable independent judgement in balancing local interests with central requirements when
handling their substantial responsibilities.
In the light of what we know from the three stelae, the nature of appointment to office in the
commanderies by the latter half of the Eastern Han period may need reassessing. For example, the
reference in Fan Min’s stele of him being chosen for governorship by the Yizhou commandery
governor, Liu Yan, is revealing. Liu was one of the most powerful and wealthy officials in the
southwest, and was known for his general defiance of imperial command. His power to appoint the
governor of Ba, outside his own administrative territory and a position traditionally assigned by the
central government, raises questions regarding the manner of official nominations at the time.
Governors were free to appoint their own subordinates and dismiss them if so wished without the
approval of the centre. However, we see ministers continually sending officials to the southwest, as
mentioned in Pei’s stele. Furthermore, while governors may have enjoyed much independence over
their commanderies, they remained in a vulnerable position in relation to their obligations to the
capital. For example, official transfers from one region to another appear to have been numerous
and rarely foreseen. If mistakes were made, governors were summoned to the capital for
questioning, as we read of Pei who upon his return promptly retired, ending his extensive official
career. Early or swift retirement among officials was often a sign of defiance and a ‘safe’ route
taken to avoid further government service.
From our stelae it is evident that governors exercised their authority over legal matters as
they saw appropriate, even if it meant shunning established norms and government guidelines if
they were overly harsh or inappropriate. All three stelae reflect the governors’ involvement in the
administration of legal issues and in the moderation of sentencing in their region which may have
seemed impractical or excessively harsh in a local context. The fact that so much is recorded on the
issue of law and order suggests that it was a topic of prominent concern at the time. Closely related
to order is the use of bribery which appears to have been pervasive in the southwest. We know that
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the practice of granting gifts to subjects or clients to consolidate bonds and loyalty, or to establish a
special relationship in the expectation of obtaining certain services, was well established in early
China. However, its degree and the ways in which officials dealt with it is open to further research.2
Our study has highlighted the merits of using Western theories on social and cultural
memory and identity to help us better understand early material culture excavated in the region of
present-day Sichuan province. While our focus has been on the southwest of the Eastern Han
empire, there is much scope to expand this approach to other regions, all of which are endowed with
rich and distinct material cultures. This would not only allow a comparative analysis, but also help
us further evaluate how and why regions were distinct in the Han period. We have also
demonstrated the advantages of applying knowledge obtained from textual sources to our
examination of early tomb art. Bridging two fields of studies, art history and cultural history, has
proved to be invaluable, especially for our appreciation of society at a more local and regional level,
less influenced by established imperial rhetorics found in early histories and textual sources. While
we have focused on the art of the Eastern Han period, further information might be obtained
through the examination of the region’s pre-existing cultures, the Shu and the Ba. By tracing their
cultural influence on later developments, we may be able to form a better understanding of the
southwest’s social make-up, ethnic population and its diverse cultural tradition.
Our research of commemorative and ancestral stelae have proved to be especially helpful to
comprehend the relationship between region and the governing centre. They have highlighted how
the role of the governor was perceived and valued at the time. References to the southwest’s literary
poets and thinkers and events, and even the vocabulary and language used in the inscriptions,
written locally, which may reveal traces of regional dialect, have been outside the scope of our
study but warrant further research. Scholarship on stelae remains a field little explored, possibly due
to the challenges of deciphering their complex language and content, nevertheless, they are imbued
with valuable information and cannot be ignored. Our research has highlighted a number of issues
related to the southwest’s social make-up, economic activities, burial practices, education and
governance. It is a vast field that may be expanded to other regions so that we can more fully
understand the relationship between periphery and centre, and between regions and the
administrative capital in Eastern Han China.

See Lewis (2009), 122-128, and Barbieri-Low and Yates (2015), 174. The case titled ‘A Small Bribe Results in a Large Fine’ (ibid.,
pp. 1268-1272) that takes place along the northern frontier and gives us a glimpse into the world of official corruption.
2
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Source: Photo by Elias

Fig. 67

Interior of Cliff Tomb
Gaocun, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Photo by Elias

Fig. 68

Layout Drawing of an Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.) Cemetery
Yanshi, Henan
Source: Luoyang shi di er wenwu gongzuo dui (2007)
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Fig. 69

Rendition of Standard Layout of an Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.) Cemetery
Source: Paludan (1991)

Fig. 70

Map of Pengshan, Sichuan
Source: Nanjing Bowuguan (1991)

Fig. 71

Rubbing of Pictorial Brick Tile with Dated Inscription
Pengshan, Sichuan
103 C.E. Eastern Han Dynasty
Source: Nanjing Bowuguan (1991)

Fig. 72

Cliff Tomb Drainage Pipes
Pengshan, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Photos by Elias

Fig. 73

Outline Drawing of Cliff Tomb No. 666
Pengshan, Sichuan
Source: Nanjing Bowuguan (1991)

Fig. 74

Cliff Tomb Gate
Pengshan, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Photo by Elias

Fig. 75

Cliff Tomb Gate
Pengshan, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Photo by Elias

Fig. 76

Cliff Tomb Lintel Carving of ‘Picture of Secret Play (Mixi tu 秘戲圖)’
Pengshan, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Nanjing Bowuguan (1991)

Fig. 77

Cliff Tomb Lintel Carving of Couple Embraced and Kissing
Leshan, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Lim (1987)

Fig. 78

Stone Sarcophagus with Carving of an Amorous Couple
Yinjing, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Photo by Elias

Fig. 79

Stone Sculpture of a Guard Dog
Chengjiabian, Sichuan
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Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Sichuan University Museum
Source: Photo by Elias
Fig. 80

Stone Sarcophagi Decorated with Que
Hejiang and Lushan Counties, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Photos by Elias

Fig. 81

Stone Sarcophagi Decorated with Fu Xi and Nü Wa
Hejiang and Lushan Counties, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Photos by Elias

Fig. 82

Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with Banquet Scene
Pi County, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Photo by Elias

Fig. 83

Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with the Mythological Tale of ‘Playing with
Monkeys (Xiyuan tu 戲猿圖)’
Xinjin, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Photo by Elias

Fig. 84

Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with Xiwangmu
Hejiang, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Photo by Elias

Fig. 85

Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with Xiwangmu
Yingjing, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Photo by Elias

Fig. 86

Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with Xiwangmu’s Sheng
Luzhou, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Gao (2011)

Fig. 87

Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagus with ‘Picture of Gate of Heaven (Tianmen tu 天⾨
圖)’
Guitoushan, Jian’yang, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Gao (2011)

Fig. 88

Fan Min’s Gate Tower
Lushan, Sichuan
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Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Eastern Han Stone Carving Museum
Source: Photo by Elias
Fig. 89

Carving and Rubbing of ‘Picture of the Dragon Born Nine Sons (Long sheng jiu zi tu
龍⽣九⼦圖’ on Fan Min’s Gate Tower
Lushan, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Chongqing City Cultural Bureau (1992)

Fig. 90

Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with Tiger and Dragon and its Rubbing
Hejiang, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Photo by Elias Rubbing in Gao (2011)

Fig. 91

Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with Figures, Elephant and a Buildings on
Stilts and Carved Detail
Luzhou, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Photo by Elias Rubbing in Gao (2011)

Fig. 92

Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with an Elephant and Riders,
Xinjin, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Gao (2011)

Fig. 93

Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with Elephant, Dragon, Phoenix and
Monkey
Xinjin, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Gao (2011)

Fig. 94

Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with Deer and Monkeys Swinging
from a Palm Tree
Xinjin, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Gao (2011)

Fig. 95

Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with Palm Tree, Monkey,
Figures and Buildings on Stilts
Hejiang, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Gao (2011)

Fig. 96

Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with a Large Mansion, Xiwangmu and a
Carriage,
Zhangjiakou, Hejiang, Sichuan
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Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Gao (2011)
Fig. 97

Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with a Large Mansion and a Figure
Zhangjiakou, Hejiang, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Photos by Elias

Fig. 98

Details of Two Stone Sarcophagi Decorated with a Single Large Mansion
Luzhou City, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Photos by Elias

Fig. 99

Rubbing of Stone Sarcophagi Decorated with a Single Large Mansion and a Figure
at the Door
Hejiang, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Gao (2011)

Fig. 100

Wang Hui’s Stone Sarcophagus and Detail
Lushan, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Gao (2011)

Fig. 101

Outline Drawing of Tianhuishan Tomb No. 3
Tianhuishan, Chengdu, Sichuan
Source: Luo (2000)

Fig. 102

Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with a Large Mansion, Auspicious Animals
and Fu Xi and Nüwa and its Rubbing
Tianhuishan Tomb No. 3, Chengdu, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Source: Luo (2000)

Fig. 103

Line Drawing of Governor Pei’s Stele
Source: Chengdu Wenwu Kaogu Yanjiuyuan 2012

Fig. 104

Rubbing of the Front and Back of Governor Pei’s Stele
Chengdu, Sichuan
133 C.E., Eastern Han Dynasty
Source: Chengdu Wenwu Kaogu Yanjiuyuan 2012

Fig. 105

Line Drawing of Governor Li’s Stele
Source: Chengdu Wenwu Kaogu Yanjiuyuan 2012

Fig. 106

Rubbing of Front and Back of Governor Li’s Stele
Chengdu, Sichuan
144 C.E., Eastern Han Dynasty
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Source: Chengdu Wenwu Kaogu Yanjiuyuan 2012
Fig. 107

Decorated Stone Sarcophagus
Pengshan, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Mahao Cliff Tomb Museum
Source: Photo by Elias

Fig. 108

Detail of Stone Sarcophagus Decorated with Building
Hejiang, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Luzhou City Museum
Source: Photo by Elias

Fig. 109

Wu Yang’s Gate Tower (Wu Yang que 烏楊闕)
Zhongxian, Sichuan
Eastern Han Dynasty (25 - 220 C.E.)
Three Gorges Museum, Chongqing
Source: Photo by Elias

Fig. 110

Map of Chengdu City During the Han Dynasty
Source: Luo 2013

Fig. 111

Fan Min’s Stele
Lushan, Sichuan
Eastern Han Stone Carving Museum
Source: Photo by Elias

Fig. 112

Rubbing of Fan Min’s Stele
Lushan, Sichuan
205 C.E., Eastern Han Dynasty
Source: Gao 1990
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